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CChapter 1. Introduction  

 
An urban regeneration manifests itself through urban objects operating as change agents. The en-
tailed diverse effects on the surroundings demonstrate experimental origin - an experiment as a pre-
planned but unpredictable method. An understanding of influences and features of urban objects 
requires scrutiny due to a high potential of the elements to force an alteration and reactions. This 
dissertation explores the transformation of the milieu and mechanisms of this transformation. 

Thesis Statement 

The urban fabric is composed of paths, edges, districts, nodes, and landmarks, urban planner Kevin 
Lynch (2005) distinguishes. The nodes and landmarks, or radical urban objects, condense influential 
qualities. Urban transformation, or regeneration, expresses itself by these strategic objects serving 
as urban triggers. An urban flagship, catalyst, invader, a singular, iconic and grand building, a wonder, 
and masterpiece – only a part of names of this special, super urban element generating cardinal 
changes in different environments. A noticeable impact is a primary attribute of the activity of this 
urban object. I define this phenomenon as an “Urban Reagent” (UR) – an object working as a reagent 
in the milieu – and aim to show in which experiments it acts and what effects it generates. 

What results does the phenomenon produce? 

Implanting a UR, for instance, a building, renders irreversible changes, inducing an “explosion” or 
“graduality” as historian Yuri Lotman (2000, 17) terms two contrasting ways of historical and cultural 
development, two ways of the newness emergence. Customers order and confirm, and architects 
conceive an agreeable or risky and unexamined architecture, assuming the liability of a possible fail-
ure, high-cost implication, public misunderstanding, disregard of local interests, and other possible 
negative aspects. Simultaneously, there is a range of points why it is worth building a UR - a valuable 
contribution or investment to the location and identity, a catalyst and turning point for urban, eco-
nomical, and socio-cultural development, a powerful instrument for changes, evolution, or revolu-
tion. An experiment of design, realization, and implantation of a UR generates intended and random, 
positive, negative, and null effects, - influencing multiple environments.  

What are the modern examples of the phenomenon? 

Each time creates its experiments planned to mount new values and produce a certain influence. 
Since the 1960s, the postindustrial era, information society, stylistic freedom of postmodernism, 
technological inventions, further urbanization, globalization, and global corporations have been or-
dering new avant-garde architecture with the task of an accelerated urban regeneration and inter-
nationalization, global market, tourism, and modernity representation. For instance, big projects of 
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German IBA and French “Grand Projects” aimed at a complex and qualitative change (Ikonnikov 2002, 
2:304). The 60s striking Sydney Opera House, the 70s amazing Pompidou Centre, and the 90s iconic 
Guggenheim Bilbao Museoa – only a few examples of the phenomenon meaning an international 
significance, changes in urban, economic, and socio-cultural environments. Stimulated by the time 
possibilities and architectural blasts, today, global iconic trend works within the defined formula of 
making and using authored by a ‘starchitect’ (a celebrity and cosmopolitan) extravagant architecture, 
which often violates the surroundings. “The undoubted uniqueness of these architects and their pro-
jects is determined, paradoxically, by their omnipresence,” Dutch architectural historian Hans Ibel-
ings (2014, 203) states. 

Why is it important to study this phenomenon?  

“Even one building can make a difference to a city,” Jørn Utzon once said (1959, cited in Carter 2003, 
66). Modern governments, private agents, and private-state partnerships actively implement URs as 
flagships of in-fill city reconstructions or complex, large-scale redevelopment programs, so-called 
megaprojects, containing an iconic component. In this accelerating situation, consideration of effects 
and after-effects of building expensive, energy-, time- and labor-consuming, experimental and con-
troversial objects is a critical task. A UR is able to influence cities’ redefinition, often painful and in-
ducing an answering wave (e.g., social protests, gentrification …). 

How does the phenomenon take shape?  

Cities embracing culture, society, economy, buildings, and aesthetics are in a constant transformation 
led by never-ending experimentation. Both ill- and well-being requires changes – on the one hand - 
towards recovery, and on the other – towards further development. Ruins, revolutions, under- and 
overproduction, dissolution of cultural identity, decline, – crises of different scales motivate a formu-
lation of transformation strategies and maximize experimentation to solve unprecedented problems 
and to obtain intended effects - desired results.  

For an extraordinary task, a unique instrument is required to be invented and activated to cause a 
reaction – a special active component, or a reagent. A reagent can take shape of a building as a rep-
resentational, multifunctional, and, thus, potentially effective city component working as a revving 
engine in the experiments conducted by external agents (city, private, state clients, partnerships). A 
UR in the form of a singular architecture is an author’s artistic, or internal, experiment. When exper-
iments of external parties and internal, architectural, experimentation overlap, disturbances in dif-
ferent environments, or fields, achieve the highest points. “Urban Reagent” influences radically when 
an experiment like activation energy defines an object’s nature and use. 

This thesis intends to explore influences on the milieu and its transformations that an active building, 
termed as an “Urban Reagent,” causes. A relation of the phenomenon with an experiment – a 
planned activity to find a solution of an unprecedented problem, and obtain intended effects and 
experience - might explain the influential possibilities of the phenomenon. A radical impact on differ-
ent environments is a result of radical experiments of external change agents (city, economy, market, 
etc.) and an internal change agent (an inventor of an effective reagent - the experiment instrument). 
In other words, a radical transformation of the environment is a result of external and internal exper-
iments’ superposition or a synthetic experiment.  
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RResearch Object 

Milieu transformation and its mechanisms, an influence of “Urban Reagents” 

Research Aim and Objectives 

The primary research aim is to explore transformations of different environments (urban, socio-cul-
tural, economic, or conceptual), caused by a UR’s influence, and to emphasize a responsible building 
of this active element and acceptance. 

Research objectives 

to identify parameters of a UR 

to elaborate a hypothesis on a UR as an experiment by nature and use, aimed at certain ef-
fects  

to explore historical, urban, socio-cultural, economic, and conceptual influence (effects) 
caused by active and significant URs (urban flagship, catalyst, landmark, iconic buildings) 

to corroborate a hypothesis by an application to German and Russian URs 

Research Hypothesis: [UT = E + ] 

Urban transformation (UT) as a result of a reaction between the environment (E) and an activated by 
an experiment urban object (UR) aimed at certain effects: [UT = E + UR x ] 

Influence (= effect) is a primary feature of an “Urban Reagent,” i.e., an active urban object working 
as a reagent in the milieu and causing a certain reaction.  

This influence on different environments is composed of effects as outputs of experiments conducted 
in these environments where 

experiment means activation energy (or a coefficient) for the reaction, an activity of a search 
and test of new ideas, methods, and strategies to generate the intended effects 

the effect is an intended or unintended result, an outcome of an experiment 

A UR can be an experiment by nature, use, or by nature and use (a synthetic experiment of super 
buildings). For example, the 1960s St Mary's Cathedral (synthetic UR) in Tokyo by Kenzo Tange pro-
duces multiple influences.  

It is, thus, assumed that historical, socio-cultural, urban, economic, and conceptual influences of a 
UR are results of certain experiments: 

a historical experiment or “Time-Place experiment”: an external parameter, works as experi-
ment initial conditions 

socio-cultural, urban, economic experiments: refer to external parameters and external par-
ties’ experiments using a UR as an active tool 

a conceptual experiment: a UR invention, composed of “Authorship experiment” and “Archi-
tectonic experiment” that refer to internal parameters and experiment 

Being an experiment of one agent, a realized UR causes multiple effects on multiple environments. 
An experiment of building, for instance, a successful market, like The Metropol Parasol designed by 
J. Mayer H. in Seville – an economic experiment – generates the intended economic influence, and, 
also, socio-cultural, urban, architectural, and conceptual effects.  
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Concise Content and Research Methods 

The dissertation develops concepts, introduced in the Master thesis “Design principles of design-ob-
jects as a new form of the public communicative space,” and Diploma work “The ‘Object-Virus’ in a 
homogenous urban environment,” both defended at the Samara State University of Architecture & 
Civil Engineering in 2009. A concept of an “urban virus,” described in the dissertation, was formulated 
in these works.  

The dissertation consists of four chapters, a conclusion (chapter 5), and appendix (folder with 
graphics, and CD). The following research methods are applied: an analytic-synthetic research 
method; observations of German and Russian urban objects. 

Chapter 1 “Introduction” presents a research statement (research object, aim, methods, etc.), and 
explores UR’s main parameters by an analysis of three iconic buildings that have transformed differ-
ent environments. An analytic method, used here, means an inductive approach, required to get 
firsthand knowledge on the subject: an analysis of Guggenheim Bilbao Museoa, Sydney Opera House, 
and Pompidou Centre; a generalization, and parameters. A generalization summarizes the revealed 
features into external and internal and supposes a connection between a UR and experiment: UR as 
an internal experiment and a tool for external experiments - that explains an influential power to 
change the environment. Factual data identifies a dominant UR. 

A synthetic method, applied in Chapters 2 and 3, defining influences of URs and relation to the ex-
periment, implies a hypothetico-deductive approach and elaborates an outlined hypothesis in Chap-
ter 1. It is emphasized that influence is an outcome of experiments in different environments. Histor-
ical, socio-cultural, urban, economic, and conceptual effects are studied to infer an experimental 
component as a cause for these effects. German and Russian URs illustrate theoretical deductions. 

Chapter 4 “Synthetic Experiments” illustrates a hypothesis by an application to eight modern URs in 
Germany and Russia: “Samara Central Railway station”; “Berlin Hauptbahnhof - Berlin Central Sta-
tion”; “Elbphilharmonie Hamburg (Elphi)”; “Olympiastadion (Munich)” and “BMW Welt”; “St. Peters-
burg Krestovsky Stadium (Zenith Arena)” and “Gazprom Tower”; and “The New Stage of Alexan-
drinsky Theatre.” A graphic part is attached (CD). 

Images without copyright information are made by the author. Copyright on other - is provided. 
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RRelevant Research in the Scientific Field 

A primary knowledge on urban regeneration and active urban objects - urban flagships, catalysts, 
landmarks, singular and iconic buildings – is built by interdisciplinary researchers focused on urban, 
societal, economic, and cultural aspects of the phenomenon and urban change: 

urban planner Kevin Lynch, sociologist and economist Leslie Sklair, urban sociologist Steven 
Miles, architect Eduard Sancho Pou, sociologist Richard Sennett, geographer and anthropol-
ogist Neil Smith, geographer David Harvey, urban specialist Donald McNeill, architecture his-
torian Charles Jencks, anthropologist Marc Augé, construction, and project management 
scholar Hedley Smyth, and ‘Bilbao-effect’ and the Abandoibarra megaproject researchers - 
Gerardo del Cerro Santamaría (‘Urban Megaproject’ – UMP), Joseba Zulaika, and Anna María 
Guasch, John Azua 

by city, town planning, architecture researchers, and art historians:  

European: ; Aldo Rossi, Pier Vittorio Aureli; Peter G. Hall, Colin Rowe, Fred Koetter, 
Peter Cook, Kenneth Frampton, Nikolaus Pevsner, Anthony Vidler, Patrick Geddes, Royston 
Landau; Rem Koolhaas, Hans Ibelings; Camillo Sitte, Ernst Hubeli; Sigfried Giedion, Kurt W. 
Forster; Bernard Tschumi, Jean Nouvel, Jean-Louis Cohen; Wolfgang Pehnt, Jürgen Joedicke, 
Heike Delitz, Frank Werner, Ulrich Schwarz, Beate Niemann, and Philipp Meuser 
Russian: Alexei E. Gutnow, Andrei Ikonnikov, Selim O. Khan-Magomedov, Mikhail Barkhin, Ale-
ksandr Vysokovsky, Dmitry Schwidkowsky, Vladimir Glazychev, Vladimir Paperny, Alexander 
Rappaport, Irina Dobritsyna, Bart Goldhoorn, and Yury Kurbatov 
American and Australian: Stanford Anderson, Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown, Peter 
Eisenman, Arthur Drexler, Lewis Mumford, Lebbeus Woods, Witold Rybczynski, Aaron Betsky, 
Michael Sorkin, Vincent Scully, J. Fiona Ragheb, Philip Jodidio, Spiro Kostof, Mark Wigley, Ada 
L. Huxtable, Patrik Schumacher, and Gevork Hartoonian 

Semiotics, phenomenology, and perception  of the phenomenon are studied by reading: 

Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Martin Heidegger, Yuri Lotman, Umberto Eco, Roman Ingarden 
Juan P. Bonta, Gordon Cullen, Rudolf Arnheim, Juhani Pallasmaa, Christian Norberg-Schulz 
Gestalt Theory: Max Wertheimer and Kurt Koffka  

An understanding of urban and social effects of the phenomenon is also provided by reading the 
natural studies, geography works, and anthropology studies: 

Ilya Prigogine, Isabelle Stengers, Fritjof Capra, Petr Kapitsa; Niles Eldredge and Stephen J. 
Gould, Richard Morrill, Gary L. Gaile, and Grant I. Thrall, Michael Pacione, Edward W. Soja; 
Everett M. Rogers, and Clyde M. Woods 

Additionally, historical, socio-cultural, architectonics, and authorship influence and parameters of the 
phenomenon are illustrated with the help of 

Philosophers and sociologists:  
Imre Lakatos, Jean Baudrillard, Theodor Adorno, Friedrich W. Nietzsche, Immanuel Kant, 
Georg W. F. Hegel, Walter Benjamin, Jacques Derrida, Herbert Marcuse, Henri Lefebvre, Karl 
Jaspers, Zygmunt Bauman, Vasily V. Nalimov, Jürgen Habermas, Jean-François Lyotard, Pierre 
Bourdieu, Arnold Toynbee, and Massimo Cacciari 
Sociology, postindustrial, and information society scholars: 
Pitirim Sorokin, Johan Huizinga, Anthony Giddens, Jan Assmann, Maurice Halbwachs, Mikhail 
Vilkovsky; Manuel Castells, Alvin Toffler, Daniel Bell, Frank Eckardt, Saskia Sassen, Sharon Zu-
kin, Paul Jones, Chris Abel, Ronald W. Smith, and Valerie Bugni 
Art critics, theorists: Erwin Panofsky, Ernst Gombrich, Heinrich Wölfflin, Boris Groys, Rosalind 
E. Krauss, Renato Poggioli, Clement Greenberg, and Theodore Roszak
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Definition of Terms 

Term Definition 

Urban Reagent (UR) 

an active urban object featured by an ability to change the milieu 
(involved in the reaction) 

can be an experiment by nature (an internal, conceptual 
experiment) and\or a tool for external experiments (historical, 
socio-cultural, urban, economic, etc.) 

Internal Parameter of UR an attribute of an object itself, object’s nature, e.g., form, author 

External Parameter of UR 
an attribute meaning the object’s functioning (use) as an 
instrument in different historic, socio-cultural, urban, economic, 
etc. environments by different agents (society, city, market, …) 

Experiment of UR 

- a planned heuristic activity, a test of new ideas, theories, 
methods, strategies to generate the intended effects and change 
the current state of things; trial & error approach 

- the activation energy or a coefficient for reactions with a UR 

Synthetic Experiment  

of UR 

UR as an experiment by nature (internal parameter) and by use 
(external parameter): 

- an internal experiment - an experiment by internal parameters, 
i.e., has an experimental nature  

- a tool for external experiments, i.e., working as an instrument for 
experiments of the external parties (society, city, the economy, …) 

Effect of UR an intended or unintended result, an outcome of an experiment 

Urban Virus (UV) 

(one of the urban, social, and cultural effects of a UR)  

a possibility of an innovative UR, as an idea and object, to invade 
the foreign urban areas, diffuse, evolve, and reproduce  
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11.1. What is an “Urban Reagent” 

The transformation of the milieu is associated with buildings acting as instruments and products of a 
certain time and agents. Modern developed cities sparkle with impressive new urban flagships or-
dered to attract, gain benefits, regenerate, and change – to take part in experiments for intended 
effects. Fame, landmark position, tourist boom, groundbreaking design, or, in other words, socio-
cultural, urban, economic, and conceptual influence, accompanies singular buildings – radical “Urban 
Reagents” – extravagant architecture used for special purposes.  

The iconic Guggenheim Bilbao Museoa, the striking Sydney Opera House, or the amazing Pompidou 
Centre – are only a few radical and influential URs that have won an international significance, and 
shifted the environment - urban, social, conceptual, economic, etc. A building goes beyond its con-
ventional utilitarian meaning and form: it becomes an effective actor, engine, reagent for the city, 
public and private interests. 

What are the main parameters of an “Urban Reagent” and how can they be defined?  

Three Case Studies 

A strong indication of an influential active urban object, or an “Urban Reagent” (UR), is fame and 
scandal because of significant social, urban, economic, political, and artistic roles. Often, a UR is fa-
mous due to an awesome architectural form or a prominent author – singular or iconic building and 
signature architect commissioned by change agents with a desire for radical city alterations or cata-
lyzed development. 

To draw a generalization, three famous, influential, and different edifices are studied: the Guggen-
heim Bilbao Museoa (1997), the Pompidou Centre (1977), and the Sydney Opera House (1956). The 
two named museums (in Spain, France) and the music hall (in Australia) are public facilities with a 
definite task to attract. They are selected because of 

Various demonstrated influence (not only cultural) 

Fame (lively discourse and enough knowledge) by the public for bright originality, and 
by professionals due to an avant-garde meaning for culture and profession, i.e., Jencks’ 
(1985, 10) “double coding” - one professional, “based on the training and ideology of 
Modern architects,” and the second – local visual code, addressed to architecture au-
dience and users (2002, 27) 

Groundbreaking and innovative design contrasting with surroundings 

Prominent author 

The epicenter of socio-cultural and urban activity and events 

Implementation for high purposes and strategies beyond utilitarian function 

To capture UR features, each building is described by experiment components, conditions, and ef-
fects: a historical conjuncture (a cause for an experiment), change agents (external parties conduct-
ing experiments to receive effects), a tool for an experiment (an invention of a landmark, an internal 
experiment), and manifold influence as a result (historical, urban, …). 
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Guggenheim Bilbao Museoa 

Since Bilbao, I get called to do “Frank Gehry building.” 
− Frank Gehry 

 

Figure 1. Guggenheim Bilbao Museoa  

Source: Ekhiñe Graell, July 29, 2015. Guggen-
heim. Digital Image. Available from: Flickr, 
https://flic.kr/p/yATBy2 (accessed May 05, 
2020). Copyright: Attribution 2.0 Generic (CC 
BY 2.0) (https://creativecommons.org/li-
censes/by/2.0/legalcode). 

The famous Guggenheim Museum (Figure 1), designed by starchitect Frank O. Gehry and opened in 
1997 in Bilbao, Spain, has made the widest resonance among architects, public, and developers by 
its striking, innovative design and influence. The museum has become an emblem of the so-called 
“Bilbao Effect” - an effective complex regeneration of a city not notable for economic and social wel-
fare. For the following study, works on the Guggenheim Museum, Frank Gehry’s oeuvre, and Bilbao 
by profound researches and architects are used. Academics of Basque studies - Anna María Guasch 
and professor Joseba Zulaika, and a native of Bilbao and founder and President of “Enovating Lab” 
John Azua provide the knowledge both as professionals and natives. Foreign researchers analyze the 
“Bilbao Effect”: designer-curator and writer J. Fiona Ragheb, an architect and architectural historian 
Jean-Louis Cohen, Australian Professor of Urban and Cultural Geography Donald McNeill, urban soci-
ology researcher Gerardo del Cerro Santamaría. Writers on architecture Kurt W. Forster, Witold 
Rybczynski, and Charles Jencks, define iconicity of the Guggenheim Bilbao Museoa. 

What historical circumstances have produced the UR of the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao? 

“History is a process of decay and ruin – this is the quintessential perspective that emerges from 
Bilbao’s fin de millennium,” Basque studies professor Joseba Zulaika states (2003, 61). Nervión river 
site of the modern cultural center Guggenheim Museum is a former trading and industrial zone. Since 
its origin, Bilbao had been working as a small trading port that has changed in the nineteenth century 
when industrialization and European capitalism altered the city into an active industrial center. An 
increasing number of migrants and the gaining force industry impacted on further city development. 
By the late nineteenth century, Bilbao had expanded in several steps, or “Ensanche,” – regular urban 
plans of 1860, 1861, and 18721. In the early twentieth century, big Bilbao was a successful industrial 
center, unifying thirty municipalities. In the 70s, the economic situation became irrelevant due to the 
change of sea-trade destinations, and Bilbao experienced degradation and decline. Gradually, a labor 
attraction and heavy metal and steel manufactures’ location, the left riverbank, has been transform-
ing into an abandoned land of ruins. The Nervión valley became a place of outmoded factories and 
slums (Zulaika 2003, 31) in smoke and soot. The Nervión left bank associated with high pollution 
(pesticides), desolation, and collapsing industrial facilities. Bilbao experienced an unfavorable posi-
tion of being on the periphery of cultural, political, and economic innovations, having an image of a 
high crime rate and decline. In the 70s, freed from paying taxes Basque region has conducted a mod-
ernization program, and developed a long-term development strategy (Glazychev 2011, 227–28). Re-
searcher Gómez indicates that Bilbao’s regeneration strategy has intentionally imitated Manchester 

 
1 Engineers Alzola, Hoffmeyer and architect Achucarro 
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and Glasgow similar to industrial past and port area: “the Bilbao area will be an example in Spain as 
Glasgow and Manchester have been in Great Britain” (CS, cited in Gómez 1998, 113). At the beginning 
of modernization, the industrial sector-oriented Basque government took an effort to revitalize the 
industrial area, but the created steel-works plant provided little employment (Gómez 1998, 112). To 
amend this situation the Bilbao government implemented a strategy of a radical system change.  

After Francisco Franco’s death in 1975 and end of the dictatorship, the Basque Country and Bilbao 
set a new course of self-identification as a democratic country, a restoration of the country self-gov-
ernment, and membership in the European community. In 1989, the Bilbao government organized 
the first international congress - Forum Bilbao for Urban Regeneration. “In 1991, with industry in full 
recession und unemployment soaring out of control,” a native of Bilbao professor, founder and Pres-
ident of “Enovating Lab” John Azua (2005, 84) states, “our country building embraced a number of 
opportunities and challenges making up a wider effort to modernize and internationalize the Basque 
Country.” New governmental and administrative structures took shape strengthened by the active 
participation of intellectuals, philosophers of management, economy, and education. A strategic plan 
of regeneration has been traced in 1992 emphasizing business and flagship projects to establish 
global visibility as “a quintessential economic strategy” (Cerro Santamaría 2013c, 29), and to trans-
form political identity. Also due to rivalry with Barcelona, and an aspiration to be more independent, 
to acquire an individual image, the Basque government sought “to pursue a strategy aimed at turning 
Bilbao into a post-industrial centre for services, finance and tourism” (McNeill 2009, 88). 

Who has ordered the Bilbao Guggenheim Museum and for what? 

The Bilbao Guggenheim Museum is a joint project of the Basque government (let us call it from now 
on as Agent 1), in particular, the dominant Basque nationalist party, the Partido Nacional Vasco (PNV), 
striving to build a positive reputation, and the Guggenheim director Thomas Krens (Agent 2), his “pro-
active policy of global geographical expansion” (McNeill 2009, 82) and global culture circuit. Each 
agent has its aims. 

Agent 1. A new administration acting as a change agent aimed at a total construction of the Basque 
democratic country (an accent on national self-esteem, safety, success, strong economy, improved 
infrastructure, urban revitalization, and innovative business and culture). For this purpose, the gov-
ernment has developed a direction to modernization and internationalization in a large-scale rede-
velopment of “Euskopolis” (Azua 2005, 80) area that consists of Bilbao metropolis and the Basque 
country.1 Bilbao Ria-2000 – “an innovative cross institution, public-private partnership, responsible 
for coordinating the transfer of land between public and private agents” (Cerro Santamaría 2013c, 
27), worked as based on public resources private agency of urban development with a strategy of 
intervention and clearing old industrial land for new property investment. It was a special administra-
tion unifying the Spanish government, Basque autonomy, a committee of Biscay province, city com-
mittees of Bilbao, and neighbor Barakaldo – as an agent between the government and business. For 
the regeneration purposes, the government has formulated a strategic plan – Bilbao Metropoli-30, 
led by public-private partnership combining large private firms, the Universities, the Chamber of 
Commerce, local and regional institutions. Accepted in 1992, Metropoli-30 elaborated different pro-
jects of ecological, residential, transportation profiles, bettering education, culture, entertainment, 
and tourist services. In parallel, a regeneration was a topic of the Strategic Plan for the Regeneration 
of Metropolitan Bilbao, the General Urban Plan, the Metropolitan Guidelines, and Bilbao Ria 2000 – 
overlapping and wasting resources (Gómez 1998, 113). The Basque Country and the city of Bilbao 

 
1 Conglomerate of Bilbao, Vitoria-Gasteiz, Donostia-San Sebastian, Irun, Pamplona 
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decided to undertake several key steps: to convert a negative image to positive by engaging foreign 
investment, to develop a city infrastructure and to “reinvent economy” by adding to a traditional 
steel and shipbuilding industry and “entrepreneurial culture,” - a culture “as a key engine or strategic 
goal,” Azua (2005, 84) writes, that has a purpose to work not only for “a major physical renewal,” but 
also as “a new injection of self-esteem on the part of people.” Although more than half of two million 
Basques have been occupied in the industrial sector, Zulaika (2003) notes, cultural city regeneration 
with architecture as a tool became the adopted line. Not only an economic and urban, but also a 
socio-cultural experiment was conducted with a presumption of future positive effects. 

In territory deficit, radical Bilbao reconstruction was conducted on the Nervión riverside, including 
large-scale architecture, and infrastructure projects instead of derelict industry (Glazychev 2011, 
227–28). A state-led long-term revitalization program, fully funded by Basque and Spanish institu-
tions, aimed “to diversify the local economy” by reconstruction a city-center Abandoibarra water-
front into a new functional attractive zone, and Bilbao automatically - into a “revitalized postindustrial 
metropolis” (Cerro Santamaría 2013c, 31). The river became an axis of agglomeration (Glazychev 
2011, 227–28). Metropoli-30 proposed a transformation of former industrial center Abandoibarra 
into a service\business\cultural center including Guggenheim Museum (Cerro Santamaría 2013c, 30). 
A strategy of an “aggressive place-marketing” and a radical refurbishment of the central city was 
accepted, Australian researcher McNeill (2009, 88–89) considers, as a crucial point for attracting ser-
vice industries and tourists.  

Despite financial obstacles and public opposition, expensive stararchitects were invited to redevelop 
Bilbao ruined parcels and to create an international positive image: Gehry, Foster, Pelli, Stirling, Wild-
ford, Pei, Soriano, Palacio, Isozaki, and Calatrava. The government had to pay for the emblematic 
buildings designed by architects-celebrities, because of a striking architecture fruitful potential: “Em-
blematic, that is, of ideas of progress, culture, class, equality, and peace,” Zulaika (2003, 13) explains. 
Metro entrance by Norman Foster worked as the first new symbol of changes in Bilbao in the global 
context. The government spent 1.5 billion dollars on new constructions. The port became developed 
and modernized. Norman Foster designed new transportation facilities and a subway. Santiago 
Calatrava authored the airport improvement and the Zubizuri Bridge construction. James Stirling cre-
ated an “intermodal” central transport hub for buses and trains (now, indefinitely postponed build-
ing). The Abandoibarra riverfront development comprised a large office and shopping complex, very 
similar to the design of Battery Park City in New York (Cerro Santamaría 2013c, 32), authored by César 
Pelli. Federico Soriano and Dolores Palacio created the projects of the Euskalduna Convention Center 
and Music Hall. As one of the most famous modern urban flagships among other landmarks, Bilbao 
Guggenheim Museum by Frank Gehry (Zulaika 2003, 78) worked. 

Agent 2. Another crucial Bilbao change agent is Thomas Krens – the Solomon R. Guggenheim Foun-
dation director (1988-2008) who established an agreement (franchising) with Basque Government 
or, as Krens said, seduced to build a museum that pushed not only Bilbao development, but also 
recovered the Guggenheim Foundation from crisis experienced by the Guggenheim Museum in New 
York. “A franchised museum in Bilbao” (McNeill 2009, 83) costed a fee of $ 100 million for a landmark 
building and $ 20 million for the franchise. The Basques agreed (or were seduced) to pay for the 
acquirement of global, international status, and for the probable “money-generating machine for 
Bilbao” (Cerro Santamaría 2013c, 36) – the Guggenheim Museum. Bilbao city was selected due to 
rejections and difficult negotiations in larger cities in Europe and Spain (Zulaika 2005, 150). Locating 
a museum in an abandoned industrial zone of outdated factories and ruined buildings and, thus, 
cheap, Krens enabled quick gentrification. As mentioned before, ruins play a role as the prerequisite 
for reinvestment where potential investors value the so-called “rent gap” – a gap between the real 
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value of the site and its future value after gentrification. Choosing the maximum gap - infrastructures 
and urban network required restoration or creation, Krens celebrated great success. “Above all, ruins 
call for a new architecture, new buildings, and a new era,” Zulaika (2005, 155) writes. Restricted ar-
chitectural competition and decision on a winning design were in hands of Krens. In the article “Sites 
of Passage” architect- researcher Ragheb (2001, 343) points out that first the banality or truism of a 
museum architecture was shaken in 1943 by a commission of the co-founder and director of the 
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum Hilla von Rebay to Frank Lloyd Wright to create a different, opti-
mistic museum image. The same challenge was addressed to the selected competitors - Frank Gehry, 
Arata Isozaki, and CoopHimmelb(l)au, ordered to design a city hallmark or landmark with an iconic 
identity. In the interview with Charles Jencks, Frank Gehry (cited in Jencks 2005, 12) tells that in the 
competition brief the client has asked “for an equivalent to the Sydney Opera House, … a ‘hit’,” for a 
“building for Bilbao what the Sydney Opera House did for Australia.” 

What tool for a change was invented? 

A challenge of a new landmark creation required an ingenious designer and an unprecedented archi-
tecture. Architect-celebrity Frank Gehry won the competition proposing an extraordinary sculptural 
metal and Spanish limestone edifice. As well as Gehry’s previous project for Walt Disney Concert Hall 
in Los Angeles, the Guggenheim Bilbao Museoa architectonics is experimentation with a dynamic and 
undulating shape called by critics as Gehry`s baroque and the architect as a successor of Baroque 
master Francesco Borromini famous for rich wavy and zigzag architecture (Friedman 2001, 292). The 
Guggenheim Museum forms perfectly follow a free Gehry`s sketch realized into a complex building 
using the latest computer technologies, for instance, the CATIA software - to model complex surfaces, 
and BOCAD program enabling steel details’ elaboration. For the first time, Gehry implemented the 
facades with a titanium coating shell compared with a Spanish limestone. Metal panels of 1.3 milli-
meters in thickness were installed with a common suspended facade method (Ragheb et al. 2001, 
161). In addition to design innovations, the Guggenheim museum inheres distinctive urban qualities 
rejecting to be a “hermetic, self-referential work of art,” researcher Ragheb (2001, 343) states, but 
integrating with the surroundings. A relation of the object to the city plays a great role for Gehry 
(cited in Ragheb 2001, 344): “To be at the bend of a working river intersected by a large bridge and 
connecting the urban fabric of a fairly dense city to the river’s edge with a place for modern art is my 
idea of heaven.” 

What influence has the Guggenheim museum in Bilbao generated? What is the “Bilbao Effect”? 

A complex regeneration moves a trigger in environmental, social, cultural, and symbolic senses, pro-
fessor Zulaika (2003, 12) argues. The Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, acting as a component of large-
scale redevelopment, represents its historical, urban, socio-cultural, economic, and architectural ef-
fects, which can be interpreted both as positive and as negative as seen from different perspectives. 
The “Bilbao Effect,” as a cumulative effect of complex changes in different environments, and Gug-
genheim Bilbao Museum, as a regeneration landmark, quickly became famous and stimulated a trend 
adopted in various cities outside Spain. 

The object generates a historical influence, acts as Zeitgeist, an image and tool of the shift, and a 
message to the future. “The public’s appetite for striking architecture, in any period,” Witold Rybczyn-
ski (2010, 133) considers, “is fueled by similar forces: prosperity, civic ambition, confidence in the 
future.” These aspirations are embodied in “a silver flower” (Hubeli 2002, 35) of Gehry’s edifice or-
dered as a hallmark of Bilbao “rejuvenation” (Rybczynski 2010, 140) into a wealthy, successful, dem-
ocratic, modernized land attractive to international business and tourism. The Guggenheim Museum 
plays a zeitgeist role of a convergence point of global connections – a globalization node, a times’ 
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shift role of a culmination point on the threshold of industrial and post-industrial, service-oriented 
eras, and a role of a message to the future.  

Regarding urban influence, as planned, the Guggenheim Museum works as a landmark and city em-
blem in local and global contexts – the museum is an element of the carefully elaborated and suc-
cessful urban transformation and a tourists’ and investors’ attractor that has pinned Bilbao on the 
global map (Cerro Santamaría 2013c, 28). The modern Guggenheim Museum joins other Bilbao land-
marks situated nearby: one of the most prestigious universities in Spain - the Universidad de Deusto 
(1886), La Salve Bridge (the 1970s), the Museo Del Bellas Artes (Museum of Fine Arts, 1908) serving 
as another tourist attractor in 5 minutes of walking from the Guggenheim Museum. For the Museo 
Del Bellas Artes the new Guggenheim museum is, on the one hand, a resource of art and economic 
activity and cooperation, and, on the other hand, the direct competitor (Viar 2005, 98).  

Appendix 1.1 presents the city evolution and extension: from the city plan of 1876 by Achucarro and 
Hoffmeyer architects to the contemporary situation. Aerial views illustrate the changes of the future 
museum location: in the 1970s without the bridge, in the 90s when the bridge was constructed, and 
the following years building boom and transformation from industrial to a public zone with green 
spaces, public facilities, and the museum. Located in the former ruins the Guggenheim Museum acts 
as an urban catalyst inducing gentrification and appearance of new buildings designed by stararchi-
tects, and close to the Guggenheim Bilbao Museum. The surrounding area of the museum acquired 
a maximum development in infrastructure, diverse retail business, and services. The adjoining 
riverbank area has been transformed into a public park by Bilbao urbanists. Around, many new ob-
jects are worth seeing.1 Appendix 1.2 shows a map created by Metropolitan Architecture Guide Offi-
cial School of Architects Basque-Navarre of the new construction of the Guggenheim Bilbao Museoa 
location, also designed and built after the opening of the museum. Although the megaproject Aban-
doibarra has created a prestige and emblematic new center attractive for investment, Cerro San-
tamaría (2013c, 34) argues, it “remains a global megaproject confined by local reach.” Architectural 
objects are not just “urban pieces” that are fundamental to the revitalization of existing cities, but 
also structures that interact with complex environmental, urban processes (Cohen 2001, 329). Old 
Bilbao genius loci embodying a “tough” (Zulaika 2003, 61) uniqueness of trading and industrial Bilbao 
has been changed by new - modern sparkling avant-garde. The Guggenheim Museum does not reflect 
but refracts the surroundings and “communicates” by trembling in the wind titanium plates making 
a new sense of the place.  

The socio-cultural influence of the Guggenheim Museum embraces a symbolic role of changes in the 
country and city, national identity, fame, and critical discourses. A writer on architecture Kurt W. 
Forster (1998, 6) calls the museum as a “cultural protagonist” that might act as a “civic catalyst” being 
located at a distinguished site. The redevelopment program and the museum construction both met 
local public opposition. Created by the government strategy of the culture-led regeneration was crit-
icized by mass media and by the citizens mainly occupied in the industrial sector. Judgments about 
the Museum, however, roamed around high costs and object`s poor local identity. In a view of Anna 
Maria Guasch (2005), a huge monetary investment could be divided between the other architectural 

 
1 University of the Basque Country (2010, Álvaro Siza); multifamily Artklass Building (2011, Robert Krier); Torre Iberdrola 
(2011, César Pelli); residential building at the Plaza de Euskadi (2011, Carlos Ferrater); foot-bridge Pedro Arrupe (2003, 
Lorenzo Fernández Ordóñez); Parque de Ribera (2004, Javier López Chollet); Alhóndiga Building (1909, renovation 2010, 
Philippe Starck); administration building of the Basque government (2006, Federico Soriano); new construction for 
Osakidetza, offices of the Department of Public Health of the Basque government (2008, Juan Coll-Barreu); the Deusto 
University Library (2010, José Rafael Moneo) 
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objects in the city. Local artists and the public could not accept a building of an expensive museum 
looking alien and not original - like Gehry’s unrealized, at that moment, Los Angeles project. The mu-
seum space was also perceived as empty, aggressive, and endless. Guasch (2005, 197) asserts, 
“Gehry’s Guggenheim begins to display its biggest fissures, its most obvious contradictions, and its 
most flagrant paradoxes and self-contradictions.” Bilbao acquired a new, redefined, identity, a sym-
bol, and, desired by the government and Krens, a permanent status of must-see location on the world 
map with a marker on the Guggenheim Museum acting as a cultural landmark without national bor-
ders (Ragheb 2001, 349). Since opening, the Museum has appeared on pages of the world’s news 
media, McNeill (2009, 81) states, illustrating a “deeply politicized place marketing, the architectural 
branding of an aspirational art institution, and the worldwide projection of Frank Gehry as a celeb-
rity.” Not just a building working as “the tenor of culture” (Ragheb 2001, 349), but also the city has 
got international fame. The museum, opened in October 1997, marked the beginning of the golden 
age of the city and global awareness of architecture as a force. 

An economic influence for Bilbao took shape in the increased profit, employment, and tourism. “Em-
blematic works sell a city,” Zulaika (2003, 144) concludes, that means in Bilbao’s case a city celebrat-
ing a tourist boom, an appearance of new jobs, and renewal and income via gentrification. A central 
element of Bilbao urban regeneration – the Guggenheim Museum serves as a “powerful stimulus of 
real estate development” (Glazychev 2011, 229), “the centre of its place-marketing strategy” and 
“magnet of regeneration” (McNeill 2009, 88–89) has provoked a boom of international interest and 
is assessed as a great success of “urban planning of our era” (Glazychev 2011, 230). “I was asked to 
make a building,” Gehry (cited in Ragheb 2001, 343) explains, “that has an international presence” - 
to put Bilbao “on the travel map.” Gehry succeeded the task, “has put Bilbao on map” (Zulaika 2005, 
155): “After it was built people started going to Bilbao and that changed the economics of the city. It 
was widely successful. The building worked and did not have the sort of problems that the Sydney 
Opera House had” (Frank O. Gehry, cited in Jencks 2005, 12). Local cultural institutions also received 
benefits in a form of the expanding contacts and investments. The industrial sector of the economy 
has been replaced by the serving sector and the high-tech economy. The adopted cultural strategy 
of city renewal induced a partnership of government and business, and the creation of workplace 
employment (Zulaika 2003, 72). The ruins Abandoibarra and abandoned residential areas had be-
come an opportunity for gentrification. Zulaika (2003) argues that fundamental logic of a capital is 
devaluation and revaluation. If the ruins play a role of devaluation, the revaluation is gentrification. 
The gentrification, invested by a private capital, set the value to the abandoned territory and its eco-
nomic potential. Due to the gentrification and the complex redevelopment, Abandoibarra in short 
time became a prestigious territory which flourished in new landscaping, constructions, and events 
strengthening the national self-esteem and positive international image.  

An economic effect for the Guggenheim Foundation is noteworthy. The employed Gehry has created 
not only a Bilbao landmark but also an amazing and easily recognized architecture as an advertise-
ment, a symbol of “American cultural imperialism” and “a monument to American hegemony over 
Europe” (Guasch and Zulaika 2005b, 9) that has induced not only “Bilbao Effect” but also “Guggen-
heim effect” (Cerro Santamaría 2013c, 45). An idea of Guggenheim museum expansion in different 
parts of the world refers to Thomas Krens’ innovation, called also as “Guggenheimisation,” “global 
museumification,” “Krensification” (Zulaika 2005, 154), – as a direct reference to McDonald’s idea. In 
the article “The iconic building is here to stay,” Jencks (2006) defined the new Guggenheim museum 
as the most effective and gainful − it “cost $100 million and in two years brought in $400.” The Gug-
genheim Bilbao Museum held more exhibitions and events (in 2003) than Guggenheim museums in 
New York, Venice, Berlin.  
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Regarding architectural influence, Gehry as an architect-artist articulated the museum shape as an 
abstract expressive sculpture valued as one of the “triumphs in the art world” (Jencks 2006). Archi-
tectural critics give similar reflections on the Gehry’s museum design. Jean-Louis Cohen (2001, 332) 
characterizes its formal idea as a “unity in diversity” where the connection of general and details is 
made by the means of materials, emptiness, or joints. A museum volume comprises various exposi-
tion spaces to hold simultaneously modern and traditional art exhibitions adjoining “stodgy” (Gehry, 
cited in Ragheb et al. 2001, 161) squared showrooms and complex forms. Forster (1998, 32:10) de-
fines Gehry’s buildings as full infinity and motion: “[Gehry] sets the bodies of his buildings in motion 
as a choreographer does his or her dancers.” A writer on architecture Vittorio M. Lampugnani calls 
the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao as a “work of art” which is home to other works of art (cited in 
Guasch and Zulaika 2005b, 15). Charles Jencks considers that Gehry’s Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao 
has given a start to the contemporary movement of the iconic architecture featured by “the reduc-
tion to a striking image, a prime site, and a riot of visual connotations” (2005, 185): “The new global 
landmark can be a jumped-up museum that proclaims itself … as a new cathedral of the age” (2005, 
8). Jencks (2003) states that Gehry’s Bilbao creation as an example of the new paradigm works as a 
“standard to surpass” for other architects. Gehry received a status of a pioneer of the postmodern 
iconicity, a starchitect or signature architect-celebrity unintentionally inducing a showcase or specta-
cle architecture trend fueled by “the new technologies, the global economy, the tourism industry, 
and the mass media version of culture” (Zulaika 2003, 143). The trend of “showcase,” “signature,” 
“emblematic,” and “striking buildings designed by architectural stars” (2010, 132) aimed at a “wow 
factor” leads to architecture as a flat icon, to populism, Witold Rybczynski insists, to “Look at me” 
building created “to entertain, titillate, or shock viewers” (2002), to win interest and popularity. Ac-
cording to Rybczynski (2002), a mistake, devaluating iconic buildings is a neglect of the surroundings: 
“Show-dog architecture, especially in a signature style, is unlikely to pay much attention to its sur-
roundings.” Cosmopolitan and prominent architects, designing for clients and cities around the globe, 
often are not acquainted with local culture and history, omitting important place features and iden-
tity, and thereby limiting the artistic device and inspiration isolated in a familiar imagery. Jencks 
(2006) also sees a danger of the newborn iconicity fashion with a mercantile aspiration. Architects 
are trying to conform the new clients’ wish for a profitable “‘Bilbao Effect’, which brought in millions 
of dollars,” for wow-design, in order to get a job as highly in-demand “iconic architects” (Jencks 2006). 

The effects, defined in the previous paragraphs, form a cumulative effect called “Bilbao Effect.”  

The “Bilbao Effect” means a result of a successful iconic-led regeneration and state-private coopera-
tion, or a megaproject, to use Cerro Santamaría’s terms. Defining the “Bilbao Effect,” Rybczynski 
(2010, 140) cites equally to Gehry signature architect Steven Holl: “A single piece of architecture can 
be more effective catalyst for change than a corps of urban planners.” Jencks (2006) formulates the 
main features of “Bilbao Effect” as an iconic architect, a “wow factor” design, high expenses, and a 
public interest expressed in an “instant public sensations, tourist destinations and … hundreds of 
thousands of visitors.” McNeill (2009, 90–93) describes “The Bilbao Effect” as marking city ‘on the 
map’ meaning five points: first effect of the increasing number of tourists, that provide local employ-
ment in tourist sector; second effect on the professionals’ pilgrimage and discourse; third, a phase 
“The Bilbao Effect” has become popular in policy-makers’ circle as a model for adaption; fourth, an 
effect on Guggenheim foundation - famed itself by Bilbao, became a “global museum” (Cerro San-
tamaría 2013c, 48); and fifth effect on Gehry who became a global celebrity. The list below shows 
the main features, outcomes, and criticism of the “Bilbao Effect” (Table 1. 1.). 

Bilbao's success has encouraged other political agencies to reproduce the effect (Grilley, cited in 
Jones 2011, 117) criticized by architectural theoreticians as a capitalistic “flagship syndrome” and 
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“megalomaniac repetition” (Jencks 2005, 45). Among trend successors are the failed “to find an au-
dience” (Rybczynski 2010, 138) Seattle Experience Music Project, also authored by Gehry, CBD of the 
South Bank in London, Amsterdam harbor landmark - the Science Center Nemo, the Spiral - the Lon-
don Victoria and Albert Museum extension, and Jewish Museum Berlin both by Daniel Libeskind, and 
many other icons. Cities are different and have “a specific political make-up that influences the local 
decision-making,” hence, “not all cities can be “put on the map” (Cerro Santamaría 2013a, 331). Ac-
cording to researchers, “Bilbao Anomaly,” as Rybczynski (2010, 137) calls it, is effective due to suc-
cessful public-private partnership, but hardly to be adopted to other cities. While architects and cli-
ents are fascinated with creating expressionistic, sculptural gestures, attractive for visitors, and prof-
itable for developers, researches diagnose a Pandora’s Box opened by the “Bilbao Effect,” and tem-
porariness of the phenomenon. 

In conclusion, the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao is a radical “Urban Reagent” converted urban, so-
cio-cultural, artistic, etc. environments into contrast unprecedented forms. It is a famous iconic build-
ing, especially known by the named after “The Bilbao Effect” as a successful result of large-scale re-
development and a public-private partnership between the Guggenheim Foundation and Bilbao gov-
ernment. The Guggenheim Bilbao Museoa represents Bilbao modernity and the age of high technol-
ogy, internationalization, and globalization: an intention to develop the city, to amend the citizens’ 
life, to improve the economy, and to become an important actor on a global scene. The Guggenheim 
Museum in Bilbao is a unique phenomenon when architecture matters and changes the city and hu-
man life. 
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Table 1. 1. “Bilbao Effect”: main features, outcomes, and criticism 

 

BBilbao Effect Features Bilbao Effect Outcomes  Bilbao Effect Criticism 

The complex redevelop-
ment project – a long-term 
program - Strategic plan “Bil-
bao Metropoli-30” - a public-
private partnership 

A state-led revitalization 
program, fully funded by 
Basque and Spanish institu-
tions (Cerro Santamaría 
2013c, 29) 

Aim “to diversify the local 
economy” – production- and 
consumption-oriented invest-
ment – attracting small and 
large firms (Cerro Santamaría 
2013c, 30) 

Internationalization by 
trade and tourism 

Iconic building via commis-
sioning architect-celebrity 

Ruins, former industrial site 
Abandoibarra 

Changing the former indus-
trial area into service, creat-
ing an attractive fashionable 
image 

New architecture and infra-
structure building (subway, 
port, airport development) 

Nationalist Party (Gómez 
1998, 106; McNeill 2009, 84) 

Gentrification 

Architectural postmod-
ern avant-garde 

A permanent status of 
must-see location on the 
world map - a tourist at-
tractor 

A new city identity; 

Gainful, profitable: 
GDP (gross domestic 
product) increased to 
990 million euros (data 
of 1997-2003), provided 
4547 (2003) new jobs; 
the number of museum 
visitors was 834 000 
(2003) (Zulaika 2005, 
155) 

The surrounding area 
of the museum received 
the maximum develop-
ment in infrastructure, 
diverse retail business, 
and services 

Cultural institutions in 
the city got a new devel-
opment due to the ex-
panding contacts and in-
vestments 

“Duplicity, and waste in the 
use of regional resources” 
(Gómez 1998, 113) 

Non-contextuality, “wow 
factor,” superficial design 

Capitalistic “flagship syn-
drome,” “megalomaniac rep-
etition” (Jencks 2005, 45) 

Neglection of investment 
into local museums 

“Guggenheim effect” - mu-
seum as “a symbol of gentrifi-
cation and cultural imperial-
ism” (Cerro Santamaría 
2013c, 45) 

Accent on global tourism 
and business rather than on 
local interests 

High expenses of building 

“Emblematic works sell a 
city” (Zulaika 2003, 144) 

“Architecture as spectacle” 
(Zulaika 2003, 143) 

Commercialization and 
commodification as a capital-
ist transnational strategy 
(Cerro Santamaría 2013c, 35) 

Changed identity 
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The Centre Pompidou 

The success of the center depends both on spectators and the users. The centre is a public event; 
thus, the greater the public involvement, the greater the success.  
− Richard Rogers and Renzo Piano 

 

Figure 2. The Centre Pompidou  

Source: Yann Caradec, August 23, 2014. Eglise Saint 
Merri et Beaubourg (Centre Georges Pompidou) vus de 
la Tour Saint-Jacques. Digital Image. Available from: 
Flickr, https://www.flickr.com/photos/la_bre-
tagne_a_paris/14828222898/ (accessed May 03, 
2020). Copyright: Attribution-ShareAlike 2.0 Generic 
(CC BY-SA 2.0) (https://creativecommons.org/li-
censes/by-sa/2.0/legalcode). 

The outstanding museum Beaubourg or the Centre Pompidou (Figure 2), opened in 1977 in Paris, 
designed by Richard Rogers and Renzo Piano, illustrates another active urban building, which has 
become an “aircraft-carrier of culture” (Forster 1998, 9). The opening ceremony of the Pompidou 
Centre (Centre Beaubourg \ Centre Nationale d’Art et de Culture Georges Pompidou (CNAC)) on 31 
January 1977 in Paris has marked the beginning of a new phase of development of Paris as a European 
cultural center, attractive for tourists from all over the globe. To date, after forty years of its opening, 
the Centre Pompidou and the piazza act as a “‘Live Centre of Information’ covering Paris and beyond” 
(Silver 1994, 32). For the analysis, the theoretical works of the following authors are used: European 
Urban Geography professor Paul White, Basque studies professor Joseba Zulaika and Anna María 
Guasch, English architect and writer Nathan Silver, an architecture journalist, RIBA fellow Kenneth 
Powell, and the Pompidou Centre architects Richard Rogers and Renzo Piano. 

What historical circumstances have ordered the UR of the Centre Pompidou? 

The Pompidou Center project is the result of multiple complex processes in the society and political 
system change in France and acts as an element of big reconstruction. In the late nineteenth century, 
the Plateau Beaubourg worked as an active market node, famous for unique metal and glass-roofed 
structures of the market Les Halles, designed by Victor Baltard in 1853. Emile Zola described these 
foodstuffs and meat markets in the novel “The Belly of Paris” (1873, Fr. Le Ventre de Paris). By the 
1930s, the Marais quarter became associated with a high rate of prostitution and tuberculosis. The 
authorities demolished more than seven and a half acres of the old housing on the border of the 
Marais. The Plateau Beaubourg meant a prohibited zone occupied by parking trucks serving the food 
market in the first quarter of Les Halles (Appendix 1.3).  

A big reconstruction – to stop the city sprawl, and to reorganize the city center - “Plan d'Amé-
nagement et D'Organisation Générale de la Région Parisienne” (PADOG) (White 2006, 45) started by 
the 1960s, in the time of “Gaullism” - the President de Gaulle held the position between 1958 and 
May events 1968. In 1958, the first big project with a well-developed infrastructure, transportation 
system - the complex at La Défense square – business center of Paris – was built on the main city axis. 
In 1965, many central areas of the city were closed, including the Marais district. This practice was a 
result of the “Malraux Act” (1962), initiated by the hero of the French Resistance, the ideologist of 
the Fifth Republic, the Minister of Culture in the government of Charles de Gaulle, André Malraux 
planned to transform Paris image into a successful European center, and first of all - cultural. Already 
by the end of 1968, de Gaulle’s government built at the Plateau Beaubourg, instead of the parking, 
the library - Bibliothèque Les Halles. 
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After the student revolt in May 1968, the new president Georges Pompidou continued the recon-
struction program - the culture as the governmental course due to which Paris had become not just 
a political or economic center but cultural (White 2006, 47). The direction to culture and internation-
alization resulted in the international competition for a cultural center, announced in 1969. In 1977, 
the Center Beaubourg appeared — “the building with its tripes outside” (Silver 1994, x). Later, in 
1979-86, Claude Vasconi and Georges Pencreac'h designed commercial Complex Les Halles – Forum 
des Halles.  

In 1981, when a socialist party led by François Mitterrand came to power, the national program of 
building cultural projects was set for ten years (Ikonnikov 2002, 2:395). The president’s “Grands 
Travaux” - “Grand Projects” (Ibelings 2014, 198) – several invested by the state big cultural buildings 
– continued the program started earlier, aimed to stimulate cultural and social function in the capital 
of France and to return Paris its status of international cultural center (Ikonnikov 2002, 2:392). For 
that purpose, France organized an international competition and invited foreign prominent architects 
(Ikonnikov 2002, 2:304). Functionally diverse architecture1 of all possible stylistic guises from High-
tech to eclecticism, not contextual and giant occurred as a realization of an ambitious program. 

Who has ordered the Pompidou Center and for what? 

An aspiration of France to go global served as one of the reasons for an open competition for a cul-
tural center. Since 1958, the business center La Défense, and new airport (opened in 1974, later 
named in honor of Charles de Gaulle) had provided the Parisian area with international business co-
operation. These monuments of elitism induced a breakthrough economic development in France. 
The situation became catalyzed by social upheaval, demonstrations, riots, and strikes of May Events 
1968 led to the government change and the resignation of President Charles de Gaulle. An anarchic 
mood and counter-culture demanded freedom, newness, and changes. After de Gaulle, Georges 
Pompidou continued de Gaulle’s policy of reconstruction. Pompidou’s government (1969-74) con-
cerned with vertical urbanization (tall buildings), and a city adaptation to the car and expressways 
along the left bank of the Seine. 

Under these circumstances, the Ministry of Culture of France, French President Georges Pompidou, 
and, a responsible for the construction of the center after the competition, president EPCB2 Robert 
Bordaz announced an international open competition for a cultural center in 1969. The jury joined 
international experts.3 Founded in 1967, Atelier Paris urbanism (Apur)4 played a defining role in a 
competition letter based on the situation in the country, cultural and social needs. An abandoned 
Marais quarter was selected as a location for reconstruction with a cultural vector, conditioned by 
interests of President Pompidou. The government decided to combine the library and the contem-
porary art center in Beaubourg: “On December 11, 1969, the French President decided to have a 
Center erected in the Heart of Paris, not far from Les Halles, devoted to the contemporary arts” (Silver 
1994, 3). 

 
1 The Louvre reconstruction, the Great Arc of the Defense (1983-89), The Opéra Bastille (1984-90), the Parc de la Vil-
lette, with the museum City of Science and Industry (1982-87), the Musée d'Orsay (1986); the Arab World Institute 
(1981-87), the Ministry of Economy and Finances, and the last “Grand Project” – National Library of France (1989-96). 
2 Président de l'Etablissement public du Centre Beaubourg 
3 two - known by Piano and Rogers - Jørn Utzon and Philip Johnson, Rogers’ teacher 
4 Atelier parisien d'urbanisme 
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What tool for a change was invented? 

Inspired by the freedom, and youth anarchy fire of May 1968, a groundbreaking democratic cultural 
center by Renzo Piano and Richard Rogers won the prize and worldwide interest. The winners 
founded the project group1 shortly before participating in the competition on the cultural center for 
Paris. Although participation meant a big risk because of the jury’s unpredictable reaction, the archi-
tects took part in the competition with a radical design approach. Multiple brainstorms led to a lively 
and social-friendly architecture, technologically complex, but simple and clear in the plan. The archi-
tects strove to create an effective public building for everyone that realized in an agile facade, full of 
light, and transiency (Silver 1994, 43). Richard Rogers (1969, cited in Powell and Rogers 1994, 193) 
wrote about their creation, underlying a social equality and an openness of communication as clue 
features of modern architecture: 

… exciting things happen when a variety of overlapping activities designed for all people – the old 
and the young, the blue and white collar, the local inhabitant and the visitor, different activities 
for different occasions – meet in a flexible environment, opening up the possibility of interaction 
outside of institutional limits. When this takes place, deprived areas become dynamic places for 
those who live, work and visit; places where all can participate, rather than less or more beautiful 
ghettos.  

Piano (cited in Silver 1994, 25) stated “we took a decision: are we going to show all this, or cover it 
with a false facade? That was it. Our design. It was absolutely super-simple.” The architects created 
not just a progressive High-Tech architecture with an astonishing concept of locating all communica-
tions out the building inner space, but a multifunctional and eventful “Center … in the Heart of Paris 
… devoted to the contemporary arts” (Silver 1994, 3). A piazza – a planned square in front of the 
building, enabled to highlight a complex design and to function as a public space, open for everyone. 
“The image of culture is static and elitist; our problem is to make it live to both entertain and inform, 
not only for tourists or specialists but for those who live in the neighborhood, a neighborhood in 
crisis,” Rogers and Piano (cited in Silver 1994, 104) insisted. Being contrast to the surroundings, the 
building worked as a visual attraction, an easily accessible, and flexible public facility, embodying a 
democratic confluence of the “high art and mass culture” (Guasch and Zulaika 2005b, 14). The center 
and its surroundings integrated into one well-made functional and communication mechanism, work-
ing as a magnet for the public. The architects (Rogers, Piano, cited in Silver 1994, 104) asserted a 
concept of a building as an event, offering a multifunctional program for all possible auditory:  

The success of the center depends both on spectators and the users. The centre is a public event; 
thus, the greater the public involvement, the greater the success. … for the old and the young, 
for … different activities for different occasions. 

What influence has the Centre Pompidou generated? 

On the 2nd of February 1977, the center was opened to the public. In the first year, according to 
Silver (1994, 174), six million people visited the museum, which was a significant economic and social 
contribution stimulated by tourist and professional interest. Economic, socio-cultural, and political 
effects are illustrated by the global and local attention to the building playing the role of “the reno-
vation of urban economies” (Guasch and Zulaika 2005b, 14). The Pompidou Centre is regarded to be 
one of the key and radical European buildings in the postwar period, reflecting the evolution of soci-
ety (Powell and Rogers 1994, 7). Kenneth Powell (1994) defines the building as postwar experimen-
talism - an urban magnetic “people’s place” (Rogers, cited in Powell and Rogers 1994, 10) working as 

 
1 Group membership: Renzo Piano, Richard Rogers, Gianfranco Franchini, John Young, Su Rogers, Peter Rice, Ted Hap-
pold, et al, and engineers Ove Arup & Partners 
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a lively center of information and entertainment, successful realized client’s task, and one of the most 
popular tourist attractions of France.  

The building as a symbol served for the city identity. Nathan Silver (1994) writes in the biography of 
the Pompidou museum about the project story full of contradictions and complexities, but the build-
ing result has made Paris the center of the visual arts. The won project, a competition package № 
493 of all 681 applications, has embodied a great creative potential, fulfilling all the competition task 
requirements, and because of that has become “a triumphant crystallization of the natural cultural 
spirit” (Silver 1994, 1). Defining the Beaubourg, critics, journalists, and citizens use a variety of emo-
tional adjectives and metaphors: about the building function as a “live center of communication,” 
and being “extremely flexible,” and “functional, flexible, polyvalent,” (Silver 1994, 45) with a focus on 
art and knowledge. The museum became one of the “most popular tourist attractions in Europe,” 
and a “cultural monument of the 20th century,” and a “triumphant crystallization of the national 
cultural spirit,” a “French flamboyance,” playing a role for the national identity (cited in Silver 1994, 
45). 

An urban effect of the museum, in addition to the creation of a public active space, is in an improve-
ment of the city center image, filling it with diverse qualities, and working as an urban stimulator for 
the local renewal. Like the Grand Louvre, Paul White (2006, 52) considers the Pompidou Center as 
designed not to be an isolated ensemble but to “provide animation to particular quarters,” to work 
for Paris urban development, and to carry a catalyst function of regeneration for the undeveloped 
“historically poorer eastern quarters” (Appendix 1.3). Philosopher Baudrillard (2003, 53) found the 
design as alien and violating: “Neither centre nor periphery, they mark out a false centrality and 
around them lies a false sphere of influence; in reality they reflect the satellization of urban exist-
ence.” The building of “technological euphoria” (Banham and Partridge 1977) looks aggressive to 
hugging its homogeneous surroundings. The Center with its blatant architecture violates the histori-
cal context of old Paris, but does not break street traffic, on the contrary, it supports it - from the 
street Rue du Renard (Banham and Partridge 1977). 

Probably due to the uncommon image, the building has met an ambiguous reaction. Its groundbreak-
ing design valued as “public art,” “emblematic building,” “invention,” “an architectural and urban 
form that represents our era,” or an “ugly,” “odd building,” being a “fashion consciousness,” and a 
“monument” (cited in Silver 1994, 45). For Rogers and Piano, it looked like Paris was extremely hostile 
to them. In the media, unpleasant epithets flashed. The Left movement was against the museum, Le 
Monde and the Communist newspaper appreciated the building, the Sunday Times called the Beau-
bourg the “strangest building of the year.” International newspapers differently evaluated the Centre 
Pompidou. The Times, Evening Standard, the New Statesman fully supported the project. An art critic 
of The Guardian called the building as “hideous,” offering to cover the facade with ivy. Lombard, one 
of the key preparers of the competition task, saw the museum as a machine. Lombard harshly criti-
cized the building a year after the opening, speaking about the inconvenience for the staff of the 
museum. Employees did not have an opportunity to get easily and independently to the building’s 
levels. Another functioning difficulty was in delivering products to the restaurant on the upper floor. 
Despite the great working out of the functional scenario, some mistakes had happened (Silver 1994, 
176). 

Professionals had been more sympathetic to the new architecture language of the Pompidou Centre, 
understanding its juvenile potential. Although it is noteworthy that the idea to place communications 
out the building was no single. An architectural group Archigram, led by Peter Cook, often used such 
nude concepts, buildings turned inside out. An architect Cedric Price in England in the project of “Fun 
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Palace” also proposed an open and flexible spatial structure. Otto Frei created in Munich a techno-
logically complex and opened shell of the Olympic Stadium. Strongly influenced by these new ideas, 
the architects of the Pompidou Centre Piano and Rogers preferred industrial, machine design. The 
Beaubourg presented the flagship of High-Tech style and the machine age. Peter Cook (cited in Silver 
1994, 32) called the museum “a well equipped hangar.” The architectural historian Reyner Banham 
(1977) wrote about the original monumentality of the building: “Centre Pompidou is clearly a monu-
ment, a very permanent monument presenting what is already a fixed image to outward view.” For 
the Architectural Review, in the article “1977 May: The Pompidou Centre, the ‘Pompidolium’” Ban-
ham (1977) classified the Beaubourg as an example of megastructures. Nathan Silver (1994, 185) 
described the Beaubourg as progressive, but not perfect: “a raw symbol of violent newness,” a 
“frightening assemblage of enormous vitality,” the building of “high technology,” when “contrasts 
can be good,” and “blending with the surroundings doesn’t always matter” for a building “flexible 
and indeterminate.” Mentioned before in Bilbao's study researchers Anna María Guasch and Joseba 
Zulaika (2005b, 14), as well saw the building as a novate culture: “the most paradigmatic examples 
of the mass-medium museum” and “a new direction in construction.” The authors opposed negative 
Jean Baudrillard's opinion about the museum with a “fetish value” and simulation of a real museum 
purpose by a striking form. Guasch and Zulaika stated that hundreds of interested visitors had pro-
vided the key advocacy. The ideas of the Pompidou Centre, an outstanding example of the High-Tech 
trend, have influenced architectural practice. One of the very similar buildings, designed in the 1970s, 
is the concrete, and fiberglass Wellesley College Science Center by firm Perry, Dean and Stewart ar-
chitects (Boston). 

In conclusion, the Centre Pompidou or the museum Beaubourg, opened in 1977, more than forty 
years ago, in the center of Paris, is an influential and progressive UR illustrating and making a transi-
tion to the post-industrial era. It was ordered for planned economic, urban, political, and cultural 
effects. The Centre Pompidou is a radical UR that has successfully changed multiple environments. It 
has influenced the art and architecture evolution, proclaiming new aesthetics and new construction 
methods. The building’s effects of a live national icon, both policy of president Georges Pompidou 
and the nation, where democracy, social equality, and freedom are the meaning of the national iden-
tity. The cultural center is an internationally famous art center – it is an attraction for tourists and 
citizens that is a positive effect of internationalization, inviting investment in monetary and intellec-
tual values. The urban effect and influence of the Pompidou Center is noteworthy – the created pi-
azza, an eventful and pleasant recreation zone, provides an active space in the medieval historic dis-
trict of Paris, diversified the existing cityscape. Although the design of the cultural center has met an 
ambiguous reaction, its symbolic, impressive, progressive, and colorful, live energy is an intense mag-
net presenting an unflagging optimism already for more than forty years. 
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The Sydney Opera House  

…we are convinced that the far seeing aspiration and efforts of the Committee, sponsors and 
other supporters of the scheme can be crystallized in a building which, in functional, festive and 
inspiring manner will shelter the activities and the life lived within it, and in doing so enhance the 
face of Sydney. 
− Jørn Utzon, Sydney National Opera House  

 

Figure 3. Sydney Opera House 

Source: BüniD, March 23, 2013. Sydney harbour. 
Digital Image. Available from: Flickr, 
https://www.flickr.com/pho-
tos/bdemir/8581647999/ (accessed May 03, 
2020). Copyright: Attribution-NonCommercial-
NoDerivs 2.0 Generic (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) 
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-
nd/2.0/legalcode) 

Like the Guggenheim Museum for Bilbao, and the Centre Pompidou for Paris, the Sydney Opera 
House – a radical UR - has a major effect on the image of Sydney, Australia, pushes revolutionarily 
customary Modernist way of thinking. Designed by Jørn Utzon in 1956-73, world-renowned Sydney 
Opera House (Figure 3) is an admitted symbol of Australia. UNESCO (2007) referred the building to 
the cultural heritage with a criterion “i” meaning “to represent a masterpiece of human creative ge-
nius.” The Sydney Opera House is described as innovative by its construction “a great architectural 
work of the 20th century,” “a great urban sculpture,” and a “world famous iconic building.” Beyond 
the site and architectural beauty, there are many strange and mystic events, magic, scandals, and 
controversial issues, tragic and ambiguous occasions, and conflicts. In the following subchapter, the 
author refers to the texts by an eminent architect and critic Kenneth Frampton, the historian of ar-
chitecture Sigfried Giedion, and, mentioned before, Postmodernism researcher Charles Jencks. The 
architect Nathan Silver, who studies the Beaubourg, likewise writes about the Sydney Opera House. 
An architectural theorist Christian Norberg-Schulz reveals a phenomenological nature of the Sydney 
edifice. A director of the Denmark Utzon Research Center in Aalborg and profound researcher Adrian 
Carter arranges a deep study of the Utzon oeuvre. A book about the Sydney icon by an Australian 
author Michael Moy and original writings by Jørn Utzon are the initial source of information about 
the Sydney Opera House. 

What historical circumstances have ordered the UR of the Opera House? 

The Opera House location – Bennelong Point (Appendix 1.4, Appendix 1.5) – is named after a Cadigal 
aboriginal caught by British colonists in the late eighteenth century to represent his people.1 The 
territory of New South Wales2 was used to transport criminals from Britain. At the modern Opera 
House plot, several important buildings existed: in the 1780s - the Government House, in 1817 - de-
signed by the convict architect Francis Greenway the Fort Macquirie that was destroyed in 1901 to 
free up space for the tram depot construction richly decorated (Moy 2008, 14). The filled strait be-
tween the island and the mainland shaped the peninsula. In October 1955, a new construction closed 
the depot. 

 
1 British ship HMS Supply with Captain Arthur Philip moored ashore of the Sydney Cove and, in front of aborigines Ca-
digal, raised flags of King George III. 
2 New South Wales is a state on the east coast of Australia with Sydney as a capital. 
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The Sydney Opera House refers to postwar URs representing “dramatic economic change around the 
world” (Rich, Cardew, and Langdale 2007, 17), embracing urban sprawl, population growth, industrial 
decline, and rise of ‘postindustrial’ society. The erection of the building took shape in the process of 
“the greatest boom” – Sydney growth in 1968-77 as a result of mineral exports and, thus, a change 
of economy (Daly 2007, 44). International tourism has gained momentum as an industry since the 
postwar time; the development of modern passenger terminals marked the process (Proudfoot 1996, 
79). Sydney decided to invite foreign cultural professionals to strengthen the local cultural develop-
ment: for instance, British composer was offered a position.  

Who has ordered the Sydney Opera House and for what? 

Being a city project, the Sydney Opera House construction was motivated by an external agent. “On 
the one hand, government is an initiator of urban change,” researchers write (Rich, Cardew, and 
Langdale 2007, 35), “On the other, it is a reactor to or controller of changes stimulated by external 
or internal mechanisms, attempting to regulate urban development in the interests of efficiency, 
community equity or its own political survival.” The inspiration of the Opera House building came 
from a famous British conductor and composer Eugene Goossens invited to Australia to hold a posi-
tion of the Chief Conductor of the Sydney Symphony Orchestra and Director of the New South Wales 
Conservatorium. In 1947, he accepted both offers and, in a short time, engaged musicians and elite 
to Sydney. Being used to good working conditions and big capacity music hall (3500 spectators), 
Goossens was dissatisfied with the building of the Sydney Town Hall that housed concerts: no addi-
tional recreation space for musicians, a lack of heating, and poor acoustics. 

The Australian University professor of architecture Henry Ingham Ashworth (University of Sydney) 
and George Molnar, who instructed students of the fifth-year to design Opera House in 1951, sup-
ported Goossens’ proposal for the new convenient building. Politician John Joseph Cahill, the Premier 
of New South Wales in 1952-59 (until the fate), has agreed with Goossens to recommend the size of 
amphitheaters and a functional set of necessary spaces. In 1955, the place for the future theater 
construction - the Bennelong Point - was chosen.  

To get “magnificent, lonely ideas” (George Molnar, cited in Moy 2008, 18), the authorities announced 
an international competition with a task formalized in “Brown Book” sent to everyone wishing to 
participate. During this time, Goossens, who was also an occultist and had a friendship with witch 
Rosaleen Norton, was forced to leave his positions in Australia and the country in 1956, due to prob-
lems with the Australian police condemning Goossens’ illicit traffic of pornography.  

In the competition, 38-year-old Danish architect Jørn Utzon, a winner of many other competitions, 
became the prizewinner. A competitive package No. 218 declared the winner on the 29th January 
1957 (Moy 2008, 26):  

The drawings submitted are simple to the point of being diagrammatic. Nevertheless, as we have 
returned again and again to the study of these drawings, we are convinced that they present a 
concept of an Opera House which is capable of being one of the great buildings of the world. 

Bound with significant expenses and, a priori, a limited group of interested in a building, only elite 
representatives, the project realization met a range of difficulties. One of the first appeared in a con-
struction funding of the Opera House. An obtaining fund was carried out by a lottery announced by 
the Premier, by a small private investment, and by a “sale of kisses” arranged in the Lord Mayor's 
reception room. In 1959, Premier Cahill died which broke the design schedule divided into three 
stages: stage 1 - a podium, stage 2 - a shell, a stage 3 - interiors. During the design, the tasks varied 
that forced delaying: the primary client ABC (Charles Moses) and Hugh Hunt, an Executive director of 
the Elizabethan Theatre Trust (today, the Opera Australia) required to change the seats’ number. 
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When the project was almost completed, the client requested to relocate the opera and symphony 
orchestra halls that led to new acousticians’ calculations and new interior. The hurried design and 
realization demanded the reconstruction of the stage 1 podium because the shells were redesigned 
in the project of stage 2. The podium required structure enforcement by additional piles. 

What tool for a change was invented? 

The Sydney Opera house is a work of art with engineering innovations. Architect Jørn Utzon (1918-
2008) was fascinated with Sydney and the building site - a coast with a picturesque waterscape under 
the blowing wind. Being a sailor's son and a keen sailor, Utzon was carried away by enthusiasm to 
take part in the competition, learn about Australian culture, and explore the Bennelong Point much 
like the Helsingør1 - a peninsula on the north-eastern coast of the Danish island of Zealand. Looking 
at the place, the architect (cited in Moy 2008, 22) described his emotions realized later in an impres-
sive architectural form of the Sydney Opera House: 

I stood looking at clouds over a low coastline, and I had a look at Kronborg Castle at Helsingor, 
and at Gothic churches. There you have forms against a horizontal line like sea or the clouds 
without a single vertical line, nothing constituting weight, and with forms that are different from 
all angles.  

The “Urban Reagent” of the Sydney Opera House integrates with the location, absorbs, and develops 
its advantages. The plot for the building was rather small. Utzon decided to “make one architectural 
unity out of this whole peninsula,” to follow an urban approach to design a coherent image making a 
sightseeing attraction: “Everything had to be planned, nothing left circumstances,” the architect 
(cited in Moy 2008, 24) stated, - “The rim of the cape, the original view and my building had to be a 
unity.” Utzon experimented with a tectonic principle, a continuity, and integrality of all forms - a roof 
shell, edges’ geometry, and a modular system of interiors (Frampton 2003, 8). Sensible to the context, 
Utzon’s projects carefully adapted to the cultural and topographic environment. Kenneth Frampton 
(2003, 7), a British architecture critic, noted out Utzon’s architecture multicultural focus − not pro-
moting a “superiority of Eurocentric culture,” but respecting the local scape. Utzon composed a space 
scenario enhancing the location conditions and peculiarities; he built a dialog (Carlos MiJares, 2002, 
cited in García Cornejo and Corté 2003, 89): 

… dialog begins when the building contributes to the better manifestation of the place’s natural 
characteristics. It is important that architecture literally comprehends, respects and conquers the 
place where it is grounded, this way building and site can be influenced and show, in the most 
intense way, each other’s values. 

Utzon created an expressionist shape contrast to that day Modernism based on rectangular prefab-
ricated elements. When the Modernist building roof was flat, and slabs - in a clear order, Utzon posed 
in contrast a solid base-podium and a sculptural roof (Frampton 2003, 7). Jencks (2005, 7) associated 
the Sydney Opera House with one of the first Postmodernist buildings - “iconic landmark building, 
which challenges the traditional architectural monument.” The roof resembled clouds and sails - ‘the 
shells’ as the architect called it. For the shell design (stage 2), Utzon experimented with a wood model 
to formulate a new formal principle: an elliptical construction design in reinforced concrete shells. 
Special ceramic white tiles (120х120 cm) on an animal glue covered the shells, embodying the archi-
tect’s Additive Architecture principle. This principle − a concept of addition and co-construction of 
elements from small details to urban settlements (for example, a campus for Odense University) - 

 
1 Where the Kronborg Castle is located, famous for the action of Shakespeare’s Hamlet. 
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derived from nature patterns’ coping and adding. This attention to nature puts Utzon outside the 
Modernism movement. 

Another signal of belonging to evolving Postmodernism is an interest in history. Frampton (2003, 10) 
underlined Utzon’s “hyper-sensitive attempt to go beneath the superficial stylistic tropes of different 
civilizations,” meaning a curiosity to ancient architecture.1 The architect located the main scenes on 
the south side to form a public parade - an analogy with the ancient Greek theater with wide stair 
flights. Utzon’s inspiration by the podiums of the Mayan and Zapotec ruins in Mexico, the Mayan 
ruins in Chichen Itza, Monte Alban, and Uxmal resulted in the Opera House building designed with a 
podium, which, according to Professor James Weirick (2002, cited in Carter 2003, 68), played a con-
structive necessity because of geology and hydrology conditions of Sydney Harbour.  

The Sydney Opera House required engineering innovations, for instance, special resin-coated ply-
wood forms for concourse beams with variable sections from U to V to T and back, depending on the 
forces. The construction of such a complex object could not be imagined without wise engineers. 
“Red Book” – a collection of explanatory notes of contractors and projections: the project recruited 
various outstanding designers of Arup and Partners, electrics and acoustics engineers. Before being 
the design partners, Ove Arup2 expressed interest on the Utzon’s building, and always supported the 
architect’s innovative ideas even being faced with many problems. The Sydney Opera House is an 
unprecedented, singular, and experimental “Urban Reagent” that demonstrates new methods and 
architect’s audacious ideas. 

What influence has the Sydney Opera House generated? 

“Even one building can make a difference to a city” (1959, cited in Carter 2003, 66) – Utzon’s words 
are realized in his Sydney “Urban Reagent.” The unique Sydney Opera House has demonstrated mul-
tiple effects: from world-known Sydney hallmark, the key element for Australia identity, to one of the 
first Postmodern iconic buildings. The Sydney Opera House serves as a historical milestone towards 
a new, post-industrial era. The edifice represents a time of gaining momentum internationalization, 
the rise of tourist-oriented services, and economic change.  

The urban and cultural effects of the building are in the public attractive, inspiring, and expressive 
landmark on the Bennelong Point peninsula (Appendix 1.5). Utzon has articulated a sensitive urban 
dialog, enhancing the natural conditions of the place (Carlos MiJares, 2002, cited in García Cornejo 
and Corté 2003, 89). Christian Norberg-Schulz (1980, 198), Norwegian architect and phenomenolo-
gist, maintains that Utzon adapted to the local environment, has created genius loci of the site, de-
signed a character shaping the microcosm. Sigfried Giedion (1984, 370), as well, indicates a strong 
relationship between the building and the environment where one element strengthens the other, 
and forms in integration a festive atmosphere.  

A large amount has been invested in the further development of the Sydney Opera House location. 
Nowadays, in Sydney, a wide renovation strategy is formulated, organized by the Council of Australian 
Governments (COAG) and the New South Wales Premier (New South Wales Government), which set 
the objectives of cultural, social, and economic renewal. Walsh Bay Arts Precinct is a long-term pro-
ject aimed at the redevelopment of Walsh Bay into “a world class arts and culture precinct” working 
as “complement” to the Sydney Opera House (Infrastructure NSW (INSW) 2012, 183) (Appendix 1.4).  

 
1 Utzon even wrote an article entitled the “Platforms and Plateaus” about ancient civilizations’ architecture. 
2 The company Arup and Partners - Ronald Jenkins, Geoffrey Wood, and Andrew Young 
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Regarding socio-cultural effects, even before the accomplishment, the project provoked a conflict. 
Engineering costs escalated over budget, design delayed, which caused the client’s complaints 
against Utzon. Nathan Silver (1994, 74) argued that, although the engineers Ove Arup and Partners 
participated in the initial sketch and late design phases, this did not help to avoid scandal and clients’ 
break with the architect. The interference of the state authorities aggravated the problem apart over 
budget costs. In 1965, with the new Prime Minister of New South Wales Robert Askin negotiations 
between clients, architects and engineers became intense. Askin criticized the project, and the new 
Minister for Public Works, Davis Hughes, was even more negatively minded and formed unacceptable 
conditions for further architect’s work. After Utzon’s retirement, demonstrations claiming his return 
were held, but useless. Political constraints and limitations forced Utzon to refuse to control the work 
that resulted in the rebuilt interiors, some of Utzon’s initial designs were remade. On the Sydney 
Opera House opening on the 20th of October, 1973, the architect did not come that marked a defin-
itive break between the architect and client. 

The constructed Sydney Opera House received public and professional attention from all over the 
globe. Despite a high artistic value, the building cannot be called successful due to being associated 
with a scandal. In the interview with Charles Jencks, Frank Gehry (2005, cited in Jencks 2005, 11) 
defined the Sydney Opera House as an icon, symbolic for Australia but controversial, suffered un-
happy fate and dissatisfaction of clients: “the Sydney Opera House got immersed in all kinds of eco-
nomic and political problems, so it cast a pall on the concept.” Letters to The Sydney Morning Herald 
editor (on the 31st January 1957) voiced both positive and negative on alien architectonics and high 
costs. When one applauded “At last! A clean refreshing breeze has found its way into the musty cor-
ridors of Australian architectural thought,” other - blamed the over costing and non-relevant image 
(cited in Moy 2008, 27): 

There is no consolation. … it looks like a disintegrating circus tent in a gale, the building is esti-
mated to cost up to 4,000,000 pounds; and that consideration alone will almost certainly ensure 
that it will not be erected for some considerable time to come, if it all.  

To me, the winning design suggests some gargantuan monster which may have wandered over 
the land millions of years ago.  

It is all very well to chatter about the thing causing an artistic furor, but it is well to remember 
that the people who have to pay for it will also have to live with it, and, if at some suitably remote 
period, our descendants regain any sense of taste or proportion, they will be forced to foot the 
bill for removing it and putting up something less repellent.  

Beyond arbitrary judgments, the edifice worked not only as a well-made opera and cultural center 
but also as a national symbol and the city emblem locating rather young Sydney on the global map. 
Moreover, Sydney acquired the edifice of world significance, influenced art and culture. UNESCO 
(2007) has ascribed high importance to the building as “… a great architectural work of the 20th 
century that brings together multiple strands of creativity and innovation in both architectural form 
and structural design.” 

The Sydney Opera House stays a cultural and tourist epicenter (Appendix 1.4). The “Sydney Opera 
House Trust” together with the NSW Government contributed $ 152 million to improve attendance 
and tourist attraction facilities (Infrastructure NSW (INSW) 2012, 184). In 2012, the vehicular traffic 
of truck transport has been moved to the underground part from the theater area for more safety 
and comfort of visitors. Due to World Heritage and iconic status of the Sydney Opera House, the NSW 
Government considers fair further refurbishment financing by the public and private sectors. 
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The generated influence on architecture is in an opposition to commonly accepted Modernism - the 
expressive and impressive Sydney Opera House and its author are pioneers of Postmodernism. Ken-
neth Frampton (2003, 6) defined Utzon as one of the “canonical importance” because of “the most 
significant and daring monuments of the twentieth century … both before and after realization of the 
Sydney Opera House.” Silver (1994, 74) stated that the Sydney Opera House provoked a crisis in mod-
ern architecture and construction (also in the practice of progressive Ove Arup). Along with Le Cor-
busier’s Ronchamp chapel, the Opera House was admitted as one of the first Postmodernist iconic 
buildings. The Modernism movement protagonists negatively evaluated its architecture: its form did 
not follow the function but hid under similar repeating shells various functions1 without any visual 
difference (Jencks 2002, 28). Buckminster Fuller criticized a plain symbolism of the edifice - “It will 
give simple people pleasure” (cited in Moy 2008, 90). Frank Lloyd Wright nicknamed the building as 
a “circus tent” (cited in Moy 2008, 90), implying a temporal entertaining structure and not elaborated 
spatial and functional architecture. At the same time, young Frank Gehry (cited in Moy 2008, 90), a 
future prominent postmodernist, praised the Sydney Opera House as epoch-making:  

The groundbreaking Danish architect had constructed something well ahead of its time, far ahead 
of available technology and he persevered through extraordinary malicious publicity and negative 
criticism to build a building that changed the image of an entire country. It is the first time in our 
lifetime that an epic piece of architecture gained such universal presence.  

Symbolism features the Sydney Opera House as Postmodernist architecture (Jencks 2002, 29). 
Charles Jencks described the building as expressionistic (2005, 33) and representing a mixed meta-
phor comprising national local and international codes: structural shells symbolized unblown buds, 
sailboats in the harbor, swallowing each other’s fish, and orange segments. The Sydney Opera House 
mystery is an “enigmatic signifier” (Jencks 2005, 8) inducing a variety of interpretations: the more 
complex metaphor – the deeper influence exerted (Jencks 2002, 30). Like in a Rorschach test, an 
association, evoked by the building, characterized not the sign, but the viewer. This statement could 
be illustrated by a humorous animation, created by students of Australian architecture school, where 
the Opera House was shown as “turtles making love.”2  

Concluding, as an “Urban Reagent,” the Sydney Opera House has changed – enriched – multiple en-
vironments. The building played (and still plays) a significant urban and socio-cultural role of a land-
mark, city emblem, tourist attractor, and Australian national symbol. Jørn Utzon has not merely built 
an expressionist cultural center but erected a historical milestone towards Postmodernity and post-
industrial society, accomplished the paradigm shift, influenced art and culture evolution. Associated 
with criticism and scandal, new building methods, and authorities’ interventions to make changes, 
the Sydney Opera House is an experimental project – in sense of architecture itself and government 
strategy to get “magnificent, lonely ideas” (George Molnar, cited in Moy 2008, 18) and to draw global 
interest. 

  

 
1 Theaters, rehearsal rooms, an exhibition space, restaurant, etc. 
2 Students presented cartoon, when Queen Elizabeth opened officially the building. 
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GGeneralization 

This item draws similarities between the studied three radical URs. Table 1. 2 and Table 1. 3 summa-
rize UR features and influences.  

The case studies are different by styles, locations, years, and alike in the program: Deconstructivist 
Guggenheim Bilbao Museoa (1997) in Spain, High-tech Pompidou Centre (1977) in France, and Ex-
pressionist Sydney Opera House (1956) in Australia. 

What historical circumstances have produced these URs?  
Historical crisis or transition (from industrial to postindustrial era, from one political system 
to a new one) 

The buildings are created in the postwar time in big cities with a population of more than 300 000, in 
developed democratic countries. In the period of a building commission, a historical process of eco-
nomic growth, social and political change, orientation to globalization, market liberalization, and a 
direction to strengthen the national self-esteem are marked. This time is the era of post-industriali-
zation, catalyzed globalization, technological inventions, and CAD. 

Who has ordered the URs and for what?  
New active and inventive power or change agents to achieve certain aims  

In two of three given examples, the UR is ordered by the state, and only in the late 1990s, when 
globalization has become stronger, a private foreign capital shares the expense and partly owns the 
right to use the building (the Guggenheim Foundation). For projects’ investment different resources 
are used: state, private, and even a lottery, like in the case of Sydney. To go global and to attract 
talents without any geographical or political borders, international competition is announced. URs 
are ordered not only for a primary function but also to mount a national symbol, new power emblem, 
to build new global contacts, - to achieve desired changes. 

What tool for a change was invented?  
An avant-garde tool for changes – iconic and singular building 

The studied buildings – presenting monumentality or translucency (Betsky 1997, 35) - are designed 
using new technologies, materials, and design methods, - all experimental in design and realization. 
All buildings express a landmark quality, creating a place rather than merely adapting to the surround-
ings. The author of the edifice is inventive, vigorous, and winning fame.  

What influence have URs generated? 
Influence on multiple environments – from political to artistic 

Socio-cultural effects are presented in an active professional and public discourse, building’s role in 
the self- and national identity. Urban effects mean working for city reconstruction and development. 
After WWII, when the economy has been already stabilized, many cities launch a vast and long-lasting 
renewal strategy where a UR plays a role of a dominant urban planning element, even termed as an 
urban catalyst, and serves as new genius loci. A favorable location for the UR is usually chosen. Urban 
effects depend on the specific city and investment circumstances. The economic effect is, mostly, 
based on the tourist sector. One of the controversial economic effects is over budget expenses and 
long-term building. 

In conclusion, the strong influence of these three radical URs is a result of a superposition of experi-
ments where all components are radical. Crisis\transition time and change agents require an unprec-
edented solution - order an instrument for an experiment to obtain intended effects. To invent a tool 
for this external experiment, an architect conducts an internal, conceptual experiment. Thus, a radi-
cal UR is an active urban object meaning an experiment by nature (an internal, conceptual experi-
ment) and a tool for external experiments (socio-cultural, urban, economic, etc.). An accomplished 
urban object works as a ‘reagent’ - an active building influencing different environments - urban, 
socio-cultural, economic, conceptual, etc.  
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Table 1. 2 External and Internal Parameters: Sydney Opera 
House, Centre Pompidou, Guggenheim Bilbao Museoa  

  PParameter type 
Name The Sydney Opera House The Guggenheim Bilbao Museoa The Pompidou Centre \ Centre Beaubourg \ Centre Nationale 

d`Art et dee Culture Georges Pompidou (CNAC) 

EXTTERNAL 

1  Country \\   
City  -  Population  Australia, New South Wales \ Sydney - 3,016 million (1970, UN) Spain, Basque Country \ Bilbao - 363,000 (1995, UN) France \ Paris - 8,208 million (1970, UN) 

2  Time-Place:  
historical conjuncture  

 after WWII met an influx of foreigners 
 multicultural and fast-developing Sydney (the biggest urban 

area of Australia) invited professionals from other countries to 
stimulate cultural and economic communication. 

 after military dictatorship (1936-75) of Francisco 
Franco 

 transition to democracy: restoration of self-
government, the emergence of new governmental and 
administrative structures, the formation of new 
academic management with the active participation of 
intellectuals 

 transformation into a democratic country, with high 
self-esteem of the nation 

 European integration since 1986 (EU member)  
 the economy was restructured with an emphasis on 

the development and modernization of existing (steel, 
ship-building) and new industry; market liberalization 

 the late 1990s - the economic growth 
 redevelopment program aimed at internationalization 

 transformation of Paris image into a successful European 
center, and first — cultural 

 complex processes in society and political system change 
in the 1960s-1970s  

 reconstruction strategy with a national character and 
political background - “Gaullism” in honor the President de 
Gaulle (1958-May events 1968) 

 European Economic Community (EEC) - since 1958 (EU)  
 May 1968 events, the student revolt, resignation of 

President Charles de Gaulle 
 after de Gaulle, Pompidou’s (the government 1969-74) 

reconstruction of urban areas 
 Globalization. An aspiration of France to go global 

3  Client State: Premier of New South Wales, a politician John Joseph 
Cahill 

Private: The Guggenheim Foundation 
State: The Basque Government 

State: The Ministry of Culture of France, French President 
Georges Pompidou, the president EPCB Robert Bordaz 

4  Type, program  Cultural, a performing arts center Cultural, museum, art center Cultural, museum, art center 

5  Date: design--building \\ 
oopening 1957-1973 \ October 20, 1973 1993-1997 \ October 19, 1997 1969-1977 \ January 31, 1977 

6  Location \ the former 
situation 

The peninsula, the Bennelong Point \ former depo building 
plot 

At the river shore, the Nervión river \ the ruins, 
abandoned industrial heavy metal and steel 
manufactures 

City center, the Plateau Beaubourg, border of the Marais, a 
high rate of prostitution, tuberculosis, a truck parking zone 

INTERNAL 

7  Architect  Jørn Oberg Utzon (1918-2008), Denmark Frank Owen Gehry (1929), USA \ Stararchitect Richard G. Rogers (1933), UK & Renzo Piano (1937), Italy 

8  Design \ building materi-
aals 

Expressionism 
a base-podium and sculptural roofs (“shells”): reinforced 

with animal glue.  
experimental 'Additive Architecture principle': designed 

prefabricated modular elements 
Computer calculations 

Deconstructivism 
The latest computer technologies - the CATIA software, 

BOCAD program for designing steel details 
A titanium coating shell, compared with a Spanish 

limestone. Metal panels of 1.3 millimeters. 

 High-tech 
 “technological euphoria”: metal constructions, truss — 

gerberette, 8 m long, 150 m escalator - suspended inside a 
glass-reinforced pipe, engineering structures - on the facade 
- “A facade, full of light, and transiency”  

9  Height, m  \  levels  67,4 \ 1-5 (1 lower ground floor) 57,00 (the hall central axis) \ 1-6 (1 lower ground floor) 50 \ 11 (4 lower ground floors) 

10  Floor space, m2  45 000 24 000 103 305 

111 Building \\ SSite area, m2 18 000 \ 22 000 - \ 32 500 9 960 \ 20 000 

122 Integration w\\site  Podium, providing a “festive procession” Inseparable from its surroundings, a public park Open Piazza 
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Table 1. 3 Influence: Sydney Opera House, Centre Pompidou, 
Guggenheim Bilbao Museoa  

  
IInfluence type 

Effects 
The Sydney Opera House The Guggenheim Bilbao Museoa The Pompidou Centre \ Centre Beaubourg \ Centre Nationale 

d`Art et dee Culture Georges Pompidou (CNAC) 

1  Historical a historical milestone towards the post-industrial era globalization, shift towards the post-industrial, service-
oriented era Postwar globalization 

2  

Socio-cultural: 
discourse 
identity 

“A masterpiece of human creative genius” 
“A world-famous iconic building” 
“A grandiose urban sculpture” 
“The most significant and daring monuments of the twentieth 

century” 
“This circus tent is not architecture” 
“A clean refreshing breeze”; 
“The groundbreaking Danish architect had constructed 

something well ahead of its time;” “enigmatic signifier;” 
“gargantuan monster”;  
“an artistic furor, but it is well to remember that the people 

who have to pay for it will also have to live with it" 
Mixed metaphor, which concluded national and local 

geographic code; 
Australian icon; Genius Loci 
A multicultural focus without a “superiority of Eurocentric 

culture”  
a national symbol; “the Opera House, has made Sydney an 

instantly recognizable city worldwide” 
consolidated the public to get funding for the building (public 

lotteries) 
“A building that changed the image of an entire country” 

Architecture as art 
Extravagant sparkling artifact, dynamic wave-forms 
“unity in diversity” 
“Hermetic” work, full of self-references that provide the 

inseparability of the object with the environment 
“The city received symbol; identity due to Gehry`s 

emblem”  
Building-hallmark of the city, the city landmark identity 

(iconic identity) 
 “it has put Bilbao on map”;  
Cultural dominant without national borders 

 “the building with its tripes outside” 
“aircraft-carrier of culture” 
“Centre Pompidou is clearly a monument, a very permanent 

monument presenting what is already a fixed in age to 
outward view” 

“A triumphant crystallization of the natural cultural spirit”; 
“Extremely flexible,” and “functional, flexible, polyvalent,”  

“a live center of information”; The building of “technological 
euphoria”; “an example of the post-war era experimentalism” 

“strangest building of the year”; “hideous”; “a raw symbol of 
violent newness”, “frightening assemblage of enormous 
vitality”; “high technology”; “megastructure”  

“people`s place;” Created an eventful and positive space, 
working for the city and people. The Pompidou Center as an 
activator of the Plateau Beaubourg was aimed to become a 
“Live Centre of Information’ covering Paris and beyond” 

 Social equality and openness of communication. “Designed 
for all people – the old and the young, the blue and white 
collar, the local inhabitant and the visitor, different activities 
for different occasions – meet in a flexible environment, 
opening up the possibility of interaction outside of 
institutional limits” 

3  

Urban:  
urban catalyst  
landmark  
genius loci 

Sensitivity to the context and the most carefully fit into the 
surroundings (topographical aspect); landmark 

A cultural city regeneration with architecture as a tool: 
the building as a part of the Nervión riverfront 
development, the “Bilbao effect”  
“Instant landmark” 
A transformation from industrial to a public zone, where 
there are green spaces, public facilities, and the museum 

“Active” urban building; “contrasts can be good” and 
“blending with the surroundings doesn`t always matter”  

An open piazza within a historical context of old Paris 
An element of a new urban strategy in Paris in 1960, under 

the title “Plan d’Aménagement et D’Organisation Générale de 
la Région Parisienne” (PADOG), with the main objectives to 
stop sprawl, to reconstruct and develop the inner city, the 
center of Paris 

4  

Economic: 
marketing tool 
income source 
tourism 
 

Over budget costs; a tourist sector 

Globalization (“Guggenheimisation”, “global 
museumification”, “Krensification”)  

A culture of service and tourism 
A source of economic activity and cooperation 
Gentrification, invested by private capital, set the value 

of the abandoned territory and its economic potential 

A culture service and tourism - in the 1st year 6 million visitors 

5  Conceptual \ Artistic 
One of the first Postmodernist buildings - “iconic landmark 
building, which challenges the traditional architectural 
monument.” 

A start to the contemporary movement of the iconic 
architecture 

A ‘megastructure’ (Reyner Banham). High-Tech trend. A 
paradigm shift towards high-tech design 
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11.2. “Urban Reagent” Parameters and Factual Data 

The following subchapter defines internal and external parameters of UR and formulates a hypothesis 
explaining UR influence as a result of the experiment. The defined features are internal and external 
parameters (that is already demonstrated in Table 1. 2). The captured influence of the studied UR 
(Table 1. 3) refers to certain parameters (Table 1. 2), e.g., historical influence – to Time-Place param-
eter, conceptual or artistic influence – to Authorship and Architectonics parameters, and so on. Ex-
pressed in parameters, the experiment serves as the activation energy for UR that becomes an active 
object changing the environment. If the time is a crisis or transition or architecture is pioneering, i.e., 
- experimental, then there is an awaited radical effect and strong influence. Appendix 1.6 “Urban 
Reagent” Model illustrates the concept. 

Factual Data (Appendix 1.7-Appendix 1.9) analyses a large quantity of international famous objects – 
URs - to find out whether there are any geographic, typological, morphological characteristics. 

Internal and External Parameters 

Urban objects can be described as a superposition of interrelated internal and external parameters: 
the first – refers to the urban object itself, its nature, and the second - describes its use\function as 
an instrument for external purposes.  

Internal parameters cannot be excluded, and external parameters are optional. Internal parameters 
– author and building shape - constitute eternal criteria, are absolute, refer to autonomy, whereas 
external – building function\type - instantly reflect fashion, needs, and play a temporal role, are rel-
ative.  

Both singular, radical, like a unique Gothic cathedral, and ordinary, like mass housing, URs have in-
ternal and external parameters. Distinguishing parameters enables to distinguish influences derived 
from certain parameters. 

Internal Parameter of UR  
an attribute of an object itself, object’s nature, e.g., author, form 
Internal parameters are Authorship and Architectonics 

External Parameter of UR 
an attribute meaning the object’s functioning (use) as an instrument in different environ-
ments (historical, socio-cultural, urban, economic, etc.) by different agents (society, city, mar-
ket, …) 
External parameters are named as Time-Place, Socio-cultural, Urban, Economic 
Building type or program is a realization of external parameters. 

Table 1. 4 shows parameters and supposed effects. The next items define the experiment and built a 
relation concept between Experiment and “Urban Reagent.”  

Table 1. 4 Internal and External Parameters of an “Urban Reagent” 

Parameter type  Parameteer 

Internal 
Authorship 

Architectonics 

External 

Time-Place 
Socio-cultural 

Urban 
Economic 
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Experiment and “Urban Reagent”: a relation concept 

The need to take risks is actualized in the idea of the experimental … 
− Theodor Adorno, Aesthetic Theory 

Aimed at certain effects, the experiment of internal and\or external parameters activates UR. An 
internal experiment, e.g., UR as an “Architectonic Experiment” influences art and architecture form-
ing new axioms, and an external experiment uses UR as a tool, e.g., in “Socio-cultural Experiment” – 
influences, as intended, on identity, making new experience, and changes the society. For instance, 
Khrushchevian socio-cultural experiment of building social housing used typical, not architectural, 
utilitarian URs for concrete purposes to fulfill housing deficit, - that has produced socio-cultural influ-
ence and devalued urban aesthetic qualities. When internal and external experiments overlap, like in 
three radical URs studied before, - a synthetic experiment of a radical UR appears changing manifold 
environments. 

But what is an experiment?  

Experimenting is an activity of searching for a new answer and testing the theory; it implies an inter-
action between the theoretical knowledge and empirical observations, Prigogine and Stengers (1986, 
44) explain. Experiment (lat. experīmentum “testing, experience, proof”) refers to material experi-
ence, is a trial version of reality. Modern scientist David Lorimer (1999, 22) writes that dangerous and 
risky ‘experiment’ and ‘experience’ both “derive from the Latin root experiens, meaning to try thor-
oughly, … to accumulate information, gain knowledge, acquire wisdom.” ‘Experiment’ as a “process 
… [to] test a new idea or method to see if it is useful or effective”(Mayor 2011, 593) is applied in 
various fields of study and production. ‘Experiment’ is associated with scientific discoveries, empirical 
studies to prove an idea, and heuristic method.  

The Human and Natural sciences perform experiments as a methodology instrument: social, political, 
ecological, economic, biological, technological, and other experiments (Vlachová 1967, 79). In The 
Novum Organum Scientiarum, Renaissance philosopher Francis Bacon (2000, 21), working in the era 
of science and inventions, proposes an inductive methodology in studying the nature – to “draw many 
things out of obscurity,” and defines ‘experiment’ as an empirical discovery, a “kind of experience” 
towards the unknown laws of nature, new axioms (knowledge) (2000, 90). Post positivist Sir Karl Pop-
per (2002, 61) in Logik der Forschung rejects the inductive approach in empirical studies and intro-
duces a deductive primacy and a “criterion of falsifiability” (2002, 61) that marks a theoretical system 
as scientific. “Experiment is planned action in which every step is guided by theory,” Popper (2002, 
280) states, - “we have to be active: we have to ‘make’ our experiences. It is we who always formulate 
the questions to be put to nature,” thus, a convention of scientific community gives a verdict on the 
theory. “We are all seeking insight and understanding,” Lorimer (1999, 22) explains, which is “always 
intuitive although it may have a rational structure or justification.” According to a philosopher of sci-
ence Imre Lakatos (1999, 85), a status of ‘crucial’ for the theory experiment is dependent on compe-
tition between theories (Lakatos’ term “research programme”), i.e., if an experiment rejects a theory, 
it means merely an interpretation as rejection that diametrically changes as soon as other theory 
defenders win. In Science Versus Idealism, philosopher Maurice Cornforth (1947, 234) characterizes 
‘experiment’ as “an activity, a real material event, in which people (the experimenters) consciously 
and with purpose handle and alter the objects around them.” In Aesthetic Theory, philosopher The-
odor W. Adorno (2002, 24) interprets ‘experiment’ as an element of modern art where “gesture of 
experimentation” always equals the newness creation required in absence of an idea in the previous 
experience. Experimentation, traditionally defined as “the will, conscious of itself, tested unknown or 
unsanctioned technical procedures” (2002, 23), – receives today, Adorno states, a meaning of “the 
artistic subject” (2002, 24). In general, shifting from diagnosing the nature to rendering theories, ex-
perimentation, and experiment interpretation are based on arbitrariness, conventionalism, and, con-
sequently, risks that explains generated controversial influence. 
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Summing up, ‘experiment’ implies an empirical activity, an epistemology method, investigation to 
corroborate or refute a theory or a hypothesis. It is an instrument of a “heuristic power” (Lakatos 
1999, 69) in knowledge and experience production, competition, creation of new axioms, and alter-
ing the world. The experiment of a UR  - an activity of a search and test of new ideas, methods, strat-
egies to generate the intended effects and change the current state of things; the activation energy 
for reactions with a UR for generation influences. 

How a reaction with a UR is activated? 

It is, thus, assumed that any activity or process aimed at a change and development - or a reaction - 
has experimentation coded in it. If to apply a theory of chemical reactions to the concept of a UR, 
reactions of different speed - instant or slow - occur, scientists (Gurdeep 2010) teach, when reagents 
are in close contact and when there is enough activation energy to change the current state, to acti-
vate the reaction. Experimentation gives an impulse to reactions with an “Urban Reagent,” to alter a 
situation and produce an influence.  

In natural sciences, the activation energy can be acquired by many ways where three are most gen-
erally can be associated with urban objects: 

changing external conditions of the reaction 
changing a concentration of reagents 
adding a catalyst 

Considering this, there are three ways to activate reactions with “Urban Reagents” (UR): 
reaction due to changing external conditions:  

Experimenting History (Time-Place experiment) + UR = Historical influence 
reaction due to changing a concentration of reagents:  

Experimental Architecture & Authorship + UR = Conceptual\Professional influence  
reaction due to adding a social, economic, urban, or cultural agent as a catalyst: 

Experimenting Society\Culture\Economy\City + UR = Socio-cultural\Economic\Urban Influence 

In real life, all these three experiments - reactions with a UR – can appear separately (as pure internal 
and external experiments) or can merge in a sequence, when a crisis induces external agents to plan 
a change strategy and order for this an invention of an instrument (for instance, avant-garde archi-
tecture). The latter case then can be termed as a “synthetic experiment” of a UR. Thus, a UR can be 
an experiment by nature, use, or by nature and use - a synthetic experiment of super buildings. Ap-
pendix 1.6 UR Model illustrates the concept. The influence of an “Urban Reagent” embraces both 
intended and random effects on multiple environments. 

The following image (Figure 4) demonstrates these reactions with an UR:  
1. UR in a time-place environment without any reaction, experimentation, influence 
2. UR in Experimenting History (“Time-Place experiment”): a  reaction due to changing ex-

ternal conditions, e.g., crisis, inducing a reaction and historical influences 
3. Experimental UR: a  reaction due to reagents, i.e., “Authorship experiment” and “Archi-

tectonic experiment” generating a conceptual influence 
4. “Urban Reagent” as a tool of external agents: a reaction due to a social, economic, ur-

ban, or cultural agent as a catalyst inducing respective influences 
5. “Synthetic experiment” of an “Urban Reagent” 

  
11  22  33  44  55  

Figure 4. Schemes of reactions with an "Urban Reagent" 
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Factual Data 

Three analyzed case studies of radical or synthetic URs are featured by highly influential nature where 
fame (knowledge) by the public and professionals due to, e.g., design or meaning, is one of the first 
characteristics. To infer geographical, typological, morphological, etc., similarities and differences of 
famous UR making “the Project of the Modern” (Betsky 1990, 15), writings of architectural histori-
ans\critics,1 like Architecture now! (Jodidio, Köper, and Bosser 2012), and professional media2 are 
adopted for graphs and pie charts presented on graphic sheets in Appendix 1.7 - Appendix 1.9. 

Selected URs, used for the next graphs and pie charts, are demonstrated in Appendix 1.7 that is a 
matrix of 315 images of buildings of 1950-2014 from all over the globe. The most of objects are, so-
called, iconic buildings marked, according to iconicity researcher Charles Jencks, by “a new and con-
sidered image, be high in figural shape or gestalt, and stand out from the city” (2005, 23), and by 
expressing “explicit sign and implicit symbol” (cited in Rybczynski 2010, 132). 

“Quantitative graph of famous objects from the 19th to early 21st century” (Appendix 1.8) is based 
on data of 1 669 buildings. The graph shows an increase in the number of interesting objects from 
1815 until now. A peak of interest to buildings is marked every five years: 1955-1960, 1970-1975, 
1975-1980, 1980-1985, and 1985-1990. According to this, it can be inferred that public\professional 
interest, or orders to distinctive buildings, fluctuates in five years. A stable growth starts in 1990 
boosting in 2007 and 2012. The 90s were the start of the iconic trend fueled by expanded mass media 
and the internet. 

Four pie charts (Appendix 1.8) of famous objects from 1950-2014 are based on data of approx. 315 
objects.  

Pie chart “Continent” shows a quantitative dominance in the developed countries: Europe (46%), 
North America (25%), and Asia (23%). The smallest sectors are in South America (3%), Oceania (2%), 
and Africa (1%). This can be explained, probably, by the insufficient data.  

Pie chart “Urban context” illustrates that in parallel a prevalence (67%) of UR in the urban area – city, 
a considerable portion is situated in the suburbs – suburban (16%) and rural areas (13%). URs of 
tourist attractors in a nature environment refer to 3%. URs in park zones are the smallest amount 
(1%). 

Pie chart “Population in localities” indicates that more objects appear in densely populated areas: in 
megalopolis with population over 1 to 5 million people (23%), in small and medium cities with popu-
lation up to 100 thousand (22%), and of 100 to 500 thousand (21%), in metropolitan areas with a 
population of about 5 million people (17%). The smallest amount is in rural areas with a population 
of up to 500 people (2%), and 500 to 1 thousand people (1%). 

Pie chart “Building type” defines URs as tools in certain agents’ experiments. Culture and real estate 
developers order the most of URs: a large proportion (29%) refer to cultural public buildings and 
residential buildings (19%), where the most part is presented by the apartment and detached houses. 
Equal amounts are corporate (11%), service buildings (7%), traffic or infrastructure constructions, 
landscape structures (7%), and education type (7%). Rather rare orders for UR (in compare with men-
tioned) are received from retail (3%), sport (2%), religion (2%), public health service (2%), research 
institution (3%), government (3%) and, not more than 1 building, - industry (0%). 

Appendix 1.9 “Urban Reagent” Factual Data: Morphology is devoted to UR as itself. It shows a quan-
tity of different architectonics (building shapes) and dimensions of URs. A table illustrates three de-
fined groups comprising ten types. Groups – “lifeforms” – autonomous, parasitic, and urban forms 
mean a relation between the object and surroundings or a host building.  

 
1 Charles Jencks, Aaron Betsky, Philip Jodidio, Witold Rybczynski, Nikolaus Pevsner, Kenneth Frampton, Andrei Ikonnikov 
2 “ArchDaily”; “The Architectural Review,” “Dezeen”; archi.ru, “Forma”; “Deutsches Architektur Zentrum DAZ.” 
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Autonomous lifeform is a solitaire building, consists of ‘Tall’, ‘Solid’, and ‘Virtual’ (digital form), e.g., 
Lloyd`s building, Ronchamp Church, and Blur Building. Parasitic lifeforms are structures dependent 
on other buildings and spaces: types ‘Implantat’ (inside installation), ‘Addition’ (outside installation), 
and ‘Extension’ (building wing), e.g., the interior of Austrian Travel Agency, deconstructivist Vienna 
Rooftop office, and Lille Museum. Urban lifeforms are building integration with surroundings: ‘Clus-
ter’ (ensemble), ‘Topographic’ (earthwork, open form), ‘Shell’ (tentlike), and ‘Urban Solid’ (big com-
plex), e.g., Walden 7, Franklin Court, Barcelona fish structure, and Yamato International Building. 

Pie chart “Morphology” presents that most of UR are autonomous and urban lifeforms: morphotypes 
‘Solid’ (41%), ‘Urban Solid’ (14%), and ‘Cluster’ (13%), which are the most distinctive in the urban 
area. A bit less percentage is covered by ‘Topographic’ (10%) and ‘Tall’ (10%) morphotypes; the least 
number is ‘Shell’ (4%), ‘Implant’ (3%), ‘Addition’ (3%), ‘Virtual’ (1%), and ‘Extension’ (1%). Pie chart 
“Famous objects’ dimensions” shows that most buildings are of 1,000-5,000 m2 (27%) and 80-250 
m2 (19%). The analysis demonstrates that URs’ dimensions do not play a decisive role. 

Summing up, a quantity of URs and interest to them is increasing since the 1990s. This might be 
explained by the information era and mass media possibilities accenting influential urban objects and 
seducing potential clients to order objects to produce equal ‘Bilbao-effect’. Interest fluctuates in the 
five years. National and geographic parameters are not decisive for URs. The most famous objects 
are city and suburban elements: in the concentrated milieu, reagents are in close contact and influ-
ence aloud. Diverse typology of URs shows that different agents order URs but predominant agents 
are culture, real estate\property developers, and business – all aimed at attraction of audience to sell 
service or product. Regarding URs morphology, the analysis presents a dominance of solitaire auton-
omous structures (called ‘Solid’) in comparison with forms adjacent to host constructions. Cultural, 
office, or residential city solitaire UR – is a leader in URs’ family. 

CChapter 1 Conclusion: UR Definition 

Chapter 1 determines the research topic. Three case studies are analyzed to answer the question - 
What are the main parameters of an “Urban Reagent” and how it can be defined? Factual Data study 
finds dominant URs.  

Three radical URs - the Sydney Opera House (opened in 1973), the Centre Pompidou (1977), and the 
Guggenheim Bilbao Museoa (1997) are experimental entities that generated multiple effects, influ-
enced on manifold environments – from historic and socio-cultural to architectural. These objects 
appeared in special, experimental, time – crisis or transition from industrial to the post-industrial era. 
The influence of the URs is a result of an experiment, conducted by change agents aimed to get un-
precedented results, e.g., to change a city status, acquire a national emblem, or to regenerate social, 
urban, economic environments.  

Thus, a UR is an active urban object featured by an ability to change the milieu (involved in the reac-
tion). A UR can be activated, i.e., starts to influence radically,  

by experimental historical conditions,  
by experimentation of external agents acting as catalysts, and  
by an experimental UR itself  

Experimentation serves as activation energy. A singular UR is a highly influential object where the 
effect is a result of the experiment of internal and\or external parameters. A singular, radical UR is 
an experiment by nature (an internal experiment), use (a tool for external historical, socio-cultural, 
urban, economic, … experiments), or by nature and use (‘synthetic experiment’). 
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Influences 

 
There is no architecture without program, without action, without event.  
… architecture is never autonomous, never pure form. 
 
− Tschumi, Architecture and disjunction 
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CChapter 2. Influence of an “Urban Reagent” as a Tool for an Experiment 

 

It is true, we only see what we look for, but we only look for what we can see.  
 Wölfflin, Principles of Art History 

One of the ways, when “Urban Reagent” is activated and generates influence, is the use of it in ex-
periments by external parties – reaction catalysts - desiring to obtain certain results. The historical 
period works as conditions for an experiment. [UR x ] 

A building has a primary aim to serve. In Aesthetics: lectures on fine art Hegel (1975a, 2:631) writes 
that “In the case of a house and a temple and other buildings the essential feature … is that such 
erections are mere means, presupposing the purpose external to them.” Functioning architecture is 
connected with the society, Ikonnikov (1986, 12) states. Culture, and architecture as its form, has 
become a technology, acting for “city, geographic, financial, project’s tasks, and business,” 
Baudrillard (2010, 404) suggests. A UR plays the role of an instrument for different external parties 
like society, city, culture, market. Here, Koolhaas’ (cited in Sancho Pou 2012, 158) phrase is relevant 
that “a building” is “no longer an issue of architecture, but of a strategy.” A building program or type 
reflects in whose experiments UR acts as a tool. 

A UR serves as a center, landmark, source of income, city brand, urban catalyst, tourist and invest-
ment attractor, innovative impulse carrier, and so on – a tool in different and interrelated external 
experiments. Launching competitions, engaging foreign talents, and intentionally building a unique, 
controversial, and costly building, a client conducts, in effect, an experiment with an unpredictable 
outcome, taking risks of public protests, aesthetic dissonance, over costing, and probable ineffective-
ness. The external experiment causes intended and unpredictable results. 

An analysis of factual data of active, famous German and Russian URs of 1955-2015 (Appendix 2.5-
Appendix 2.8) has shown that the most of URs appear in big, economically and culturally developed 
and highly populated cities like Berlin, Hamburg, Munich, and St. Petersburg, Moscow with its satel-
lites, Nizhny Novgorod. A Russian exception is Sochi where significant URs are products of the 2014 
Winter Olympics. A concentration of URs in Berlin and Moscow might be explained by the historical 
and political necessity which emerged after the fall of the Berlin Wall and IBA interventions (since the 
50s) and after the USSR dissolution. The number of objects increased after 1995 in Germany, and 
after 2000 in Russia. Different external agents order URs. Both in Russia and Germany, most objects 
are commissioned by real estate developers, business, culture, and education. German and Russian 
URs are mainly located in cities (in-fill and redevelopment zones), suburban fringe (also large-scale 
development), and, the least, in deurbanized ‘enclave’ or ‘archipelago’ areas or hinterland (sprawl, 
rural settlements). 

Below, historical, socio-cultural, urban, and economic effects are studied through theory to infer an 
experimental component as a cause for these effects.  
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22.1. Historical Influence  

It is a common weakness of modern man to imagine that his own age and his own country has 
progressed beyond all others. 

 Edgar J. Banks, The Seven Wonders of The Ancient World 
 
The most powerful men have always inspired the architects; the architect has always been influ-
enced by power. 

 Friedrich Nietzsche, Twilight of the idols 
 
Thoroughly nonideological art is indeed probably completely impossible.  

 Theodor Adorno, Aesthetic theory 
 
Life is full of infinite absurdities, which, strangely enough, do not even need to appear plausible, 
since they are true. 
The history of mankind is the history of ideas. 

 Luigi Pirandello 

 

“Urban Reagents” are activated by history orders. The history – an intertwinement of cause-effect 
relations and occasions - is a process of never-ending experimentation without knowing the result, 
historians Karl Jaspers (1964, 96) and Yuri Lotman (2000, 23) state. URs have time-space coordinates; 
they are products and emblems, representatives in a condensed form of the epoch evolution, time 
and history - termed here as “Time-Place.” The effects are visible evidence. A remarkable historical 
influence of URs takes shape in objects as time landmarks (Zeitgeist), historical shifts, and epoch-
making messages to the future.  

The historical influence of URs is a result of history instability and its makers’ (nations, leaders) aspi-
ration to change and progress. “On the one hand, government is an initiator of urban change,” re-
searchers write (Rich, Cardew, and Langdale 2007, 35), “on the other, it is a reactor to or controller 
of changes stimulated by external or internal mechanisms, attempting to regulate urban develop-
ment in the interests of efficiency, community equity or its own political survival.” Is the cause of 
these effects in experimenting history that conceives experimental products and uses them as tools? 
If so, then a historical experiment or “Time-Place experiment” embraces all other experiments, and 
works as experiment initial conditions or an axis, borrowing Jaspers’ (1978a, 1:30) concept of the 
pivotal, axial age.  

In the following text, a historical influence is explored - Zeitgeist (a historical representation), shift (a 
historical trigger, a turning point inducing a historical shift and cultural change), and epoch-making 
effect (future). 

   

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/1938.Friedrich_Nietzsche
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Zeitgeist-effect 

Zeitgeist-effect = national activity and deeds + power \ ideology representation and instrument + 
reconstruction + political competition (countries and internal parties) + creation of new values + 
science and technology progress + counter-culture + rejection of traditions + internationalization 
\ globalization (an invasion of newness) 

Zeitgeist-effect is the first manifestation of the historical influence of URs acting as historical land-
marks. A building bears a “time stylistic characteristic – ‘face of the epoch,’ a generalized image,” 
Soviet architect Barkhin (1979, 169) states. Both ordinary and singular URs reflect, represent, and 
shape the history, - embody the Zeitgeist meaning initial conditions for experiments. URs generate 
indirectly Zeitgeist-effect caused by activity, i.e., experimentation and experience, of the nation and 
the powerful ones - of the whole history with its turbulence and unpredictability. A UR works as a 
representation of the experimentation of the nation and power. 

“Zeitgeist” is a concept from the philosophy of German Idealism. Georg W. F. Hegel (1770-1831) 
studied a category Zeitgeist – “spirit of the age” - in his lecture courses at the University of Berlin.1 
Under Spirit, Hegel implied mind and will. The Spirit, which is the activity and deeds of a subject and 
nation, takes shape in the history meaning “the development of Spirit in Time” (2001, 88): “the Spirit 
of a people … erects itself into an objective world, that exists and persists in a particular religious 
form of worship, customs, constitution, and political laws … that make up its history” (2001, 90). 
Hegel (2001, 19) stated that each time is unique and must be ruled and understood by its own, par-
ticular, conditions. History comprises an activity of change, or experimentation, by generations, na-
tions, and their leaders. 

Buildings embody the Spirit, or, as Hegel (1975a, 2:636) writes in Aesthetics, Lectures on Fine Art, 
different religions, cultures, nations express “their deepest needs no otherwise than by building.” 
Architecture theorist Bernard Tschumi (1990, 5:18) follows Hegel who writes that a building is “noth-
ing but the space of representation [-] … the social structure, the power of the king, the idea of God”: 
a building grows from a particular historic phase, regime, location, and socio-cultural needs. 

Zeitgeist leaders - the powerful, rich, and influential ones – a hegemonic class that invests in the 
appearance of palaces, grandiose elite houses, great administrative buildings and courts, retail mega-
structures, and office skyscrapers. URs are erected to mount, eternalize, and fame the power: in the 
ancient times - of the King, and in the “global era” (2006) - of a corporate and business-elite, of “those 
who own and control,” sociologist Leslie Sklair defines, -“most of the land and other resources all 
over the world” (2017, 127–28). A building is a significant ideology instrument influencing the human 
mind and emotions, Soviet architect Barkhin (1979, 169) insists. The same Lefebvre (2014, 56) indi-
cates: “Government buildings contain more than the expression of power, more than the rituals of 
its manifestation. They are its instruments.” In the nineteenth century, Nietzsche (2005, 197) ex-
presses a resembling observation –“buildings are а visible manifestation of pride … the will to power; 
architecture is а way for power to achieve eloquence through form, sometimes persuading, even 
coaxing, at other times just commanding.” Many singular and impressive URs embody the will and 
desires of the elite. 

Both ordinary and singular, utilitarian, and symbolic URs reflect the time, but singular and significant 
objects condense historical and national features. Hegel (1975a, 2:634) defines a particular art of 
architecture by two main characteristics: a means, or utilitarian purpose, and a symbolic art with a 
“meaning within itself independent.” The philosopher (1975a, 2:636) indicates that great cultures 

 
1 The lecture notes were later collected and published in the Philosophy of Spirit and the Philosophy of History. 
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from Babylonia, India, and Egypt have created architecture representing “the entire life and activity 
of nations at certain times.” Symbolic, independent architecture carries a “unifying point” – a univer-
sal meaning for everyone, for the whole nation, and culture. Art historian Erwin Panofsky (2009, 7) 
also points out that an “intrinsic meaning or content,” “symbolic value” is reflected in bold, extraor-
dinary, inducing resonance, epoch-representing structures. “The public’s appetite for striking archi-
tecture, in any period,” modern architecture theoretician Witold Rybczynski (2010, 133) states, - “is 
fueled by similar forces: prosperity, civic ambition, confidence in the future, and a sense that one’s 
own epoch is unique and needs its own form of special expression.” Nevertheless, ordinary and com-
mon buildings, or, as the avant-garde researcher Renato Poggioli (1968, 216) terms, “unoriginal work, 
the mediocre or manqué,” serve as a fair Zeitgeist recording, - it “reveals,” Poggioli maintains, “the 
spirit of its own times in a sharp and direct way precisely because it remains a document and not a 
monument.” When supreme URs represent the Zeitgeist highest purposes and concentration of the 
Spirit aspirations, average URs also generate historical influence presenting a current state and a 
launching base for possible changes.  

A supreme UR on three following images (Figure 5 - Figure 7) is the thirteenth century Königsberg 
Cathedral (Dom) that serves as a quintessence of the Zeitgeist change - a change of intentions and 
activity of the nation and power, i.e., history experimentation. When in 1000 AD the Last Judgement 
about the Second Coming did not prove out, a fear became calmer, and the life gradually attained 
stability: the fixed national borders, accepted religion, the rise of trade, and the building boom both 
of utilitarian and symbolic structures (Kostof 1985, 300). A building, - a shelter and symbol, - repre-
sented religion as an instrument of power, control, and regulation.  

Königsberg was founded in the thirteenth century, during the conquest of Prussian land by Teutonic 
Order1 and encouraged by Pope Honorius III with an intention of conversion the locals to Christianity 
(Odinzow 2005, 17). “Religion did not serve only as a means for personal salvation, but also as an 
instrument that moved and transformed society,” architectural historian Spiro Kostof (1985, 275) 
wrote. The land development, attraction of German migrants, and new faith establishment required 
the building of religious structures. Near the castle, a wood cathedral was erected but demolished in 
a short time due to an unsuitable position close to the Order location. The church, the Pope of Rome, 
and Order conflicted with each other and competed in wealth and power. Island Kneiphof became a 
relevant place to erect a majestic and isolated Königsberg Dom. The Order wanted to see not only a 
church but also a fortification (Odinzow 2005, 22). A special priesthood (Steinmetz-Bruderschaft) 
managed the aesthetics and building process of the new cathedral that embraced both Romanesque 
and developing Gothic architecture features. Started in circa 1333, a building lasted for decades due 
to financial constraints, difficult building conditions, and a deficit of qualified labor. The priesthood 
budget, beneficence, selling of indulgences2 invested in the construction. In the sixteenth century, 
after Martin Luther initiated the Protestant Reformation, and his Ninety-Five Theses on the Power 
and Efficacy of Indulgences, the cathedral became a University (1544) where, two centuries later, 
Immanuel Kant would study, teach, and became buried (1804) under the walls (Odinzow 2005, 139). 

Destroyed by the British air raid in 1944 (28-29 August), the Königsberg Cathedral, in the ruined site 
of the former German Königsberg, embodies the first postwar decade. The cathedral worked as an 
orientation point for fighting-through (Odinzow 2005, 51). Since 1946, after the Potsdam conference 
agreement, the Cathedral became a property of Soviet Kaliningrad (“History of the Cathedral” 2019), 
and only by 1959 - under the state protection as the federal heritage. In 1980-84, during the Cold 

 
1 Domus Sanctae Mariae Theutonicorum in Jerusalem 
2 Mostly, a remission of sins of murder 
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War, the building, “a monument of republic-wide significance,” was under conservation works to stop 
further decay (“History of the Cathedral” 2019).  

Since 1992, the Kaliningrad administration has decided to adapt and use the Cathedral as sightseeing 
- the religious, cultural, and historical monument (Odinzow 2005, 157). State cultural organization 
“Museum complex ‘Kafedralny Sobor’” conducted a difficult, in sense of construction and financing, 
reconstruction process. Today, the Cathedral, - “the city’s most prominent symbols, as one of its 
oldest architectural monuments of major artistic and historical value,” comprises concert and mu-
seum halls (“History of the Cathedral” 2019), venue of international events. As a religious center – it 
combines protestant and orthodox religions symbolizing national reconciliation. Since new bells are 
mounted, they sound every 28th and 29th of August to remind of the events of 1944 (Odinzow 2005, 
81). The symbol of the city, Königsberg Cathedral connects epochs and nations and embodies the 
history flux. 

1931 1968 1994 
Figure 5. Königsberg Cathedral, 1931  
Source: Verlag H. Rubin und Co. <Dresden>, 1931. Dom zu Königsberg. Available from: SLUB \ Deutsche Fotothek, 
http://www.deutschefotothek.de/documents/obj/33055980 (accessed February 25, 2020). Copyright – SLUB \ 
Deutsche Fotothek, License: Free access - rights reserved. 

Figure 6. Königsberg Cathedral, 1968-72  
Source: User Alexander_097, 3 March 2019. The Cathedral, 1968-1978, Russia, Kaliningrad region, Kaliningrad. 
Available from: PastVu, https://pastvu.com/p/720542 (accessed April 26, 2019). Copyright – Public domain. 

Figure 7. Königsberg Cathedral after reconstruction, 1994-2005  
Source: Photographer A. Savin, 7 May 2017. Historical Lutheran cathedral in Kaliningrad formerly Königsberg, Kali-
ningrad Oblast (Russia). Available from: WikiCommons, https:// commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Kaliningrad_05-
2017_img04_Kant_Island.jpg (accessed April 26, 2019). Copyright – Free Art License. 

The following paragraphs show Zeitgeist-effects of different epochs’ URs, different experimentation 
of the history. It is important to show – how the initial conditions of the experiment differ. National 
and governmental creativity and activity of a search and implementation of new strategies and aspi-
rations: first, to recover after the disaster, fix borders, then, to win the system, and dissolve limita-
tions and control, and, now, to recover after the system crash and to survive in the opened borders. 
German and Russian URs as products and representatives of these deeds generate a visible historical 
influence of the change of eras. 

Postwar Soviet and German URs represented an ambivalence of shock and optimism: on one hand, 
the war annulled the heritage in cities, on the other – a possibility to build a new, better, world ap-
peared fueled by technological progress. German philosopher Karl Jaspers (1978a, 1:150) diagnosed 
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the postwar time as a catastrophic deficit of spiritual, creative, and moral values, in contrast to great 
technological and scientific achievements. Zeitgeist embraced, in parallel, an aspiration to “world or-
der, [and] faith” combined by a single purpose of freedom (Jaspers 1978b, 2:21), and an “eschato-
logical tone of the mentality of the time” (Ikonnikov 2001b, 1:445) induced by the USA (1945) and 
the USSR (in 1949) nuclear weapons’ development and, hence, a new catastrophe threat. German 
and Soviet URs took shape in the situation of the Cold War, bipolar, competing, world, in the con-
frontation between Pax Americana - Pax Sovietica. The USA, North, and West Europe maintained 
multiparty, parliamentary systems of government, and capitalism, and the East with Moscow, as a 
center, was led by the Communist Party, had centrally planned economy, and socialism (Giddens and 
Sutton 2009, 118). On both sides of the “Iron Curtain,” the nation-state defined buildings – both East 
communist, and ‘free’ West (Ibelings 2014, 46). This time URs represent the ideology, governmental, 
and national plans and competition, or experimentation to regenerate after a disaster and mount 
new values and new leadership.  

Postwar Soviet URs served for mass propaganda of Socialist realism as an optimistic, victorious, and 
confident decoration concealing the totalitarian Stalinist ideology, or, as Ikonnikov calls, “the second 
utopia” (2001b, 1:637) (“the first utopia” referred to the 1910-20s). In 1945-53, important symbolic 
and public buildings (Ibelings 2014, 47) and ensembles that “undeniably achieved powerful architec-
tural expressiveness … [of] the service of totalitarian ideology” (Shvidkovsky 2007, 369) demon-
strated “eternal classics” and “national greatness” (Ikonnikov 2001b, 1:11) manifesting both Victory 
heroism and triumph, and the communist leader’s personal preference to populist forms – beautiful, 
spectacular, and monumental architecture as understood by the masses (Ikonnikov 2001b, 1:345). 
“Urban reagents” of Stalinist high-rises, Palaces of Culture (Yaroshetskij, Minchenok, and Resh-
etnikova 2018), Moscow and Leningrad metro stations were built in the assigned since 1932 state 
style (Shvidkovsky 2007, 368) Neoclassical Revival.1 It expressed stability, richness (Barkhin 1979, 
173), and, borrowing researcher’s Nikiforova (2006, 31) term, “the power ideologeme” – an “archi-
tectural declaration” of the sociopolitical state system. Initiated by Stalin, seven (eight were planned) 
Moscow high-rises2 of the 1940-50s played a dominant role in historical city ensemble, the same that 
traditional Moscow churches with bell towers had, mainly demolished in the 1930s (Ikonnikov 2001b, 
1:460). Moscow State University on Vorobievy Gory (Sparrow Hills) (Appendix 2.2) of 1949-53, the 
biggest building among all seven high-rises, was designed as a great scale symmetric horizontal sculp-
tural form with eight high blocks, and a central tower in Neoclassicism style. Created by Boris Iofan 
in the 1930s, the Palace of the Soviets (the eighth high-rise) located on the plot of the demolished in 
1931 Cathedral of Christ the Savior, and was not finished because of the Lenin statue crowned the 
tower competed with the cult of Stalin leadership (Ikonnikov 2001b, 1:467).  

Regarding postwar German URs and the reconstruction topic, Berlin as a node of West-East confron-
tation might be an eloquent example. Germany was divided into four occupation zones in adminis-
trative purposes between the USSR, France, the USA, and the UK after the Yalta Conference (February 
1945) and the subsequent Potsdam Conference (July-August 1945). On May 23, 1949, in the West, 
the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) was founded; and in the Eastern Zone - on October 7, 1949 - 
German Democratic Republic (GDR), - both established under the Allies direction (Jaspers 1969, 153). 
In West Germany, reconstruction in “simplicity and validity” (Pehnt 2002, 282) principles - formulated 
in the first periodical Baukunst und Werkform - was rather slow after 1945, but gradually, due to 

 
1 Also known as Neoclassicism and Stalinist empire styles. 
2 Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation, hotels “The Leningradskaya” and “Ukraine,” three residential 
high-rises 
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influence from the USA, Switzerland, and Scandinavia, it attained a high level of development (Joed-
icke 1972, 189). “The grand economic aid program” – the credit due to the Marshall plan1 stimulated 
West Germany's “economic miracle” (Pehnt 2002, 281). GDR also started reconstruction; the Central 
Administrative Office of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany (SED) even invested restoration of 
Paulkirche in West Frankfurt (Pehnt 2002, 283). Both East and West used rubble and debris as a 
building material due to the “modernized motor and equipment pool” (Pehnt 2002, 281). GDR’s East 
Berlin, and FRG’s West Berlin, a capitalist enclave in the socialist site, played a counterpoint role in 
the Cold War. German architectural historian Wolfgang Pehnt (2002, 284) characterizes German ex-
hibition in West Berlin Interbau in 1957 (IBA 1957) as “marked the beginning of a policy devoted to 
opening borders.” On the plot of the Interbau, Egon Eiermann, adherent of the Neofunctionalism and 
the New Objectivity, formulated a pure rational form (Ikonnikov 2002, 2:115) in the Hansa quarter2 
housing. Hans C. Müller, Georg Heinrichs, and Werner Düttmann authored another significant hous-
ing – several monotonous 6-8 levels blocks with a length of more than 700 meters in Berlin-
Märkisches Viertel (1963-69). East Berlin architect Hermann Henselmann (1905-95) proposed a 
model based on rationalism and Karl F. Schinkel Neoclassicism (probably, this idea was proposed by 
the Soviet colleagues) (Ikonnikov 2001b, 1:485; Ibelings 2014, 48). Henselmann (with a team) defined 
parade and monumental character of Berlin Karl-Marx-Allee3 (Appendix 2.1) as a stylistic antithesis 
to West Berlin (Ibelings 2014, 48). Karl-Marx-Allee in Berlin – Germany’s longest architectural monu-
ment – represented both a bricks-and-mortar monument of the era, and a fragment of the largely 
unrealized Stalinist planning for the East German capital (Goldhoorn and Meuser 2006, 20). In 1961, 
due to mass departure from East Berlin to the West, GDR, under Warsaw Treaty Organization, 
erected the Berlin Wall (probably, the most influential UR) to fix the border (Krenz 2016). 

Similar postwar aims unified the nations to recover after the catastrophe – “a global need to rebuild” 
(Kostof 1985, 721). Vivid postwar URs refer to reconstruction and big-scale housing building on both 
sides of the “Iron Curtain” that critic Ibelings called it a true International Style (Ibelings 2014, 175) 
directed by industrialization. Since the 50s in the West, and after the 60s in the USSR, ubiquitous and 
matured Modernism (not fresh and revolutionary like the 1910-20s avant-garde) served as an integral 
international movement. When early Modernist4 architecture in “a cubistic mode” (Frampton 1982, 
248) distanced itself from tradition (Ibelings 2014, 89) by “openness to structural innovation and the 
elimination of ornament” (Pevsner, Sambrook, and Bradley 2010, 82), late Modernism received a 
connotation of a white box and industrial method of high speed and cheap production and construc-
tion that worked as a crucial principle for postwar reconstruction and housing now developed by 
state building institutes. Equal ideas about social and building processes (Ibelings 2014, 46) consoli-
dated the West and East.5 Both East and West Germany used prefabricated elements – “panels” for 
the new large-scale housing (Pehnt 2002, 290). The Million Programme in Sweden, program “villes 
nouvelles” in big French cities suburbs, “Le Climat de France” in the North African French colonies 
(the 50s), Interbau-1957 in the Hansaviertel area of West Berlin, Steilshoop in Hamburg, East German 

 
1 U.S. Secretary of State George Catlett Marshall 
2 Hansaviertel 
3 Renamed in 1961 - until 1961 Stalin-Allee. 
4 Equal to European Functionalism, Russian - Constructivism, German - Neue Sachlichkeit (New Objectivity) 
5 The USA cities did not suffer during the war. Moreover, many prominent German architects who developed the new 
industry-based architecture in the early twentieth century emigrated to America from Nazism Germany in the 1930s, 
transporting their inventions and progressive ideas. Once New-York Professor has cynically said – “I am very grateful to 
Hitler, he shook a tree, and I picked up apples” (cited in Jiří Hrůza 1972, 77.) 
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Berlin, Halle-Neustadt, – all demonstrated similar principles: open regular rows of buildings, residen-
tial zones, and high-rises in park areas (Ibelings 2014, 49). Notable extreme Soviet URs of housing 
problem refer to Khrushchev’s “the third utopia” (Ikonnikov 2001b, 1:639) - mass housing in empty 
suburbs of Soviet cities to provide everyone with a flat who needs one (Glazychev 2011, 68). N.S. 
Khrushchev's leadership (1953-64), during the so-called Khrushchevian Thaw, rejected Stalinist his-
toricism and details’ superfluity called a struggle with excessiveness and broke political isolation 
(Shvidkovsky 2007, 386). The Communist utopia turned to the mass-production (Shvidkovsky 2007, 
373), standardization, prefabricated elements, and simplification, converting cities into monotony. 
For instance, the ninth residential quarter in Novye Chereomushky in Moscow illustrated the main 
principles of standardization, unification, and regular functional zoning with vast green spaces repro-
duced all over the USSR. In parallel with model projects, singular artistic experiments took shape, for 
instance, in 1961, Leningrad experimental plastic individual residential house (Appendix 2.2) – the 
invention had little influence and did not go into mass production. The building has fallen into decay 
(Zhdanov 2015). 

Zeitgeist-effect implies experimentation in history (as an activity of leaders and nation as a whole). 
1945-65 – an ambivalent time when a period of reconstruction, the developed industry, Modernism, 
strategies to recover, change the situation, create and mount new values - unified nations and cul-
tures, and, in parallel, conflicting ideology, political tension, and competition - disunited countries. 
All that German and Soviet URs as Zeitgeist-effect bearers reflected. Since the 60s, Soviet and German 
URs have embodied geopolitical turbulence, the universal upheaval of counter-culture, a radical 
change from industrial to post-industrial or super-industrial society, information revolution, com-
puter emergence, and stylistic pluralism of postmodernity. French anthropologist Marc Augé (1995, 
27) listed the main historical events of 1966-90 - “recognized as events by large numbers of people”: 
“the Beatles, '68, Algeria, Vietnam, Mitterrand’s victory in '81, Berlin Wall, democratization of East 
Europe, Gulf War, disintegration of [the] USSR.” In 1985-89, several Summits between the USSR (Gor-
bachev) and the USA (Reagan; Bush) influenced the conflict neutralization meaning the elimination 
of ballistic, medium, and shorter-range missiles. Besides, Reagan asked Gorbachev to demolish the 
Wall (Krenz 2016) – “Mr. Gorbachev, open this gate … Tear down this wall!” On November 9, 1989, 
the border between FRG (leader Helmut Kohl) and GDR (leader Egon Krenz) was opened but that did 
not imply the unification of Germany (Krenz 2016). The Malta Summit in December 1989 resulted in 
the declaration of the end of the Cold War, and German reunification symbolized by the Berlin Wall 
demolition. A range of events in 1985-89 induced the USSR dissolution. The 90s became a final scene 
of the century - the USSR and its social utopia collapsed in 1991, and the opposition of bipolar-world 
faded (Ikonnikov 2001b, 1:11). 

The Postindustrial age, and the Postmodern age in culture, started in Europe in the end of the 1950s, 
when, according to French philosopher Lyotard (2005, 3), the postwar reconstruction was almost 
finished. “Postindustrial” referred to a state when the developing industry entered with an enhanced 
speed new sectors of production (Habermas 1998, 416). Bell’s “post-industrial society,” Toffler’s “su-
per-industrial society,” Boulding’s “post-civilization,” Brzezinski’s “technotronic society,” McLuhan’s 
“global village,” “electric age,” “transindustrial,” “post-economic,” Castells’ “network society” – all 
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these terms describe the new technology era coming after the 1960s (Toffler 1970, 491). Infor-
mation-processing devices (computers1) developed and expanded in the 1970s. By the 90s, the In-
ternet2 served as a common media. The information revolution and paradigm occurred: “a shift from 
a technology based primarily on cheap inputs of energy to one predominantly based on cheap inputs 
of information” (C. Freeman, cited in Castells 2010, 1:70). 

Spanish sociologist Manuel Castells (2010, 1:14) introduces a term informationalism, the information 
paradigm of the modern network society featured by “technologies act on information”; “informa-
tional society,” where “information generation, processing, and transmission become the fundamen-
tal sources of productivity and power” (2010, 1:21); “the pervasiveness of effects of new technolo-
gies”; the networking logic; flexibility; and a “convergence of specific technologies into a highly inte-
grated system” (2010, 1:71–72). Jean-François Lyotard (2005, 4) analyzed a change of the knowledge 
category in the modern situation of radical and rapid technological transformation and computer 
hegemony that effects the “circulation of learning,” “human circulation (transportation systems),” 
and “the circulation of sounds and visual images (the media).” Lyotard (2005, 5) argues that in the 
postindustrial and postmodern epoch the knowledge became the main “informational commodity” 
– the subject of worldwide and national competition in industrial, commercial, and political spheres.  

American sociologist Daniel Bell studies the shift from the universal industrial society structure, 
where the production of goods based on machinery and dependent on science and technology, to 
the likewise universal (in the developed countries) post-industrial society structure. Post-industrial 
meant the change in the social structure, which “design,” Bell (1973, 116) writes, “is a ‘game between 
persons’ in which an ‘intellectual technology,’ based on information, rises alongside machinery tech-
nology.” Futurist Alvin Toffler (1970, 491) argued that after 1956 the society had changed radically, 
the number of white collars surpassed blue in the developed countries; ten thousand years of agri-
culture, several centuries of industrialism, and today – the new era of super-industrialism meaning 
“a complex, fast-paced society dependent upon extremely advanced technology and a postmaterial-
ist value system.” Hence, several features of the post-industrial society could be defined: information 
and knowledge as the main drivers, production of services, organization of science, an increase of 
intellectual and technical specialists, and the growth of the non-profit organizations and institutions, 
outside government and business (Bell 1973, 269).  

The 60s counter-culture - a parallel existence of a “youth revolution, a sexual revolution, a racial 
revolution, a colonial revolution, an economic revolution, and … technological revolution” (Toffler 
1970, 186) - the rebellious time flashed in all countries – from Asia to the USA – with an appeal against 
everything. The US-Japan Security Pact3 pushed a massive revolt in Japan. In the USA antiwar demon-
strations were held near the US Pentagon on 21 October 1967 (Roszak 1969, 124), the hackers’ cul-
ture (Castells 2010, 1:50) appeared as a reaction on the first Internet developed by the Defensive 
Department. West Berlin students organized demonstrations in February 1968 against the war in 
Vietnam (1955-75), the conservatism of the university system, and the establishment. In the most 
rebellious Paris in May 1968, students4 and workers joined in opposition to the state, demanded to 

 
1 Originated during the World War II 
2 The US Defense Department developed Internet during the first decades of the Cold War to prevent the information 
from possible Soviet attacks. 
3 Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security between the United States and Japan (19 January, 1960). 
4 Founded French Situationism 
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increase the salaries, better the social services, change the dissatisfying de Gall’s politics,1 and re-
volted against technocracy (the industrial society relying on rationalizing, modernizing and planning) 
(Roszak 1969, 5). British students established the free Antiuniversity, opened in 1968, with different 
“anti”-courses (Roszak 1969, 45). In 1968, the Beatles launched The White Album, with an eloquent 
song “Revolution 9.” Dutch Provo movement struggled against capitalism. Soviet non-conformism 
organized alternative art exhibitions and happenings after 1956 (Kashuk 1994, 45–46); hippies ap-
peared in the 1960s. The general youth appeal of revolt, anarchy, freedom, and sex, drugs, and rock-
and-roll, acquired in short time radical political movements’ support of the New Left,2 the Green 
politics party, representatives of Maoism, Trotskyism, and other radicals. “Father of the New Left” 
(Roszak 1969, 87), Herbert Marcuse (2007, 6), criticized the individual’s dependency on industrial, or 
one-dimensional, society substituting “biological” human needs by gainful for the industrial monop-
oly false “material and intellectual needs.” Marcuse (1969, 30) defined youth counter-movements as 
a symptom of a positive change. American theoretician of the counter-culture Theodore Roszak de-
fined the provocative movement as featured by “a progressive ‘adolescentization’ of dissenting 
thought and culture” (1969, 39), as an activity of the youth encouraged by the trade unions and the 
left-wing parties fighting against bourgeoisie (or their parents), as generation conflict between a 
“healthy instinct” of the youth and adults (1969, 47). Daniel Bell (1978, 120) characterized the 60s as 
a period of a political and cultural radicalism, where the political radicalism was revolutionary rather 
than merely rebellious (trying to exchange the existed social order by a new one), and the cultural 
radicalism or “the sensibility of the sixties” meant “largely rebellious only, since its impulses derive 
from rage” against Modernism. By the end of the 60s, the cultural radicalism received a title of the 
counter-culture and an ideology of the attack to the “technocratic society” (Bell 1978, 143). 

According to Ibelings (2014, 181), by 1970, two movements – late Modernism3 and Postmodernism 
existed simultaneously. In 1917, in the Crisis of European Culture, German philosopher Rudolf 
Pannwitz introduced a term Postmodernism that opposed progressive Modernism (Ikonnikov 2002, 
2:240). Modernism proponent German philosopher Jürgen Habermas (1981, 3) cited a critic of the 
German newspaper Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung: “Postmodernity definitely presents itself as An-
timodernity.” Habermas (1981, 5) characterized Modernity as rejecting tradition, as avant-garde, 
newness, modernism: “Modernity revolts against the normalizing functions of tradition; modernity 
lives on the experience of rebelling against all that is normative.”  

In the 60s-70s, Modernism worked as the main art, fashion, of the technocratic society, served the 
capitalistic establishment (Khayt 1987, 10). Western intellectuals participated in the ideological strug-
gle within the capitalistic society (Khayt 1987, 5). Mexican poet and diplomat Octavio Paz (cited in 
Habermas 1981, 5) pointed out “the avant-garde of 1967 repeats the deeds and gestures of those of 
1917. We are experiencing the end of the idea of modern art.” Avant-garde researcher Renato Poggi-
oli (1968, 216) defined Modernism in art as regression, popularized image, an opposite to the avant-
garde: “Both modernity and Modernism go back etymologically to the concept of la mode; but only 
the second agrees with the spirit and the letter of it.” Held in 1961, New York Metropolitan Museum 
symposium “The modern architecture, Death or Metamorphosis?” - marked the International Style 
transformation into fashion and the style end by the 1960s: “The term ‘international style’ quickly 

 
1 New President Georges Pompidou stabilized the situation. 
2 West German political movement, originated from concepts on the industrial society developed the critical theory of 
the Frankfurt School (Herbert Marcuse, Theodor Adorno, et al) who characterized the industrial society and technology 
rationality as equal to totalitarian. 
3 Late Modernism combined Brutalism initiated by the Smithsons in the end of the 40s, and high technologies. 
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became harmful, implying something hovering in mid-air, with no roots anywhere: cardboard archi-
tecture” (Giedion 1959, xxxiii). Against Modernism and its pioneers - bourgeoisie elite monopolizing 
the architecture Le Corbusier, Mies van der Rohe, Walter Gropius, and Frank Lloyd Wright, new forces 
have risen, for instance, the Team X - young members of the X CIAM Congress of 1956 in Dubrovnik 
(Ikonnikov 2001b, 1:558; Ibelings 2014, 179) - “now a new generation would shake the world” (Iga-
rashi 2005, 336). “Modernism is dominant but dead,” Habermas (1981, 6) diagnoses.  

On the question of “what is Postmodernism?” French philosopher Jean-François Lyotard (2005, 82) 
answered that Postmodern – a product of technological progress when any metanarrative – any total 
system - turned to be unworkable: “Let us wage a war on totality; … let us activate the differences 
and save the honor of the name.” German architecture critic Heinrich Klotz (1987, 14) defined Post-
modern as an antithesis to Modernism: when Functionalism and Rationalism served the core pur-
poses, Postmodernism promoted a meaning and symbolism of architecture, something beyond pure 
utility. Postmodernist Charles Jencks (2002, 29) formulated a state of Postmodern, derived from 
counter-culture of the 1960s, as a stylistic pluralism and coexisting, and emphasized the semantical 
value of architecture – multivalence counter to univalence of Modernism. To “post-avant-garde” - 
articulating a new “language of architecture” (Ibelings 2014, 183) - many vital and active movements 
(Ikonnikov 2001b, 1:13) referred to, which might adapt Modernism formal inventions “for a reconcil-
iation of art and life” (Habermas 1998, 416). “For whom originality of message counts more than 
novelty of experiment, who subordinate experiment to experience,” Poggioli (1968, 224) draws an 
image of a true Postmodernist avant-gardist. 

As a significant realization of all processes mentioned above, German International Building Exhibi-
tion – Internationale Bauausstellung (IBA) worked presenting effective URs: “The stakeholders in 
every exhibition formulated an urgent need for social reform and design, which they manifested in 
model projects” (“Four Stages: The Development of International Building Exhibitions” 2019). West 
Berlin acted as a shop-window of the west life – that was in the IBA 1957 - Interbau (Hansaviertel), 
and continued in the IBA-87 (Ikonnikov 2002, 2:305). Competing with East Berlin, West Berlin inten-
tionally built near the border, impressed by expressionistic Berliner Philharmonie (1963) by Hans 
Scharoun, and Modernist Neue Nationalgalerie (Ibelings 2014, 166) (Appendix 2.1) designed by al-
ready American Mies van der Rohe in 1968. In 1984, West IBA started as a redevelopment of one 
district to transform into business and “luxury housing,” but, due to local public and professional 
action groups, it became a long and complex urban redevelopment (Kostof 1985, 755). For 1987 IBA-
Neubau, “poetic rationalist” (Ikonnikov 2002, 2:303) Josef Paul Kleihues initiated a “critical recon-
struction” strategy for the new development of the city fragments destroyed in the war. Kleihues 
designed hospital Berlin-Neukölln (1968-78) and a main workshop of the Berliner Stadtreinigung in 
Berlin-Tempelhof (1970-78) featured by strict geometric modular grids. Stylistic pluralism exchanged 
rationalism: contextual Postmodernism of Rob Krier, Charles Moore, Ungers, Dutch Structuralism of 
Herzberger, Neo-Expressionism of Hinrich & Inker Baller, Minimalism of Siza, Deconstructivism of Ei-
senman, and Zaha Hadid. Not far from the Berlin Philharmonie (1963), Scharoun built the Cultural 
Forum on Potsdamer Straße (1969-78). Hinrich & Inker Baller created an expressionistic residential 
complex in Kreuzberg (1977-84). Zaha Hadid designed in Berlin a residential house in Kreuzberg 
(1987-94). Eisenman conceived a residential house on the intersection of Friedrichstraße and 
Kochstraße (the Berlin Wall location) (1981-86) (Appendix 2.1) – as a superposition on different maps 
and plans of the location that gave a complex formal concept. German and international architects 
radically redefined the southern Friedrichstadt quarter, the southern Tiergarten quarter, Tegel air-
port (“IBA Berlin: 1979 – 1984/87 Inner City as a Living Space” 2019), and rendered a successful image 
of the West. In parallel, another approach was implemented for Berlin-Kreuzberg, where the citizens 
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acted against the radical building – IBA-Altbau - gentle urban renewal contextualism led by Hardt-
Waltherr Hämer (Pehnt 2002, 292). A document “12 principles of delicate reconstruction” involved 
citizens in building, discussions, and design – that led to great social effect – DIY, “architecture of 
participation” – democratic reconstruction invited public and private investment.  

East Germany, on the contrary, developed under the state. In the 60s, thanks to Khrushchev's agenda, 
industrialization and standardization became the main aims (Pehnt 2002, 285). In the 70s, East Berlin 
built the Palast der Republic (1973-76) designed by Heinz Graffunder and Karl-Ernst Swora as a sym-
bol of East Berlin as “a world city” (Pehnt 2002, 290). Nevertheless, due to GDR policy, it was impos-
sible to realize big reconstruction: “Where rents were fixed at a minimum level by the government, 
there was no incentive for private investment,” German architecture theoretician Wolfgang Pehnt 
(2002, 292) stated, - “where the building sector was bound to the requirements of large-scale pro-
duction, no one could afford to take on renewal projects.”  

Soviet URs expressed revolutionary changes. Project Russia magazine editor, Dutch architectural 
critic Bart Goldhoorn (2006, 9) distinguishes the first constructivist revolution (the 1920s -30s), the 
second – Stalinist revolution, the third – Khrushchev revolution (rejecting decoration and proposing 
prefabricated mass building), and the fourth – the revolution of the 1990s or the crisis after the USSR 
collapse - each of four periods “reject[ed] the previous.” Khrushchev’s “the third utopia” (Ikonnikov 
2001b, 1:639) has ended by 1964, but mass production and monotony had been taken shape further. 
Ikonnikov (2002, 2:70) argued that the 1960s became the time of Neofunctionalism criticizing Khrush-
chev’s period as “anti-social and anti-contextual” (Kurbatov 2008, 112), although many people re-
ceived their small flats and new cities appeared on the ruins of villages. Like in Europe, in the 70s-80s 
contextualism and urban approach1 appeared rejecting “box” architecture and regular planning and 
articulating voids in urban fabric as a key design instrument (Kurbatov 2008, 160). The Leonid Brezh-
nev Era (1964-85), titled as the Era of Stagnation, did not enable development and new URs. Archi-
tects thought about the necessity of the formulation of new social, functional, and ideological fea-
tures (Barkhin 1979, 169). Soviet architect Barkhin (1979, 183) wrote that when a bright idea oc-
curred – it became quickly reproduced rendering Soviet cities full of “tedious similarity of works” 
(1979, 177). Modern researcher Shvidkovsky (2007, 379) argued that “rare examples of ‘living archi-
tecture’ among the mass of official buildings of the Brezhnev era” took shape. In Leningrad, on the 
contrary, architectural historian Kurbatov (2008, 116) described the 1970s-80s as the time of exper-
imentation with new constructive systems and building materials, defense of ideas, and development 
of urban, expressive, and sculptural aspects of architecture. Such rare and bright “Urban Reagents” 
were “super modern” (Kurbatov 2008, 141) Leningrad Airport Pulkovo-1 (1973), new buildings of 
Electrotechnical Institute (LETI) (1970), or Swimming pool of VMF sports club (1979). In the situation 
of the USSR’s collapse - “the time of concentrated, confused, and dangerous change” (Shvidkovsky 
2007, 379), a paper architecture acted as a counter-movement creating architectural utopias. The 
“last Russian utopists” (Ikonnikov 2001a) and Postmodernists, Aleksandr Brodsky, Iosif Utkin, Yuri 
Avvakumov, Michael Below, Sergei Malakhov, and Michael Philippov created concepts full of meta-
phors, romanticism, nostalgia, and aesthetics of destruction. German architect and writer Philipp 
Meuser stated that Mikhail Sergeyevich Gorbachev’s (1985-91) perestroika – “openness and restrict-
ing” (2006, 23) inspired paper architects to go beyond the paper surface - to build pioneering projects 
of “‘private’ architectural trend at the turn of the millennium” (Shvidkovsky 2007, 379). 

 
1 Developed by Gutnow, Glazychev, Rappaport, and Ikonnikov. In 1960, Gutnow proposed a principle of settlement 
based on free communication between people - New Element of Resettlement (NER). 
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German and Russian URs of the 90s expressed dramatic USSR collapse, German Unification, global 
fluidity and instability, fragmentation, and hybridization of the post-industrial era: crises and possi-
bilities induced a highly experimental activity aimed at development and wealth. “We see the 1990s 
as a period in which everything will become even more uncertain, more unstable,” Swiss star archi-
tect Jacques Herzog describes the time, - “The conditions under which your work have to be rede-
fined on an almost daily basis” (in Zaera and Herzog 1993). Influential powers changed. The Com-
munist bloc stopped existing, starting a new democratic chapter in the post-Soviet states (Giddens 
and Sutton 2009, 995). German researcher Ullrich Schwarz (2002, 15) stated, “The collapse of the 
communist system in 1989 and the fall of the Wall marked the end of global competition between 
rival systems.” “All alternatives to a capitalist, parliamentary, individualistic, consensualistic form of 
Modernism,” sociologist Heinz Bude (cited in Schwarz 2002, 15) wrote, “have fallen by the wayside.” 
The USSR dissolution meant the end of the bipolar-world confrontation with the USA as the last player 
(Ikonnikov 2002, 2:488). The fall of the “Iron Curtain” enabled internationalization (Ibelings 2014, 
193) - meaning “the growth of foreign direct investment, the decisive role of multinational corpora-
tions as producers in the global economy, and the formation of international production networks” 
(Castells 2010, 1:116) - the internationalization of production, distribution, management, and global 
connections.  

In 1948, Karl Jaspers (1978b, 2:81) foresaw a global unity and accessibility of the globe. In the modern 
era of high speeds and the internet, categories of distance and physical borders are not more crucial. 
Big transportation hubs, great bridges, high-speed transport1 enlaced the continent stimulating a cir-
culation of passengers, goods, information. Circulation of people, items, and ideas affected “a uni-
verse that [became] relatively homogeneous in its diversity,” French anthropologist Marc Augé (1995, 
32) considers. Augé (1995, 40–41) introduces a concept of Supermodernity in Non-Places (1995) 
meaning a current situation of excess embracing three elements: “overabundance of events, spatial 
overabundance, the individualization of references.” Augé (1995, 30) calls Supermodernity “the face 
of a coin whose obverse represents postmodernity: the positive of a negative,” - an aspiration of 
Postmodernism to individualism generated a crowd of messages transformed into a mess and super-
fluity. The “individualization of references” attributes to the individual and his ego, to a singularity of 
all kinds. Spatial excess implies expansion and relatively easy accessibility. A form of space of “Super-
modernity” – “non-place,” a space of transit: hotels, supermarkets, airports, or railway stations where 
individuals not “engender the social and organize places” but only enter and leave (Augé 1995, 112).  

Globalization as a feature of the time became a topic of analysis and criticism. The term globalization 
is a recent one, implying the state of the world where “individuals, groups and nations become ever 
more interdependent” that intensified in the last thirty years, sociologist Giddens (2009, 126) defines. 
Information and communication technologies and global media fuel globalization (Giddens and Sut-
ton 2009, 126). Sociologist Zygmunt Bauman (1998) reveals the ambiguity of the globalization com-
monly understood as a global unity. “Globalization divides as much as it unites,” Bauman (1998, 2–3) 
writes, an “integral part of globalization is progressive spatial segregation, separation, and exclusion.” 
A dark side of the process is a social polarization between the rich cosmopolitan elite who can afford 
itself traveling, and those who can fulfill dreams only by virtual reality. Bauman describes our era as 
liquid, changing in time and space, flexible, in contrast to the former solid stage, in which politics and 
society had an order and instructions of living, rigid institutions, and categories of family, territory, 
labor, etc. In the liquid era, the solids have melted, and lightness in all senses (as a body weight also), 
mobility, or fluidity, circulation of newness, high-speed change, and emancipated individualization 

 
1 Eurostar high-speed railway connected the UK with France, the Netherlands, and Belgium and expanded further. 
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are ruling. Modern people travel light, Bauman argues, do not hold a fixed place, not engaged in tight 
groups; a “disintegration of social network” (2000, 14) occurs: “People who move and act faster, who 
come nearest to the momentariness of movement, are now the people who rule” (2000, 119), and 
“In the fluid stage of modernity, the settled majority is ruled by the nomadic and exterritorial elite” 
(2000, 13). The global business operates without local laws’ restrictions when “whoever is free to run 
away from the locality, is free to run away from the consequences” (Bauman 1998, 8–9). The modern 
power escapes from any borders, avoids, and eliminates them. “For power to be free to flow,” Bau-
man (2000, 14) insists, “the world must be free of fences, barriers, fortified borders and checkpoints. 
Any dense and tight network of social bonds … is an obstacle to be cleared out of the way.”  

According to Leslie Sklair, Saskia Sassen, Irina Dobritsyna, Marc Augé, and Manuel Castells, these new 
powers develop for them comfortable and anonym places to easily penetrate in any localities. Glob-
alization, Sklair (2006, 22) argues, is an umbrella term that embraces three globalizations: generic,1 
capitalist, and alternative. Affecting the whole society, globalization emphasizes the difference and 
polarization, defining the current era as “the capitalist global system” (Sklair 2006, 24). Globalization 
is “both partly de-territorialized and partly spatially concentrated in cities,” indicates Sassen (2005, 
36). These cities are global where transnational corporations’ headquarters reside competing with 
the nation-state economy. Dobritsyna (2010, 13) states that global cities neglect the national borders, 
and work as “elitist planet points.” Foreign agents order and author “Urban Reagents” in a form of 
transnational skyscrapers and iconic buildings bringing to localities an alien culture, both violating 
and endowing by new values, transforming places into hybrids. These new URs represent Supermo-
dernity, defined by architecture theoretician Hans Ibelings (2014, 203), by analogy with Augé, as au-
tonomous, abstract, and non-contextual.  

As an adverse side for globalization, opposition to a multinational and high-speed flux arises by na-
tional and local “particularisms” “of the land and roots,” Augé (1995, 35) writes. Jaspers (1978a, 
1:152) notes that the Modern epoch implies destroying the traditional character, opening all borders, 
and shaken any stable statements. New issues of identity, heritage, and a revival of traditions appear, 
German researcher Ullrich Schwarz (2002, 19) points out, - on one side is “the loss of familiar,” and 
on the other - “the invasion of the alien, the different.” According to Castells, global and local coexists. 
The researcher introduces a theory of space of flows and space of places. Under the space of flows, 
Castells (2010, 1:411) implies a global space constructed from global networking, global economy, 
and worldwide services accessible due to the internet, new telecommunications systems: “a process 
that connects advanced services, producer centers, and markets in a global network, with different 
intensity and at a different scale.” In the space of flows, physical face-to-face communication is 
ceased. On the other hand – a space of places, traditional locations of living and working: “A place is 
a locale whose form, function, and meaning are self-contained within the boundaries of physical con-
tiguity” (Castells 2010, 1:453). Global cities – makers of the globalization, like Tokyo, tries to maintain 
identity by developing national values, and urban public spaces. Globalization hence, Castells con-
cludes, motivates regionalization.  

The most eloquent German URs of the 90s – the time of Germany reunification – demonstrate the 
state strategy of making new Berlin - “the laboratory of the German reunification” (Eckardt 2005, 
195), so-called, “Berlin Decade” (Konstantin Kleffel, in Schwarz 2002, 7). Ibelings (2014, 195) argues 
that political events in East and Central Europe have not stimulated rapid revival and development 
because of the destroyed former mechanism, and needed time and support to firm up a new, mainly 

 
1 The generic globalization implies the electronic revolution (mass media, computer software advent), the postcolonial 
revolution, and creation of transnational social spaces (identity issues), and cosmopolitanism (‘stararchitect’). 
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based on a private initiative. The reunification of Germany was a hard process both socially and eco-
nomically. According to the former GDR leader Egon Krenz (2016), when FRG received the financing 
due to the Marshall plan, GDR paid reparations. Hence, after the reunification, East Germany had big 
financial problems required to be refunded. To overcome the crisis, and refund the debts, FRG leader 
Helmut Kohl (leadership 1982-98) increased taxes and reduced social services charges that induced 
a production decay, unemployment, and disaffection. The 90s in Germany became “a decade of rev-
olutionary political, social, and cultural change” (Ursula Zeller, cited in Schwarz 2002, 8). Berlin tries 
to balance being “both a gateway city between the west and east of Europe and as the new capital 
city of Germany,” Dr. Frank Eckardt (2005, 187) writes. The reunification combined contrast systems: 
West people had individual apartments, privacy, and competing firms meant the standard; the East 
lived in “collective rented housing in large socialistic developments,” and worked in state institutions 
(Ruby 2002, 295). After the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, East Part started to engage international 
architects, likewise the West, being influenced by the global forces. According to German researcher 
Ullrich Schwarz (2002, 13), German architecture itself did not aim to produce any Bilbao effect – 
“superficial media bang” – rather quiet and restrained. German architects turned to “Reflexive 
Modernism” – an approach when tradition and identity became a discourse (2002, 19).  

To finish the reunification, the German Bundestag, government, and parliament, decided to relocate 
to Berlin, for which the city was not ready. Architecture worked as the main tool for the reunification 
on “symbolic,” “capital-city marketing [and] territorial” levels (Ruby 2002, 296). Despite an economic 
recession, starchitect-foreigner Deconstructivist Daniel Libeskind won the international competition 
for the Jewish Museum (1989-99) (Appendix 2.1) in Berlin - a zigzag sharp form, where each turn 
presented a phase, the one-way street – a realized metaphor of fascism introduced by German phi-
losopher Walter Benjamin. Another starchitect Norman Foster was commissioned to design a symbol 
of German reunification – the reconstruction of Reichstag (1992-93) (Appendix 2.1) in Berlin – an 
ambitious state project. Foster won the competition in 1991. The reconstruction project maintained 
the history and new democratic order. Foster proposed a glass dome-clerestory set above the main 
parliament hall lit by a reflecting daylight cone inside the dome. Around the dome, concrete spiral 
ramps enabled visitors to observe the processes in the parliament hall meaning a transparent open 
democratic system in new Germany. A technologically advanced and energy-efficient building played 
an important symbolic role for the unified nation. Jean Nouvel designed glass Galleries Lafayette 
(1993-96) at Friedrichstraße, in Berlin-Mitte – a commercial sparkling high-tech glass sculpture. Neo 
Modernist Axel Schultes directs the building of Crematorium Baumschulenweg in Treptow, Berlin 
(1992-98). The “Berlin Decade” ended by building the Chancellor’s Office (Charlotte Frank, and Axel 
Schultes, 2001) – the year 2001 “marked the end of the postwar era in Germany” (Konstantin Kleffel, 
in Schwarz 2002, 7). The building was erected at the Spreebogen area cleared out by Hitler in the 40s 
for “the capital of the world” (Jencks 1997a, 18). 

Not more Soviet but Russian URs (or their absence) reflect a crisis, instability, unemployment, infla-
tionary pressures, and capitalism rise, demographic decline, deterioration of the former Soviet mono-
towns (Glazychev 2011, 72). After the collapse of the USSR in 1991, everything had suddenly changed 
in Russia – from urban planning to architecture – all became economic, market issues (Shvidkovsky 
2007, 380). Goldhoorn (2006, 9) describes the 90s as a positive change, although not rapid due to 
late industrialization and early communism meaning “not just a veneer that can be scraped away to 
reveal the real city underneath, nor it can be regarded as a historical mistake that is best forgotten 
as quickly as possible [as is the case in Central Europe].” Commercial advertisements, billboards with 
color lightning, free trade came to cities’ streets. New power ruled – those who had money. During 
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the Boris Yeltsin presidency (1991-99), architecture served big corporations, successful entrepre-
neurial people, businessmen, and politicians - “architecture of mayors and governors” (Shvidkovsky 
2007, 380). Commercial buildings, rich private houses appeared in big cities and their suburbs - in 
Moscow, Nizhny Novgorod, and Kazan (Appendix 2.2). Goldhoorn (2006, 11) indicated that Post-so-
viet Moscow had all possible drivers of development to recreate new “post-totalitarian” architecture 
due to its central position. The new government conducted big-scale reconstructions of historical 
heritage, demolished during the Soviet Union. For instance, by anniversary 850 of Moscow (founded 
in 1147), the churches on the Red Square were restored equal to their first appearance with a sym-
bolic purpose - Church of the Miraculous Icon of the Mother God of Kazan’ (demolished in the 1930s, 
construction 1997); and the Iversky Gate (1998). Moscow sculptor Zurab Tsereteli created a great 
monument of 98-meter-high dedicated to the Russian fleet - The Peter the Great Statue in Moskva 
River (1997). In 2000, the new Cathedral of Christ the Savior (Appendix 2.2) appeared reproducing 
the 1883 church of Nikolay I times, which was demolished under Stalin’s direction in 1931 to free the 
place for the Palace of the Soviets. These buildings played more a political role, Shvidkovsky (2007, 
382) wrote – to “form central authority in the Russian state.”  

By the millennium, Russia develops both global and local trends. Starchitects build in Russian cities. 
Local offices are concerned not only with modern technologies (Ikonnikov 2001a), and nonlinear ap-
proaches (Dobritsyna 2004, 8) but also with identity and historicism. Sometimes, revival is aimed at 
gaining a capital: Moscow “Don-Stroj” firm has built the “Triumph Palace” (Appendix 2.2) in 2001-06 
– the highest residential building in Europe in the Stalinist style skyscraper. Russia became a place of 
interest for foreigners like Eric van Egeraat, Zaha Hadid, Behnisch Architekten, Rem Koolhaas, SOM, 
Norman Foster, and other global architectural companies. RMJM Architects firm design, Gazprom 
tower (2011), twice changed location due to public votes. Grimshaw architects create New Pulkovo 
airport (2013). St. Petersburg architects design both modern and contextualist buildings: Studio 44 
makes a complex and elegant reconstruction of the State Hermitage Museum in the General Staff 
Building (2014); Zemtsov, Kondiayn & Partners build a refined infill construction - the New Stage of 
Alexandrinsky Theatre (2013). Ikonnikov (2001a) appeals to a specific way for the Russian architec-
ture in the 21st century, a revival, and preservation of traditional values, ethics, aesthetics, and re-
gionalism to resist the leveling globalization. 

Summing up, “Urban Reagents” generate Zeitgeist-effect, produce historical influence. Zeitgeist re-
flects experimentation of the nation and the power who order and use “Urban Reagents” in 

national activity and deeds 

power \ ideology representation  

reconstruction 

political competition (countries and internal parties) 

creation of new values  

science and technology progress 

counter-culture 

rejection of traditions  

internationalization \ globalization (an invasion of newness)   
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Shift-effect 

Shift-effect = change + stable improvement \ graduality \ development and evolution + phase of 
transition \ epoch threshold + challenge + crisis + danger and possibility \ revolution + unprece-
dented form (invention) + occasion \ spontaneity and randomness + social force \ creative minor-
ity  

As evident from the previous item on Zeitgeist-effect, URs follow the flux of history – its gradual – 
evolutionary - development, and radical – revolutionary - thresholds. Thus, revolutionary, or epoch-
breaking, and evolutionary, or epoch-making, URs demonstrate Shift-effect. The terms of Shift-effect 
are development, evolution, revolution, - “a ruination and rebirth, the end of times and the beginning 
of times” (Zulaika 2003, 13), where URs act as turning points of changes. To dive deeper to find con-
firmation to the next written items about revolutionary and evolutionary types of URs, some concepts 
on the development, evolution, revolution, and crisis are considered. 

First, ‘development’ and ‘evolution’ require a description. Hegel's idealistic thought – despite several 
centuries age yet modern - describes the development as a stable improvement, when the new, 
raised on the present (tradition, socio-cultural phase), opposes it and, this way, develops. Following 
Hegel (2001), the world is changing, it evolves gradually becoming better. The cause of this develop-
ment and “an impulse of perfectibility” (2001, 70) – lies in the Spirit (equal to the will, mind). Hegel 
(2001, 70) argues that the development principle implies an idea, a “latent germ of being - a capacity 
or potentiality striving to realize itself.” The change has both death and birth in its essence: “change 
… imports dissolution, involves at the same time the rise of a new life – that while death is the issue 
of life, life is also the issue of death” (2001, 89). When culture comes to its end, to its full realization, 
a newness occurs: “a new principle does in fact enter into the Spirit of a people that has arrived at 
full development and self-realization” (2001, 92). This newness, an invention, another way of thought 
rises from the ground it subsequently opposes and violates. Hegel (2001, 95) defines “a new princi-
ple” – “a certain fruit” given birth by the epoch and toxic for it: 

The life of a people ripens a certain fruit; its activity aims at the complete manifestation of the 
principle which it embodies. But this fruit does not fall back into the bosom of the people that 
produced and matured it; on the contrary, it becomes a poison-draught to it. That poison-draught 
it cannot let alone, for it has an insatiable thirst for it: the taste of the draught is its annihilation, 
though at the same time the rise of a new principle.  

Regarding development, Karl Jaspers insists that everything great is a phenomenon of the phase of 
transition. Due to the radicality of truth, great spiritual creations appear in transitional periods, on 
the threshold of epochs (Jaspers 1978b, 2:148). The achievement of the Idealism of Fichte, Hegel, 
and Schelling has led to the transition from the faith to the godlessness. After the great discoveries 
(or inventions), working as a start and a finish of the precise era, Jaspers indicates, a period of multiple 
repetition and routine comes. The existence is an endless repetition, but all phenomena of the origi-
nal truth akin to each other by being eternal by the origin rather than a continuity of time; the history 
is transitivity, not a continuity, Jaspers (1978b, 2:153) states. Great creations present in parallel time-
lessness and concrete time truth, which cannot be adopted to the other epochs (1978b, 2:151). Each 
culture epoch “rooting in the one before” inherits the traditions and develops as a self-contained 
(1964, 97). Hence, it might be concluded that a radical UR (as an early invention and elaborated ver-
sion) resides in the transitional stage, in the start and the end of the historical period.  

Hegel describes the development as a change of one continuity by the other, Jaspers – as a change 
of one transitivity by the other. Jaspers’ idea is supported by the view on the development of pale-
ontologists Niles Eldredge and Stephen Jay Gould, who study evolution as a process of “punctuated 
equilibrium” (1972, 82), opposing widely accepted Darwinism (Phyletic Gradualism). The scientists 
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studied the fossils of the species that occurred without an affined predecessor that presented a point 
in the punctuated equilibrium of evolution, which goes discontinuously. Revolutionary and evolution-
ary URs form the evolution. 

An idea about evolutionary and revolutionary URs could be confirmed by the writing of a prominent 
cultural historian and semiotician Yuri Lotman. In Semiosphere. Culture and Explosion, Lotman (2000, 
17) introduces terms of “explosion” and “graduality” as two contrast ways of historical and cultural 
development, two ways of the newness emergence. A graduality, or continuity, implies a predictable, 
gradual development or movement, whereas an explosion is a sudden, occasional, unpredictable dy-
namic event. An opposition to the explosion and stabilization, which are interdependent, is necessary 
for the development progress, Lotman argues. Culture contains the coexistence of explosions and 
gradualities. Gradualities mean the cultural succession when an explosion – a novation (2000, 21). 
The moment, when the occasion of the explosion abates, is a turning point of the development, when 
the future, defined by an accident, takes shape, Lotman concludes (2000, 23). The value of the ex-
plosion, that all revolutions present, is in the great national power and dynamics changing the history.  

In addition to Hegel’s understanding of the development as a permanent improvement, Jaspers’ tran-
sitional phases of development, when the great inventions occur, Eldredge’s and Gould’s evolution 
as “punctuated equilibrium,” and Lotman’s two forms of development, explosions and gradualities, 
novation and succession, it is a concept of Soviet-Russian philosopher Vasily Nalimov who introduces 
a spontaneity and randomness of the development. Nalimov (2000, 43) states that history should be 
understood as an evolutionary and revolutionary process. Culture – like an organism – lives and dies, 
giving a place for the new. Culture – is a creative process – and, hence, its development cannot be 
foreseen, unlike the cultural decline. In “Space, Time, and Life. The Probabilistic Pathways of Evolu-
tion,” Nalimov (2000, 181) characterizes evolutionism as a phenomenon that implies the existence 
of fundamental constants creating the world and life, then collapsing the world, and again recreating 
the life and the world by one possible template. This logical formula is violated by a probability of 
randomness, which cannot be predicted and opens a range of alternative ways of evolution. Sponta-
neity is the law of evolution; it leads the Time as a changing category. Nalimov (2000, 183) asserts 
that nature, human being, and culture – all exist in spontaneity. Development cannot be created as 
a stable form or movement and striving to an end, an acme, it evolves due to spontaneous and ran-
dom events. 

There are different views on development and evolution. One defines history as an ascending line 
towards progress, another – as a line starting and ending with crises, transition phases. One sees a 
parallel existence of graduality and trigger points or explosions, others study evolution as composed 
of periods like punctuation marks. Moreover, the evolution process is creative, unpredictable - based 
on spontaneity and randomness. It seems that all approaches are a complement to each other, where 
evolutionary URs are components of evolution - graduality and tend to a stable improvement, and 
revolutionary “Urban Reagents” are explosions, creatures of transition periods and crises, occasions 
in constant development. For instance, by the end of the twentieth century, a development of Post-
modernism and all existed art movements (producing evolutionary URs) exhausted themselves, and 
step back in front of eclectic approaches (Ikonnikov 2001b, 1:11). Ikonnikov concludes that the pen-
dulum of art experimentation has finished the first direction in the 90s, and now returns (2001a). 
Schwarz (2002, 15) points out the same, - since the 90s architecture is not more styles – today, a 
hybrid architecture takes shape. Although Jencks (2002, 6) insists that Post-Modernism is evolving to 
a phase of “the New Paradigm” based on the latest technologies of the Complexity Two (a scientific 
complexity (1997a, 26)), our age is a transition, a crisis demanding a new worldview, inventions, and 
revolutionary URs.  
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Revolution, or explosion, a transitional epoch phase, time ends and starts, - all these transformations 
imply a condition of crisis. The physicist Fritjof Capra asserts in The Turning Point. Science, Society, 
and the Rising Culture that each crisis contains both a danger and a possibility (2005, 19). The civili-
zation develops by rising and decline, rhythmically as a creative impulse and response, with some 
fluctuations induced by external influence. The revolution and the culture\movement\civilization 
subsequent decay occur in a situation of flexibility loss - a rigidity of the social structure (2005, 21).  

Capra follows British historian Arnold Toynbee who has provided a fundamental understanding of 
civilizations' development in twelve volumes of A Study of History. Toynbee (1947, 42) distinguishes 
twenty-one societies or civilizations: “seven … alive, fourteen extinct.” The difference between prim-
itive societies and civilization consists in mimesis: in primitive societies, it turns to the older genera-
tion, to the past, and remains static, whereas in higher societies or civilization – “towards creative 
personalities” (1947, 49). The genesis of the affiliated civilization (related to the predecessors) lies in 
the dissociation between the majority of society, “internal and external proletariat,” and tyrannical, 
lost the power, trust, and creative energy the ruling “dominant minority”; this challenge and subse-
quent separation give birth to the new civilization (1947, 570). The growth of civilization is constituted 
by a successful response to the challenge. Freed by the creative minority, new social forces require 
new institutions that might be realized in three guises: as an “enormity,” an adaptation for the new 
order, or as a revolution – “a retarded, … proportionately violent, act of mimesis” (1947, 280). The 
enormity marks the breakdown of civilization. Revolution destroys socio-cultural and historical base-
ment, for instance, the 1960s cultural revolution aims at “a total transformation of the entire tradi-
tional culture” (Marcuse 1972, 79). “Revolution implies novelty,” Toffler (1970, 186) agrees with phi-
losophers, “It sends a flood of newness into the lives of countless individuals, confronting them with 
unfamiliar institutions and first-time situations.” Toynbee suggests that difficulties, rather than well-
being, lead to the new civilization: “the greater the challenge the greater the stimulus” (1947, 108).  

Like Toynbee’s idea about ‘creative minority’ responsible for changes, Marc Augé’s understanding of 
revolution is - as having a subjective origin. Augé argues that an event of a revolution, meaning “a 
new modality of historic action,” cannot be defined as a sum of conditions that led to it because they 
are mostly unpredictable (1995, 27–28). The revolution – a dynamic “acceleration of history” - occurs 
due to a “multiplication,” “overabundance of events,” which are “precisely anthropological in nature” 
(1995, 28). Augé follows Francois Furet interpretation of the revolution1 origin as a social and cultural 
rather than pure political event: “a dynamic ‘that might be called political, ideological or cultural, 
whose amplified power of mobilizing men and acting on things arises from an overinvestment of 
meaning’” (cited in Augé 1995, 28). 

What we have learned about civilizations’ shift, occurs in science - a “paradigm shift” introduced by 
American scientist-philosopher, physicist Thomas S. Kuhn. In The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, 
Kuhn distinguishes normal research, which is not inventing new theories, and even suppressing “fun-
damental novelties … [-] subversive” (1970, 5) for normal science tradition, and “extraordinary sci-
ence … equivalent non-normal science” (1970, 90) built upon anomaly – an obstacle in research, 
changing the scientific paradigm, - alike Toynbee’s ‘challenge’, Capra’s ‘impulse’, and Lotman’s ‘ex-
plosion’. Multiple experiments and observations support normal research, working as fact-gathering 
under established and effectively functioning rules, instruments, and tradition-bound principles 
based on past achievements. “Produced inadvertently by a game played under one set of rules,” 

 
1 The French Revolution 
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“radical new theories” are invented by scientists (Kuhn 1970, 52). Through various examples of in-
ventions1 (as a new paradigm emergence signs), Kuhn (1970, 61) asserts that the paradigm occurs 
when theory and experiment affirm each other and merge. When anomaly attracts the general in-
terest of scientists, the current paradigm falls into crisis, and the scientific revolution takes place. 
Kuhn defines the scientific revolution, similar to political revolution, an institutional change, as “non-
cumulative developmental episodes in which an older paradigm is replaced in whole or in part by an 
incompatible new one” (1970, 92). A new wave of observations and experiments pose the novelty 
knowledge into the paradigm, cumulating the suitable facts and articulating the new tradition. 

Ordered by a crisis, appeared as components of revolution, radical URs work as anomalies, inven-
tions, inducing a new paradigm and marking historical thresholds. If a crisis is more a natural phe-
nomenon of a gradual decline, a revolution is created; it is an activity, or experimentation, aimed at 
cardinal changes. Revolutionary URs, thus, present a concentrated force of a shift and influence ex-
changing the old by the new. The nineteenth-century rise of population, rapid urbanization, industri-
alization, hypermobility, the First and the Second Wars’ destructions, earthquakes, catastrophes, etc., 
- historical instability and all forms of crises open multiple possibilities for inventions, although having, 
Ibelings (2014, 100) considers, a “predacious character.”  

“Punctuated Equilibrium”: evolutionary and revolutionary “Urban Reagents” 

“The history of life,” Castells quotes anthropologist Gould (cited in Castells 2010, 1:28), “is a series of 
stable states, punctuated at rare intervals by major events that occur with great rapidity and help to 
establish the next stable era.” Revolutionary “Urban Reagents” start, and evolutionary – push forward 
history shifts – smooth development and radical thresholds. Patrik Schumacher, adopting Lakatos 
theory on research programs (scientific paradigm), distinguishes two design research programs – 
“cumulative” and “revolutionary” where the former builds successively the style, and the latter – 
starts an alternative (2008, 11). In the transitional phase, radical revolutionary and evolutionary URs 
coexist and can appear simultaneously, marking the start and end of the period. Historians describe 
the development as a gradual evolution with revolutionary projects shifting the evolution, turning 
the vector of development. Ikonnikov (2001b, 1:13), borrowing Lotman’s terms, writes that the ar-
chitectural history, like any other history, means a gradual process and leaps, breaking the graduality. 
Both reagents’ forms are experimental entities – one as a raw pioneering creature, the other – as an 
elaborated version within the paradigm.  

“Modernity, in whatever age it appears,” Lyotard (2005, 77) explains, - “cannot exist without a shat-
tering of belief and without discovery of the ‘lack of reality’ of reality, together with the invention of 
other realities.” Thus, expressing the modernity revolutionary URs occur in crisis, cataclysm, catas-
trophe, challenge to redefine the reality, rebelling mood, as ‘explosions’ and inventions, probably 
occasional. They work as epoch-breaking forms starting a new historical period. Mumford’s (1934, 
108) eotechnic phase (since 1000 till 1750, when all inventions have been created, and experimen-
tally adapted by curious geniuses), or Kuhn’s (1970, 92) crisis of paradigm, is a short and disorderly 
time of intensive experimentation, and, as a result, of rare revolutionary URs - “fundamental” and 
“subversive” novelty (Kuhn 1970, 5).  

Whilst evolutionary URs are epoch-making, gradual improvements of existing shapes - innovations of 
revolutionary inventions. After a time of crisis, the next going epoch, whether ‘paleotechnic’ or ‘ne-
otechnic’ (Mumford 1934, 151) or a phase of new ‘normal science’ (Kuhn 1970, 90) plays a role of the 

 
1 Classical occasional, appeared from anomalies in experiments, like discoveries of the X-Ray, or Oxygen, or a theory-
induced the Leyden jar invention 
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milieu of perfection of early findings when many evolutionary URs as innovations take shape. Evolu-
tionary URs also can be radical presenting the acme of development, and its subsequent fade. The 
major objects refer to the evolutionary type. “When we look at long periods of evolution,” Jencks 
(1997a, 57) confirms the suggestion, -“they show less punctuations than equilibria, fewer periods of 
sudden creativity than slow, gradual change.” 

A suggestion that revolutionary URs are authored by young near thirty and less experienced, more 
optimistic in breaking with rules (Ibelings 2014, 100), and evolutionary – by experienced and matured 
masters, has some exceptions and, being dependent on the particular talent, cannot be taken as a 
law. Appendix 2.4 shows objects’ author and his age on the moment of creation (in brackets): archi-
tects at the age of 25-65 design both evolutionary and revolutionary URs. The father of Modernism 
Le Corbusier created groundbreaking Maison Dom-Ino when he was 28, and, in his 60s, changed 
radically art vector presented by Chapelle Notre-Dame du Haut in Ronchamp marked Postmodernism 
start. The same is with prominent Philip Johnson, who also moved from Modernism to Postmodern-
ism. Started in his youth with deconstruction, Peter Eisenman is working within his early approach. 

Table 2. 1 Revolutionary and Evolutionary “Urban Reagents” Characteristics 

Characteristic Revolutionary “Urban Reagent” Evolutionary “Urban Reagent” 

Historical 
situation 

Socio-cultural shift, crisis, cataclysm 
A challenge to re-evaluate, reform, 
change 

Stable prosperous existence and 
development 

Experimental 
phase of design 

Invention 
Insight version \ occasion 

Innovation of an earlier invention 
Best-elaborated version after a long 
experimentation 

Interest acceptance \ rejection imitation \ succession 

Two graphs show revolutionary and evolutionary URs within historical space: from the early civiliza-
tions until the Modern age (Appendix 2.3) and from the early twentieth century until date (Appendix 
2.4). Vertical lines and areas demonstrate the main historical events. Red\orange and blue lines pre-
sent revolutionary and evolutionary UR, subsequently, - objects’ appearance, timeline (also in ruins), 
and author (where applicable). An attachment to evolutionary and revolutionary types is made fol-
lowing Table 2. 1 Revolutionary and Evolutionary “Urban Reagents” Characteristics, built upon a study 
of architectural history. Revolutionary URs illustrations are the first and, singular – maybe even with-
out any formal successors – structures of Mesopotamia, Mycenae, and Crete, or the burst of building 
in Europe after the ice period. Evolutionary URs adapt and transform the first group unique charac-
teristics raising them to an impressive ideal. Greek, Roman, and Egyptian structures are the repre-
sentatives of this group, mostly of stable and rather prosperous existence and development. 

Regarding prehistoric and ancient “Urban Reagents” that received public interest, seven wonders 
might be good examples. In the first century BC, a Palestinian traveler Antipater wrote a guidebook 
of the objects, “which won the admiration of the world” (Banks 1916, iv). The seven wonders caught 
the attention: The Pyramid of Khufu, the Walls of Babylon, the Statue of the Olympian Zeus, the 
Temple of Diana, the Tomb of King Mausolus, the Colossus of Rhodes, and the Pharos of Alexandria. 
These marvels – great and costly architectural achievements − received a status of “the most won-
derful” (Banks 1916, vi) by the ancients, and referred to evolutionary and revolutionary URs. In the 
following, the Pyramid of Khufu and the Colossus of Rhodes are introduced as evolutionary and rev-
olutionary forms, as objects generated historical influence, played a significant role in development 
– produced Shift-effect. 
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Egyptian pyramids and temples play a symbolic role being devoted to the highest being. Postmod-
ernists call pyramids as “the first architectural icons … places of veneration” (Jencks 2005, 22). Mas-
taba, a tomb of nobility, and pyramid, the Pharaoh`s tomb presented the world of the dead on the 
earth – funerary cult as a national religion. The Upper Egypt King unified the Neolithic Age Lower and 
Upper Egypt in circa 3000 BC. Since that, double-court buildings and twin-tombs took shape under 
the sole ruler, the pharaoh of two lands. As time passed, the pyramid role and significance changed 
along with the ascendancy of the King and the highest Deity, the Sun god, but, in general, Egypt cul-
ture sustained traditions (Kostof 1985, 67). “Egyptian culture … conservatism” (Kostof 1985, 67), ex-
pressed in “monumental immobility” (Scully 2003, 199) of pyramids, is a succession of a Mesopota-
mian ziggurat (a staged pyramid on a great platform), - “the Babylonian temple towers, so suggestive 
of the pyramids, especially of the mastaba type,” American author Edgar J. Banks (1916, 29) wrote – 
although, pyramids were contrast by intentions. When Mesopotamian citizens worshiped a supreme 
deity – positive and vital – a protector of the city and nation, and ziggurat served as a joint work of 
all townspeople and the king, and illustrated the economic system center of the “theocratic social-
ism” (Kostof 1985, 55), early culture of Egypt maintained traditions by building the funerary cult for 
the King and erected symbols of a “theocratic absolutism” (Kostof 1985, 79). 

 

Figure 8. The Colossus of Rhodes  

Source: William Creswell, 30 November 2008. Colossus 
of Rhodes c.1778. Digital Image. Available from: Flickr, 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/crackdog/3073313268 
(accessed April 22, 2018). Copyright - Attribution 2.0 
Generic (CC BY 2.0) (https://creativecommons.org/li-
censes/by/2.0/legalcode) 

 

Figure 9. Musterhauses Am Horn  

Source: Henrik Ahlers, 4 April 2001. Weimar, Am Horn 
61. Muster- oder Versuchshaus des Staatlichen Bauhau-
ses Weimar (1920-1922; F. Forbát, G. Muche). Digital 
image. Available from: Deutsche Fotothek, 
http://www.deutschefotothek.de/docu-
ments/obj/87703296. (accessed September 16, 2018). 
Copyright -Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 
4.0 International License (https://creativecom-
mons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/). 

Evolutionary UR of the famed pyramid of Khufu (circa 2900 BC) is a part of great pyramids on the Giza 
Plateau - illustrating eternal afterlife and immutability of the power of Pharaoh, a monumental en-
semble of pyramids on the esplanade near Cairo. Appeared in 2570-2500 BC, the Giza necropolis 
consisted of three structures – “mostly noticed by travellers” (Wood 1819, 14): the oldest, greatest 
(137 meters high) and the most expensive (Banks 1916, 7), surrounded by wooden solar boats Che-
ops (Khufu) pyramid, Chefren (Khafre) with a leonine Great Sphinx in front of it, and the smallest 
pyramid of Mykenos. The pyramids symbolized a hope to stay in connection with deities, to build a 
relation between the heavens and people. A transformation into a “true pyramid” took a century and 
experimentation – Giza necropolis worked as an innovation and perfected version of early Old King-
dom pyramids (Kostof 1985, 74), for instance, a revolutionary “Urban Reagent” staged tomb of Zoser 
(Djoser) at the Saqqara necropolis. This pyramid (circa 2680 BC) presented a revolution in construc-
tion and technology, which an ingenious architect of the pharaoh Zoser Imhotep initiated – he used 
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a cut stone (alabaster, granite, limestone, etc.) instead of traditional sun-dried brick and wood (Kostof 
1977, 4) that required special knowledge and skill. Evolutionary URs of Giza constructions of the Old 
Kingdom demonstrated the acme of culture, afterward appeared pyramids were copies with small 
modifications and even worse realized. 

As Hellenistic culture evolutionary UR example, also famed by ancient travelers (Banks 1916, vi), the 
Colossus of Rhodes statue might be, which “held a lighthouse beacon in one hand while standing at 
the mouth of a harbor” (Jencks 2005, 23). This extraordinary object (Figure 8) by a sculptor Chares 
the Lindian, who completed a “Herculean task” (Banks 1916, 161) in twelve years (Wood 1819, 18), 
symbolized a liberation and honor. In the fourth century BC, the Macedonian King Philip II started the 
campaign to unit Greece, to return the Ionian coast held by Persia. The son of Philip II, legendary 
Alexander the Great – the “Hellenistic ruler,” whose tutor was Aristotle, freed Anatolia, Asia Minor, 
from Persia. He mounted a powerful state joining Greece to the Egyptian and Persian Empires, fin-
ished the way the Classic Greek polis (Kostof 1985, 162). Liberated from the Persians, Rhodes became 
under the power of Alexander the Great until his death. Between Rhodes and the Egyptian Empire 
appeared a strong connection, which fell under the threat because of the next Macedonian King war. 
King Ptolemy helped to stop the siege and to free Rhodes from the Macedonian invaders. The island 
inhabitants built the colossal statue with the use of money received from the sale of Macedonian 
abandoned weapons, in gratitude to the God of Sun, Helios or Apollo (the deity of the island), for 
liberation from enemies, and to Ptolemy I Soter of Egypt (Banks 1916, 161). The statue of Helios in 
Rhodes was constructed in circa 292-280 BC at the entrance to the harbor of the Aegean Sea. In 222 
BC, the earthquake destroyed the 30-meter high, “most worthy of admiration … the colossal statue 
of the sun which stood formerly at Rhodes” (Pliny, cited in Banks 1916, 164) – one of the Wonders of 
the World still generating historical influence. The Colossus represented Hellenistic culture zenith; 
this landmark of the regular planned, according to Hippodamus of Miletus (Kostof 1985, 142), the 
polis of Rhodes demonstrated anthropocentrism tenets – huge Helios in a form of a great human, 
proportionally its significance for the state, that had to impress those who entered the harbor. 

Late 19th – early 20th centuries’ URs - “artificial, unnatural … act of rebellion” against nature, prod-
ucts of changing culture, as Oswald Spengler (1976, 23–24) might introduce them, - appeared in a 
rapidly developed amalgam of economic, technological, social, and cultural changes. In two centuries, 
life around the globe transformed radically. The chief cause laid in the industrial revolution, fueled 
by capitalistic forces, political disorder, and social rebellious moods. Rooted in the time when Martin 
Luther’s principles of the Protestant Reformation (1517) turned the European thought to rationalism 
(Pevsner 1991, 43), industrialization revolutionary changed the milieu first in England, and, by the 
time of the First World War (1914-18), in France, Germany, Austria, and the USA. A new challenge 
entailed experimentation in design – both innovations in classical thought, and inventions of original 
− not existing before − spatial manifests presented a reference and reverence both to nature and to 
the machine. Arts and Crafts Movement, its successors in different countries − Art Nouveau, Modern, 
Jugendstil, or Style Métro, - aspired to articulate industrial production with organic aesthetics. Revo-
lutionary URs referred to pioneering engineer works, and early Modernism that rejected decorative-
ness and ornament in favor of material (iron, glass, reinforced concrete), function, and construction, 
manifesting the unity between man and machine. “Ancient architecture is an error,” French city plan-
ner-innovator Tony Garnier (1901, cited in Pevsner 1991, 181) insists, - “Truth alone is beautiful. … 
truth is the result of calculations made to satisfy known necessities with known materials.” A general 
refusal or a strict revision of the Renaissance and Baroque canon entailed the architectural revolution 
based on industrial (Kostof 1985, 547).  
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A “social ferment, capitalism” (Kostof 1985, 548) and business establishment (bourgeoisie) built new 
markets, exhibition halls, mills, and manufacturing works using a machine instead of hand-labor. 
World Fairs became a great experimentation stage to realize audacious ideas. According to Giedion 
(1959, 242), exhibitions played a driving role in industry development. In 1837-40 an English gardener 
Joseph Paxton – “quite a genius” constructed Chatsworth Conservatory called by Queen Victoria 
(cited in Pevsner 1997, 241) as “the most stupendous and extraordinary creation imaginable.” For 
the International Exhibition in London, Paxton designed the Crystal Palace (1850-51) with a length of 
564 meters using standard light metal elements, produced at the factory, and mounted directly on 
the site. The Crystal Palace’s uncommon image met both blame and applause: the audience called it 
as a “Crystal Humbug,” “Glass Monster,” “the most monstrous building ever imagined,” and “a new 
style of architecture”(cited in Pevsner 1991, 133). Finished in 6 months, destroyed by fire in 1936, 
and titled spontaneously by a journalist as a palace (Nikiforova 2006, 39), the Crystal Palace influence 
is still strong. An engineering masterpiece, Gustave Eiffel’s steel tower-entrance, an arch interpreta-
tion, opened the World Exhibition in Paris in 1889. Called afterwards Eiffel Tower, it was 300 meters 
that reached “the triumph both for modernism and nihilism” (Jencks 2005, 198). Eiffel “ultimate 
Tower of Babel” (Jencks 2005, 198) appearance met ambiguous, controversial, and negative reaction, 
hate transformed into love a century later. 

Socialist avant-garde URs are contrasting to these capitalist forms, although they are often associated 
with pure art, art for itself, meaning the art elite – mainly aristocracy representatives – self-alienation 
from real social problems and needs used as an inspiration (Greenberg 2005). The industrialization 
has brought not only progress but also confusion and frustration in the society, unemployment, and 
environmental pollution. “Fierce pain permeates our time, and the agony has become intolerable,” - 
Austrian writer Hermann Bahr (1890, cited in Heynen 1999, 73) infers, “Has the plague descended 
on this earth?” This transition caused a painful reaction of the common people, and alienation − 
replaced by the machine, a worker could no longer associate himself with his product and creation − 
now manufactured anonymous commodity. Social issues became inflammable. Karl H. Marx, Hegel’s 
student, adherent and critic, described a conflict between two classes − capitalist and proletariat. 
Marx (1914, 12) wrote “The bourgeois mode of production … [−] the last antagonistic form of the 
social process of production” − it would lead to a social revolution – when the property relation must 
change in favor of social wealth. Socialistic and democratic concepts dominated in artists’ circles try-
ing to conceive an equal comfort for all people. On this basis, Modernism proclaimed building the 
new world of unity and equality, breaking aristocratic privileges. 

Revolutionary URs of the 1910s-early 30s are featured by radical aesthetics purified from ornament 
and excessiveness, implemented industrial building materials, technologies and constructions, under 
a rational logic and scientific approach. Early groundbreaking avant-garde ideas of de Stijl, Futurism, 
Russian Constructivism, and Bauhaus all matured in the International Style later, – differed in mani-
fest and program (Poggioli 1968, 2) but unified by “the kind of revolt against tradition,” “a beginning 
from ground zero” (Krauss 1985, 6), - composed the new machine era. Avant-garde created inven-
tions, rather than discovery, if only not a discovery of “quid” – something not existed before (Poggioli 
1968, 14). Avant-garde movement, according to Poggioli, was formed with a purpose to be admitted 
in the cultural sphere or just because of a “sportive enthusiasm” (1968, 25), and could be described 
within four aspects: immanent – activism and antagonism, and transcendent – nihilism and agonism 
(1968, 26).  

Noteworthy revolutionary URs are authored by Bauhaus school in Weimar, for instance, - Haus am 
Horn (Figure 9), an experimental building made for the Bauhaus Exhibition 1923. Bauhaus manifest - 
a manifest of industrial epoch and a new class of proletariat, a rejection of “the morphology of dead 
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styles” (Gropius and Pick 1965, 19). Walter Gropius, fascinated with machine production and new 
building opportunities and famous for the Fagus Factory (in collaboration with Adolf Meyer), founded 
Bauhaus in 1919, which exchanged the College of Fine Arts and Grand-Ducal School of Arts and 
Crafts1 (Großherzogliche Kunstgewerbeschule). Weakened by the First World War, the German Em-
pire’s monarchy ceased to exist because of the Novemberrevolution on 4 November 1918 and be-
came replaced by a parliamentary republic (Haage 2011, 18). Since July 31, 1919, the date of Weimar 
Constitution adoption (Weimarer Verfassung), and until 1933 the Weimar Republic was established 
under the rule (until 1925) of President Friedrich Ebert, socialist and democrat. Being supported by 
the new governance, Staatliche Bauhaus played a representational and symbolic role for the nation, 
and embodied a cultural development, overpassing inertness of the traditional and conservative past.  

In the New Architecture, Gropius declared “Rationalisation – just a purifying mechanism. … Standard-
isation – less cost and effort,” along with “Material and soul unity” (Gropius and Pick 1965, 29). A 
standardization principle was elaborated after 1922 in Bauhaus constructivist phase (after expres-
sionistic), inspired by Dada, the New Objectivity (Neue Sachlichkeit), Neoplasticism, and Russian Con-
structivism. Gropius rewrote the program in 1923, insisting on a form and manifesting “The new unity 
of art and technology” (cited in Ikonnikov 2001b, 1:230). The focus turned to the proletariat from the 
building for everyone: “The study of the art of building and its many branches of design is thus a 
matter of life for the whole people, not a matter of luxury”2 (Gropius 1923, 1). In 1920 Gropius (1923, 
10) developed “Baukasten im großen”– the concept of a unified building set of six elements in scale 
1:1, which composition gave several dwelling design types for various residents’ groups: from loners 
to families. Based on this idea, the Bauhaus housing was planned on the territory called am Horn, by 
Gropius, his students Alfred (Fred) Forbat and Farkas Molnár. Lines of same height block houses with 
dominant administrative buildings, and isolated one-family dwellings, set in Bauhaus quarter as an 
image of unity, egalitarian society, and equality. Due to the lack of investment, only one experimental 
house took shape - “Haus am Horn,” designed by young Bauhaus teacher Georg Muche for himself 
and his wife El, student of Bauhaus, as a Gesamtkunstwerk. The house was built using industrial pre-
fabricated elements, had a simple, and universal image, presenting geometric archetype of a square 
in a square - that defined “Haus am Horn” as an icon and revolutionary UR of rising Modernism ended, 
according to Jencks (2002, 8), by an explosion of Modernist Housing Pruitt-Igoe in 1972. 

In conclusion, history is “the history of spatial concepts” (Tschumi 1990, 5:14) where URs are mile-
stones. UR influences in historical turbulence and smooth flow that Shift-effect illustrates by so-called 
‘punctuated equilibrium’. Shift-effect is a result of experimentation – stable progress, development 
and evolution, and crisis and revolution initiated by a creative minority and accomplished by the 
whole nation, that is expressed in 

change 
stable improvement \ graduality \ development and evolution  
phase of transition \ epoch threshold 
challenge  
crisis  
a danger and a possibility \ revolution 
unprecedented form (invention)  
occasion \ spontaneity and randomness  
social force \ creative minority 

 
1 Opened by Henry van de Velde invited by Grand Duke of Saxony-Weimar Wilhelm Ernst. 
2 “Die Beschäftigung mit der Kunst des Bauens und ihren vielen Gestaltungszweigen ist also eine Lebensangelegenheit 
desganzen Volkes, nicht eine Sache des Luxus.” 
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Epoch-making-effect 

Epoch-making-effect = prognosis \ a message to the future + probability + possibility +  
+ occasion + modernity (current, new, transient, opposite to tradition) 

URs’ historical influence is also in “Epoch-making-effect” that refers to the future, to something 
vague, in a mist. “An event might be described as epoch-making if it has a great effect on the future,” 
Cambridge Dictionary (2019) defines. The time compels permanent experimentation to be modern. 
Every progressive UR is, in effect, a project of the future – it codes the latest achievements, building 
materials and technologies for the next generations. 

According to German philosopher Jürgen Habermas (1981, 3–4), “the term ‘modern’ appeared and 
reappeared … in Europe when the consciousness of a new epoch formed itself through a renewed 
relationship to the ancients.” Since the mid-19th century – Modern is understood as an opposition 
to traditional. A true Modern implies “the new” which becomes irrelevant (not valueless) as far as 
the next “new” appears. Belgian researcher Hilde Heynen (1999) supports Habermas’ words about 
today's Modern breaking with tradition. Heynen (1999, 9–10) defines Modernity as a term with three 
meanings or understandings in different times: the first as current and the opposite to the past (origin 
in the Middle Ages); the second – new, and, hence, a contrast to the old (in the Renaissance); and 
the third - as momentary opposite to “an indeterminate eternity” (the 19th century). Heynen (1999, 
10) concludes that Modernity meaning embraces all three definitions: “The current, the new, and the 
transient.” A UR as an event and product of the modernity presents the current achievements, new 
possibilities, and fashion as a momentary component.  

 

Figure 10. Flakturm VI (construction)  

Source: Gerlach, 1942. Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-J16840 \ CC-BY-
SA 3.0. Digital Image. Available from: Wikipedia Commons, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bun-
desarchiv_Bild_183-J16840,_Bau_eines_Flak-Turms.jpg (ac-
cessed March 31, 2020). Copyright expired - Attribution-ShareA-
like 3.0 Germany (CC BY-SA 3.0 DE) (https://creativecom-
mons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/de/deed.en). 

 

Figure 11. Energy Bunker  

Source: Geoff Dude, 30 September 30, 2013. Energiebunker, 
Wilhelmsburg, Hamburg, Germany. Digital image. Available 
from: Flickr, https://www.flickr.com/photos/geof-
fdude/10306700426. (accessed March 31, 2020). Copyright - 
Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 2.0 Generic (CC BY-NC-
ND 2.0) (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/). 

After a while, a UR may lose the relevance of its message to the future. Witold Rybczynski (2010, 136) 

finds that a building becomes outdated in thirty-fifty years, and needs renovation, or has to be de-
molished if the fashion does not turn back, for a retrospective. 

Jaspers (1978b, 2:5) indicates that the future is concealed in the past and present. A feeling of free-
dom to express a possibility, which is perceived as real, enables one to make a prognosis, Jaspers 
(1978b, 2:20) argues. Lotman (2000) states that future vagueness has nevertheless indistinct borders, 
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outside which everything is defined as irrelevant. Future in this respect is a space of probable possi-
bilities, a range of alternatives, which the present contains. Lotman (2000, 22) emphasizes an unpre-
dictability of the selection between alternative ways for the future emerged as an occasion. To design 
with a message to the future means to rely on possibilities and probabilities felt as achievable and 
real, and being aware of fortuity. 

“Architecture does not foretell the future, but creates it,” Kushner (2016, 43) writes in The Future of 
Architecture in 100 Buildings. Ordered by IBA Hamburg transformation (refurbishment) of ominous 
epoch-making UR of the Nazi in 1942 – Flakturm VI (Flak tower) in Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg – an anti-
aircraft gun blockhouse tower (Figure 10), into Energy Bunker - a green electricity generating station 
by HHS Planer + Architekten (Figure 11) in 2008-13 (“IBA Hamburg – Energiebunker” 2020). Contem-
porary ecology and sustainability issues are realized in a new hydro-electric Power station (by becker 
Architekten) serving not only as a utilitarian UR but also as an urban sculpture (Kushner 2016, 117) 
influencing city identity. 

Concluding, “Epoch-making-effect” of new progressive URs is an experimental realization of con-
cepts, prognoses, probabilities, based on possibilities of the modernity, multiplied by chance. 
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SSummary: Time-Place Experiment 

URs are activated by turbulent history. Radical words of Walter Benjamin (2008, 41) - “War, and only 
war, makes it possible to set a goal for mass movements on the grandest scale …” and Marinetti (cited 
in Benjamin 2008, 41) manifesto “War is beautiful because it creates new architectures” support the 
inference. In 2020, the COVID-19 crisis triggers an urgent need in isolation hospitals and compels 
their quick appearance to treat patients and prevent the disease spread, for instance, in Russia. 

A UR, as a product and representation of time, generates a distinctive historical influence as a result 
of experimentation - “Time-Place experiment” - expressed in 

activity and deeds of the powerful ones and the nation – Zeitgeist-effect 

stable progress, development and evolution, and crisis and revolution initiated by a creative 
minority and accomplished by a whole nation – Shift-effect 

prognosis, probabilities, based on possibilities of the modernity - Epoch-making-effect 

An axis in Jaspers’ understanding, History is permanent experimentation, researchers write. A UR 
marks its flow, embodies important thresholds, and represents unprecedented historical events; it is 
an experimental product of the unique period. When typical forms serve as “a document and not a 
monument” (Poggioli 1968, 216) also reflecting the time, singular structures manifest the epoch ten-
sion, the great efforts to erect the current moment symbol, to represent the power and to eternalize 
the intentions. Different religions, cultures, nations expressed themselves, “their deepest needs no 
otherwise than by building,” Hegel (1975a, 2:636) states. In parallel, URs are ordered by the power: 
in the ancient times - the King, now, in the “global era” (Sklair 2006), a business-elite, when a UR acts 
as a significant ideology instrument, influencing human mind and emotions (Barkhin 1979, 169). 

As a turning point of development, a UR is characterized by two identified forms: revolutionary and 
evolutionary. Many researchers conclude that great achievements appear in the phase of the crisis, 
in transitional periods, when one culture dies and a new one appears, i.e., on the epoch threshold. 
The development and evolution go discontinuously like Eldredge’s and Gould’s “punctuated equilib-
rium” (1972). Stable periods are exchanged by the short and intensive time of experimentation or 
revolutions. During stable time evolutionary URs take shape, whilst in the crisis – revolutionary or 
explosions, to use Lotman’s terms, - “explosion” and “graduality” (2000, 17) as two contrast ways of 
historical and cultural development, two ways of the newness emerge. The revolutionary, directed 
by a spontaneity, danger, and possibility (Capra 2005, 19), URs mark the birth of culture, and the 
evolutionary – its development and decline.  

Implementing the latest achievements and innovations, URs transmit a message to tomorrow. The 
message to the future is conditioned by the feeling of a possibility, which is perceived as real, and 
enables to make a prognosis, Jaspers (1978b, 2:20) argues. 

 

The following table summarizes URs’ effects and their conditions. 
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Table 2. 2 Time-Place Experiment Effects and Conditions 

 

Historical 
Influence 

 

 

 

Zeitgeist-effect 

national activity and deeds +  
power \ ideology representation and 
instrument + reconstruction +  
political competition (countries and 
internal parties) + creation of new values 
+ science and technology progress +  
counter-culture + rejection of traditions + 
internationalization \ globalization (an 
invasion of newness) 

Time-Place 
Experiment  

 

Shift-effect 

change + stable improvement \ 
graduality \ development and evolution +  
phase of transition \ epoch threshold + 
challenge + crisis + danger and possibility 
\ revolution + unprecedented form 
(invention) + occasion \ spontaneity and 
randomness + social force \ creative 
minority 

Epoch-making-effect 

prognosis \ a message to the future + 
probability + possibility +  
+ occasion + modernity (current, new, 
transient, opposite to tradition) 
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22.2. Socio-cultural Influence 

Opposition - a stimulus for development!  
 Vera Illarionovna Reshetnikova 

 
A gay monster is worth more than a sentimental bore  

 Nietzsche, The will to power  
 
Beautiful, expensive, useless. 

 Unknown blogger about the Lakhta Center in St. Petersburg 
 
We shape our buildings and afterward our buildings shape us. 

 Winston Churchill 

Buildings serve the society, and, in parallel, dictate the living rules, Umberto Eco (2006, 299) states. 
According to modern art historian Vincent Scully (2003, 198), architecture is an art of the society, by 
architecture “human beings create an environment for themselves; they shape a space.” Both ordi-
nary and singular URs influence society and culture intentionally and unintentionally. A UR serves as 
a tool to change society, functions as a symbolic environment to present \ create an identity and 
memory, to form values and meanings.  

The subchapter studies the socio-cultural influence of a UR: unintended effects of reflection of soci-
ety and communication \ symbol \ wow-effect, and intended - evocation \ identity, and provocation 
\ discourse \ pro et contra. 

 

Reflection of society-effect 

Reflection of society-effect = shaping and mirroring the self + promoting social change 

Architectural sociologists notice that the built forms mirror the state of society, induce self-reflection, 
and societal shift. Great, having “an internal voice,” or, in our terms, singular or radical URs “are 
assigned special powers of agency ” (R. W. Smith and Bugni 2006, 144). 

Symbolic interaction theory scientists argue that the designed environment and “the self” interact 
and “find expression” in each other. A building “contains and communicates our shared symbols and 
meanings,” Ronald W. Smith and Valerie Bugni (2006, 124) write, it is capable to “shape our thoughts, 
and actions, invite self-reflection.” Sociologists (2006, 129) insist that people's interpretations of 
“places and things often reflect who we are or what we would like to project about ourselves to 
others.” People interact with physical objects as they communicate with other human beings: think 
about artifacts, evaluate, interpret, and adapt behavior.  

German sociologist Heike Delitz (2008, 115) analyzes architecture as an agency reflecting social pro-
cesses. Architecture not only represents the social structure but induces social change. A building, 
Delitz (2008) suggests, impacts on the unconscious level, shapes the surrounding, mirrors ourselves, 
our expressions. Great architecture is popularized in media, forms the tastes, invites architects to 
study and evaluate, build, and hence, influence society (Delitz 2008, 117). Architects intentionally 
mixing functions provoke public reaction, societal shift, like in Zaha Hadid’s BMW plant in Leipzig, 
where workers and white-collar workers’ places confluence. A deconstructivist building reflects, ac-
cording to Delitz (2008, 120), contemporary post-Fordism, flexibility, intensified communication, and 
creativity, demonstrating the “social change.” Interactionists Smith and Bugni (2006, 139) support 
this writing “Architecture can be used to promote social change.” 
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For instance, one of the greatest known socio-cultural experiments of real building a new society was 
conducted in the 1920s in the USSR – a new phenomenon having only virtual utopian precedents, 
Ikonnikov (2001b, 1:276) states. The Soviet experiment strategy meant a total break with traditions, 
accumulated experience, and socio-cultural values, and construction of new societal institutes, new 
mentality, man, and culture of communism. Lenin created a new type of a monumental agitation, 
developed by Lunacharsky: revolutionary boards on walls, monuments of important Soviet leaders, 
public spectacles organized near expressive propaganda monuments (Lunacharsky 1982, 2:51). A 
new Soviet man with a strong sense of a collective directed by the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union (Grebenok 2011) is reflected in Houses and Palaces of Culture manifold appeared in the USSR, 
intentionally designed for the power representation, public festivals and political gatherings (Resh-
etnikova 2019). URs built this socio-cultural transition: from revolutionary avant-garde of the 1910s-
20s to evolutionary Khrushchevian utilitarian buildings – a development of Soviet people and Soviet 
identity.  

Contemporary spectacular URs reflect the ‘spectacle society’, borrowing Guy Debord’s term, and a 
new transnational class. In 1967, in The Society of the Spectacle French Marxist philosopher Guy-
Ernest Debord (2013, 11) defines the modern society as the society of spectacle, illusion, represen-
tation, image, where the power of production and consumption stimulates total commodification, 
and spectators’ alienation in one-way contemplation: “The spectacle is capital accumulated to the 
point that it becomes images.” In the spectacular society, capitalist economy-led, Debord (2013, 92) 
argues, there is no more community neither in working factories nor in “cultural centers, tourist re-
sorts and housing developments,” which are built “to foster this type of pseudo-community.” Culture 
“becomes completely commodified … the star commodity of spectacular society” (Debord 2013, 
104). Sixty years later, the situation expanded globally. Zygmunt Bauman (2000, 13) characterizes our 
era as liquid, ruled by “the nomadic and exterritorial elite,” which is a new transnational class re-
flected in spectacular URs. Irina Dobritsyna (2010, 15) considers that contemporary transnational 
capitalism creates a favorable space for the elite expressed in the global city elite cult and iconic 
spectacular objects. German researcher Ullrich Schwarz (2002, 13) writes “The global economy of 
attention demands the spectacular; it wants event and stars.” The modern spectacular architecture, 
for instance, iconic Guggenheim Museum, takes shape in the situation of culture as an industry, stim-
ulated consumption, and predominance of images. Spectacular URs mirror the society of Spectacle, 
they are abstract, anonymous, and “invested with excess” as a commodity which looks “cool!” (Har-
toonian 2016, 48). 

Reflection of society is an unintended effect of URs embodying “culture mentalities,” borrowing 
terms of Pitirim Sorokin (1937, 1:76). URs, especially great and singular, mirror and shape the self 
and society process, influence societal change. 
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Communication \ Symbol \ Wow-effect 

Communication\Symbol\Wow-effect = use & meaning (content) + association, illusion, connota-
tion, allegory + interpretation (convention, guess) + signal, symbol, signifier + index, sign 

URs render socio-cultural influence by communication with a user by serving the practical needs, and 
by signifying something - transmitting messages presented in the building’s image and spatial organ-
ization. A building can intentionally symbolize - represent something – a thing, power, time, style, a 
piece of information coded in it. A building’s communication is a topic of phenomenologists studying 
form and meaning, and semiologists working on the denotation of the structure (a system of con-
nected codes) of building as a communicative system (Eco 2006, 76; Lotman 2000, 6). 

Communication with the built structure starts with an object contemplation by a beholder. He sees 
a form, beneath which is a content that “betrays but does not parade” (Peirce, cited in Panofsky 1955, 
14), and interprets the form’s signal or message. Associations and illusions characterize an object’s 
recognized symbolism. Intuitive and sensual perception induces an association received from the 
memory and experience of the beholder (Gombrich 2000, 301; Jencks 2002, 26). An illusion appears 
when the form is not straightly self-explained when there is an understatement maintained requiring 
some energy and interactive work from the beholder. Gombrich (2000, 208) indicates that the form 
should keep “an empty or ill-defined area onto which he [the beholder] can project the expected 
image,” an understatement. Gestalt psychologists express similar thought by the Law of Prägnanz 
(pregnancy, thoroughness) of the form: the perception of an ordinary or predictable objects needs 
less energy in contrast to complex or imaginative forms, “if greater articulation implies that more 
energy is consumed in the process, then these greater forces must have liberated more energy, just 
as an electromotor doing work against forces using up more energy than an idling motor” (Koffka 
1935, 173). Gradually, indirect associations on unconventional forms transform into conventional: 
from “metaphor to cliché, from neologism to constant usage” (Jencks 2002, 26). New forms, to be 
understood, must articulate an excessiveness of information - “the unbelievable is discovered only 
through the articulation of the probable” (Eco 2006, 272).  

From the first meeting with a UR, a beholder is engaged in a “communication act” (Eco 2006, 258) 
when a form means something and motivates. In La estructura ausente (The Absent Structure) and 
“A Componential Analysis of the Architectural Sign\Column” semiologist Umberto Eco (1972, 213) 
writes about architecture as a cultural system consisting of signs – “unit of an architectural code.” 
Code is defined as a system comprising a “repertory” of opposing signs, their composition, a relation 
of a sign and its signifier (Eco 2006, 57). A sign is an object, and signifier – its image (2006, 66). An 
icon implies a sign visually and formally coinciding with the signifier (2006, 154). Architecture com-
municates by functions based on codes, or “conventions,” and induces two processes, Eco (1972, 
213) suggests, - “process of stimulation,” and “process of signification.” The author (2006, 294–95) 
distinguishes two types of codes: syntactic, meaning merely building elements, and semantic, imply-
ing different articulations of building elements’ and types’ functions and symbols. Moreover, archi-
tecture’s communicative characteristic – a “signified function” - antecedes a functional: an object is 
recognized and associated with something, but may not be used; and this association is not neces-
sary, i.e., it is cultural: “An architectural object is a sign-vehicle … that denotes a meaning” (1972, 
214). Eco (2006, 281) distinguishes primary (practical use) and secondary (symbolic-value) functions, 
which are capable to exchange and transform, like Parthenon cult function is exchanged in a tourist 
destination now. Each architectural unit, as a “morphological marker” – primary function holder - 
induces a range of connotations, secondary functions, or semantic markers, for instance, a column – 
architectural, historical, aesthetic connotations (1972, 225–26). Codes’ interpretation, connotations, 
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symbolical meanings are based on the cultural conventions accepted in a particular social group, Eco 
(2006, 277) argues. 

Semiologist Juan Pablo Bonta (1979, 26) distinguishes two types of indicators - signals and indexes: 
“signals communicate; indexes indicate,” both expressing and meaning something. Under an “inten-
tional index” Bonta (1979, 28) understands an indicator designed for communication, but not recog-
nized as a signal by the interpreter. Communication occurs due to “signals,” which are cultural prod-
ucts created intentionally by an emitter for communication, and recognized intentionally by an inter-
preter, or “pseudo-signal,” when there is no intentional emitter (like of the works of the past), but a 
message is intentionally assumed by an interpreter. All indicators compose an expressive system, also 
applying to buildings, which forms refer to indexes and signals, pseudo-signals, and intentional in-
dexes, and can transform from one form to another. “Signal” implies a social convention, is conserva-
tive, whilst index is “potentially innovative,” “individual rather than social” (1979, 31). As soon as 
indexes come into use – “they are socialized,” and transformed into signals, Bonta (1979, 49) states.  

Ideas of Polish phenomenologist Roman Ingarden help to define a UR as a symbolic meaning from 
the viewers’ position. Ingarden (1962, 204) notes that on each architectural work we have different 
points of view that endow the building with a range of relative qualities and meanings, relative - 
because they disappear as soon as we change our position. The philosopher distinguishes a real work 
from building materials (composed in a certain form under an intention), and an architectonic work 
of art when an object embodies an author’s aesthetic idea completely. The latter work acquires a 
meaning beyond physical shape under socio-cultural conditions and intentions in the cultural envi-
ronment. For instance, a real building of the cathedral is a monumental group of stones until it be-
comes a cathedral after a process of initiation into a sacred space with a special purpose; at this 
moment, it loses its autonomy of the real building. It is a cathedral only for those who perceive it as 
a special ecclesiastical space. Hence, a real object receives an optional “intentional characteristic,” a 
role of “a new object” (a new meaning) associated with the real object (1962, 210–11). Ingarden 
(1962, 218) characterizes an architectural work of art as having two layers: the first is the views per-
ceived by the beholder, by which a form can be understood, and the second – three-dimensional 
form of the building. If the three-dimensional form, enabling multiple views, changes, then the per-
ceived “aesthetical valuable qualities” (1962, 220) change as well. Having an implicit formal logic, 
architectural work is the most creative art based on the author’s creative discoveries and materiali-
zation of new forms, new views (1962, 247). A building is animated due to its viewers, it acquires its 
own life, it “speaks,” Ingarden (1962, 259) argues. 

A meaning initially attached by architects is differently recognized, interpreted, and then reinter-
preted by users and viewers, write sociologists (R. W. Smith and Bugni 2006, 132). A form is differ-
ently understood, and, if understood, then variously interpreted, that depends on multiple subjective 
and professional conditions: “we only see what we look for, but we only look for what we can see,” 
Wölfflin (1950, 230) writes. According to art historians, architecture reception is based on “sense, 
knowledge, and inference” (Gombrich 2000, 15). Professionals and ordinary people differently un-
derstand buildings. Forms contain multiple codes. Jencks (1985, 10) defines the architecture of Post-
modernism as double-coded: addressed to the professionals and the public. The former looks atten-
tively and intellectually, what Benjamin (2008, 40) calls an “attentive observation” by art critics and 
art lovers; the latter glimpses quickly and responds emotionally.  

Interpretation is a translation of a thing, a “decodification,” in Bonta’s (1979, 225) words. Applying to 
the interpretation of URs Panofsky’s iconology method, it can be inferred that, like an artwork, a UR 
has three levels of meanings (subject matter). The first is the form characteristics and its expressional 
quality - a primary or natural subject matter; the second - the form allegory, image, story, sign, - a 
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secondary and conventional subject matter; and the last - connected with cultural, national, tradi-
tional, philosophical, historical aspects – “symbolic values” – intrinsic meaning or content (Panofsky 
1955, 28–30). Panofsky (1955, 40–41) distinguishes three types of interpretation acts of the inter-
pretation objects, and required for this “equipment for interpretation.” If the first primary subject 
matter can be understood by anyone based on factual experience and familiarity with the object, the 
secondary or conventional subject matter interpretation requires a special knowledge on a theme; 
and “intrinsic meaning or content” needs a deep “synthetic intuition,” historical, cultural, social and 
other wide knowledge. Thus, a UR as a symbolic object can be completely understood only by pro-
fessionals. Interpretations are subjective, and unstable even within one critic’s judgment (Bonta 
1979, 11). For the professionals, interpretation has a long-punctuated way of constituting canonical 
interpretation. 

Encoded meanings are induced by objects, but produced or decoded - by people, that affirm both 
semiologists and behaviorists. Behaviorist Amos Rapoport (1990, 19) argues that “meanings are in 
people, not in objects or things. … things do elicit meanings.” Semiologist Bonta (1979, 232) writes 
“What people want to see their own meanings in the environment - with their own system of values, 
from their own frames of reference, shaped by the expressive systems that they share with their 
community but not necessary with the designer.”  

URs’ communication is in both a spectacle and use, borrowing Vidler’s (2008a, vii) terms. URs of the 
60s demonstrated prefabricated elements as conveying “an image of rationality” (Bonta 1979, 16). 
Rectangular buildings can look functional and accepted as functional by “social convention” not being 
such, Bonta (1979, 19) insists. A modern spectacular UR is intended to a ‘wow-effect’. Witold 
Rybczynski (2002) writes about a striking architecture as containing a “wow factor,” “Look at me” 
traits. An iconic building is associated with a monster, creature, chimera, “enigmatic signifier” (Jencks 
2005, 7), with an artwork when “artworks – … are enigmas” (Adorno 2002, 120). Viollet-le-Duc once 
(1959, 1:10) has stated “Art is fountain of instinctive emotion reaching the soul of man by various 
channels.” A singular building starts the interaction when both utilitarian and spiritual, or symbolical, 
aspects are achieved, when a building works as an interactive event, “both place and nonplace… A 
seductive space,” Baudrillard and Nouvel (2002, 16) agree. A singular UR is a never-ending commu-
nication, an “open work,” citing Eco (1989, 3), meaning an object as a work of art that “gains its 
aesthetic validity precisely in proportion to the number of different perspectives from which it can 
be viewed and understood.”  

Communication \ Symbol \ Wow-effect of a UR can be both unintended and intended forms of socio-
cultural influence, when, for example, the power mounts its symbols in the designed environment 
and conducts political, socio-cultural experiment. However, it is unpredictable how the public and 
professionals respond to a UR’s form, how decode signals and symbols, what associations, illusions, 
and interpretations will be. The effect is a result of experimentation expressed in 

use & meaning (content) 
different perceived associations, illusions, connotations, and allegories 
interpretation (convention, guess) 
transmission of understandable by viewers messages, codes - signal, symbol, the signifier 
(conventional information) 
 transmission of not yet understandable messages, codes - index, sign (new information) 
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Evocation \ Identity-effect 

Evocation \ Identity-effect = cultural product + elitist product + an arbitrary meaning + self-image 
+ socio-cultural values + collective memory + created identity and memory  

The built environment does not only serve the practical needs, it is symbolic, reflects historical events, 
socio-cultural processes, shares information, and generates communication. “As symbolic, sites con-
dense powerful meaning and values,” sociologists teach, - “they comprise key elements in a system 
of communication used to articulate social relations” (Lawrence and Low, cited in R. W. Smith and 
Bugni 2006, 129). A UR represents society's life, traditions, and socio-cultural values, plays a role for 
the self and national identity, evokes remembrances, contains collective memory. 

Identity – a trend in the nineteenth century (Grois 1992, 53) and since the 1990s (Castells 2010) - is 
a uniqueness whether of the self, community, or the place. The objective world from furniture to 
cities mirrors a human being, his concepts on beauty and utility, his past. According to cultural studies 
scholar Jan Assmann (2004, 139), identity means a result of consciousness, reflection on the previous 
unconscious image of the self; which is similar for the individual and nation in general: how one per-
ceives, presents, and expresses himself. Castells (2010, 1:22) defines the identity, like Assmann, as a 
reflexive activity of identification of individual uniqueness: “a social actor recognizes itself and con-
structs meaning primarily based on a given cultural attribute or set of attributes, to the exclusion of 
a broader reference to other social structures.” Identity is a social phenomenon presented in two 
forms - individual and collective. A man’s engagement in collective, social life composes an individual 
identity, it takes shape from outside to inside, Assmann (2004) explains. “Collective we-identity” is 
consisted of “I-identities,” which are in interdependence. The identity is conditioned by cultural and 
epoch framework with existing socio-cultural values, norms, language, and concepts. Societies need 
the past for their self-definition, Assmann (2004, 140–41) states. Societies build the identity based 
on the history or create new. There is no natural identity; identity is a product of culture. Cultural 
identity is a reflection on involvement and acceptance of one or other culture, which poses its own 
rules and norms, and is an antonym to nature. Collective identity is coded by symbols – from language 
to monuments – meaning a “cultural formation,” Assmann (2004, 149–50) argues. A building as a 
form of culture embodies “knowledge and … representations of lived experiences within historical 
societies,” borrowing a definition of culture by Debord (2013, 98). Cultural formation includes urban 
objects, URs, maintains, and keeps the collective identity, common values.  

Identity is coded in memory embracing historical, individual, cultural, social, or collective forms of 
memory. In buildings, the collective memory is recorded. Sociologist Miklina (2014, 73) writes about 
social memory as a system of accumulating, generating, and translating valuable collective experi-
ences and knowledge. Sociologist Maurice Halbwachs (1980) defines collective memory, intertwined 
with individual memory, as the memory shared by a group of people. The individual memory means 
the memory of the individual as a group member, who helps “to evoke and maintain impersonal 
remembrances” (1980, 50). Jan Assmann (2004, 58) distinguishes two polarities of the collective 
memory: communicative and cultural forms. The communicative form is dynamic, it bases on indi-
vidual biographies, whereas a cultural one resides in stable structures, history, and myths, and main-
tains cultural identity. We keep “an object memory” that transforms into cultural memory when an 
object means and symbolizes something nationally significant, like for example a temple, Assmann 
(2004, 20) states. Halbwachs (1980, 140) notes “every collective memory unfolds within a spatial 
framework.” The collective memory is composed of remembrances, which Halbwachs (1980, 68) 
characterizes as “a reconstruction of the past achieved with data borrowed from the present.” The 
environment serves as a material form of a collective memory; the buildings are the permanent land-
marks, and their surroundings are the remembrances’ depository. 
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New buildings construct identities. “Vague and general ideas, elemental, variously confused and sun-
dered abstractions,” Hegel (1975a, 2:637) argues, need to be visualized by buildings - “the aim of 
architecture consists exclusively in visibly setting forth now this and now that aspect for contempla-
tion, in symbolizing them, and by human labour making them pictorial.” Behaviorist Amos Rapoport 
(1990) characterizes all environmental objects as working for people's identity. The built environment 
contains multiple meaningful objects that reflect human beings and construct their consciousness 
and identity - “the meaning aspects of the environment are critical and central, so that the physical 
environment - clothes, furnishings, buildings, gardens, neighborhoods, and so on - is used in the 
presentation of self, in establishing group identity,” Rapoport (1990, 15) suggests.  

Lewis Mumford (1996, 403), as well, characterizes a building as a “crystallized,” “visible” society im-
age, its existence and evolution representation, its experimentation, “beliefs and world-outlooks of 
a whole society.” In The Culture of Cities, Mumford (1996, 403) states that architecture “externalizes 
the living beliefs, and in doing so, reveals latent [social] relationships.” Precisely because of being 
tightly interrelated with society and concentrating its aspects, architecture is capable to change the 
environment. Architects are more sensible to define social meaning, which they realize experiment-
ing “only through long painful processes of trial and error” (1996, 411), and capable to establish a 
new social order. Mumford (1996, 415) appeals to architecture to propose new forms on the social 
basis, because “further re-valuations of doctrine and belief, further accretions of positive knowledge, 
will, in turn, alter profoundly the new communities we are in process of building,” - buildings change 
societies.  

In “Architecture and Identity,” Chris Abel (1997) defines architecture as containing meanings and 
ourselves’ representation. “There are no artefacts … without meaning, and thus no artefacts that do 
not … become animate within the processes of human interaction and individuation,” Abel (1997, 
154) considers that architecture is “a part of us” and “is a way of being.” The author analyzes archi-
tecture as a personal and social identity, and architecture as a language in terms of universalist (lan-
guages have similar structures) and relativist (all languages and cultures are different) views. Abel 
(1997, 151) concludes this discussion by acknowledging both positions that “language is used to 
achieve separation as well as communication,” and that “within the idea of identity … is the idea of 
difference” (1997, 154). Buildings, thus, express a unity, and, in parallel, disunity, a difference from 
buildings of other nations.  

Following the thought of Hegel (1975a, 2:636) about symbolic architecture, it does not merely rep-
resent the society and the existing values, but also provokes the appearance of new meanings: “the 
productions of this [symbolic] architecture should stimulate thought by themselves, and arouse gen-
eral ideas without being purely a cover and environment for meanings already independently shaped 
in other ways. ... their erection aimed at arousing.” Buildings shape the identity, - “while people filter 
this information and interpret it, the actual physical elements guide and channel these responses,” 
Rapoport (1990, 19) writes. 

Thus, on the one hand, the built environment reflects the community and contains its identity, on 
the other – this identity, realized in the designed forms, takes shape in the experimentation of initi-
ating authors. Mumford’s reliance on the architect’s social sensibility, “good will and effective com-
petence” (1996, 415), that is dependent on an individual, is questionable. “Everything goes the same 
way: the whim of the artist serves the caprice of the rich man,” Goethe (1921, 5) writes in 1773, a 
phrase that reflects the past and present architecture origin and its relation to social identity man-
aged by the elite circle.  
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The nineteenth-century historicist approach in Europe aimed to “invent national traditions” (Jones 
2011, 49). The Neoclassicism with its exploitation of the classical forms implemented to all buildings 
types mechanically from governmental to infrastructural was condemned by progressive theoreti-
cians of the twentieth century, for instance, by Giedion (1944, 550) and Mumford (1996, 404), who 
characterized it as an artificial identity, “pseudo-monumentality” and inspiration by “the dead.” This 
architecture has nothing with the society, has “lost their connections with a common social milieu” 
(Mumford 1996, 405). From the position of the Neoclassicism coeval, namely, Hegel, this classical 
architecture was assessed as “beautiful and useful” (1975a, 2:633) presenting rational and imagina-
tive intentions. Hegel (1975a, 2:683) states that Roman architecture has been used “as a model for 
later Italians and Frenchmen,” and Germany followed them for a long time, “until now at last we have 
turned to the Greeks again and taken classical art in its purer form as our model.” Goethe (1921, 9), 
on the contrary, rejects classical forms implementation at least in Germany, where Gothic is barba-
rous but native to the Germans: “How lightly the monstrous, solidly grounded building soared into 
the air!” Goethe (1921, 10) describes Gothic architecture as reflecting the natural environment, the 
weather of Germany, “‘Gothic’ … is German architecture, - our architecture, - whereas the Italians 
cannot boast of any distinctively native style, much less the French.” Goethe (1921, 12) imputes the 
Germans and the French by combining in buildings elements from foreign nations no matter how 
perfect and beautiful but alien: “he builds his wonderful church of the Magdalene out of Greek col-
umns and German arches and vaults.”  

According to modern researchers, big architecture is characterized as “a product of specific dominant 
social groups rather than as a symbol of a historical epoch” (Pacione 2005, 218). These specific groups 
adapt and translate the meaning of works to society. About this, a sociologist Pierre Bourdieu (1983) 
writes defining works of art as a material object produced by artists (artistic field) and “socially insti-
tuted” (1983, 318) by dominant external agents (publishers, critics, ...), who deliver and present a 
symbolic value to the public. Nation-states “mobilize” architecture to shape cultural symbols present-
ing collective identity, codifying nation, power and ideology, British sociologist Paul Jones (2011, 2) 
indicates. Modern landmark buildings usually occur in “highly politicized contexts,” and their authors 
- stararchitects - are more connected with the place marketing rather with design. Following Bour-
dieu’s principle, Jones (2011, 18) states that the architecture is a cultural production operating within 
a social space; architecture means a symbolic capital. “The restricted” and “mass” parts of the archi-
tectural field unify different architects - creators of taste: one serves the masses, another of “taste 
makers” competes for a worthy commission (2011, 15). High-profile architects actively participate in 
“discursive interventions” (2011, 30), themselves propose social meaning and identities of their build-
ings. Social meanings, identities attached to buildings have “an arbitrary nature,” Jones (2011, 32) 
insists.  

Historically, the elites and the powerful constructed the identities, now, German Professor and the 
head of the Habitat Unit Peter Herrle (2008, 12) notes, it has become a widely discussed trend both 
by the public and academics. Globalization escalates identity issues when foreigners conceive the 
environment and even national monuments. Castells (2010, 1:449) characterizes the modern built 
environment as a ubiquitous “spatial manifestation of the dominant interests,” globally diffused an 
“ahistorical, acultural architecture” that has lost its roots, cultural and historical distinctiveness. Like 
Goethe, Giedion, and Mumford, Castells (2010, 1:449) appeals to buildings presenting societies, 
“their own reality, without faking beauty from a transhistorical spatial repertoire.” Herrle (2008) pro-
poses two concepts on the identity search – the Steppenwolf Paradigm (a reference to Hesse’s novel), 
and Packages and Carriers. The first implies an experimental, wandering, search, and creating multi-
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ple individual identities: identity is created by experimenting. The modern situation of individualiza-
tion, consumerism, and general vagueness fueled by globalization enables us to choose the cultural 
realm and to fulfill the lost identity “albeit temporarily and experimentally,” – “Identities can be and 
– if necessary – must be newly invented and reconstructed,” Herrle (2008, 13) argues. The next con-
cept of Packages and Carriers demonstrates a cultural change of architecture and identity. The cul-
tural contexts of the developed countries contain “short-lived packages with identities for a limited 
number of groups,” and the carriers or the modern technologies transmit these identities to other 
parts of the world “to unwrap the packages” (Herrle 2008, 15). Ideas accepted without any critical 
adaptation to the local area induce controversies and alien appearance, which the iconic URs usually 
demonstrate. Herrle (2008, 18) concludes that identities, which origin is not only in the local past and 
traditions, but created and imbued by the circulation of external innovations and values, are in per-
manent construction and re-construction by “individuals, groups and institutions.” 

URs of memorial buildings and monuments are eloquent tools of socio-cultural experiments aimed 
at the memory exposition, denotation, and, also, “forgetting” (Jones 2011, 93). When ordinary peo-
ple continue themselves in children, Mumford (1996, 434) suggests, the powerful need an external 
demonstration of themselves on a bigger scale - “they seek a petrified immortality.” National monu-
ments are working as the state’s expression with an aspiration “to engage in a politics of recognition 
and also to position themselves relative to pasts and futures,” Jones (2011, 94–95) argues. Research-
ers insist that monuments erected either by the state or by the ruler cannot be a representation of 
the collective identity and memory. A memory becomes “a political project’s attempted cultural em-
bedding” (Jones 2011, 99) when the state or other agents direct the narratives and dictate what 
should be remembered and recorded in history, and when there are no public discussions. Mum-
ford’s (1996, 438) phrase “if it is a monument it is not modern, and if it is modern, it cannot be a 
monument” characterizes many modern memorial URs. The 90s 98-meter-high monument dedi-
cated to the Russian fleet - The Peter the Great Statue in Moskva river - is undoubtedly a political 
message. Some contemporary German “counter-monuments” (Young 1992, 272), i.e., monuments 
of the guilt, like Berlin Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe, are criticized as being blame, ne-
glecting the non-fascist Germans. Iconic memorial UR serves tourists, not citizens connected with the 
materialized memory. “A global(istic) iconography and monumentality are oriented towards impres-
siveness and attractiveness in areas of international visitors,” sociologist Göran Therborn (cited in 
Jones 2011, 102–3) states, - “rather than to expressions of national or popular identity.” Post-war 
Berlin discusses reconstruction of ruins of the Schloßplatz, where the German Socialist Parliament 
buildings have been erected (Eckardt 2005, 196). New places of memory cyclically replace the old. 

Concluding, a UR contains and creates the socio-cultural code, materializes the individual and collec-
tive identity and memory. A building reflects the “nation as imagined” (Anderson, cited in Jones 2011, 
51). The architecture contains socio-cultural values, but there is no comprehensible definition of the 
term “value” and no established theory on the values’ appearance, German sociologist Hans Joas 
(2013, 11–12) states. “An arbitrary nature” (Jones 2011, 32) of the created identity, that a UR demon-
strates, is constituted by a wish of initiating power and author, and by an imagined meaning attached 
by someone interested. Thus, Evocation \ Identity-effect is intentionally induced, a clear result of 
experimentation presented in 

UR as a cultural product and elitist product 
an arbitrary meaning  
expressing the self-image 
socio-cultural values 
created identity and memory 
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Provocation \ Discourse \ Pro et contra-effect 

There is no easy way of teaching or explaining what we are introducing; because anything new 
will still be understood by analogy with the old.  
The human understanding is most affected by things which have the ability to strike and enter 
the mind all at once and suddenly, and to fill and expand the imagination.  
− Francis Bacon, The New Organon 
 
 
Provocation \ Discourse\ Pro et contra-effect = interest, discussion + aesthetic judgement (pleas-
ure, displeasure) + fame + protest + mass media promotion + arbitrary value + succession, imita-
tion, canonization, kitsch 

One of the most evident symptoms of a UR is the provoked fame and noise, appeared around the 
building. It is no matter what charge the responses are – positive or negative. If Communication \ 
Symbol \ Wow-effect is about communicative and symbolic nature of some URs and is a silent ex-
change of information between a UR and viewer, this subchapter effect defines a UR as influencing 
the production of discourses, judgments, speculations, knowledge by the public, mass media, and 
professionals, and, even, protests and riots.  

A judgment on architecture is aesthetical, an enjoyment or hate to the building that is not our prop-
erty, and, often, even has never been attended. In Kant’s account, to aesthetically judge on some-
thing we relate to our subjective sensations, satisfaction, to our taste, which is an ability to judge 
beauty without any expectation to get a practical benefit, i.e., “without any interest”(2000, 96). Kant 
argues that aesthetic judgment is based on feelings of pleasure and displeasure, where pleasure 
means a confluence of fantasy and cognition – a “harmonious play of … imagination and understand-
ing” (2000, 26) and conditions cognitive and reflective faculties of judgment (2000, 125). Hence, judg-
ment on urban objects influences the self-reflection and stimulates knowledge. 

Succession, imitation, kitsch, refusal, canonization, oblivion, and reinterpretation – a range of dis-
course forms that URs experience, especially its “exemplary” (Kant 2000, 187), singular forms. A judg-
ment on one architectural object, Bonta (1979, 11) indicates, differs not only among the public but 
also among critics. Even one critic may radically change the views as time passes. In the study of the 
field of cultural production, Pierre Bourdieu (1983, 317) argues that production of a work of art is 
inseparable from the powers promoting it, “one of the conditions of production of the work,” - “the 
production of discourse” on this artwork. The discourse demonstrates the value of the work and its 
validity: “Every critical affirmation contains, on the one hand, a recognition of the value of the work 
which occasions it, … and on the other hand an affirmation of its own legitimacy” (1983, 317). Hence, 
according to Bourdieu analysis, the value is arbitrary and dependent on a particular interest. A wrong 
“social convention” that, for example, curtain-walled towers are functional, means an architectural 
culture of a certain period that is provided, for example, by critic Pevsner and professional discourse 
on the effectiveness (Bonta 1979, 19).  

Applying Kantian thoughts, a beautiful UR “promotes the cultivation of the mental powers for socia-
ble communication” (2000, 185), and “furthers the culture” (1914, 187). An outstanding and effective 
idea is quickly absorbed by the architectural field, and diffuse all over the globe. An imitation implies 
literal copying, usually driven by the masses, and marketing forces. In contrast to imitation, a succes-
sion cannot be realized without a talent of a successor to understand, artistically interpret, and de-
velop ideas of the genius-predecessor. Succession plays a leading role in art evolution. Kant (2000, 
164) states that a succession means to follow the way of “an exemplary author,” “to create from the 
same sources,” which the predecessor has used, and “to learn … only the manner of conducting one-
self in so doing.” Kitsch is a philistine, low form of imitation. Clement Greenberg (2005) describes 
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kitsch as an “ersatz culture” aimed to “satisfy the demands of society in culture and beauty.” Accord-
ing to Adorno (2002, 239), kitsch is a part of art “awaiting ever recurring opportunities to spring 
forth.” Kitsch and imitation are mass culture features based on principles of entertainment, quantity 
rather than quality, and reproductivity.  

An inventive UR under the internal discussion and interest can be assigned a canonical role. Assmann 
(2004, 110) describes canon as a form of tradition that achieved the highest internal necessity and 
formal stability. Canon is open and comprehensible rules enabling imitation and following, copying – 
“mimesis, aemulatio, imitatio” (Assmann 2004, 115). “The process of interpretation,” Bonta (1979, 
180) indicates, “comprises the passage from blindness to pre-canonical responses, then the canonical 
interpretation and dissemination, and finally silence and oblivion.” Canon formation goes by filtering 
when a range of critics’ “authoritative interpretations” (1979, 150) set a stable value of the work, 
gradually, it becomes classified as containing a particular meaning. “The canonical interpretation is a 
cumulative result of many previous responses, distilled by repetition, and reduced to the bare essen-
tials,” Bonta (1979, 145) defines. As time passes, a canonical interpretation reaches a wider public, 
occurs “dissemination” (1979, 175). Later, tried and tested work turns into habitual, and experiences 
silence with subsequent oblivion. This process of interpretation may be interrupted, followed by a 
new stage, or stopped at blindness. The canonization is affirmed by teaching, exploitation by mass 
media (Jones 2011, 3), academics’ scholarship – from articles to conferences promoting names and 
oeuvre, cultural institutions’ events and exhibitions. These events confirm the value and status of the 
work, make a legend that hardly can be further criticized or put into doubts. 

Invented by Bauhaus and Constructivists, Modernism transformed into the International Style. Gro-
pius (cited in Bonta 1979, 47) has indicated the process by writing “worst of all, ‘modern’ architecture 
became fashionable in several countries; with the result that formalistic imitation and snobbery dis-
torted the fundamental truth and simplicity on which this renascence was based.” Already in the 
Soviet Union, architect Michael Barkhin (1979, 181) is concerned with imitation and reproduction of 
new ideas that result in urban uniformity: a successful concept is reproduced, turning the former 
singularity into repetition, and invention into a stereotype. In the 1960-80s, standardization and rep-
etition have changed Russian and European cities into homogeneous space of mass typical structures, 
clones of “unique” architecture. The iconic trend, as well, penetrates the global context. The world 
architectural history is featured by a complex interrelation of artistic styles (Khan-Magomedov 1996, 
6), an opposition of “forms of representation or forms of beholding” (Wölfflin 1950, 16). One move-
ment works as an articulation of the other like Early and High Renaissance or radically opposes it as 
Renaissance contradicts Baroque. Tschumi (1996, 82) argues that “the avant-garde has endlessly de-
bated oppositions that are mostly complementary: order and disorder, structure and chaos, orna-
ment and purity, rationality and sensuality.” Dmitry Pisarev (1894, 4:498) states that “when any new 
idea is coming in people’s minds, then the inevitable conflict of old and new concepts begins … [-] 
representatives of the new sum up the entire reserve of ideas developed by the former leaders.” 
Each movement has its imitators, epigones, and successors. For instance, Jencks (2012b, 11) distin-
guishes two forms of the Postmodern culture – PM – an artistic movement, and PoMo – “the mass 
culture genre,” as high and low culture.  

If professionals are tended to “attentive observation” (Benjamin 2008, 40) and induce canonization 
of buildings, the public responds emotionally to provocative URs. Walter Benjamin (2008, 39) em-
phasized that ordinary men (the masses) and art critics judge differently on the work of art: “in the 
case of the masses, the artwork is seen as a means of entertainment; in the case of the art lover, it is 
considered an object of devotion.” For instance, when professional architect Bernard Tschumi char-
acterizes Deconstructivist architecture as combining Apollo’s ethical and Dionysius’ sensual aspects: 
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from a pleasure of breaking all standards, neglecting all tastes, being “not aimed at giving pleasure” 

(1996, 92) but creating a new order of things to the traditional pleasure of the fulfillment the “space 
expectations” (1996, 91), non-professionals describe Deconstructivist buildings as masochists’ 
houses built by sadists.  

“Not the friend of purity, … but of messy reality” (Jarzombek 2008, 77), fame is promoted by mass 
media and the Internet. The mass media, often due to the author himself, popularizes buildings, 
providing an excessiveness of messages, likes and dislikes, and predominance of images making the 
world “homogeneous in its diversity,” citing Augé (1995, 32). “Driven by social and commercial forces, 
and the need for instant fame,” Jencks (2005, 7–8) defines an iconic building, - “it has to be an amaz-
ing piece of surreal sculpture and something that appeals to a diverse audience: at once provocative 
and practical.” Swiss architect Ernst Hubeli states that since the 80s architecture has taken special 
attention of the media – of almost all magazines and newspapers – in lifestyle and cultural events’ 
rubrics. This has a little connection with architecture quality, rather with the popularized terms of 
“star-architects” or “author-architecture,” Hubeli (2002, 34) writes: “Reduced to optical effects and 
haptic promises of pleasure, architecture can be personalized and made intimate as a creative act.” 
A result of the media attention is a cultural hedonism when architecture acting as a beautiful seduc-
tive image, on which quality Benjamin’s (2008, 39) “masses” or the public judges. “The power of 
interpretation has definitely shifted to the public,” Hubeli (2002, 36) argues, that leads to kitsch. 
Modern architects, especially celebrities, are more managers, creators of an image rather than build-
ings. Nevertheless, the provoked interest and created values merely induce a polemics and discussion 
that is not necessarily meaningless and based on judgment fallacies. Baudrillard (2002, 16) suggests 
that by provocation, which exposes the idea and makes it “visible through contradiction, through 
scandal, defiance,” there is still a chance to keep professional “secret,” to maintain autonomy, like a 
museum artifact is visible but untouchable. According to Baudrillard, there is “no general formula of 
definition of the social relations [and] needs of users neither in politics nor in architecture” (2010, 
395). Public interest is fluid, dependent on socio-cultural, political, and economic circumstances, and 
can change radically. 

A building is erected on the common ground, invades the habitual space, and provokes locals’ reac-
tion. According to Rybczynski (2010, 136), public taste changes, in general, after thirty-fifty years, 
when the design loses its originality and newness, and a building needs renovation or has to be de-
molished, if, of course, the fashion does not turn back, for a retrospective. Some edifices receive 
appreciation and iconic status afterward, like the Eiffel Tower, or the Chrysler Building when a public 
shock calms down. Rybczynski (2010, 133) deduces that “unpopular buildings may become popular 
in time, but as fashions change, the opposite can also happen.” As a rule, according to Jencks, Gom-
brich, Benjamin, conventional forms, which images are seen or known already and relating “to ex-
pectations and therefore to comparisons” (Gombrich 2000, 301), are “uncritically enjoyed, while the 
truly new is criticized with aversion” (Benjamin 2008, 36). But, of course, some strange URs may also 
astonish and entertain. “It is not true that man can only take delight in the absolutely clear,” Wölfflin 
indicates (1950, 221), “he at once desires to get away from the clear to what can never be exhausted 
by visual perception.” There is no law, what pleases the audience, and what irritates. 

Public riots against urban megaprojects (in our terms – URs), according to Gerardo del Cerro San-
tamaria (2013a, 326), can be different – from against historical landscape neglection to against “mo-
nopolized” benefits by the elite group. Iconic projects, Jones (2011, 138) argues, express the political 
economy logic of regeneration, and a gap between the decision-makers – in Bourdieu’s terminology 
“the restricted field” - and “the mass,” the public. Urban regeneration and URs may stimulate social 
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struggles, like a successful Jacobs’ and Newman’s opposition against Robert Moses’ plan of final ad-
aptation to automobile, reconstruction of New York by breaking The Lower Manhattan Expressway 
through live city fabric (Paperny 2011, 8–9). Moses, known as “America’s greatest builder” (Hall 2014, 
277), was compelled to step back.  

There are European examples where local activists battle against urban renewal, for instance, - a 
social upheaval against relocation of London’s fruit and vegetable market Covent Garden and its 
large-scale reconstruction of the 70s, that resulted in Covent Garden transformation into a commer-
cial, fashionable, and tourist project with luxury boutiques and restaurants exchanged the former 
local shops (Hall 2014, 318). Also - Paris Les Halles, where the Centre Pompidou (opened in 1977) has 
been erected (see Chapter 1). In both of the last cases, the places have become gentrified (Hall 2014, 
321). In 2008, “The Fourth Grace project” with an iconic proposal by Will Alsop “The Cloud” in Liver-
pool, aimed to celebrate the capital of culture status and to manage Liverpool’s rebranding and de-
fined as equal to “what the Opera House has done for Sydney” (Egbert Kossak, cited in Miles 2005, 
914) - the first building of this scale that was not accepted by the public (Jones 2011, 124–25). Public 
revolts have influenced the relocation of the Gazprom Tower in St. Petersburg from the Okhta river-
side to Lakhta.  

The role of society in forming and restructuring the places is effective (Giddens and Sutton 2009, 
217). Iconic URs, which are usually aggressive to the historical landscape, will meet discontents “when 
imposed on communities without a mandate” (Jones 2011, 138). To prevent negative noise, it is im-
portant to conduct public debates, to clear the project plans, because since implementation a build-
ing refers to the urban realm, to the collective environment.  

In conclusion, public and professional attention validates experimental URs’ existence, even canoni-
zation, and diffusion. URs are used to generate fame, promote external agents’ strategies, and induce 
a reaction. Provocation \ Discourse \ Pro et contra-effect is a form of intended socio-cultural influ-
ence, although, not always positive for change agents, like in case of public riots against URs’ erection. 
The effect’s experimentation resides in 

provoked interest, discussion 

aesthetic judgment (pleasure, displeasure) 

fashion 

fame 

protest 

mass media promotion 

arbitrary value 

succession, imitation, canonization, kitsch 
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SSummary: Socio-cultural Experiment 

A UR serves as an instrument of ideology, plays a role in shaping and accumulating the collective 
identity, memories, and beliefs, symbolizes the national development, communicates transmitting 
meanings, and provokes discourse, fame, and protests. Socio-cultural values and identity are cultural 
products and have an arbitrary nature, shaped by the interested groups who experiment with imple-
menting architectural form as a tool.  

A UR, as a cultural product, works as an instrument in “Socio-cultural experiment” generating both 
intended and unintended effects presented in 

expressing the society and its members, inducing social change – Reflection of society 

symbolism, transmitting different, also intended, messages – Communication \ Symbol \ 
Wow-effect 

definition and re-definition of collective identity and memory – Evocation \ Identity-effect 

stimulation of interest, fame, judgments, imitation, knowledge, and oppositions – Provoca-
tion \ Discourse \ Pro et contra-effect 

URs are usually famous. The socio-cultural influence of URs is eloquent because the socio-cultural 
environment is sensitive. Acting in this environment, a UR symbolizes, serves, reflects, evokes, pro-
vokes, communicates – it is engaging, is influenced and influencing, it exchanges the energy. “Land-
mark building projects have a complex relationship with broader social forces” (Jones 2011, 92), so-
ciologists argue. Lebbeus Woods (2010a) once said “Without art to broaden our world-view we might 
well stay mired in our narrow personal problems, isolated and apathetic.” A UR is an evocative and 
provocative socio-cultural object influencing the social and cultural changes.  

The following table summarizes the effects and conditions of the “Socio-cultural experiment.”  

 

Table 2. 3 Socio-cultural Experiment Effects and Conditions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Socio-cultural 
Influence 

Reflection of society-effect shaping and mirroring the self + 
promoting social change 

Socio-cultural 
EExperiment 

 

Communication\Symbol\ 
Wow-effect 

use & meaning (content) + 
association, illusion, connotation, 
allegory + interpretation 
(convention, guess) + signal, 
symbol, signifier + index, sign 

Evocation \ Identity-effect cultural product + elitist product + 
an arbitrary meaning + self-image 
+ socio-cultural values + collective 
memory + created identity and 
memory 

 
 
Provocation \ Discourse \  
Pro et contra-effect 

interest, discussion + aesthetic 
judgement (pleasure, displeasure) 
+  fashion + fame + protest + mass 
media promotion + arbitrary value 
+ succession, imitation, 
canonization, kitsch 
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22.3. Urban Influence 

… an artistically effective city plan is also a work of art and not merely an administrative matter. 
 Camillo Sitte, City planning according to artistic principles 

 
Could architects reverse the proposition and, instead of serving a conservative society that acted 
upon our cities, have the city itself act upon society?  

 Bernard Tschumi, Architecture and disjunction 
 
For all times, we have gravitated to the house of God as the one building that can convey our 
deepest feelings about mankind and the world.  

 Bruno Taut, Raise a Flag, The City Crown 
 
Real and conceptual interventions in the existing situation – though the starting point must be 
sufficiently painful – visibly alter seemingly indispensable reality.  

 Coop Himmelb(l)au, The House with the Flying Roof 
 

As clear from its name, UR is an active instrument in changing the urban environment. URs, especially 
big constructions, play a significant role in urban fabric transformation, changing in parallel economic, 
political, and socio-cultural environments. For example, the URs of German IBA and French “Grand 
Projects” - big “urban experiments” – influenced a complex and qualitative change of cities (Ikonnikov 
2002, 2:304). In the following subchapter, URs’ urban influences as a landmark, urban catalyst, genius 
loci bearer, and diffusing in other places ‘virus’ are analyzed. 

 

Landmark-Center-Attractor-effect  

Landmark-Center-Attractor-effect = favorable location (hilltop, center, waterfront) + plaza + en-
semble + legibility + urban dominant (big size) + beautiful cityscape + urban beacon + focal point 
(orientation node, point reference) + enclosure + public accumulation (urban magnet, anchor) 

A landmark can be a small urban element or a sign, but an architectural landmark is more attractive 
being usually of a magnificent and distinctive, symbolic, and representative form. Landmark buildings, 
in Gestalt psychology terms, figures on a neutral background, form distinct visual orientation points 
that provide a sense of location to the observer within the urban space. These important edifices can 
be public or private, free-standing or built-in, single or in a group and ensemble, in the existing urban 
fabric or undeveloped areas, carefully or occasionally located, but always demarking historical spaces 
of cultures, serving as pivotal points of time. A UR as a landmark (intentional and not) serves as an 
orientation node distinctive among surrounding buildings - a focal point organizing pedestrian and 
transport routes. As a public magnet, it accumulates a worth public realm gathering people. As a 
central element in urban veduta, it creates an attractive and pleasant character of a street- and town-
scape. Landmarks are often accompanied by other urban elements like piazza or waterfronts, street 
crosses and ends, urban amenities, and art. In various times and cultures, landmarks of different 
scales are erected as clue elements of the city on special sites. 

URs - urban beacons fixed in a site - on the square, street corner, or inside the building, mark an 
urban point, and direct movement of pedestrians and transport. Landmarks are easily recognized, as 
Gestalt psychology teaches, due to contrast relation of figure-ground, object’s simplicity and coher-
ence, the emptiness between adjacent objects.1 A landmark is a figure contrasting with a neutral 

 
1 See “Architectonic experiment” parameter; “Attractor\Visual-effect” 
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background by size or visual qualities as stimuli impressing the eye retina. In comparing historical 
traditional cities and Modernist, Fred Koetter and Colin Rowe (2018, 71) demonstrate in black and 
white figure-ground schemes that a building mass is dense in a historic city and mostly black with 
arranged voids, whereas Modernist city is mostly white with arranged objects. Traditional city land-
marks are implanted into the city fabric, and are distinctive on a dense background, whereas in Mod-
ernist districts landmarks are diffused, single in emptiness, and work poorly for orientation. 

A dominant urban shape of a good landmark is a focal point providing a spatial orientation and iden-
tification. Regarding spatial experience, a man orients, gains an “existential foothold” and identifies 
himself – receives knowledge on where he is and how is the place (Norberg-Schulz 1980, 19). The 
schemata consist of interhuman structures, Norberg-Schulz (1980, 21) states, - “evidently every hu-
man being has to possess schemata of orientation as well as identification.” A landmark refers to the 
place demarcation. Landmarks are points of the enclosure, of the place in boundaries, which main 
categories are a center (a square) and path (a street) (1980, 59). Norberg-Schulz (1980, 61) associates 
big patterns with “domains” (like a district); thus, centers, paths, and domains serve the orientation. 
Sometimes, “a centre generates a domain,” when, for example, paths are arranged around a square, 
and a landmark signifies a central point of the whole district – a world becomes organized around 
focal points. 

A “system of orientation,” American urban planner Kevin Lynch (2005) indicates, is not equal for all 
people, it depends on a particular culture and individual, hence, an architectural landmark is only one 
way of orientation within the city. Lynch studies legibility of urban patterns – how easy they are rec-
ognized by citizens. An environmental image enabling to orientate in the city is built in several ways, 
according to Lynch (2005, 6–7): when an object is not remarkable, ordinary or stereotypical, it ac-
quires a place in the image by becoming familiar as time passes, when an object is striking - it gives a 
strong impression. “A highly imageable (apparent, legible, or visible) city in this peculiar sense would 
seem well-formed, distinct, remarkable,” Lynch (2005, 10) indicates, “it would invite the eye and the 
ear to greater attention and participation.” A city image is a public image that is composed of unique 
individual images. Lynch (2005) distinguishes five types of components making city images: paths 
(roads, canals), edges (barriers, walls), districts, nodes, and landmarks.  

Nodes are “strategic spots,” “intensive foci” of a route, a place of concentration like street corners, 
or an “enclosed square,” an introvert or extrovert core of a district, open or covered like metro sta-
tions. A landmark is defined as a physical object seen from a wide distance or within a limited space, 
and marking a “constant direction” like a tower, trees, hills, signs, etc. – that function as “clues of 
identity” (Lynch 2005, 47–48). Landmarks are different in scale point references featured by singu-
larity – “some aspect that is unique or memorable in the context”; a system of landmarks maintains 
the place uniqueness (2005, 78), emphasizing recognition and memorizing. Landmarks and nodes 
interaction “guarantee attention,” Lynch (2005, 84) says, by strengthening each other. An urban set-
ting (a node) of the landmark is crucial – it should enable a respective seeing of the landmark identi-
fied from near and far, on the speed and wandering, by night and day, when a landmark becomes “a 
stable anchor for the perception of the complex and shifting urban world” (2005, 104). A landmark 
can work on a wide distance and from many points of view functioning as an aid of directional orien-
tation and, as a symbol, playing a role of the place identity. 

Regarding the beautiful cityscape, Camillo Sitte (1965, 7) insists that the Renaissance, ancient, and 
medieval cities’ planning is based on the aesthetics principle in contrast to the next technics-led 
epochs. Landmarks work as central elements in picturesqueness and imageability of whether Greek 
or Soviet cityscape, always concerning planners. Functionalists developed schemes of vistas from 
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various visibility distance (Yargina 1991, 293). Modern planners make urban visualizations by com-
puter renderings. A monologue and neutral Modernist or diverse Postmodern city presents scenery 
for the viewer. British architect Gordon Cullen (1971, 19) discovers the art of the relationship be-
tween city objects, where an urban scenery is opening through a “series of jerks or revelation” – a 
“serial vision.” Cullen (1971, 19) draws sequences of images - serial visions, demonstrating how a 
particular townscape is perceived revealing “the sense of discovery and drama that we experience 
moving through towns.” A focal point of a landmark “crystallizes the situation,” Cullen (1971, 26) 
writes, and “confirms ‘this is the spot’.” 

A landmark is a focal point in urban, social, political, cultural contexts, a cross point of multiple lines 
of interest and influence. “Every site, natural or man-made, is to some degree unique, a web of things 
and activities,” Lynch (1984, 5) considers. Mobile objects like people and animals gather near a “ver-
tical symbol of congregation”(1971, 26) - a stable, fixed, object supplied with amenities - that works 
as a public magnet, Cullen states, human beings as movable need “anchorage” (1971, 103–4). Open 
squares with landmarks are “urban foci as gathering centres” (Norberg-Schulz 1980, 176) where the 
public meets, the legion gets together, celebrations are held, and laws are proclaimed. An urban 
space, states Norberg-Schulz (1980, 176), “serves to unite the symbolic interior of the building with 
the town as a whole,” where “urban paths and squares are constituted by buildings which embody 
the meanings gathered by the city.” A crowd of people automatically endows a place with a landmark 
role. We are not merely viewers of the city spectacle, but active participants, Kevin Lynch (2005, 2) 
indicates. 

Let us trace the development of Landmarks. Important city buildings are historically concentrated in 
the center. Most ancient cities were surrounded by a defensive wall, a boundary that separated the 
city from the countryside, and this distinguished the place as an enclosure maintaining its identity. 
According to Giddens (2009, 218), the central city space, sometimes enclosed by the second, “inner” 
wall, contained a public square with the representative, symbolic, and commercial buildings, like a 
temple, palace, market, administrative structures, and residencies of the elite. The central location 
of the governmental bodies and buildings housed the power can be explained both symbolically and 
practically as the most secure point and from which the information, laws, news, were concentrically 
delivered to the surroundings.  

In the ancient city a monument – a primary element – a significant and symbolic building has a central 
position and usually “becomes a place of attraction,” Rossi (2007, 92) argues. Forums, beautiful pal-
aces, temples, residences are arranged in a certain place, presenting an enclave of harmony and or-
der. “Site and surroundings” of Rome and Athens palaces, Viollet-le-Duc (1875, 255) describes, are 
“carefully chosen” and developed. In the 1st century BC, Vitruvius (2005, 24) indicated the favorable 
location for public buildings: if the city is situated near the seaside, then a forum should be placed in 
the harbor; if far in the firm-land – then in the city center; temples for important city gods – on 
hilltops. Regarding size and proportions, the public edifices are monumental and larger than ordinary 
houses, everything around emphasized their “superior size” (E. E. Viollet-le-Duc and Van Brunt 1875, 
410). A plaza or a group of squares are surrounded by significant public buildings, like the Forum in 
Pompeii with public buildings on all sides – the Temple of Jupiter, Market, City Council, a “hypaethral 
assembly hall,” or the Forum Romanum with enclosing monumental public structures, like an interior 
main hall with artistic treasures (Sitte 1965, 7–8). In the ancient city, Sitte (1965, 12) states, architec-
tural monuments are concentrated in one place embellished with art and presented as “an artistic 
synthesis [Gesamtwerk] that has the sublimity and grandeur of a great tragedy or a mighty sym-
phony.”  
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The ancient city acts as a big-scale urban landmark, where everything is predefined. Nothing occa-
sional and spontaneous can penetrate this monologue, Lotman (2010, 414) says, nothing unique oc-
curs. Greek and Roman groups of monumental buildings are “singular urban artefacts,” borrowing 
Aldo Rossi’s (2007, 21) term, they are great, intentionally planned, works of art, and, hence, are 
unique, relying on Henri Lefebvre’s idea, they are “just as highly expressive and significant, just as 
unique and unified as a painting or a sculpture,” writes Lefebvre (2011, 73). An ancient city, like a 
museum, possesses a permanent unique ensemble of monuments, large-scale stable URs.  

In the “organic or spontaneous” Gothic city, single elements make an urban landscape, not being 
related to the large system, according to Rossi (2007, 53–54), - “the beauty of the Gothic city appears 
precisely in that it is an extraordinary urban artifact whose uniqueness is clearly recognizable in its 
components.” Gothic temples and city halls dominated above the medieval city by their great size: 
“the houses were small, but every structure destined for religions or civil service assumed a consid-
erable relative importance” Viollet-le-Duc (1875, 410) writes. Regarding the location of the important 
medieval landmarks, here, again, a plaza or a group of squares emphasizes the public meaning. In 
Italy, for example, “a cluster of plazas in and about the main buildings of a town,” Sitte (1965, 52) 
argues, is “serving as a town’s focal point.”  

Similar to the ancient public places, a medieval market, and cathedral squares, where both “ecclesi-
astical and secular authorities tended to find expression” (Sitte 1965, 14), and significant buildings 
were always in unity. In medieval Italy, for instance, the Piazza del Duomo was arranged with Giotto’s 
Campanile, baptistery, bishop palace, and other buildings. Each market place with the main city hall 
has a fountain, consciously situated not in front of the main entrances and traffic. The same principle 
was followed in the medieval North cities, for example, in Breslau Rathaus on the marketplace. Build-
ings are not placed in the center of the square, to remain a free place for public access and visibility. 
Both in the South and North, Sitte (1965, 25) states, rare temples, and churches are freestanding, 
rather built-in complexes, adjacent to other buildings, like the Abbey of Santa Giustina. In the North, 
main Gothic cathedrals are not attached to the surrounding buildings and even can be placed in the 
center of the square, like Freiburg Cathedral, Munich Frauenkirche, the Cathedral of Ulm, because 
by three sides cemeteries are arranged. Nevertheless, a vast free place remains in front of the en-
trance portal and towers seen from a great distance. 

In the Enlightenment treatises, a beautiful city and beautiful architecture are inseparable - “a beau-
tiful city means good architecture, and vice versa” (Rossi 2007, 53). Renaissance and the succeeding 
Baroque monumental architectures are featured also by location on plazas embellished with art 
treasures like fountains and sculptures. Renaissance squares resemble ‘a stage-set’ opened for spec-
tators. Baroque palaces and large monasteries use plazas as forecourt closed from three sides with 
emphasized perspective and theatrical effects, like in Zwinger Palace in Dresden or the Palace at Co-
blenz (Sitte 1965, 80). Location for the nineteenth-century public buildings-landmarks was not atten-
tively selected in contrast to the ancient edifices never placed “in the mud, like most of our public 
monuments,” Viollet-le-Duc (1875, 255) criticizes. Sitte (1965, 75) defines the nineteenth-century 
buildings as artificially placed “‘manufactured product’ [which] is here as everywhere the trademark 
of modernity.” The similarity of buildings’ proportions (E. E. Viollet-le-Duc and Van Brunt 1875, 410), 
when monuments are of the same size and nothing dominates, is as well condemned by architects 
of that time.  

Nineteenth-century Paris is called a museum-city – “a collection of historical and postcard landmarks” 
– bright showpieces, Rowe and Koetter (2018, 141) write. Imitation and copies of the ancient edifices, 
mechanical disposition on plazas, where no more public life is accumulated but parking, regular plan-
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ning using “madness” of reproduced “building block, plaza block, garden block,” illustrate moderniz-
ing European cities, for instance, Gotha, Darmstadt, Duesseldorf, and Karlsruhe, Sitte (1965, 103) 
states. In nineteenth-century Russia, many Neoclassicist buildings were erected, like, for example, 
the Bolshoi Theatre (arch. Joseph Bové) and the Alexandrinsky Theatre (arch. Carlo Rossi) in St. Pe-
tersburg, with a big square in front (Barkhin 1979, 103). At the end of the nineteenth and early twen-
tieth centuries, public landmark buildings, in particular in Moscow, appeared in a manifold and lo-
cated spontaneously with one intention to be closer to the city center, for example, the private Zimin 
theater near the Bolshoi Theatre (Barkhin 1979, 105). Nineteenth-century landmarks are usually ar-
bitrarily located transforming the city into a collection of landmarks. 

In the second half of the twentieth-century, landmark buildings reflect ideological idiosyncrasies and 
industry development. In the first years of the postwar period, Joedicke (1972, 185) states, ruined 
Germany started development without general planning, solving specific problems, also because of 
the land law absence, hence, landmarks’ building is not in focus. Berlin’s “Kollektivplan” of 1946 was 
a plan of city reconstruction initiated by the municipal office for city planning to build a new rational 
transportation network and reformulate urban design, researcher Andrea Contursi (2012, 90–91) 
writes. Reconstruction, infrastructure, and housing (primary, ribbon development) were the main 
themes in FRG. In GDR, striving to represent the power, on the contrary, monumental Stalinist build-
ings took shape, for example, Ernst-Reuter Allee in Magdeburg. The situation changed in the 60s: in 
FRG the Federal Building Code, the urban policy regulating the land use, was introduced (Beckmann 
and Wiegandt 2000, 48). Not all cities were equal, but by the 60s Interbau 57 and subsequent exhi-
bitions have driven an erection of different landmark buildings, for instance, on the ruined or unde-
veloped lots in West Berlin.  

In Stalinist and Functionalist periods, Soviet urban planning intentionally arranged urban dominants 
or landmark buildings and ensembles as accents in urban composition, Soviet urban planner Zina 
Yargina (1991, 292) states. Different scales of dominants have been distinguished: within a street or 
square – a building, within a city – group of buildings, squares and street served as compositional 
centers, in the scale of the region – the whole settlement, all refer to the state property. The Revo-
lution and Stalinist regime have demolished and reconstructed the old landmarks, and erected new, 
for example, Stalinist high-rises. Cultural landmarks of the 40s-50s, Stalinist Palaces of Culture and 
Houses of Culture, were consciously built on the city periphery and in new urban working zones 
(Barkhin 1979, 113), the big classical ensembles and squares have been followed (Yaroshetskij, Min-
chenok, and Reshetnikova 2018). In the 70s-80s, functional analysis, and effectiveness play a decisive 
role in significant buildings’ disposition. Pre-design implies a study of social activity, a favorable relief, 
the density of public zones, important nodes of the existing city network, and definition of meaningful 
socio-cultural, urban, historical points and zones for an effective location of compositional centers, 
and, especially, public buildings (Yargina 1991, 294–95). Monumentality, complex silhouette, great 
dimensions, and\or setting in the active urban site feature Soviet landmarks. Despite the scientific 
approach, theaters, and concert halls in Moscow, Soviet architect Barkhin (1979, 106–7) notes, have 
been located unsuccessfully, occasionally, even destructing the old planning, like in the case of Mos-
cow theater square where multiple old and new theaters concentrated. The Soviet urban planning, 
according to Barkhin (1979, 137), should be focused on big urban ensembles rather than single build-
ings to emphasize a unity peculiar for the Soviet state system. Yargina (1991, 117) indicates the 
change from an individual building to the urban ensembles in the 80s-90s where a central landmark 
element has been not always evident and recognized.  

Contemporary landmarks have different locations always making a center around them. “Neither 
centre nor periphery, they mark out a false centrality and around them lies a false sphere of influence; 
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in reality they reflect the satellization of urban existence,” Baudrillard (2003, 53) blames. Contempo-
rary iconic landmarks follow economic direction and can be situated in any space within the city and 
outside. Located on the road, shopping centers attract consumers, pedestrians or high-way users by 
landmark advertising design, that Venturi and Denise Scott Brown (2007, 2:53) have described as 
“ugly and ordinary” signs of “decorated shed,” and “heroic and original” symbols of a “kind of build-
ing-becoming-sculpture,” “duck.” Today landmarks, “postpolitical” (2011, xii) iconic buildings, Aureli 
considers, have little with the city and with the local society, rather manifest the global economic 
powers. Aureli (2011, 26) in the study on the city as archipelago characterizes the modern city as an 
enclave of ideological islands dependent on the capitalism-based urbanization sea, where each island 
possesses its landmark making an “iconic spectacle of the city skyline” that does not reflect the city 
nature maintaining an “indifference of cohabitation.” Self-contained landmarks of an archipelago 
confront with each other and the urbanization sea by “exposing their limits” and compete to become 
a center that is alike political struggle preventing uniformity (2011, 42).  

In modern Germany and Russia, landmarks refer to the state and private stakeholders. A location of 
new significantly influencing buildings, especially in the inner-city, requires a state agreement in Rus-
sia. In Germany, more private investors and landowners economically interested initiate building pro-
jects rather than councils (political level) and cities’ administration (authorities), who work now in co-
operation with investors and elaborate legal and technical aspects (Beckmann and Wiegandt 2000, 
21). Thus, in the modern state of things, landmarks of any design can appear anywhere (if not stately 
restricted) – both in the city and rural zones, maintaining or not Aureli’s (2011, 46) appeal to archi-
tecture with a “status as the manifestation of a clearly singular place.”  

In conclusion, a UR working as a landmark is a focal point often highlighted by a favorable place, 
pleasant natural landscape, waterscape, or an active urban site like a public plaza or groups of 
squares. Great dimensions and interesting silhouettes, “undisturbed by any rival surroundings” (E. E. 
Viollet-le-Duc and Van Brunt 1875, 410), are decisive features of an urban beacon assembling people 
and orienting them within the city. Many landmarks are concentrated in one place as singular entities 
or elements of an ensemble, following an ancient tradition of great urban artifacts.  

URs are intentionally located and designed to work as urban accents attracting the audience and 
signifying importance. Landmarks are instruments in urban experiments operating with 

a favorable location (hilltop, center, waterfront) 
plaza 
ensemble  
object legibility 
an urban dominant (big size) 
beautiful cityscape 
urban beacon  
the focal point (orientation node, point reference)  
enclosure  
public accumulation point (urban magnet, anchor) 
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Urban catalyst \ Flagship regeneration-effect 

… the search for limits and the pleasure of destruction are part of both art and architecture.  
− Baudrillard and Nouvel, The singular objects of architecture 
 
Urban catalyst\Flagship regeneration-effect = ruins + entrepreneur city & government + megae-
vent + collective & elitist group product + strategic plan + secrecy + economy-\demand-led ur-
banization + venture project + iconic building as a trigger + high expenses + disinvestment\stim-
ulation of exchange value + gentrification + re-articulation of identity 

URs act in urban intervention catalyzing new development. As a central component of the regenera-
tion strategy, a UR functions as a flagship. Flagship developments are defined as “significant, high 
profile developments that play an influential and catalytic role in urban regeneration, which can be 
justified if they attract other investment” (Smyth 1994, 4). Urban, sociocultural, and economic effects 
are always compound in new places’ formation and degrading zones’ renewal. Flagship development 
comprises a development itself, “a marshalling point for further investment,” and “a marketing tool 
for an area or city” (Smyth 1994, 21).  

A city is composed of “singular urban artefacts” (2007, 21), Aldo Rossi determines, where primary 
elements are the “fixed activities” (buildings), monuments or events, which accelerate urbanization 
and spatial urban transformation, i.e., work as an urban catalyst, cities’ growing-points (2007, 87). 
Historically, manor-houses, castles served as urban catalysts in some Medieval European cities grew 
on unregular plans of the former trade colonies. Ensembles and singular buildings played a primary 
role, urban planner Jiří Hrůza (1972, 18–19) states. Towers of barons’ residencies, eliminated later by 
expanded guilds, dominated over regular dwellings (Glazychev 2008, 34).  

A city, urban researcher Glazychev (2008, 12) teaches, does not occur based on growing historic vil-
lages, it is always preplanned by the authorities – equally for Greek colonies, Roman cities, European 
medieval (often on the Roman ruins), and Russian pre- and post-Peter the Great cities. Appeared, a 
city is a laboratory to test new ideas and to generate new challenges. Ibelings (2014, 38) writes that 
a city takes shape following the predefined design but, afterward, spontaneous processes appear. A 
city development means “a basis antinomy” of an imprint of one’s will and materialization of changing 
people relations (Glazychev 2008, 69).  

Cities reflect planners’ and authorities’ intentions and respond to unpredictable “traumatic events” 
working as opportunities to change (Vale 2010, 21). Cities are permanently transforming, in one time 
slowly, in other – “impulsive and apparently unexpected,” Aldo Rossi (2007, 139) notes. Catastrophes, 
wars, or new regime induce significant alterations of urban artifacts, activating the existing but post-
poned urban tendencies fueled by economics or politics (Rossi 2007, 144). After the French Revolu-
tion of 1789, Napoleon orders Artists’ Commission to develop a reconstruction plan of improving 
transportation, reclamation of the areas of church and aristocratic “haphazard appropriation” (Po-
tofsky 2009, 219): nationalization and demolition on Right and Left banks of multiple churches, con-
vents, colleges, abbeys, mostly in Gothic style, and rapid building of new political flagships. Paris was 
quickly developed during Napoleon III reign (Haussmann’s renovation), and Rome – as soon as it be-
came a capital, like Berlin in the twentieth century, and big projects of the post-war reconstructions 
in Europe and Russia. Due to fires in London in 1666 (Hrůza 1972, 34), in St. Petersburg in 1736-37, 
and Moscow in 1812 during the Napoleonic invasion (Glazychev 2002, 602) emergencies opened new 
possibilities and stimulated redevelopment (Glazychev 2008, 37).  

The city is a venture project where architects, authorities, and investors realize desires conducting 
experiments and assuming risks. “Urban planning is actually the field of activity,” starchitect Jacques 
Herzog (1993) says, “in which we would most like to participate and take influence on in the future.” 

http://usj.sagepub.com/content/42/5-6/913.short
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A city planning, Rybczynski (2010, 27) states, is “not a science but a practical art, and … [is] developed 
in fits and starts.” The urban meaning, geographers, and sociologists write, can be “created and ma-
nipulated” by politicians, social groups, or corporations (Pacione 2005, 218). Giddens (2009, 213) 
considers that the created – “artificial” - environment is in a constant reconstruction being the prod-
uct of industrial capitalism, and dependent on the private capital, corporations, and governmental 
power. Geographer Pacione (2005, 186) expresses similar observations that a town plan is developing 
over time, and is “the outcome of the perceptions, principles, and policies of individuals (e.g. land-
owners) or agencies (e.g. local planning departments) which exercise the necessary power.” Private, 
state agents, and their cooperation induce the urban change presented in national and local planning 
programs, strategic plans, and international megaprojects. 

Various concepts describe the land use and urban change in capitalist “entrepreneurial” (Cerro San-
tamaría 2013b, xxii) cities where a building acts as a catalyst, capital, materialization of urban growth, 
and instrument. In the 20s, the Chicago School of human ecology developed a concentric-zone model 
based on American industrial city when free-market forces’ competition resulted in invasion in the 
most profitable zones – the city center, for instance, CBD (central business district) formation (Gid-
dens and Sutton 2009, 209; Pacione 2005, 186). Two other concepts define the land-use change due 
to economic aspects: a sector model (1939) evolving along communication lines (Hoyt), a multiple-
nuclei model (1945) based on local and unpredictable aspects (Harris, Ullman) - urban growth de-
pendent on multiple influences (Pacione 2005, 190–94). Soviet architect Gutnow (1984, 50) suggests 
that these three classical models demonstrate the capitalist urban evolution.  

Since industrialization, urban flagships are industrial structures. Urban change of capitalist cities, or 
evolution of urban form - “the internal spatial structure” - follows “the same periodizable rhythm of 
crisis-induced formation and reformation,” urban theorist Edward Soja (1989, 173) argues. According 
to Soja (1989, 174–75), there are three periods of “accelerated restructuring” that all start with a 
crisis, depression, and social upheaval representing the end of phases of urban growth stimulated by 
capitalist economy and urbanization: “Mercantile city” (1830-1850s); “Competitive industrial” 
(1850s-1917); “Corporate monopoly” (1920-45); and “State managed – Fordist” (since 1945). Mer-
cantile City transforms when social inequality reaches the critical point in 1830-48 in Europe, due to 
rural landowners and bourgeoisie, engendering an urban growth until the 1870s when three ele-
ments become evident: industrial factories, industrial bourgeoisie, and the urban proletariat, Soja 
(1989, 177) states. In this time, Sir Patrick Geddes (1915, 104–5) claims for the renewal of industrial 
“paleotechnic” cities, advantages of open spaces for “children’s happiness” and health that can be 
achieved by factories’ relocation. Since the 1850s, CBD works as a core surrounded by industry and 
working-class dwellings, - a period ended by proletariat struggles and crisis. To accumulate capital 
and control labor, the 20s “Corporate-Monopoly Capitalist city” takes shape in the USA and Europe 
when industry relocates becoming a satellite, and, in the city center, corporate CBD Headquarters 
are surrounded by workers’ dwellings (Soja 1989, 179). Much stimulated by the postwar ruins ena-
bling “accelerated accumulation and super-profit making,” capitalism has “boomed again in another 
guise” of the state-managed suburbanization (the USA), abandoned inner-city, which has become 
arenas for the State-managed urban programs of urban renewal, and subsequent gentrification 
(1989, 181).  

In the 60s, the next crisis leads to the restructuring resulted in fragmentation and criticism of capital-
ism development. The post-war period is focused on dwellings, on building new cities often on 
Ebenezer Howard’s garden model resulted in abandoned inner-cities, and on the reconstruction of 
the suffered cities, both careful and radical, “high-density infilling or renewal” (Harvey 1989, 69). 
Radical Modernist reconstruction with new machine era flagships – a “Bulldozer approach” (Hall 
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2014, 282) - might be illustrated by Le Corbusier’s (1977, 95–99) “Plan Voisin” of 1925, - a project of 
reconstruction of Paris center when the major part of old Paris had to be demolished for new high-
rises, and high-speed streets on different levels. Urban renewal of the 60s led to building “a highly 
functional and strongly modernist downtown of offices, plazas and occasionally spectacular architec-
ture,” geographer David Harvey (1989, 89) indicates. Modernist reconstructions led to the elimina-
tion of old parts. “The city is the focal point of history,” Debord (2013, 94) criticizes, “the current 
destruction of the city is … one more reflection of humanity's failure.” 

Urban restructuring of modern “postmetropolis” – to use terms of Soja (2000) - and new flagships 
reflect globalization, Post-Fordism, further urbanization, and hyperreality (Postfordist industrial me-
tropolis, global “Cosmopolis,” edgeless “Exopolis,” “Fractal city,” “Carceral Archipelago,” hyperreality 
“Simcity”). Functional urban zoning is exchanged by land-rent zoning (Harvey 1989, 77). Modern ur-
ban change presents rather “anti-planning” (2014, 444), and still “the problems of cities remained 
much as they had been at the start” (2014, 482), Peter Hall considers. 

Inner-city decay and abandoned zones are all favorable conditions for regeneration, for accelerating 
the redevelopment “moments of transformation” (Rossi 2007, 95). Regeneration appears in ruins, 
outmoded city center, port, waterfront, former industrial area, or brownfield – since de-industriali-
zation, these spaces are believed to be convenient milieu for investment. “Devaluation of fixed capi-
tal” – abandoned buildings, for example, are used to stimulate exchange value and accumulate new 
capital, Harvey (cited in Pacione 2005, 202–3) indicates. Special attention and systematic regenera-
tion, Jiří Hrůza (1972, 233) states in the 60s, is required in historical city nodes – centers that have 
become deserted after a long process of industrial time. Urban recycling is defined as a “refurbishing 
or replacement of old buildings and new uses” that might be a result of a planning strategy and gen-
trification when an old building is renovated, new amenities are supplied attracting higher-income 
users (Giddens and Sutton 2009, 227). Consequently, low-income residents are compelled to relocate 
due to increased expenses. According to Neil Smith (1987, 165), gentrification as a ‘societal restruc-
turing’ occurs when there is a “rent-gap” – a difference between the present and probable ground 
rent when disinvestment of the urban pattern makes it affordable, and, hence, “profitable reinvest-
ment” and complex urban renewal are stimulated. A gentrified city can be re-gentrified after several 
decades. Smith (1987, 166) describes gentrification as a symptom of a postmodern city that is “like a 
bourgeois playground … being constructed in many downtowns” where a former landscape of pro-
duction has been transformed into the landscape of consumption.  

A model of showcase urban and economic renewal is initiated in the USA in 1964 in the so-called 
“festival marketplace” in San Francisco’s Ghiradelli Square that converted industrial waterfront 
spaces into entertainment and retail anchors mainly for the youth and tourists (Hall 2014, 419). Bos-
ton, Baltimore, St. Louis, Milwaukee, and Minneapolis imitated the project. Flagship development 
project – the fair - was conducted in Baltimore with the Maryland Science Center worked as a flagship 
of the Inner Harbor transformation into an international tourist destination; a practice expanded 
worldwide (Smyth 1994, 6). Peter Hall (2014, 420) describes the phenomenon as “a new, radical 
business elite effectively took over the city, leading a pro-growth coalition which skilfully marshaled 
public support and combined federal and private funds to promote large-scale commercial redevel-
opment.” Almost all tourist-based projects include adaptive reuse of buildings, rehabilitation, and 
urban recycling. The strategy fits not to all cities, Hall (2014, 422) argues, but only to those which 
have a range of criteria: a large regional population, a historical waterfront, industrial area close to 
the old city center, and a tourist attractor. Several European examples are Covent Garden, Gates-
head’s Metrocentre, or the West Edmonton Mall (Harvey 1989, 91).  
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When in Modernist time most cities are developed as large-scale projects invested by the state 
(Ponzini 2013, 109), modern times are entrepreneurial. Taking all possible risks, the neo-liberal policy, 
Davide Ponzini (2013, 109) argues, legitimizes private real estate and investment to improve the ur-
ban, social, economic, and other qualities. Modern state urban policy is defined as “the product of 
the power relation between the different interest groups [local and national government and capital 
in its various factions] that constitute a particular society” (Pacione 2005, 224). It implies a range of 
regulations and limitations to maintain and develop the urban environment favorable for the whole 
society. A Strategic Plan of the urban policy acts as a list of main urban planning theses and graphic 
schemes with Comprehensive Planning of different urban zones (land-use) formed by wide public 
discussions and fixing main priorities of development (Glazychev 2008, 322). A crucial point in mod-
ern urban policy and strategic plans is a state (public officials) – private sectors’ “partnership,” origi-
nated in Boston’s “festival marketplace” (Hall 2014, 456). For example, the business improvement 
district (BID) is a form of public-private partnership, appeared in the 70s USA as a cooperation of 
business and property owners, who “tax themselves voluntarily for maintenance and improvement 
of public areas” (Zukin 1995, 33). The private sector can be presented by transnational capitalist class 
(TCC) (Cerro Santamaría 2013b, xxii) conceptualized by Leslie Sklair (2017, 133) as state-public and 
unifying four interrelated groups - corporate, political, professional, and consumerist, who manage 
the economy, politics, and mass media.  

The land-use becomes flexible for significant URs and is adjusted and reformulated under the strate-
gic plan and public-private partnership’s interests, especially for business districts (CBD) and cultural 
architecture (Ponzini 2013, 124). Birmingham, Amsterdam, Lyons, Lisbon, Glasgow, and Barcelona, 
Giddens (2009, 240) writes, propose successful medium- and long-term strategic plans that unify 
different agents to achieve the main purpose of regeneration “to refurbish the urban infrastructure, 
organize a world-class event or shift the employment base.” In Germany, economically interested 
private investors and landowners initiate more building projects than councils (political level) and 
cities’ authorities, who work in co-operation with investors and elaborate legal and technical aspects 
(Beckmann and Wiegandt 2000, 21). Urban planner Aleksandr Vysokovsky (2006) indicates that urban 
planning in modern Russia combines two forms: building regulations based on the city master plan 
(given individually to developers), and flexible strategic plans engaging different agents (local Land-
use and Development Rules). Strategic Plan is an evolving method of Russian urban planning, 
Glazychev (2008, 322) says. 

Thus, started in the 1950-60s “city-less architecture” trend, like Archizoom founder Andrea Branzi 
(2005, 197) distinguishes it, - architecture in the lead “as the sole remedy for all the ills of the city” 
quickly grows into the building fashion of using an iconic architecture as a catalyst for urban renewal 
or a “trigger” (Tschumi 1996, 6). Rybczynski (2010, 132) indicates that emblematic architecture as an 
urban trigger is not new. Intentionally, the City Beautiful movement implying impressive boulevards 
and Neoclassicism architecture has expanded in European and American capitals and even in colonial 
cities since the nineteenth century, and has the twentieth-century successors, in totalitarian regimes, 
Peter Hall (2014, 203) states. Railroad stations, exhibition and market halls, theaters illustrate a “cult 
of monuments” (Barry Bergdoll, cited in Rybczynski 2010, 132) - a projection of economic and political 
powers’ advertising strategies. A boom of “historical and postcard landmarks” (Rowe and Koetter 
2018, 141) quickly appeared in European cities and was condemned as a commercialized imitation. 
Camillo Sitte (1965, 75) blames the century for the aesthetics loss, buildings - as artificially placed 
“‘manufactured product’ [which] is here as everywhere the trademark of modernity.” Geddes (1915, 
193), on the contrary, is astonished by progressive railway stations, for instance, Frankfurt ports, 
docks as “a marvel of good design” (1915, 197). 
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An iconic flagship in the age of global transnational capitalism is actively used to regenerate depres-
sive zones and enliven historical cities, Dobritsyna (2010, 19) writes. Iconic UR designed by cosmo-
politan architect redefines local identity. According to Ibelings (2014, 203), iconic building refers to 
Supermodern - autonomous, abstract, non-contextual form, global rather than local, adapted to the 
consumption of global tourism and business, and “visually consumable” (Jones 2011, 119) serving 
global economy. A “symbiotic relationship between stararchitects and agencies” generates a building 
as “fully incorporated into the ideological apparatus of place-marketing” (Grilley, cited in Jones 2011, 
117). Political-economic structures give rise to iconic-led regeneration. The practice is realized in 
Glasgow, Manchester, London, Liverpool, Rotterdam, Amsterdam, Maastricht, Hamburg, Essen, Co-
penhagen, Tallinn, St. Petersburg, …. Frank Gehry’s Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, Renzo Piano’s 
skyscraper The Shard in London, Steven Holl’s Kiasma Museum of Contemporary Art in Helsinki, and 
many other flagships “single-handedly put a city on the map,” Ibelings (2014, 203) and Rybczynski 
(2010, 135) note. “The future of architecture is not architectural,” Nouvel and Baudrillard (2002, 17) 
diagnose, - “we have experienced a kind of urban big bang and find that we are unable to use the 
existing recipes.” 

Large-scale urban regeneration with iconic centerpiece refers to an “urban megaproject” (UMP), 
where state-private partnership plays a crucial role in this spatial intervention of the twenty-first cen-
tury “entrepreneurial” city (Cerro Santamaría 2013b, xxii). UMP originated in the 70s in Manhattan, 
New York’s downtown redevelopment and spread all over the globe for the last thirty years, re-
searcher Gerardo del Cerro Santamaría (2013b, xix) indicates and titles as a “Manhattanization.” In-
tended to “satisfy and\or create consumer demand” (Sklair 2013, 164), UMP uses abandoned water-
fronts, industrial zones, historic centers, or forces the resettlement on the territories planned for 
regeneration, and induces transport infrastructure improvement. The private-public partnership mo-
tivations are to gain benefits by “pooling resources and risk-sharing,” when even after the project 
finish, a building is “jointly owned,” Cerro Santamaría (2013b, xxx) writes. The private sector can be 
presented by TCC. In general, UMPs have a major effect on the area and society, working as a visible 
political instrument, “a materialization of public reform” (Cerro Santamaría 2013a, 319). Sklair (2017, 
134) indicates that UMPs are oriented towards tourists and local consumers. After a while, actively 
growing UMPs meet obstacles, recession, and disbelief – in economic, social, and political senses. A 
UMP is a big experiment comprising corrections, additions, and errors. It is also influenced by devel-
opers’ attempts to limit the cost and to control “cost overruns” (Cerro Santamaría 2013b, xxi). UMP 
is a highly controversial and ambiguous project implying political, economic, and social games, con-
flicts, and secrets. There is no universal model to be used in any context. Cerro Santamaría (2013b, 
xxii) concludes “there is no single model.”  

Flagship developments of the different programs have become “an entrepreneurial solution” (Smyth 
1994, 1). There are culture-, property-, entertainment-, business-, retail-, housing-, event-, and other 
possible types of regeneration. Business-led regeneration is demonstrated by the Canary Wharf sky-
scrapers of the London Docklands, the recent “Federation” complex in Moscow, or the French La 
Défense. Usually located in the downtown CBD, skyscrapers symbolize “both corporate power and 
the high land values embedded in the capitalist organization of urban space” (Pacione 2005, 214–
15). Culture today is employed as a driver for urban and economic growth, it serves as a commodity, 
an instrument of cultural capitalism presented in gentrification and tourism, Steven Miles and Ronan 
Paddison (2005, 833–34) state. Culture-led redevelopment strategies replaced the former industry 
interests and are focused on the urban heritage and historic preservation, “culture is more and more 
the business of cities - the basis of their tourist attractions and their unique, competitive edge,” so-
ciologist Sharon Zukin (1995, 2) writes.  

http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/cog/em/2009/00000013/00000004/art00005
http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/cog/em/2009/00000013/00000004/art00005
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Cultural buildings’ boom featured Europe in the 90s, when “the museum became a new type of com-
munal building termed the ‘cathedral of our time’,” when “every city, even the smaller ones, at-
tempted to make their museums social catalysts” (Guasch and Zulaika 2005a, no. 2:15). Many cultural 
iconic projects are a big gesture to abstract globalization – explicit cultural imperialism similar to 
Guggenheimisation (Taylor 2006, 229). Besides the storage of art, the museum acts as a catalyst for 
the urban transformation (Forster 1998, 9). Many new museums assisted the campaign for revitaliz-
ing abandoned areas, for instance, Amsterdam harbor where the new Science Center Nemo (arch. 
Renzo Piano) opened in 1997. One of the notable examples of culture-led urban regeneration refers 
to English Newcastle-Gateshead, a cultural investment that has demonstrated “a significant ideolog-
ical function” of “rearticulating and reconfiguring … identity,” Steven Miles (2005, 916) states. The 
Newcastle-Gateshead Quayside is a revitalized brownfield by public and private investments, with 
three iconic buildings - the BALTIC Contemporary Art Gallery, the Sage Gateshead Music Centre, and 
the unique tilting Gateshead Millennium Bridge, which attract public interest and have become highly 
successful in the economic sense. Two hundred fifty million pounds was and more than a billion was 
generated. In social meaning, the new venue is as well working as a pleasant site and pride: “The 
Millennium Bridge, the BALTIC and the Sage Gateshead are symbols of the future rooted in the past,” 
Miles (2005, 919) concludes.  

Often, iconic-led urban regeneration relates to a national event. Megaevents – like the Olympic 
Games or FIFA World Cup, usually mean a large-scale development. A range of iconic buildings, infra-
structure, sports halls, hotels, are erected transforming the city into an active global meeting point: 
Munich 1972, Barcelona Summer Olympic Games-92 (McNeill 2009, 87), East London Stratford area 
2012 Summer Olympics (Giddens and Sutton 2009, 241), Sochi 2014 Winter Olympics, and Russian1 
venues of 2018 FIFA World Cup.  

As an instrument of economy, urban flagship catalyzes urban development and investment, stimu-
lates urban change by gentrification and capital circulation. A building is an element of “the political 
economy,” Pacione (2005, 216) defines, - it motivates a “consumption by providing products for dif-
ferent market segments, from new office towers to festival shopping malls.” In all times politics and 
economy play a role of drivers of urban regeneration connected with urbanization - a permanent 
urban expansion. In The possibility of an absolute architecture Aureli (2011, 3) writes about politics 
as maintaining public and community interests, and the economy as an administration activity and 
control: “the authority of economy acts not in the public interest but in its own interest.” In contrast 
to Greek democratic polis and oikos, the Roman Empire, as an expansive and totalitarian system, 
demonstrated a conjunction of economic (urbs) and political (civitas) powers. After the Roman Em-
pire dissolution, Aureli (2011, 8) states, economics has overweighed, presented in the demographic, 
agricultural, trade expansion, and bourgeoisie appearance, i.e., further economy-led urbanization. 
Industrialization and the rise of capitalism emphasized urbs domination (2011, 9). Aureli (2011, 16) 
insists that urbanization with its capitalist powers strives to dissolve all boundaries, and to maintain 
a “form that is not the infinite, compulsive repetition of its own reproduction and the consequent 
totalizing mechanism of control that guarantees this process of infinity.” Urban regeneration thus 
means an “instigating the production - through consumption - of the new” (2011, 17). The same idea 
is expressed by Harvey, Smith, and Pacione writing that capitalistic forces are “provoking urban 
growth and change” (Pacione 2005, 203) to accumulate new capital, and “a demand-led urbaniza-
tion” implies “consumption landscapes [that] are superceding [sic] production landscapes” (N. Smith 

 
1 Kaliningrad, Kazan, Krasnodar, Moscow, Nizhny Novgorod, Rostov-on-Don, Saint Petersburg, Samara, Saransk, Sochi, 
Volgograd, Yaroslavl, and Yekaterinburg 
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1987, 169). Iconic buildings as grand projects of corporations do not refer to the city exclusively, but 
rather to urbanization led by global economy and a “demand for uniqueness as an emblem of market 
competitiveness,” Aureli (2011, 44–45) argues. It explains the iconic URs ubiquity, capitalistic “flag-
ship syndrome,” an extravagant architecture “megalomaniac repetition” (Jencks 2005, 45).  

Urban flagships induce a generative mechanism of gentrification - an accumulation of new buildings 
close to the updated zones. “As the choicest structures are converted, and open sites become in-
creasingly conspicuous (and expensive) in otherwise gentrified neighborhoods, the infill is accom-
plished by new construction,” Smith (1987, 168) argues. The East London Docklands area, adjoining 
financial district the City of London on one side and poor working-class – on others, is an example of 
gentrification (Giddens and Sutton 2009, 228). A vast territory on the Thames riverside has lost its 
industrial meaning of “the world’s busiest port in value and volume of trade” (Hall 2014, 426) and 
laid in decay. In 1981, the London Docklands Development Corporation has been established, and 
the Conservative government’s strategy encouraged the private enterprise by easier regulations and 
requirements, Giddens (2009) writes. The Docklands today is a prestigious area with modern iconic 
buildings, luxury apartments, and an office center of the Canary Wharf. Many building spaces are 
empty due to high rent prices. Docklands’ poor citizens, whose houses are surrounded by wealth, 
have little benefits. In the UK inner-cities, a strategy of “showpiece projects” demonstrates ineffec-
tiveness regarding social problems, Giddens (2009, 226) concludes. Also, today uneven environment 
in economic and social senses East Berlin experiences an influx of gentrification by West Berliner's 
yuppies (Eckardt 2005, 195). Glazychev (2008, 192) calls Moscow residential neighborhoods’ gentri-
fication as “brutal” – neglecting social interests. Developers build big housing instead of old industrial 
zones, such as St. Petersburg “Docklands” apartments. Neil Smith (1987, 170) concerns that the 80s 
gentrification is still relevant – “the overall result is an increasingly polarized city.”  

It is hard to predict the result of urban development, Kevin Lynch indicates, due to multiple circum-
stances from physical, like unforeseen geological conditions to social, like a probable conflict of in-
terests: “site development can have unexpected - often undesirable - effects that pass along the 
whole chain of living things” (1984, 30–32). Everything around changes in parallel, and planning a 
reconstruction means an abstract ideal model that can be radically transformed by an accident and 
life, because, citing Lynch, “the past cannot be fully restored, nor can the present be fixed” (1984, 
32). Building an iconic UR as a strategic element of urban development is an experiment and a risky 
project, having no guarantees – there are both positive and negative experiences. Urban regenera-
tion by using an iconic flagship may induce an extreme reaction – social protests. Fail or success might 
be the sides of a coin – one receives benefits, other – troubles. Jean Nouvel built iconic Lucerne 
Culture and Congress Centre (KKL) (1989-2000). Small city Lucerne – famous for its music festivals – 
tried the Bilbao effect to attract more public attention, which has resulted in an empty big concert 
hall, because of high costs, which local music groups could not afford (Hubeli 2002, 35). Likewise 
ineffective, at least for the local society, according to Taylor (2006, 227), is Richard Meyer’s Barcelona 
Museum of Contemporary Art, MACBA, which has led to a big demolishment in the city center with 
the citizens’ resettlement, served only tourist sector and international exhibitions, neglecting local 
art. Iconic-led regeneration and star architecture are criticized for high expenses, local identity loss, 
and explicitly experimentation with unknown effects, which Steven Miles (2005, 915) describes writ-
ing “even in those circumstances where positive impacts are assumed, causality is always uncertain.” 
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Table 2. 4 summarizes components defining urban regeneration.  

Concluding, Urban catalyst\Flagship regeneration-effect is a clear result of experimentation based on 
necessary ruins 
entrepreneur city & government \ 
megaevent 
collective & elitist group product  
strategic plan 
secrecy  
economy-\demand-led urbanization  
venture project  
iconic building as a trigger  
high expenses  
disinvestment\stimulation of exchange value  
gentrification  
re-articulation of identity 

Table 2. 4 Urban Regeneration Components 

CCondition  
ccause 

catastrophe or will 
ruins \ waterfront \ abandoned industrial area: brownfield \ inner-city 
entrepreneur city and government 
megaevent 

Agent cooperation of decision-makers \ public-private partnership, BID 
local, regional, national, transnational (TCC) elites (urban megaproject) 

Instrument 
(UR) 

iconic building as a trigger 
monuments as urban catalysts 
events 
strategic plan; medium- and long-term revitalizing program 

Process 

high expenses on building \ cost overruns 
secrecy 
economy-\demand-led urbanization provoking consumption 
venture project (unpredictability)  
state expropriations \ individual contribution 
urban recycling \ adaptive reuse 
large-scale project (demolition, building) \ refurbishment \ maintenance 
the land-use change 
gentrification - rent-gap  
disinvestment \ stimulation of exchange value of abandoned zones 
devaluation of a fixed capital (building) \ renewal of inner cities 

Result  

fail or success 
economic recession  
“high … costs, low … returns, and … risk” (Cerro Santamaría 2013a, 330–31) 
rental income of the use-value and exchange-value (sale price) \ surplus-value 
public protests; political, economic, and social conflicts 
social polarization 
residents’ resettlement 
new structures induced by architecture attractiveness and gentrification 
re-articulation of identity \ city-(re-)branding 
pin the city on the global map \ tourism 
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Kind and Evil Geniuses loci-effect (Local ID) 

Kind and Evil Geniuses loci-effect = place concretization (placemaking) + rootedness + character 
(atmosphere) + enclosure + natural, cultural landscape + dwelling + urban diversity (context as a 
polylogue) + vernacular and foreign identity 

A UR accumulates and creates local spirit – the place Genius loci. Buildings - “the concretization of 
man-made places” (Norberg-Schulz 1980, 69) - serve as a placemaking tool. A common UR, traditional 
and vernacular, “builds community” (Schwarz 2002, 21); an alien shape neglects the surroundings 
and local spirit, that theoretician Paperny (2011, 7) characterizes as “Fuck context,” citing Koolhaas 
phrase about new giant architecture. When one UR of a kind Genius loci - guards the local place, tries 
“to engage with the city’s structure and the place, the genius loci,” Jacques Herzog and art historian 
Theodora Vischer (1988) state; the other – of evil Genius loci, rejects or ignores the locality, although 
also makes the place, designs new spirit. 

Akin to Greek nature spirit Daemon, Genius loci concept originated in Ancient Rome: all beings were 
believed to have protective spirits defining their characters and following them until death (Norberg-
Schulz 1980, 18). For each building, a “site and surroundings were carefully chosen” (E. E. Viollet-le-
Duc and Van Brunt 1875, 255). In the Renaissance, when the ancient heritage has become an object 
of study, interest to the locus raises, for instance, Viollet-le-Duc (1875, 255) describes Roman re-
spectful and “careful attention to location and accessories.”  

Genius loci embrace the natural environment, local surface, and climate, building materials, indige-
nous traditions and tastes, traits and history, inhabitants with individual and shared memories, and 
identities. The place of dwelling absorbs these circumstances and objectifies through buildings artic-
ulating the rootedness. In Architecture of the City, Aldo Rossi (2007, 103) defines a locus as “a rela-
tionship between a certain specific location and the buildings that are in it.” A locus expresses an 
event by its artifacts, it is always unique and refers to history: “the singularity of any work grows 
together with its locus and its history, which themselves presuppose the existence of the architec-
tural artefact” (2007, 126). There is a locus even without spatial structures, like sacral places, “singu-
lar points” (2007, 103) of pilgrimage.  

UR contains a collective identity, an aura of the place. A place and its meaning are a subject of “the 
study of essences” (Merleau-Ponty 2005, vii) - Phenomenology - related to “the sensual perception 
on the built environment” (Niemann 2011, 21). All things around us – natural or man-made are phe-
nomena. “To the things themselves!” - phenomenology pioneer Edmund Husserl (cited in D. W. Smith 
2018) appeals to free from psychological and empirical meanings of things. In “Building Dwelling 
Thinking” Martin Heidegger (2009) elaborates a concept of building and dwelling, deducing that 
“bauen” – a word ‘building” means to dwell, to be in a place, to remain, and, as a verb, refers to the 
verb “to be.” The philosopher highlights that a dwelling is not merely a built structure, but it is a 
human existence that gives shape to it. “We do not dwell because we have built,” Heidegger (2009, 
146) explains, “but we build and have built because we dwell, that is, because we are dwellers.” 
Dwelling defines buildings that, in turn, construct locations. 

Genius loci are in a “concretization of existential space” (1980, 69) - buildings sensible to “the ‘voca-
tion’ of the place” (1980, 23), Christian Norberg-Schulz, a pupil of Giedion, indicates. Inspired by 
Heidegger, Husserl, Bachelard, Norberg-Schulz emphasized that a place is a space with a character. 
The world comprises different phenomena – physical and immaterial things, like feelings, that all are 
a “content of our existence” (1980, 6), which takes a certain place. A place is a location with the 
arranged material things and special atmosphere, i.e., it presents an irreducible “total phenomenon” 
(1980, 8). Norberg-Schulz distinguishes two forms of places presenting genius loci – natural landscape 
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and man-made settlements (a “cultural landscape”(1980, 10) – settlements and paths in-between), 
which are both have a changing structure of place analyzed in categories of space and character. 
Space – a relation between things and a spatial organization in boundaries separating a place from 
the background (Gestalt psychology figure-ground concept). The space means topological properties: 
the place enclosure, central position, direction, rhythm or continuity, and a degree of proximity. A 
settlement loses its identity when its spatial enclosure is blurred: “Any enclosure is defined by a 
boundary” (1980, 13). Dependent on the space, manifested by things the character is an adjective 
defining a place - an atmosphere, a concrete form and substance of the space-defining elements: for 
instance, a “thought motivating” library or “delighting” park, as a description of different experiences 
on how is the place. A man-made place represents by building an understanding of the natural envi-
ronment and the existence in general, it possesses its Genius loci “determined by what is visualized, 
complemented, symbolized or gathered,” Norberg-Schulz (1980, 58) states.  

Each particular man-made place has its peculiar, unique Genius loci concretized by buildings. In ver-
nacular architecture, the Genius loci are close to nature, whereas in urban architecture the spirit of 
the place resides in a certain culture of the locality. Norberg-Schulz (1980) defines several categories 
of Genius loci and concretizing man-made places architecture - “romantic,” “cosmic,” “classical,” and 
synthetic or “complex,” differed by the spatial organization and character. Romantic architecture sig-
nifies a spontaneous, mysterious, subjective, and irrational, diverse, and dynamic structure of the 
place, like the Gothic architecture and Medieval town, featured by a strong expressive atmosphere 
(1980, 69). Arnheim (1977, 114) also notes that old European towns, “which have grown rather than 
been planned” look like “natural landscapes.” Cosmic architecture manifests an abstract order, the 
clear logic geometric spatial organization presented often in regular grid planning and static uni-
formity, like in Ancient Egyptian and Roman, and modern American urban places. Classical architec-
ture and its places, like in harmonious Greek cities, present a democratic balance between the order 
and atmosphere, between system and freedom. “The genius loci of the human settlement in fact 
represents a microcosmos, and cities differ in what they gather,” Norberg-Schulz (1980, 77) specifies. 

Cities are changing entailing Genius loci mutation. The traditional city is a dense mass of buildings 
with arranged voids; it presents a diversity, a heterogeneous texture, permanently building and re-
pairing its infill elements. According to Rossi’s (2007, 59) theory of permanence, some monuments 
of the past are vital and change together with the city, adjusting functions to the new – they are 
“propelling elements,” while other monuments are isolated and “essential,” and cannot be modified 
working as “pathological elements.” Both types of monuments, containing human memories, impres-
sions, experiences, constitute the city, and, being collectively accepted as significant, are never in-
tentionally destroyed (2007, 92). The place conserves its identity for a time, and when the place 
changes, its Genius loci - Stabilitas loci - does not immediately disappear.  

A Modernist object integrating into a density of public space has been assessed as an invasion, Colin 
Rowe and Fred Koetter (2018, 72–73) write in Collage City. Modernist architecture acted aggressively, 
like today’s iconic architecture trend, demolishing old buildings, which concerned Frampton, Jacobs, 
and European intellectuals. The architectural and urban context is a postmodern concept, Vladimir 
Paperny (2011, 7) indicates, when contextualists, for instance, Venturi, strive to put a new text into 
Modernist dogma not crossing it. In the 80s, in Towards a Critical Regionalism, Kenneth Frampton 
describes the modern architecture as being confined by industry and economy logic. Stimulated by 
technological reproduction and economic rationality, Modernism with its standardization and uni-
versalization neglected local cultures, transformed the diversity into uniformity, and destructed “the 
ethical and mythical nucleus of mankind” (Paul Ricoeur, cited in Frampton 1985, 16). In the 60s, the 
urban fabric has received “symbiotic instruments of Megalopolitan development - the freestanding 
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high-rise and the serpentine freeway” that transformed the inner-city into a universal “buroland-
schaft city-scape” (1985, 17). Frampton (1985, 21) claims to focus on Critical Regionalism – an arrière-
garde architectural strategy, which is “derived indirectly from the peculiarities of a particular place.” 
Critical Regionalism resists the universal civilization by definition of a “place-form” (1985, 25) bound-
ary distinguishing authentic local features and separating with the external world, by an accent on a 
tactile sensibility rather than visual effects.  

Although Jencks (2012a, 80) considers today’s post-modernist contextualism resurgence, the modern 
era of “Supermodernity” (Augé 1995, 40–41) mounts multiple icons all over the globe that refer to 
globalization. These iconic URs, foreign (evil) Genius loci bearers, are condemned for being predatory 
for localities, non-contextual, and autonomous (Ibelings 2014, 203), for example, residential sky-
scraper Turning Torso in Malmö by Calatrava, Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao by Gehry, Gazprom 
Tower in St.Petersburg by RMJM, or the Kunsthaus Graz, nicknamed “the Friendly Alien,” by Peter 
Cook and Colin Fournier. Modern iconic URs – or “monsters” like Beaubourg, La Villette, or La Dé-
fense, Jean Baudrillard (2003, 53) indicates, do not try to integrate into the city, neither socially nor 
contextually. These “extraterrestrial objects” tend to “disintegration,” and “disorganization” of urban 
structures. “Intensively self-centered buildings usually make poor urban neighbors,” Rybczynski 
(2010, 140) argues. These buildings do not merely look alien but lead to big demolishment, city struc-
ture violation, and citizens’ resettlement, like in the case of Parisian Pompidou Centre or Barcelona 
MACBA (Taylor 2006, 226–27).  

Being against context and formally autonomous, these buildings actively communicate manifesting 
their otherness and suppressing the background; they, pardon, “fuck context,” citing Koolhaas and 
Paperny (2011, 7). Iconic buildings as “extroverted towards the urban fabric” are “intense bonding to 
their surroundings despite renunciation on a contextualistic and historicizing design language,” Ger-
man architect Beate Niemann (2011, 9–10) states in her thesis. In any place within the city, these 
objects make center places attracting tourists, youth, and cosmopolitans. Baudrillard (2003, 53) 
warns to avoid communication with this “parasitic site” – “we must take them as they are – monsters 
they are; monsters we must leave them.” Baudrillard (2008, 184) appeals to oppose to “universal 
cloning” of iconic buildings, to “irruption of universal virtual reality,” to build “a poetic architecture, 
a dramatic architecture, a literal architecture, a radical architecture.” “The only program that can 
reliably be attributed to architecture,” Aureli (2011, 46) argues, “is its specific inertia in the face of 
urbanization’s mutability, its status as the manifestation of a clearly singular place.” 

But all places are in parallel globalized and regionalized, or, in other words, are featured by “glocali-
zation” defining contemporary “spatial specificity of urbanism” (Soja 2000, 200). Herrle’s (2008, 15) 
concept of Packages and Carriers emphasizes an enriching quality of alien “packages” for local iden-
tity if they are critically evaluated “whether to unwrap the packages.” Identity is not only in the local 
past and traditions, it is created and imbued by the circulation of external innovations and values. 
Packages’ unpacking is reflexive and must result in “a delicate balance of fragmentation and cohesion 
in a given urban society at a given point in time” (2008, 18). Chris Abel (1997, 152) indicates that 
architecture has the main function “in the formation of place-identities,” “catalytic, acting upon and 
giving form to the infinite variety of ideas, modes of expression.” Alien artifacts imbue the habitual 
space with new colors and meanings, new senses.  

A city is a context, wherein one urban architectural pattern of different traditions, epochs coexist, 
which dialog endows the environment, semiotician Yuri Lotman (2010, 410) points out. Urban dialog 
or polylogue merges natural landscape, historical marks, and new development. Context, comprising 
spatial structure and symbolic buildings, is the Genius loci of the city. Context is a polylogue following 
“spontaneous tendencies of culture” where buildings of different times create a natural ensemble, a 
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cultural amalgam, and diversity, Lotman (2010, 418) insists. There is no new uniqueness in the an-
cient city where everything is predefined. Ancient, Renaissance, Modernist cities are places of mon-
ologue - “text out of context” (Lotman 2010, 414), like Norberg-Schulz’s (1980, 71) cosmic cities of 
stable Genius loci of monotony or sterilized harmony.  

In conclusion, the architecture makes places, and life with its experiences, memories, and hopes en-
genders buildings (Pallasmaa 2013, 132). Accepting otherness, the urban realm fertilizes the ground 
for a heterogeneous multicultural development and freedom of expression. New URs – Modernist or 
Iconic (also, iron monsters from the nineteenth century) - are not natural, and often irritating. To 
stimulate a liveliness of Genius loci, it is important to maintain conflict in the urban context between 
antagonist old and new artifacts, voids, and objects, providing a coexistence of the planned and cha-
otic, public, and individual, Koetter and Rowe (2018, 93–96) insist. Norberg-Schulz (1980, 18) teach-
ers “to protect and conserve the genius loci … means to concretize its essence in ever new historical 
contexts.” “To respect the genius loci does not mean to copy old models,” Norberg-Schulz (1980, 
182) explains, “It means to determine the identity of the place and to interpret it in ever new ways.”  

URs as traditions’ bearers and as new identities creators (even as a necessary evil) – both identify and 
design Genius loci – the place singularity and dwellers’ being. Genius loci are, in effect, a projection 
of the nation experimentation, marking out a comma position in ‘pardon impossible to execute’ or 
‘demolish impossible to preserve’. Kind and Evil Geniuses loci-effect is a result of experimentation 
working with 

place concretization (placemaking) 

rootedness 

dwelling 

the natural, cultural landscape 

character (atmosphere) 

enclosure 

urban diversity (context as a polylogue) 

vernacular and foreign identity 
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Virus \ Diffusion-effect 

Virus \ Diffusion-effect = intervention + recipient, change agent + communication + innovation 
(venture idea) + social, economic, cultural change + idea borrowing, adoption, rejection + spatial 
diffusion + contagious, hierarchical, random spread + environmental modification 

This effect characterizes a diffusion of URs under the principle of virus diffusion.1 A term virus is de-
fined as a part containing nucleic acid, proteins, and, sometimes, lipids, capable to reproduce in a 
host-cell (Rees and Sternberg 2002, 19). The virus has a gene where the information is coded. Outside 
the cell, viruses cannot be replicated. The infected cell does not always die but its structure trans-
forms into something completely new. A cell can be compared with the environment, and a UR with 
a virus because of a capability to invade, replicate, transform the surroundings, - to influence radi-
cally, thus, an innovative UR acts as an “urban virus” (UV).  

Singular and ordinary URs are carriers of an innovative impulse, ideas that have the power to inspire 
minds to imitate and reproduce forms. A work of art, a singularity, may become a product when 
exploited. Lefebvre (2011, 70) distinguishes a work of art as having “something irreplaceable and 
unique,” whereas a product “can be reproduced exactly, and is the result of repetitive acts and ges-
tures.” A UR refers both to an idea - an artwork, and a building, i.e., a product; ideas inspire products’ 
appearance. The following paragraphs describe the diffusion of innovations, spatial diffusion, and 
culture change – as sociologists, geographers, and anthropologists see them, and how this knowledge 
explains URs’ urban, spatial, diffusion either in succession or imitating forms. 

UR may be an innovation or invention. Innovation is based on a gradual evolution and is relatively 
predictable, whilst a revolutionary invention, as a result of spontaneity, may form an unpredictable 
system – a new self-organized order caused by multiple probabilities. If the inventor invades a system, 
then it can be radically changed, in other words, the culture change occurs.  

Anthropologist Clyde Woods (1975, xi) studies a cultural change, which is a subdiscipline of anthro-
pology, and means “any modification in the way of life of people, whether consequent to internal 
developments or to contact between two peoples with unlike ways of life.” A change follows modifi-
cations: for example, in the socio-cultural environment – political alterations or population increase, 
and in the ecological environment (nature\man-made structures like buildings) - catastrophes. When 
environmental circumstances are changed, response and adaptation of the society take shape by a 
range of innovations, which are varied from discoveries to inventions, long-term variation, and diffu-
sion. A change basis is an innovation, defined as “any thought, behavior, or thing that is new because 
qualitatively different from existing forms … every innovation is an idea or a constellation of ideas” 
(Homer G. Barnett, cited in C. M. Woods 1975, 11). To use Woods’ (1975, 11–12) terms, there are 
four variants of innovation: 1) long-term variation, meaning a gradual accumulation that leads to 
evolution; 2) discovery – “finding,” opening and acknowledging of something existed, 3) invention – 
“creating,” “a new synthesis of preexistent materials, conditions, or practices,” 4) diffusion, or bor-
rowing. Woods (1975, 14) characterizes a diffusion or borrowing as the most common and important; 
one borrowing copies an original idea, other - differs in content and refers to a “stimulus diffusion.” 
So, a diffusion or borrowing can be paraphrased as an imitation and succession in art terms. Starting 
with an individual’s response to the environmental modification, when an individual adapts to it by 
innovations, a change happens only when this response is understood, and accepted by most mem-
bers.  

 
1 A concept of an “urban virus” was introduced in the Master, and Diploma works defended at the Samara State Univer-
sity of Architecture & Civil Engineering in 2009.  
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American sociologist Everett Rogers (1983, 5) defines diffusion as a form of communication when 
newness ideas and information are created, shared, exchanged: “Diffusion is the process by which 
an innovation is communicated through certain channels over time among the members of a social 
system.” A newness implies uncertainty, which is reduced when information is accumulated. Diffu-
sion is one of the ways of social change, Rogers (1983, 6) argues, - “when new ideas are invented, 
diffused, and are adopted or rejected, leading to certain consequences, social change occurs.” 
Diffusion of an idea – its adoption - appears only if it corresponds to relative advantage, compatibility, 
complexity, trialability, and observability in the receiving culture. Relative advantage is “the degree 
to which an innovation is perceived as better than the idea it supersedes” that is not always objective 
and can be of status and prestige nature. Compatibility means “the degree to which an innovation is 
perceived as being consistent with the existing values, past experiences, and needs of potential 
adopters”; a complexity – “the degree to which an innovation is perceived as difficult to understand 
and use.” A trialability is “the degree to which an innovation may be experimented with on a limited 
basis”; and observability refers to “the degree to which the results of an innovation are visible to 
others” (1983, 14–15).  

A process of adoption passes from one individual to the other and comprises an innovation, an 
individual with knowledge and experience, an individual without these traits, and communication 
channels – mass media or interpersonal - connecting both individuals and transmitting the innovation 
message. After an innovation implementation and the produced knowledge, and innovation can be 
accepted or rejected: “Decision occurs when an individual (or other decision-making units) engages 
in activities that lead to a choice to adopt or reject the innovation,” Rogers (1983, 21) states. There 
are five distinguished categories of adopters: “innovators” – “change agents” – cosmopolites, active 
“gatekeeping” and risky seekers of new ideas, featured by “venturesomeness,” capable to manage 
uncertainty and to influence other members; “early adopters” – local respected opinion leaders; de-
liberate “early majority,” skeptical “late majority,” and conservative and traditional “laggards” who 
are suspicious to the newness (1983, 247–50). Innovators work as drivers of the innovation diffusion 
and adoption and the subsequent recipient’s area, thoughts, or culture change.  

Thus, when an innovator acts in the environment, and intervention brings an invention, the recipients 
are reacting, Woods (1975, 40) explains, - “a successful integration is dependent upon the ‘action’ 
and ‘reaction’ of the innovator (change agent) and recipients (members of the receiving group).” A 
diffusion, an integration of the innovation, is a complex process, dependent on multiple factors – 
from what communication methods the innovator uses to whether any benefit is perceived by the 
receivers, and what position of their leader is. 

How do innovative URs, alternatively named as urban viruses (UVs), spatially diffuse? 

Geographers insist that places do not exist in isolation transmitting the information flows. Spatial 
diffusion of different phenomena, whether biological or economical, follows the same principles. 
“The process by which behavior or characteristics of the landscape change as a result of what hap-
pens elsewhere earlier,” Morrill, Gaile, and Thrall (1988, 7) define a process, - “Spatial diffusion is a 
spread of a phenomenon, over space and timed, from limited origins.” From food, human settle-
ments to war weapons – different phenomena diffusion, which is “adoptable or adaptable,” trans-
forms environments and landscapes. Spatial diffusion is realized by the agents through contacts and 
over places. Researchers distinguish three different types of diffusion. A smooth and continuous dif-
fusion across spaces is a “contagious” spread – from the active center to the close periphery, for 
instance, urban sprawl, “global village,” here a distance and proximity are crucial (1988, 10). A spatial 
interaction also goes in a “hierarchical manner” (1988, 11) – a stimulus passes from one large and 
more significant place or city to the smaller. The last type of diffusion is “when the location of change 
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is random” (1988, 13). According to authors, cities expand vertically and horizontally – to the periph-
ery, and are dependent on economic, cultural, legal, societal limits. 

Architectural theoretician Hans Ibelings (2014, 92) suggests that a direction of architectural innova-
tions’ diffusion is concentric - from “center to periphery,” from city to suburbs, “from master to imi-
tators.” Innovation nomadizes through national, international, regional, global spheres. When an idea 
loses its newness in one region, in the other - it may be still relevant and developing. A diffusion of 
German and Russian URs (Appendix 2.5, Appendix 2.6) differs: within Russia it is more hierarchical 
(mostly in Moscow, St. Petersburg), and in Germany – both hierarchical and contagious (a lot in small 
German neighborhoods). 

Thus, anthropologists state that the diffusion is rapid and successful when innovation is desired, un-
derstandable, perceived as useful, and beneficial. However, they also indicate that to form recipients’ 
reactions – to accept or reject – innovation needs to be implemented. Hence, only experimentation 
can induce a diffusion or disregard.  

URs, especially iconic, are featured by powerful persuasive innovators insistently proposing attractive 
ideas that look effective. Architects-inventors and innovators communicate and pursue to realize and 
share their ideas, also fueled by mass media and international competitions. The built or “crystallized” 
(Ingarden 1962, 255) object is a permanent message transmitted by venturesome innovators. Favor-
able by the majority UVs penetrate the recipient environment, and quickly diffuse. Ibelings (2014, 92) 
compares the innovations’ diffusion with an “epidemy,” like an infection that moves from one human 
to another, the innovations spatially nomadize.  

An eloquent illustration of Virus\Diffusion-effect is the omnipresence of the iconic URs: International 
style buildings perceived as functional, the nineteenth-century beautiful European eclecticism, or 
“cult of the monument” (Barry Bergdoll, cited in Rybczynski 2010, 132) spread across the Atlantic in 
the twentieth century and expanded due to architects’ traveling and reproduction technics (Ikonni-
kov 1986, 18), rich cities’ “flagship syndrome” – from Tokyo to New York - a “megalomaniac repeti-
tion” of different striking buildings (Jencks 2005, 45). Ibelings calls Le Corbusier as an epicenter or 
origin of influence: who has infected by enthusiasm and inspiration, who has manifested widely and 
actively his principles - clear and comprehensible. Barkhin (1979, 181) argues about the architecture 
of the 1960s-80s that a successful concept is reproduced, turning the former singularity into repeti-
tion, and invention into a stereotype.  

Regarding historical examples, Paris ideas of the eighteenth century are often imitated in other cities, 
for instance, French Square of the Star (1670) is exposed in the landscape of the Karlsruhe Palace 
(1715), St. Petersburg triaxial avenues (the 1730s) oriented to the Admiralty spire mirror Versailles 
(the 1660s) and Rome (Glazychev 2008, 80). Thanks to the Prix de Rome, established in the seven-
teenth century to stay and study in Rome, Paris borrows inspiration in Italian cities (Geddes 1915, 
166). Iconic URs demonstrate a clear similarity and are accepted as beautiful shapes, like sail-form 
hotels in Dubai, Barcelona, or Baku (Figure 12-Figure 14). 

The urban diffusion is induced not just by the creator charisma, and his gift of communication, but 
also by the attractive and evocative architectonics of the virus, and canonizing theoreticians’ evalua-
tion. It is also popularized, mythologized, and exploited by the economic and political external powers 
with the help of mass media, globalization, and building technology. This increases the incidence of 
influence. The International style as innovation was forced to spread all over the globe by the author-
itarian direction and industry, “which abstractly converts the environment into an environment of 
abstraction,” - “the same architecture appears everywhere as soon as industrialization has begun,” 
Debord (2013, 92) criticized in the 1960s. “Undoubtedly one of the important motivations for almost 
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any individual to adopt an innovation is the desire to gain social status,” anthropologist Rogers (1983, 
215) considers. Regarding the iconic URs’ or UVs’ diffusion, a prestige, acquired by a city with the 
erection of a striking building, plays a crucial role. Vitra design factory works as a museum of iconic 
buildings collected by chair manufacturer Fehlbaum, where the “industrialized” uniqueness offers 
“different” conceptual “amounts of the same thing” (Hubeli 2002, 36). 

But when the practice becomes widespread, an interest declines, and an object loses a value. Walter 
Benjamin’s (2008, 22) claims are still relevant: “replicating the work many times over, it substitutes a 
mass existence for a unique existence.” Ernst Hubeli (2002, 35) notes that “the unique architectural 
object loses its effect through inflationary repetition and sinks into meaningless.” Baudrillard (2010, 
403) suggests that in the modern epoch the quantity of clone architecture of “transparent, entertain-
ment, mobile, unserious buildings” all around the world raises, reflecting the virtual reality network. 
The “drama of the modern architecture” (Baudrillard 2010, 404) resides in the similarity of artistic 
and typical architectural forms. 

Concluding, the term “urban virus” can be coined meaning a possibility of an innovative UR, as an 
idea and object, to invade the foreign urban areas, evolve, reproduce, and diffuse. An urban virus 
infiltrates into the environment. In effect, it is a mechanism of fashion. Like in the system stability 
described by Prigogine and Stengers (1986, 251), all new elements implanted in the system start an 
interaction with other system elements. If the system-recipient is stable, then the innovations do not 
integrate and fade, otherwise, the objects invade the system and entirely change it. Cultural and 
social change is, probably, is an excessively exaggerated and ideal result, but the urban change and 
the shaken belief system are guaranteed. Anyway, the urban virus is tightly interrelated with socio-
cultural processes. Thus, Virus \ Diffusion-effect, which is not only urban but also a socio-cultural 
effect, is a result of an intentional experimental strategy based on 

intervention 
recipient, change agent 
communication 
innovation (venture idea) 
social, economic, cultural change 
idea borrowing, adoption, rejection 
spatial diffusion - contagious, hierarchical, random spread 
environmental modification 

   
Figure 12. Hotel Burj Al 
Arab 
Source: Sergey Resh-
etnikov, 8 March 2011. 
Family Archive. Dubai, 
United Arab Emirates, 
hotel Burj Al Arab. 

Figure 13. Flame Towers, Baku
Source: user wilth, 23 January 2013. 
Flame Towers of Baku. Available from: 
Flickr, https://www.flickr.com/pho-
tos/wilthnet/8998003633 (accessed 
July 21, 2019). Copyright - Attribution-
NonCommercial-ShareAlike 2.0 Generic 
(CC BY-NC-SA 2.0). 

Figure 14. Hotel W, Barcelona 
Source: user Spiegelneuronen, 11 October 
2013. Hotel W, Barcelona. Available from: 
Flickr, https://www.flickr.com/pho-
tos/spiegelneuronen/11372116136/ (ac-
cessed July 21, 2019). Copyright - Attribu-
tion-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 2.0 Ge-
neric (CC BY-NC-SA 2.0). 
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SSummary: Urban Experiment 

A UR is used as a tool of an urban experiment for special purposes: to work as a landmark, city attrac-
tor, local culture (Genius loci) bearer, city catalyst, carrier of innovative impulse. It stimulates urban 
change in other locations by ideas’ diffusion - an “urban virus” activity. Some URs are elements of 
strategic large-scale developments, others – act as infill, invaders in the urban fabric. URs are beacons 
of new places, reshape degrading zones, and foster urban development – by inertia, socio-cultural 
mechanisms, or by gentrification updating the site. As dominant components in the cityscape, URs 
operate as flagships in urban regeneration representing a new regime or new time, accumulating 
collective identity and a spirit of the place. URs – or “urban viruses” - as innovations or inventions 
induce imitation and succession, and subsequent spatial diffusion and environmental transformation.  
The following table summarizes the effects and conditions of the “Urban experiment.” 

A UR appears in locations intended to experiment to stimulate a shift in urban, economic, and social 
contexts or to attract attention. Significant URs mark changes and events, such as the Olympic Games 
in Munich or Sochi, a capital status, economic growth, important venues, or catastrophes. Extrava-
gant eye-catching iconic URs are often located at the waterfront, like Gazprom Tower and Krestovsky 
Stadium in St. Petersburg, Elbphilharmonie in Hamburg, and have a wide plaza, like Berlin Haupt-
bahnhof or Samara Central Railway Station. Even as an enclave, a UR works for beautification as a 
central element in the landscape, for example, Allianz-Arena in Munich, or the new gold facade of St. 
Petersburg Expoforum. Virus \ Diffusion effect is demonstrated by CBD skyscrapers resembling each 
other – “Federation” complex in Moscow, global city Frankfurt CBD Messeturm or Commerzbank 
Turm; of course, spatial diffusion of ideas is not confined by recent globalization, or economy-led 
urbanization, but rather has a social impulse. 

A UR works as an instrument in an “Urban experiment” generating both intended and unintended 
effects presented in 

central, visual foci role in the city, organization of routes, gathering people – Landmark-Cen-
ter-Attractor 

flagship function in urban changes and social, economic, cultural regeneration – Urban cata-
lyst \ Flagship regeneration 

accumulation or creation the local spirit and identity – Kind and Evil Geniuses loci 

capability to diffuse like a virus invading and changing other lands – Virus \ Diffusion 

 

The following table summarizes the effects and conditions of the “Urban experiment.”  
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Table 2. 5 Urban Experiment Effects and Conditions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Urban 
Influence 

 

  

Landmark-Center-
Attractor-effect 

favorable location (hilltop, center, 
waterfront) + plaza + ensemble + 
legibility + urban dominant (big size) + 
beautiful cityscape + urban beacon + 
focal point (orientation node, point 
reference) + enclosure + public 
accumulation (urban magnet, anchor) 

Urban 
Experiment 

 

Urban catalyst \ Flagship 
regeneration-effect 

ruins + entrepreneur city & government 
+ megaevent + collective & elitist group 
product + strategic plan + secrecy + 
economy-\demand-led urbanization + 
venture project + iconic building as a 
trigger + high expenses + devaluation \ 
disinvestment \ stimulation of exchange 
value + gentrification + re-articulation 
of identity 

 

Kind and Evil Geniuses 
loci-effect 

place concretization (placemaking) + 
rootedness + character (atmosphere) + 
enclosure + natural, cultural landscape 
+ dwelling + urban diversity (context as 
a polylogue) + vernacular and foreign 
identity 

 

 

Virus \ Diffusion-effect 

intervention + recipient, change agent + 
communication + innovation (venture 
idea) + social, economic, cultural 
change + idea borrowing, adoption, 
rejection + spatial diffusion + 
contagious, hierarchical, random spread 
+ environmental modification 
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22.4. Economic Influence 

A building gives to site an independent economic value  
– Spiro Kostof, A History of Architecture 
 
’Production of architecture’ expanded to become a global business  
– Christian Schittich, Gebäude, die Zeichen setzen 

 

If a building is an instrument of economy, then it is an instrument of “the use of resources, … the 
renewal of reserves, the organization of circuits of distribution, and their disappearance through 
use,” like Lefebvre (2014, 128) characterizes economy. Serving for “accumulation, growth, invest-
ment” (Lefebvre 2014, 132) URs are engaged in the capitalist dogma of “limitless material growth” 
(Sklair 2017, 129) by the commodification of everything.  

As defined in “Urban experiment,” an iconic UR is a product of capitalist-led urbanization, an element 
of entrepreneur city and government, and a catalyst of urban change by stimulation the gentrifica-
tion, rent-gap, and, according to Harvey (cited in Pacione 2005, 202–3), the secondary circuit of cap-
ital that “involves investments in fixed capital” like buildings, where two types of profits are expected 
– rental income of “the use value” and the “exchange value” of building.  

As a tool of marketing strategies featured by the generation of profit, the iconic design aims at “selling 
the city and selling the country” (Sancho Pou 2012, 10). A “fixed capital” and a marketing tool for 
getting a value - a spectacular UR attracts investment and economic interest of public, private agents, 
and their cooperation. A building is associated with high expenses, often cost overruns, and, citing 
Cerro Santamaría (2013a, 330–31), “high investment costs, low expected returns, and considerable 
risk.” In the following subchapter, the economic influence of UR is studied, especially of iconic, radical 
URs, serving as a commodity and spectacle, city emblem-brand, and pilgrimage.  
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Commodity-Spectacle-effect 

Commodity-Spectacle-effect = seduction, stimulation, consumerism + entertainment + commod-
ification + infinite material growth + ‘symbolic\fixed capital’ + visual value (spectacular and ab-
stract) + marketing tool, advertising + gentrification + surplus value (rental income, sale price) + 
transnational capitalist class (TCC) 

A “symbolic capital” of architecture is dependent on external parties, and “remains capital only to 
the degree that the whims of fashion sustain it” (Harvey 1989, 82). Architecture exists in the world 
of commodities, and is affected by the market influences, Umberto Eco (2006, 301) argues. A hege-
monic class, establishment, and, in the “global era,” a corporate and business-elite (Sklair 2006) are 
investing into singular buildings - palaces, grandiose mansions, administrative, public buildings, retail 
megastructures or office skyscrapers, to serve as a commodity by spectacle function. Sociologist 
Leslie Sklair (2006, 26) characterizes iconic architecture images as intended “to persuade people to 
buy (both in the sense of consuming and in the sense of give credence to) the buildings and spaces 
and lifestyles and, in some cases, the architects they represent.”  

Promoting “limitless material growth,” capitalism commodifies all spheres of life-transforming “edu-
cation, law, criminal justice, family life, sexuality, social services, and health — into commercial op-
portunities,” Sklair (2017, 129) indicates. A building as a “fixed capital” (Pacione 2005, 202–3) is an 
object of consumption. It plays the role of a commodity to buy, lease, sell, gentrify, and invest in new 
capital accumulation. Giddens (2009, 216) characterizes an urban area as providing a collective con-
sumption of public facilities, transportation, entertainment as “products of modern industry” which 
are consumed. Both the state and commercial corporations invest, build, and manage the urban de-
velopment and consumption, and regulate by a system of taxes “who is able to buy or rent where, 
and who builds where” (Giddens and Sutton 2009, 216).  

Urban change and consumption reflect socio-economic transformation. Nineteenth-century capital-
ism is anarchic and unorganized, Richard Sennett (2008, 96) states. Edward Soja (1989, 174–75) de-
fines this phase as a “mercantile city” since 1830 to the mid-nineteenth century. In the nineteenth 
century, Neil Smith (1987, 166) considers, capital of absolute surplus value (long working day) is ac-
cumulated extensively by the spatial economic expansion that has been transformed towards an “in-
tensive regime” and relative surplus-value1 by the early twentieth century due to crises of capital 
over-accumulation and working-class struggles demanding changes in wage, working, housing, and 
rent. The intensive regime solved a problem of over-accumulation of capital by Fordism, and “the 
economic enfranchisement of the working class” who became “a powerful magnet of consumption,” 
and by internal urban expansion and differentiation presented in suburbanization in some countries 
that led to uneven urban development, Smith (1987, 166) writes. A collective and mass-consumption 
turned to the housing, public services, transportation, - “society as a whole, and individuals, in par-
ticular, were drawn into the heart of the capital” (N. Smith 1987, 167). Standardization and an ap-
pearance of design – as functional aesthetics – featured the postwar period of commodity production 
in housing and automobile sectors that by cheapening and advertising supplied the middle-class as 
the most consumers.  

Originated in the 1950s gentrification as an antithesis of standardization and “a redifferentiation of 
the cultural, social, and economic landscape” (N. Smith 1987, 168) distinguished new middle-class 
individuals who restored and transformed slums into prestige patterns. A former landscape of pro-
duction was exchanged by a landscape of consumption, and postmodern city downtowns became “a 

 
1 improved working places, Taylorism, and scientific management 
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bourgeois playground”: “As the choicest structures are converted, and open sites become increas-
ingly conspicuous (and expensive) in otherwise gentrified neighborhoods, the infill is accomplished 
by new construction” (N. Smith 1987, 166). The process of construction and reconstruction is infinite, 
as critic Boris Grois (2012, 384) suggests, there is nothing permanent in the city apart permanent 
intention for construction and refurbishment because capital must generate new capital. There are 
three circuits of capital, according to David Harvey (cited in Pacione 2005, 202–3): a “primary circuit” 
refers to manufacture and sale of goods, a secondary circuit “involves investments in fixed capital,” 
and the third “tertiary” circuit means a state investment in science, technology, health, or education. 
A secondary circuit investment in the “fixed capital” like buildings implies two types of profits – rental 
income of “the use value” and the “exchange value” (sale price) of building, where the latter can be 
stimulated by a devaluation of abandoned zones and buildings and enables gentrification – a driver 
of capital circulation. 

In the age of global capitalism, architecture is a tool of corporations expanding the influence: “pro-
duction of architecture expanded to become a global business” (Schittich 2017, 5). A spectacular UR 
is “a powerful tool in transmitting the consumerist values and practices,” Cerro Santamaría (2013a, 
324) writes, iconic UR supports globalization driven by transnational capitalist elite corporations, cul-
tural managers, and political entrepreneurs. Urban megaprojects, involving iconic component as “the 
fixed aspects of organized spectacles” (Harvey 1989, 91), and CBD with “corporate monuments” (Har-
vey 1989, 71) of skyscrapers present capitalist powers implementing architecture as an instrument 
for control and capital generation. The global economy demands “the spectacular,” Ullrich Schwarz 
(2002, 13) asserts, – “it wants event and stars.”  

Sklair bridges contemporary architecture iconicity and consumerism with a theory on globalization. 
The “capitalist hegemony” is represented in iconic architecture, urban megaprojects, and even in 
“entire cities” (2017, 128). Icons of the pre-global time, before the 1950s, - are products of the state 
and religion mainly; modern icons relate to the corporate sector, represented in office buildings, 
banks, headquarters, skyscrapers proclaiming “the wealth and power” (2006, 42). “Icon Project” 
(2017, 129) is characterized as an important instrument of capitalist dominance to control consump-
tion, places, and thoughts on a global scale. Globalization is characterized as “transnational practices” 
on economic (transnational corporation), political (transnational capitalist class), and culture-ideol-
ogy levels (transnational culture-ideology). Global capitalism is realized by transnational capitalist 
class (TCC) – “those who own and control most of the land and other resources all over the world” 
(2017, 127–28) – transnational corporations’ owners (corporate fraction), “globalizing politicians and 
bureaucrats” (state fraction), globalizing professionals (technical fraction), and entrepreneurs and 
mass media (consumerist fraction) (2010, 141). Effecting the whole society, globalization emphasizes 
polarization defining the era as “the capitalist global system” (2006, 24). Consumerism, or “the cul-
ture-ideology of consumerism,” is “a set of beliefs and values, integral … to the system of capitalist 
globalization, intended to make people believe that human worth is best ensured and happiness is 
best achieved in terms of our consumption and possessions” (2010, 136). The culture-ideology con-
sumerism strives to transform everything into a commodity, best shown in “cathedrals of consump-
tion” (Fiske, cited in Sklair 2010, 140) – iconic shopping malls and boutiques. Consumerist space aims 
to “encourage to spend money,” Sklair states, and cities are transformed into sites of “shopertain-
ment, eatertainment, … edutainment, … [and] architainment” (2010, 147), for places for those who 
can afford this “human worth, … and happiness” (2010, 136).  

Researcher Irina Dobritsyna (2010, 12) defines “autonomous and anonym” economic forces as di-
recting the contemporary iconicity trend, which is a product of the global economy, global city, and 
transnational corporations competing with nation-state economy. Induced by the globalization, the 
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global city is a geographical center of the global virtual economic networks. Globalization is “both 
partly de-territorialized and partly spatially concentrated in cities,” sociologist Saskia Sassen (2005, 
36) indicates. Sassen (2005) distinguishes characteristics of the global city: increased role of the top 
direction and management resided in transnational corporations’ headquarters and raised network 
of engaged outsourcing companies also located in the center, that together form one transnational 
network. Dobritsyna (2010, 13) states that global cities neglect the national borders, and work as 
“elitist planet points” due to housing global corporations’ headquarters. Transnational capitalism 
aims to create a favorable space for the elite: there are two types of the inherent to the global city 
cult objects – elite cult architecture (skyscrapers) and iconic architecture (2010, 15). Elite cult archi-
tecture is neutral and internationally typical buildings of the headquarters, whereas iconic - is enig-
matic attractive objects ordered by satellite outsourcing companies.  

The electronic revolution (a feature of generic globalization) has influenced architecture and planning 
by computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-aided manufacturing (CAM), which enable the quick 
appearance of complex iconic buildings. Capitalism influences on a city – poor and temporal physical 
connection with a city, neutrality, and anonymity of buildings designed as covered open spaces, and 
standardization of collective consumption of similar commodities and services in different localities - 
everything emphasizes temporality and flexibility, Richard Sennett (2008, 101–2) argues. Iconic URs 
as the “primary expressions of architectural culture at the scale of the city” does not refer to the city 
at all due to its independent and non-contextual image exposing a foreign nature and an obligatory 
economic principle of being “unique and unrepeatable” to maintain “an emblem of market compet-
itiveness,” Aureli (2011, 44–45) states. Critic Ada L. Huxtable (1997, 176) defines modern architecture 
as “serial and open-ended” “boxes.” Gevork Hartoonian (2016) develops concepts of theatricality and 
theatricalization regarding modern architecture expression. The modern neo-avant-garde architec-
ture using technological achievements is analyzed in terms of theatricalization: it does not deal with 
a collective (in contrast to Modernist avant-garde), and, telecommunication technologies present 
architecture to the viewer. Architecture becomes an abstract and anonymous form outside tradi-
tions, “unfamiliar to the beholder’s collective memory,” and is “invested with excess” as a commod-
ity, which looks “cool!”, Hartoonian (2016, 48) states. “Abstraction and anonymity are aesthetic im-
plications of architecture’s entanglement with the drive of commodification,” Hartoonian (2016, 49) 
writes. A striking shell covers emptiness that enables flexibility and adaptation to any changes.  

Augé’s transit (1995, 112) “non-places” are added by Sklair’s (2010, 139) abstract and widespread 
“transnational spaces” like “branded shopping malls, theme parks, waterfront developments and 
transportation centres” avoiding any local particularities, and designed by architect-celebrities, 
whose cosmopolitism is as well the globalization characteristic. Signature-architect and brand are 
both “ideologies” and “regimes of marketing and authorization” that are involved in “a complex com-
mercial apparatus” (Frow, cited in McNeill 2009, 67) based on uniqueness and personalization. A 
building is ordered by developers “as a marketing tool, just as they invest in the advertisement or are 
willing to support certain initial offers,” strategic consultant Eduard Sancho Pou (2012, 3) argues. 
Stararchitect and his\her “creative ego” are “exploited and used” (Aureli 2011, 44–45) by corpora-
tions, public-private partnerships, state bodies as a guarantee of economic success. Huxtable (1997, 
113) states that “the big names – the ‘signature architects’ (a term invented by developers)” refer to 
builders “who find that architectural celebrities can be sold as status symbols like any other designer 
item.” “If you are a city hoping to ping the world’s cultural radar, an institution looking to attract 
donors, or a condominium developer trying to lure deep-pocketed tenants,” Rybczynski (2014) ex-
plains, “your architect better have a recognizable name.” Corporations employ architecture not only 
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to represent them, but “to improve their brands, their efficiency and their sales” (Sancho Pou 2012, 
xv).  

‘Bread and circuses’, David Harvey (1989, 88)  argues, work since the ancient times as a “well-tried 
formula for social control,” where a “spectacle has always been a potent political weapon.”  “The 
spectacle is capital accumulated to the point that it becomes images,” Guy-Ernest Debord (2013, 11) 
defines. Capitalist powers use a spectacular, “visually consumable” (Jones 2011, 119) architecture 
working on consumerism  aimed to attract money and customers by “ever-new” (Adorno 2002, 172) 
products, by the originality that becomes an intentional task – to astonish, entertain, shock the audi-
ence, i.e., work as an “advertising investment” (Sancho Pou 2012, xiv). Debord (2013, 104) charac-
terizes culture as “completely commodified” that “tends to become the star commodity of spectac-
ular society.” In the society of spectacle, there is a dominance of ‘having’ over ‘being’. Spectacular 
spaces and buildings create an image of a better life around, through which we transit, and a feeling 
of belonging to wealth, beauty, and success as embodied in architecture that might be interpreted 
as negative substitution of a real-life, local culture violation, and demonstration of an unaffordable 
ideal dealing little with the society, or a positive motivation forming an individual position to choose 
a relevant way of being.  

“Experiential placemaking” built by spectacular architecture is “the fabrication of rich, experiential 
places which … inspire and engage the human spirit” (Jon Jerde, cited in Huxtable 1997, 98). Despite 
being “highly elitist and exclusionary” and, probably, supplanting unprotected groups from the “re-
vitalized and gentrified urban spectacle” (Broudehoux, cited in Miles 2005, 916), spectacular UR mod-
els our cities, and, when erected, although, by the elite for commercial purposes, it impresses being 
used or not, and, when used, an enjoyment is obtained, citing Lefebvre (2014, 132). Global spaces of 
flows stimulate spaces of places (2010, 1:411): globalization motivates regionalization, Castells (2010) 
indicates. A passage by Rowe and Koetter (2018, 76) perfectly defines a seduction and inspiration 
role of spectacular architecture: 

One walks through the city … one sees lights upstairs, a ceiling, shadows, some objects: but, as one 
mentally fills in the rest and imagines a society of unexampled brilliance from which one is fatally 
excluded, one does not feel exactly deprived. For, in this curious commerce between the visible and 
the undisclosed, we are well aware that we too can erect our own private proscenium and, by turning 
on our own lights, augment the general hallucination which, however absurd it may be, is never other 
than stimulating. 

Commodity-Spectacle-effect is an intended influence of UR serving the market experimenting with 

seduction, stimulation, consumerism 

entertainment 

commodification 

infinite material growth 

‘symbolic \ fixed capital’ 

visual value (spectacular and abstract) 

marketing tool, advertising 

gentrification 

surplus-value (rental income, sale price) 

transnational capitalist class (TCC) 
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City emblem-Brand-effect 

City emblem-Brand-effect = image-marketing strategy + brand image visibility + experiential 
placemaking + enhancing city competitiveness + world city status + economic recovery + increas-
ing places’ attractiveness + selling cities (new investment) 

Spectacular URs endow a place with identity, Genius loci, and an emblem distinguishing the city from 
others. A building as a brand refers to the created visual identity that is often arbitrary, not natural 
for the locality. Although the identity is created, and a placemaking is “experiential” (Jon Jerde, cited 
in Huxtable 1997, 98), it helps to sell a city, to attract human and monetary capital. 

In Modernist time most cities are developed on large-scale megaprojects invested mainly by a public 
sector (Ponzini 2013, 109), and, hence, have a preplanned design logic. The Postmodern times are 
entrepreneurial painting the city fabric in different styles and colors when many buildings may work 
as eye-catching individual brands and compete by equally vivid images. High visibility, central loca-
tion, and a symbolic message of architecture are a “precondition of image-marketing strategy,” cru-
cial for presenting the idea as a distinctive and comprehensive “exceptional status” and priority for 
the citizens and decision-makers, Monika Grubbauer (2013, 186–87) states. In the early twentieth 
century, Geddes (1915, 16) writes that “nine people out of ten, sometimes, even more, understand 
print better than pictures, and pictures better than reality.” Clear, elaborated form, and explained in 
press and media visual characteristics of a building are important to understand, memorize, and as-
sociate architecture with the city for citizens, tourists, and clients. “Those who create images stamp 
a collective identity,” Sharon Zukin (1995, 3) suggests. Images are created by architects, decision-
makers, and the mass media popularizing “imaginative reconstructions … of a city’s monumentality” 
(Zukin 1995, 16) by billboards, postcards, films, photography, etc. in urban and virtual contexts. A UR 
is used as a recognizable symbol of a city, and often – regarding iconic architecture – by images - 
“there are no iconic buildings or architects, only iconic images,” Sklair (2006, 33) considers. 

Entrepreneurial solutions - flagships developments - work as vehicles for regenerating and promoting 
the city to attract new investment. Since the 1980s, modern flagship developments are experiments 
of “policymakers” (Wise and Clark 2017, 1) who test “concepts for ‘marketing the city’” (Smyth 1994, 
xiii). City marketing is a new practice developing gradually in “a hoc way,” and does not have “a clear 
end,” Smith (1994, 3) indicates. An arising innovative marketing strategy aims to ‘sell’ “parts of the 
city for living, consuming and productive activities” (Smyth 1994, 2), to advertise the area. An iconic 
building as a flagman of regeneration is a “long-established symbiosis between politics, economy and 
culture,” sociologist Paul Jones (2011, 119) indicates. A building gives to site an independent eco-
nomic value (Kostof 1985, 548). 

Despite many controversial effects and a “megalomaniac repetition” (Jencks 2005, 45), modern ur-
ban policy of strategic plans and public-private partnership (Hall 2014, 456) conduct urban megapro-
jects using a spectacular architecture as a centerpiece of the large-scale development as a tool of 
“symbolic economy,” as Zukin (1995, 3) calls it, a strategy to expose better sides and conceal the ill. 
Harvey (1989, 92) defines the process of iconic-led urban regeneration as an “inter-urban competi-
tion and urban entrepreneurialism” – a competition between cities to win an interest both in human 
and commercial form. “Branded megaprojects” as marketing projects are intended to change the city 
imagery, to undertake an urban rebranding by new architecture authored by global architects-celeb-
rities (Ponzini 2013, 112), instantly making the fame. The environmental transformation is assumed 
to direct to the “economic recovery and city competitiveness” (Grubbauer 2013, 186). Global cities, 
as well as smaller, are competing in brand elements (Ponzini 2013, 111) because “emblematic works 
sell a city” (Zulaika 2003, 144). 
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As an instrument of a service-oriented economy, modern iconic projects are believed to present the 
future of cities, a high quality of places, and increase their attractiveness (Miles 2005, 914) to get new 
consumers. “The ready-made identities assigned by city boosters and disseminated through the mass 
media,” Anne-Marie Broudehoux (cited in Miles 2005, 916) insists, “often reduce several different 
visions of local culture into a single vision that reflects the aspirations of a powerful elite and the 
values, lifestyles, and expectations of potential investors and tourists.” Newly imagined and initiated 
brands form different unpredictable responses. A property-led and pro-growth policy of large-scale 
development, such as the Docklands Canary Wharf in London or Battery Park in New York, is criticized 
for the “simulated authenticity” (Grubbauer 2013, 188) and monotony. A commercially successful 
project, Battery Park in New York has predefined the street grid and elaborated guidelines for new 
buildings and materials that enabled control of the appearance of the whole district (Grubbauer 
2013, 188). The same strategy uses the Hamburg HafenCity masterplan by Kees Christiaanse aimed 
at a city marketing as a livable and innovative space, to “shape the future image of Hamburg” (Grub-
bauer 2013, 201). Culture-led urban regeneration of the English Newcastle-Gateshead is a cultural 
investment that demonstrated “a significant ideological function” of identity “rearticulating and re-
configuring,” Miles (2005, 916) states. Regenerated zones might be attractive for new investment 
but this emphasizes the difference between poor and rich areas (Zukin 1995, 285). Despite being 
“highly elitist and exclusionary” (Broudehoux, cited in Miles 2005, 916), iconic-led development has 
a great place-making and city brand potential, but do not guarantee profits and benefits, - “there is 
no magic formula for success” (Miles 2005, 923). 

Thus, City emblem-Brand-effect is a result of the state experiment with redefining the identity based 
on 

image-marketing strategy  

brand image visibility  

experiential placemaking  

enhancing city competitiveness  

world city status  

economic recovery  

increasing places’ attractiveness  

selling cities (new investment) 
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Pilgrimage-effect 

Keep not standing fixed and rooted, 
Briskly venture, briskly roam, 
Head and hand, where’er thou foot it, 
And stout heart, are still at home. 
…  
Sure enough for wandering was it, 
That the world was made so wide!  
– Goethe 
 
 
Pilgrimage-effect = knowledge & stimulus + de-\re-monumentalization + urban heritage + tourist 
consumerism 

Singular URs induce interest and pilgrimage, which has a long history including culture and trade 
routes. The first century BC Palestinian traveler Antipater wrote a guidebook of seven objects-won-
ders, “which won the admiration of the world” (Banks 1916, iv). Greek soldiers scribbled on the Egyp-
tian pyramids (Glazychev 2008, 43). In the times before industrialization and railroads, tourism im-
plied a long staying in visiting counties, in plunging into culture and traditions.  

Since the “train-habit,” British biologist and town planner Patrick Geddes (1915, 168) complains, it is 
a failure of tourists - a new way of tourism has “degraded him [tourist] into mere material for excur-
sion contractors, taken about in droves, nay, in coops, like fowls to market.” Modern tourism is even 
speedier, confined by days in a foreign place, and lobbied local shops and restaurants. Tourism – a 
“visitor economy” has become “one of the fastest-growing components of the service sector” 
(Pacione 2005, 460–62), and is a popular and profitable business. A UR serves as a target of sight-
seeing for both professionals, learning from other lands’ exemplary culture, and for the public, focus-
ing on images, buying, and entertainment – the main subject of tourist agencies’ reward. Le Corbu-
sier’s Pilgrimage Church of Notre-Dame-du-Haut in Ronchamp works as a canonic destination of pil-
grimages (Sklair 2006, 26). An ordinary tourist’s gaze is “primary concerned with surfaces and fa-
cades” (Jones 2011, 121) – iconic buildings are incorporated in the consumption of places. In tourist 
booklets, “architectural monuments can have one, two, or three stars, like hotels. No stars, no archi-
tecture” (Bonta 1979, 119). 

Geddes (1915, 161) emphasizes the importance of traveling for education: “let us betake ourselves 
to what has always been one of the greatest factors of education, both of the individual and the 
world, and see what is being done in other cities and countries.” URs of universities stimulate the 
mobility of labor, teaching, and learning. Renaissance humanist Erasmus Roterodamus initiated “the 
university-transforming and history-making journeyings” (Geddes 1915, 165). German universities – 
“the new environment of a great university, a new culture city” served as “the intellectual stimulus” 
(Geddes 1915, 166) for knowledge, culture, and innovations’ exchange. Visiting Italy since the Prix de 
Rome, and architects’ and artists’ traveling in the nineteenth-century have provided neo-classical 
images to Munich, Copenhagen, and Edinburgh, Geddes (1915, 167) states. 

Since the nineteenth-century, “romantic tourism” means sightseeing of a city as a concentration of 
landmarks becoming monumentalized as soon as a tourist has captured it and memorized – tourism 
transforms a city into a monument. The monumentality of a landmark is not an inherent characteris-
tic but an infinite play of monumentalization, de-monumentalization, and re-monumentalization as 
driven by a romantic tourist gaze, Boris Grois (2012, 385) considers. A similar thought refers to phe-
nomenologist Roman Ingarden (1962, 259) who writes that an architectural object is animated due 
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to its viewers, requires its own life, and “speaks.” In the modern tourist boom, the monumentaliza-
tion, and, after an urban change, re-monumentalization is accelerated. Modern days mobility and 
tourism, Grois (2012, 384) argues, draw off citizens’ attention from their neighborhoods and, when 
something is unpleasant, motivate merely to relocate rather than to adjust and change the situation.  

Nowadays, we live in post-romantic global tourism, nomadism, when, alike traveling tourists, cities 
reproduce themselves and diffuse their authentic particularities in other localities. Cities’ cultural re-
production entails a homogeneity and similarity, which the Neoclassicism in the nineteenth century, 
the International Style architecture – in the twentieth century, and the Iconic trend recently have 
demonstrated. The process can be defined as innovations and spatial diffusion that occur due to 
communication and innovators’ efforts.1 “Modern turism [sic] proves that the experience of different 
places is a major human interest, although also this value today tends to get lost,” Norberg-Schulz 
(1980, 18) concerns. “Tourism-human circulation packaged for consumption, a by-product of the cir-
culation of commodities - is the opportunity to go and see what has been banalized,” Debord (2013, 
90) criticizes in the 60s, - “The economic organization of travel to different places already guarantees 
their equivalence.” Grois (2012, 391) suggests that in modern times this change to homogeneity is a 
result of global tourism, global movement.  

URs as natural and cultural resources - “unique regional competitive advantages” (Vaňová, Borsek-
ová, and Petríková 2015) - are used in the tourist industry. An appeared category of tourist cities gains 
the major budget from mass tourism. The tourism industry has formed specific cities - new nodes of 
urbanization, Glazychev (2008, 43) writes, that are composed of hotels and services, like the Sinai 
Peninsula in Egypt, resorts in Turkey, etc.  

Urban regeneration of inner-cities and former industrial zones are mainly aimed at the attraction of 
a new mobile capital – tourists. Tourism-oriented urban redevelopment strategies are focused also 
on the “reclaiming the historic core, or the fictitious historic core,” urban heritage and historic preser-
vation, and creating an innovative image for a safety “consumers’ playground,” tourism cultural con-
sumption (Zukin 1995, 19). “Culture is more and more the business of cities - the basis of their tourist 
attractions and their unique, competitive edge,” sociologist Sharon Zukin (1995, 2) indicates. Places 
and buildings are popularized and famed in travel guides and tourist advertising, whatever the great-
ness of monuments, Leslie Sklair (2006, 42) argues, - “the culture-ideology of tourist consumerism 
ensures that the pool of these historical icons is continually being enlarged,” due to the initiated 
permanent material growth. 

  

 
1 See “‘Urban experiment parameter”; “Virus \ Diffusion-effect” 
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SSummary: Economic Experiment 

URs are instruments of the economy to produce and stimulate new capital. An element of the entre-
preneur city is when an iconic UR is engaged in the capitalist dogma of “limitless material growth” 
(Sklair 2017, 129) by the commodification of everything. As a tool of marketing strategies featured 
by the generation of profit, iconic design, satisfying the masses’ and politicians’ needs and interests, 
aims at “selling the city and selling the country” (Sancho Pou 2012, 10).  

As a ‘fixed capital,’ spectacular architecture is integrated into capital circulation by sale and rent, 
induces gentrification, urbanization, and urban change. Despite high expenses, cost overruns and a 
“considerable risk” (Cerro Santamaría 2013a, 330–31), a spectacular UR attracts investment and 
serves the economic interests of the transnational capitalist class, corporations, public, private agents 
and their cooperation to mount a brand, accumulate human and monetary capital, provoke a tourist 
boom, and create a favorable space for the elite.  

Thus, a UR, especially its iconic or spectacular form, is used as a tool in “Economic experiment” aimed 
at intended effects: 

Commodity-Spectacle 

City emblem-Brand 

Pilgrimage 

 

The following table summarizes the effects and conditions. 
 

Table 2. 6 Economic Experiment Effects and Conditions 

Economic 
IInfluence 

 
 
Commodity- 
Spectacle-
effect 

seduction, stimulation, consumerism + entertainment + 
commodification + infinite material growth + 
‘symbolic\fixed capital’ + visual value (spectacular and 
abstract) + marketing tool, advertising + gentrification + 
surplus value (rental income, sale price) + transnational 
capitalist class (TCC) Economic 

EExperiment City emblem- 
Brand-effect 

image-marketing strategy + brand image visibility + 
experiential placemaking + enhancing city competitiveness 
+ world city status + economic recovery + increasing places’ 
attractiveness + selling cities (new investment) 

Pilgrimage-
effect 

knowledge & stimulus + de-\re-monumentalization + urban 
heritage + tourist consumerism 
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CChapter 2 Conclusion 

URs are activated and generate influence when the historical conditions are changing and engage the 
built environment in this turbulence and when external parties as catalysts order special objects to 
function as a driver in different agents’ experiments. The chapter demonstrates that URs act as an 
experiment by the use – as a tool of the history, society, city, culture, and market experiments. His-
torical, socio-cultural, urban, economic influences of URs are the intended effects of experimenta-
tion, as a rule of the elite, and not a hundred percent successful.  

A UR serves as a mirror of time, a revolutionary or evolutionary turning point representing significant 
historical events – breaks and gradualities, the power change, and message to the future. It is a prod-
uct and engine of experimentation of the ideology, decision-makers, and the nation. Socio-cultural, 
economic, and urban effects refer to the definition and re-definition of identities, often arbitrary and 
created, stimulation of capital circulation, urban growth and tourism boosting, and so on – the results 
of incentivizing ability of URs. 

Historical, socio-cultural, urban, and economic effects are outcome (also unintended) of experiments 
in these environments where a UR works as a tool to achieve certain purposes 

Time-Place experiment: a UR engaged in the permanent history experimentation 

Socio-cultural experiment: a UR as a national project, symbol, or a monument 

Urban experiment: a UR as an urban catalyst, flagship, city landmark, and urban virus 

Economic experiment: a UR as a capital, a valuable object for sale or exchange 

All active urban objects generate historical influence, some serve in social, cultural, urban, or eco-
nomic experiments of city planners, private, public agents, and their partnerships, who experiment 
assuming risks to gain profits. One UR can (and often it is so) function in different experiments in 
parallel. 

Both mass and out of the ‘ordinary’ (singular, iconic, spectacular) URs act as a “manipulator of the 
physical environment” (Lynch 2005, 7) – change urban, social, cultural, economic milieu. As a result 
of experiments, the effects of URs are often groundbreaking, controversial, and ambiguous. A UR 
provokes not only a blast wave radically changing the milieu but also an answering wave, like down-
town decline, public protests, or counter-culture, inducing, consequently, an appearance of new URs. 
URs stimulate, using a catchphrase, - urban sustainability, maintaining proportionally both positive 
and negative outputs. 

 

Historical, urban, socio-cultural, economic environments’ transformation is a result of a reaction be-
tween the environment (E) and an activated by an external experiment urban object (UR), aimed at 
certain effects:  

[E + UR x External ] 

 

The following table summarizes effects and their conditions that enable to refer a UR’s use to exper-
imentation - an activity of a search and test of new ideas, methods, and strategies to generate the 
intended influences and change the current state of things. 
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Table 2. 7 UR as an Instrument for an External Experiment 

EExternal Parameter =     Premise\Condition  

Time-Place Experiment 
(1) Zeitgeist 
(2) Shift 
(3) Epoch-making 

(1) national activity and deeds + power \ ideology representation and instrument + reconstruction + political com-
petition (countries and internal parties) + creation of new values + science and technology progress + counter-cul-
ture + rejection of traditions + internationalization \ globalization (invasion of newness) 
(2) change + stable improvement\graduality \ development and evolution + phase of transition\epoch threshold + 
challenge + crisis + danger and possibility \ revolution + unprecedented form (invention) + occasion \ spontaneity 
and randomness + social force \ creative minority 
(3) prognosis \ message to the future + probability + possibility + occasion + modernity (current, new, transient, 
opposite to tradition) 

Socio--cultural EExperiment 
((1) Reflection of society 
(2) Communication \ Symbol \ 
Wow 
(3) Evocation \ Identity  
(4) Provocation \ Discourse \ 
Pro et contra  

(1) shaping and mirroring the self + promoting social change 
((2) use & meaning (content) + association, illusion, connotation, allegory + interpretation (convention, guess) + 
signal, symbol, signifier + index, sign 
(3) cultural product + elitist product + arbitrary meaning + self-image + socio-cultural values + collective memory + 
created identity and memory 
(4) interest, discussion + aesthetic judgement (pleasure, displeasure) + fashion + fame + protest + mass media promo-
tion + arbitrary value + succession, imitation, canonization, kitsch 

Urban Experiment  
(1) Landmark-Center-Attractor 
(2) Urban catalyst \ Flagship 
regeneration 
(3) Kind and Evil Geniuses loci 
(4) Virus \ Diffusion 

(1) favorable location (hilltop, center, waterfront) + plaza + ensemble + legibility + urban dominant (big size) + 
beautiful cityscape + urban beacon + focal point (orientation node, point reference) + enclosure + public accumula-
tion (urban magnet, anchor) 
(2) ruins + entrepreneur city & government + megaevent + collective & elitist group product + strategic plan + se-
crecy + economy-\ demand-led urbanization + venture project + iconic building as a trigger + high expenses + disin-
vestment \ stimulation of exchange value + gentrification + re-articulation of identity 
(3) place concretization (placemaking) + rootedness + character (atmosphere) + enclosure + natural, cultural land-
scape + dwelling + urban diversity (context as a polylogue) + vernacular and foreign identity  
(4) intervention + recipient, change agent + communication + innovation (venture idea) + social, economic, cultural 
change + idea borrowing, adoption, rejection + spatial diffusion + contagious, hierarchical, random spread + envi-
ronmental modification 

Economic experiment  
(1) Commodity-Spectacle 
(2)  City emblem \ Brand 
(3)  Pilgrimage  

(1) seduction, stimulation, consumerism + entertainment + commodification + infinite material growth + ‘sym-
bolic\fixed capital’ + visual value (spectacular and abstract) + marketing tool, advertising + gentrification + surplus 
value (rental income, sale price) + transnational capitalist class (TCC) 
(2) image-marketing strategy + brand image visibility + experiential placemaking + enhancing city competitiveness 
+ world city status + economic recovery + increasing places’ attractiveness + selling cities (new investment) 
(3) knowledge & stimulus + de-\re-monumentalization + urban heritage + tourist consumerism 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 

Experiment 

 
 
Currently, official culture grants special funds to … artistic 
experimentation … art is now scarcely possible unless it does experiment. 
 
− Theodor Adorno, Aesthetic Theory 
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CChapter 3. “Urban Reagent” as an Experiment Itself 

 
… art is not the bread, but the wine of life.  
– Jean Paul 

 

 

Hypothetically, a UR is activated, changes the environment and influences when it is experimental by 
the origin, by internal parameters (author, form): [UR x ]  

In addition to previous influences, an “Urban Reagent” generates professional, architectural, aes-
thetic, conceptual effects, i.e., effects on architecture and profession. Not experimental URs, i.e., 
traditional or mass, influence or not influence as predefined, not shifting the professional field. A 
conceptually influential UR – that aims to change the discipline - is authored by a creative human 
genius and has a pioneering experimental appearance and meaning. This radical UR is an internal 
experiment composed of interrelated authorship and architectonics experiments, i.e., an experi-
menting author(-s) conceives a UR artifact to render a concept, or, to use Lakatosian (1999) terms, 
“a research program.”  

The “Authorship experiment” subchapter defines an initiator of a UR as an inventor, experimentalist, 
celebrity, etc. “Architectonic experiment” describes a building as an experimental and unprece-
dented icon, monument, symbol, invention, and singularity. 
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33.1. Authorship Experiment 

Works of art cannot be created by a committee or through office activity, but only by a single 
individual. 

 Camillo Sitte, City planning according to artistic principles 
 
Forms move and are born, and we are forever making new discoveries. And what we discover 
must not be concealed.  

 Kazimir Malevich, The New Painterly Realism 
 
Anarchy and low budget self-activity remains fundamental condition for creative process.  

 Brandon Taylor, Art Today 

A radical, famous, iconic, spectacular UR is an object of art and experimentation, trial and error, of 
an outstanding individuality. A UR as an authorship experiment is charged with influential energy, 
and changes the professional environment, influences “the evolution of the architectural culture,” 
citing architectural researcher Royston Landau (1981, 111). An author creates an object, and an ob-
ject has an impact on the individual, professional field in general, and discipline. 

rkin (2014) states. 

Appendix 3.1 illustrates modern (1955-2015) German and Russian URs’ authorship. Like their objects, 
authors of URs are famous and active. A pie chart of 270 German popular authors presents top Ger-
man and foreign architects and firms. Famous German creators are gmp (Architekten von Gerkan, 
Marg und Partner), Jürgen Mayer H., Behnisch Architekten, KSP Jürgen Engel Architekten, Sauerbruch 
Hutton - Architects, Barkow Leibinger Gesellschaft von Architekten, Ecker Architekten, Kadawittfeld-
architektur, Léon Wohlhage Wernik Architekten, and Allmann Sattler Wappner Architekten. Active 
foreigners are commissioned for German URs: OMA, David Chipperfield, nps tchoban voss (SPEECH), 
Richard Meier & Partners Architects LLP, Max Dudler, Norman Foster, et al.  

A pie chart of 150 Russian famous URs’ authors shows doubtless leaders. Among them, Moscow-
based firms are Sergey Kiselev & Partners, AB Andreev Pavel, Ostozhenka Bureau, Creative Union 
Rezerv, AB Alexey Bavykin, ABD architects, Sergey Skuratov Architects, AML, AB Asadov, A-B studio, 
and Project Meganom. St. Petersburg-based Studio 44, Evgeny Gerasimov & partners, AB Vitruvius 
and Sons, and A.Len also author many famous objects. Post-Soviet space attracts foreigners: Erick 
van Egeraat, German-Russian nps tchoban voss, Foster and Partners, Swanke Hayden Connell Archi-
tect, and Eller+Eller Architekten.  

The German architectural field is presented by diverse groups not so bound to one city, in Russia 
architectural “resource” is more centralized, close to the biggest cities. Globalization enables cos-
mopolite star architects to design in parallel in Germany and Russia: Foster, Tchoban, Egeraat, Kool-
haas, Hadid, and others. These authors of contemporary URs are featured by never-ending experi-
mentation, based on the current historical and socio-cultural conditions and manifesto, a gift to cre-
ate, distinctive point of view, and fame. 

The following subchapter determines an author of a radical and singular UR: experimentalist, pioneer, 
genius (talent), nihilist and oppositionist, and celebrity. 
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Experimentalist-effect 

Experimentalist-effect = trial & error + challenge + research + test of idea, theory, utopia + play + 
risk + intuition + heuristic + uncertainty, diffidence 

 

Since the times of ancient Egypt, an architect has two core characteristics - “learning and the gift of 
invention” (Kostof 1977, 3). An architect - an experimentalist - experiments to test new ideas and 
methods – render and promote theory, build in new conditions, compete with others, comply with 
clients’ and public demands. Experimenting, a designer improves skills, gains experience and 
knowledge, tries his luck, develops architecture, and risks to fail and lose a reputation. These are 
dangers that make no sense for an audacious pathfinder.  

A challenge and curiosity call experimentation. According to Theodor Adorno (2002, 23), “the vio-
lence of the new, for which the name ‘experimental’” occurs in a situation of an experience absence 
that impels to search and test. Creating a building for a new place, unfamiliar, is inevitably connected 
with experimentation. A city is a great laboratory, a testing ground for new ideas motivated and gen-
erated by the city itself (Ibelings 2014, 38). At the conference “Urban Passages,” Jean Nouvel and 
Jean Baudrillard (2002, 6) discussed that in building for unknown places “we are still dealing with 
invention, the unknown, risk.”  

Experimentation can be stimulated by serious and necessary conditions but often it is initiated by the 
culture that is a form of a play, according to Dutch historian Johan Huizinga (Mumford 2004, 6). Ibel-
ings (2014, 38) points out that a search of new concepts is connected with dogma – a conviction of 
irrelevance of an existing situation. Kant (2000, 187) describes a creative work, defined by personal 
reasons and imagination, as a play, a pleasant activity for the artist who “does not know … how the 
ideas for it [artwork] come to him.” A play - a “significant function” (Huizinga 1980, 1), carrying fun 
and meaning of irrational, different from usual life form of activity – is coded in experimentation. 
Huizinga characterizes play characteristics as a free “voluntary activity” (1980, 7), “standing quite 
consciously outside ‘ordinary’ life as being ‘not serious’” (1980, 13), and having time and place limits. 
A play constitutes and operates within its own rules and order which are shared by all members of 
play-community. A play-factor implies an absence of any material interest. Although Huizinga does 
not refer architecture to a play as not being free and bound with hard labor, the experimental archi-
tecture contains Schiller’s “Spieltrieb” (cited in Huizinga 1980, 168) – play-instinct equal to all arts. 
For Alvaro Aalto a design is a combination of playing and responsibility: “in parallel with professional 
skills, required technical calculations …, we must believe in power of a playing origin, and not forget 
that design for alive people” (cited in Pallasmaa 2013, 86). 

Experimentation in design can be defined as based on both insight and feeling, and on rational think-
ing, which is, however, also connected with an arbitrariness. URs work as objectivation of these pro-
cesses. 

According to Finnish architect-phenomenologist Juhani Pallasmaa (2012, 2013), an architectural work 
implies an intuition, uncertainty, emotion but not a mechanism, or an “installation specification” (A. 
Erenzweig, cited in Pallasmaa 2013, 109). Pallasmaa (2013, 81) distinguishes two styles of creative 
work – one refers to risk, and bases on an accident, whereas the second has certainty in its origin, 
and nothing unpredictable. Masterpieces are the result of the risk style, which is bound with diffi-
dence, minimized only by the rise of experience and multiple tests. Diffidence leads to further explo-
ration. Creative experimenting in architecture is spontaneous and has much in common with abstract 
art – to catch an idea an architect has to distract himself from concrete problems and follow a “free 
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unconscious search” (2013, 83). Pallasmaa (2013, 91) indicates a harmful role of experience because 
it blocks a creative search and freedom of uncertainty. 

Architectural historian Stanford Anderson (1984) considers design as a rational process that uses an 
arbitrariness as a tool in a search, test, realization, and rejection of ideas. “Both the design process 
and its implementation” contain a risk due to arbitrariness bound with human activity, Anderson 
(1984, 147) suggests. Science is a form of a cultural system (Yehuda Elkana, cited in Anderson 1984, 
149), to which architectural design is attributed. Based on the methodology of scientific research 
programs by philosopher Imre Lakatos, Anderson (1984) infers that the experiment corroborates but 
not verifies a theory (or Lakatosian “research program”). Lakatos introduces a term of a “research 
programme” – a scientific paradigm (or “series of conjectures and refutations”) that consists of a 
“hard core,” or a “negative heuristic” (1999, 48), and a “protective belt” of “auxiliary hypotheses,” or 
a “positive heuristic,” where heuristic works as an instrument to solve problems and generate new 
facts (1999, 4). A “heuristic power,” defined by Lakatos (1999, 69) as “the power of a research pro-
gramme to anticipate theoretically novel facts in its growth,” plays an important role in research pro-
grams’ development. Negative heuristic comprises incontestable crucial ideas, whereas positive heu-
ristic stimulates development and progress of the research program repelling criticism, finding veri-
fications, and converting probable refutations into the revelation of new aspects of the theory: “it is 
the ‘verifications’ which keep the programming going, recalcitrant instances notwithstanding” (1999, 
52).  

Analyzing Lakatos’ theory, Anderson (1984, 148) insists that rationality of the research program re-
sides in the program “hardcore” as assumed by a convention of the scientific community of the pro-
gram: “this conventionalism, this resistance to criticism, this degree of arbitrariness is necessary to 
the construction and development of the programme.” Applying Lakatosian methodology to archi-
tectural design, Anderson (1984, 149) considers that the main architectural principles refer to the 
‘hard core’, and ‘auxiliary hypotheses’ – to formal issues, the artifact itself. This is combined in the 
architect’s work as “a conceptual programme” and “an artifactual programme” aimed at “the sys-
tematic exploration of physical models”: “the architect is involved in making his own reality as well 
as his theory.” In an “artifactual state,” artifacts as physical objects embody theoretical propositions 
or a “research programme,” respond to criticism, can “proliferate,” and “thrive or falter according to 
their perceived fruitfulness,” Anderson (1984, 150) points out. Thus, artifacts work as experimenta-
tion managing the theory, or as innovative objects progressing the concept. 

Experimentation in architecture and art is dynamic and intensive search, an iterative process - a cir-
culation from one idea to another and back, roaming around one ‘hard core’. An avant-gardist work 
is of “laboratory” and “proving ground,” Renato Poggioli (1968, 136) considers, it “differs radically 
from the classical, traditional, and academic one.” Poggioli (1968, 137) asserts that experiment and 
creation are not similar things, moreover, they contradict each other because creation is an aesthetic 
end, whereas experimentation implies a long process without any end: “experiment precedes crea-
tion; creation annuls and absorbs experimentation within itself.” A creative person starts each work 
from a point zero, omitting previous findings and plunging into a design process, more attractive than 
result. 

Experimentation and URs as its objectivation takes shape both in vitro and in vivo. Architects, like 
“mad scientists,” conduct research and experiment with everything around in creating paper or pa-
perless digital architecture – “un-built and unbuildable” (Betsky 2015). By sketches and models – 
instruments of experimentation - architects visualize and present ideas. Pallasmaa (2013, 66) points 
out a sequence and link “hand-eye-idea,” a drawing leads and binds imagination and reality. Peter 
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Cook (cited in Tchoban Foundation 2016) says “drawing is more than a tool, it is an extension of one’s 
head.” The spatial model “simulates building process in miniature” (Pallasmaa 2013, 65), and serves 
as a form and composition search. Antoni Gaudi created multiple alabaster sketch models to find an 
alternative to traditional gothic style forms of naves (Thiébaut 2003, 82). Experimentalist Gropius 
emphasized the role of experiment in Bauhaus from the origin of the school: the 1919 Manifesto 
declared that architects, painters, and sculptors like craftsmen who must work together in “experi-
mental and practical sites” (cited in Wingler 1981, 32). Experimental building – model in scale one to 
one, like Haus am Horn, presented Gropius concept of “Building Blocks at Large” (Siebenbrodt 2006, 
190). Paolo Soleri in 1969 built Arcosanti – a minimal scale model of “arcology” station in Arizona to 
study “architecture” and “ecology,” and to develop ideas of alternative living (Ikonnikov 2002, 2:203).  

Many designers are fascinated with new technologies that displaced a drawing board, and today's 
approach of “neo-futurism of post-machinery” (Girard 2005, 321) gains momentum, computer stim-
ulates a heuristic and, in some way, eliminates an intuitive process of an idea evolution. Even a draw-
ing becomes a paperless “fluid organization of data” (Wigley 2005, 331). Greg Lynn, Daniel Libeskind, 
Frank Gehry, Peter Eisenman, and many other pioneers in computer-aided design articulate concepts 
by the means of a new digital tool, by stochastic methods. Digitalization in parallel stimulates new 
forms’ appearance and disposes of individual insight and talent (Dobritsyna 2004, 10). Computer 
“substitutes for thinking, and even for design, because it so drastically cuts down the range of con-
ceptualization that can be achieved with the far more flexible pencil in hand,” Drexler (cited in Hux-
table 1986, 148) argues. Modern technologies produce not only futurist creatures - H2O Pavilion by 
NOX or Blur by Diller Scofidio + Renfro (DS+R), and other nonlinear experiments, but also reminiscent 
projects of “no surprises” (Girard 2005, 326) – the past forms’ borrowings by neo-modernism, neo-
classicism, or postmodernism. Experimentation has a value when it is a human work, not generated 
by artificial intelligence. 

Experimentation is the intention of the most progressive and visionary architects to promote their 
concepts. “Experimental Architecture” as an idiom owes to Lebbeus Woods – “an architect, a con-
structor of worlds” (Jencks and Kropf 1997, 304) – visionary, radical, “highly provocative” (Ila Berman 
in California College of the Arts - CCA 2013) “epistemologist” (Heinz von Foerster, cited in L. Woods 
2011) - “paper” architect, devoted his life to “reimagine the urban terrain” (Ila Berman in California 
College of the Arts - CCA 2013). Under experiment, Woods (2010b) implied “a test of an idea or hy-
pothesis” occurred in vitro, in “a personal space and under controlled conditions”– in drawings, mod-
els, and renderings. A hypotheses’ testing is a process for its own sake when the experimental archi-
tect needs freedom to reach the goals: “to the experimental architect, architecture is autonomous” 
(L. Woods 1992, 4). An experimental architect creates singular and uncommon spaces by conducting 
experiments and research and launching other spaces confronting the reality. Even after the passing 
away in 2012, Woods plays a distinctive role in vivo – a program of a forward-looking alternative 
design. Famous for his conceptual and perfect drawings and collages, Woods also created full-scale 
installations and assemblages displacing the common vision of things, subverting and converting the 
ordinal reality into a fantastic narrative – “a practice that revolved around the materialization of ideas 
first and the manifestation of forms second” (Becker 2014, 12). The architect asserted the value of 
experimenting for the art development. Woods (2010a) wrote that although rare experiment ended 
by invention, and “learning and invention are notoriously inefficient, requiring many failed attempts 
and dead-ended explorations to find one that is fertile enough to open out onto a rich new landscape 
of possibilities,” without taking these costs and time risks the only end would be a stagnation.  

In 1988, Woods, together with his wife psychologist Olive Brown, founded the Research Institute for 
Experimental Architecture (RIEA) with an approach to architecture as a “field of knowledge” (L. 
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Woods 2011). RIEA became a place where the critical problems were identified (slums, urban sprawl, 
etc.) (L. Woods 2010b). The First Conference of RIEA brought together American and English concep-
tual architects Lise Anne Couture, Gordon Gilbert, Michael Webb, Hani Rashid, Michael Sorkin, Ken 
Kaplan, Ted Krueger, Peter Cook, and Neil Denari. According to theoretician and Lebbeus friend An-
thony Vidler (California College of the Arts - CCA 2013), Woods as an “outsider” resisted the system, 
war, conventionalism, inequality, and capitalism by proclaiming another state of things: “Resistance 
may not be in the form of barricades, but only in poetic or visionary dissent” (Woods, cited in Califor-
nia College of the Arts - CCA 2013). Woods, likewise his compatriots and friends Eisenman, Holl, 
Mayne (Morphosis), Denari, Diller Scofidio, and other alternative thinkers searched freedom, inde-
pendence from government and capitalist power, tried to maintain the true mission of architecture 
– to “stimulate discussion, experimentation, and reflection in art and design” (Dunlop Fletcher 2014, 
19). The experimental architecture of Postmodernism, according to Betsky (2015), acts as a “disturb-
ance in the known and the expected.” 

Experimentation is not exclusively an autonomous, internal activity yielded by the architects’ com-
munity. When one criticizes experimentation as harmful, as the “paper architecture” critic called ex-
perimental architecture as purposeless, a “disease,” infection for young architects seduced by the 
play in architecture with “resistance” and “liberation” manifesto (L. Woods 1992, 4), others – endorse 
this activity. Cultural institutions encourage architectural experimentation – present it “socially insti-
tuted as works of art,” to use Bourdieu’s (1983, 318) terms. In the 1980s, New York gallery Storefront, 
founded by Kyong Park, student of Eisenman, and other galleries started to expose unrealized or not 
intended to be realized projects (Dunlop Fletcher 2014, 20). The Pompidou Centre and the DRAC 
Centre put exhibitions and discussions to highlight architecture “as experiment, utopia, and research” 
(Brayer 2005, 14). The FRAC Centre organizes ArchiLab symposia and exposes utopian projects de-
voted to the future (Nanjō 2005, 8). Director of the FRAC Marie-Ange Brayer (2005, 14) says that the 
center is interested in experimentation and radical architecture - a “treasure-trove of ideas about 
tomorrow’s architecture, a place of open-ended reflection, which permanently questions and chal-
lenges architectural design procedures in ways that are both creative and critical.” ArchiLab unifies 
“research architects” (2005, 17) – architects who strive to proclaim new design methods and to for-
mulate alternative models of architecture. Among ArchiLab architects are those who “conceive ar-
chitecture, not [just] execute it” (2005, 14). Today, Betsky (2015) indicates, the experimental archi-
tecture attracts interest only of few talented artists, hunted by fascinated websites like Socks Studio, 
Sucker Punch, Architime, and collected by museums of drawing. 

 

Experimentalist-effect, based on intuition, play, trial and error, and heuristics, is a feature of authors 
tended to discover newness and to prove the belief system. 
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Pioneer-effect 

Pioneer-effect = manifesto, research program + revolutionary + movement, style 

 

An experimentalist-author of a UR tests not accidental ideas but of a certain program verbalized in a 
manifesto. A manifesto - a pioneer oath - displays the main tenets of building a new reality. Pioneers 
formulate and maintain radical, often utopian, ideas as a resistance to the current state of things and 
as an introduction of an alternative that induces the discipline change.  

Architecture history, generally, goes cyclic from construction to deconstruction (Mori and Elliott 
2005, 7) – from one “creative personalities’” (Toynbee 1947, 49) ‘belief system’ (Landau 1981, 112) 
to the next. After WWII, until the mid-1950s, architecture turned to consolidation, whereas in the 
1960s – it split into various radical and confronting movements that appeared as a reaction to politi-
cal, economic, social, ecological problems, and as criticism and antithesis of Modernism (Ikonnikov 
2002, 2:240). Architectural historian Sigfried Giedion wrote about “confusion and boredom” (1959, 
xxxiii) in the architecture of the sixties as time, still in a fear of the new war, awaiting technological 
innovations (1984, 9). Architect Jürgen Joedicke (1972, 12) indicated that in the postwar reality new 
methods of production and technologies have opened a range of opportunities to rethink urban life 
to adapt to the new conditions. Architectural “fatigue” and “uncertainty” resulted in a fashionable 
trend, which originated in the USA and, (because of this) was dangerous for Europe, called by Giedion 
(1984, 8) as a “playboy-architecture,” aimed at a show. According to Giedion (1959, xxxiii), this archi-
tecture had nothing with a “style.” Like Giedion, but more enthusiastic about new waves, art historian 
Vincent Scully (2003, 234) says that “style,” “International Style,” has been already “devaluated.” 
Scully (2003, 233) supposes that to create new forms of a better reality we have to break stereotypes 
and former tradition: “our conceptual screens … have to change first… to ask the new questions out 
which knowledge can grow.”  

Charles Jencks (2002) specifies a stylistic pluralism as a feature of the new, post-Modernism period 
in architecture - Postmodernism that is “a broad category” (2002, 2). Jencks (2002, 51) distinguishes 
twenty-four styles and sixteen main architects, whose creative products nomadize from one semantic 
cloud of architectural movement to another: “Historism,” “Straight Revivalism,” “Neo-Vernacular,” 
“Adhoc Urbanist,” “Metaphor Metaphysical,” and “Post-Modern Space.” Andrea Branzi (2005, 196), 
the founder of Archizoom, and one of the founders of Domus Academy describes radical movements 
as rather critical to the state of the city and society than creating an image of well-being or utopias. 
Branzi (2005, 197–99) refers to Gianni Pettena and classification of radical groups at the 1996 Venice 
Biennale into four groups: “Architecture-less city” (Archigram, Remo Buti, Coop Himmelb(l)au, Archi-
zoom, Site) redefining the city as a megastructure where the architecture loses independence; “City-
less architecture” (Eisenman, Rossi, Isozaki, Kurokawa, Superstudio) taking architecture as the “sole 
remedy” for the city, stating building’s autonomy; “City-less and architecture-less objects” (UFO, 
Archizoom, Heinz Frank, Gaetano Pesce) creating an ironic design as an embodiment of crisis and 
chaos; and “Project-less architecture” (Mendini, ONYX, the Ant Farm) formulating an optimistic view 
on design liberated from industry (Branzi 2005, 199). The “Project of the Modern” is based on tech-
nologies and modernization, popular writer on architecture Aaron Betsky states, and developed by 
those who experiment “seeking the construct and become ‘the monster’” (1990, 16), who “decon-
struct realities, and make” (1990, 33). Betsky (1990, 57) defines five different approaches: “Textual-
ists” (Eisenman, AKS RUNO, Webb, Diller Scofidio + Renfro (DS+R)), “Makers of ‘Shards and Sharks’” 
(Kawamata, Cook, Gehry, Coop Himmelb(l)au), “Revelatory Modernists” (Mecanoo, Nouvel, Piano, 
Calatrava, Ambasz, Holl), “New Mythologists” (Woods, Soleri), and “Technomorphists” (Takamatsu, 
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Ito, Morphosis). Each conceptual strain reviews the technology opportunities, society, and city, man-
ifesting pioneering programs of an alternative being.  

Progressive thinkers create groups and regroupings. The mentioned researchers refer architects to 
different approaches by their artifacts, or, to use Anderson’s (1984, 150) terms, an “artifactual state” 
protecting and maintaining “conceptual state,” a program hard core. Avant-garde researcher Renato 
Poggioli (1968, 17) indicates that we call groups of the past as “schools,” whereas modern groups are 
right to title as “movements.” A movement has a concrete purpose to attain a positive result and to 
share and expand the achievements. Movement members act as a play-community, following the 
same game rules.  

Architecture styles or movements – sometimes a few or even one, and, later, – plural – can be char-
acterized as programs, paradigms engendered by pioneers and evolving successively by a range of 
experiments conducted to develop the paradigm.1 As already demonstrated in the upper item, 
Lakatosian (1999, 48) “research program” with its “hard core” and “auxiliary hypotheses,” developed 
by a scientific community, can be applied to architectural movements competing in a “heuristic 
power” (1999, 69), an ability to foreseen new facts. According to Lakatos (1999, 69), research pro-
grams’ pluralism and their competitions eliminate that research programs, which have exhausted 
their “heuristic power,” and in the progress of other - contriving novel ways. Landau (1981, 113) 
articulates Lakatosian ‘negative heuristic’ as the “negative rules” – an important rejection of counter 
positions, that highlights a direction of the program; whereas “positive rules” – a variety of formal, 
technological, political, etc. rules that refer to a development of a particular belief system.  

Employing this theory of Lakatos (1999) to the understanding of design movements, Patrik Schu-
macher (2008, 11) associates avant-garde styles as design research programs where members 
(schools, firms, groups) share similar methods, and design agenda. Schumacher defines two types of 
design research, which, probably, better to articulate as phases within one research program – a 
continuity, – “cumulative” and “revolutionary”: an accumulation of ideas, development within a dom-
inant style, and a groundbreaking alternative hypothesis. Styles are cycles of experiments and inno-
vations by design research program group with a certain identity (Schumacher 2008, 12). The main 
ideas, no matter how implausible, of the revolutionary avant-garde research program, are its ‘hard 
core’ – or a manifesto - that requires tenacity to maintain it. “Avant-garde architecture produces 
manifestos: paradigmatic expositions of a new style’s unique potential rather than buildings that are 
balanced to function in all respects,” Schumacher (2008, 12) says. 

A manifesto is a program, lawmaking text declaring one’s position. It is written in a concise and pro-
vocative form and used by various professions – from artists to politicians. According to Landau (1987, 
40), a “producer’s” – or architect’s – program is a theory containing “historical and cultural norms 
and conventions but also … the specifics of the … author, which may include inventions or discover-
ies”; this program can be both implicitly maintained and explicitly declared. In “The Volcano and the 
Tablet,” Jencks (1997b) writes that the God – “the architect of all things” (Plato, cited in Jencks 1997b, 
6), has created the first manifesto of the Ten Commandments. A manifesto is associated with a radical 
rejection, even revolution; “the genre demands blood,” – Jencks (1997b, 6) points out, the manifesto 
contains a “volcano” of emotional expression and a “tablet” of logic. A manifesto is a code of regula-
tions rather for an imposed in a conceptual “prison” (Lakatos 1999, 20) author who becomes a “vic-
tim” (Tschumi 1990, 5:39) launching a set of rules.  

 
1 see “Shift-effect” in the Chapter 2 
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Pioneers, leaders of certain ‘research programs’, author manifestoes and programmatic essays, illus-
trated the twentieth century as a bustling scene of criticism, opposition, and revolutionary actions. 
Architectural critic Ulrich Conrads collected in Programs and Manifestoes on the 20th-century archi-
tecture multiple manifestoes reflected “the starting point, or a definite stage, of a particular devel-
opment in architecture, and … exercised a determining influence on architecture within the area of 
Central Europe” (1970, 11). When manifestos of Le Corbusier, Konrad Wachsmann, Walter Gropius, 
et al. proclaimed Modernist dogma, many (after 1950) demonstrated other than Modernist ‘hard 
core’. Conrads (1970) mentioned an unprecedented splash of individualism and creative anarchy in 
the time of well-formed Modernism and Functionalism. “Mould Manifesto against rationalism in ar-
chitecture” (1958) by Viennese painter Friedensreich Hundertwasser (1970) opposed Modernism 
standardization, mass production, the economy use rather than a human value generator, and in-
sisted on architecture as a painting and emotional organism. Oswald Mathias Ungers and Reinhard 
Gieselmann (1970, 165–66) advocated a spirit and meaning of architecture, contextualism, and ar-
chitects’ freedom and autonomy in the manifesto “Towards a new architecture” (1960): “Architec-
ture … serves the genius as a means of expressing his epoch and keeping a living development in 
motion. … every creative process is art. It is entitled to the highest spiritual status.” A conceptual 
somersault signalized a start of a paradigm of post-Modernism, and the crisis of Modernism.  

 

Figure 15. “Late Modern” research program. Instant City 
(Rupert IC 2), Archigram, 1969 

Source: Scanned image from the book: Marie-Ange Brayer et 
al., eds., ArchiLab’s Urban Experiments: Radical Architecture, 
Art and the City (London: Thames & Hudson, 2005), p. 046. 

 

Figure 16. “New Modern” research program. House VI, Peter 
Eisenman, 1975  

Source: Photo by Of Houses, 10 April 2015. Peter Eisenman, 
Frank Residence (House VI), Cornwall, USA, 1976. Available 
from: Flickr, https://www.flickr.com/photos/of-
houses/16908112880 (accessed March 16, 2019). Copyright 
- Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 2.0 Generic (CC BY-
NC-SA 2.0). 

 

Figure 17. “High-tech” research program. Blur Building, 
Swiss Expo, Diller Scofidio, 2002 

Source: Author Norbert Aepli (User: Noebu), 17 July 2002. 
Expo.02 in Neuenburg, Yverdon, Biel and Murten. Available 
from: Wikimedia Commons, https://commons.wiki-
media.org/wiki/File:20020717_Expo Yverdon_23.JPG (ac-
cessed March 17, 2019). Copyright - Attribution 2.5 Generic 
(CC BY 2.5). 

Charles Jencks and Karl Kropf (1997) combined in the Theories and Manifestoes of Contemporary 
Architecture programs defining other points of view – already Postmodern. The authors (1997) dis-
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tinguished four general groups of Manifestoes – “poetry written by someone on the run”: “Tradi-
tional Architecture,” “Late Modern,” “New Modern” architecture, and “double-coded” (Jencks 
1997b, 11) Post-Modern architecture, - together building a stylistic pluralism of competing programs 
of Postmodernism epoch. Ikonnikov (2002, 2:244) pointed out that “Postmodernism became the 
motto unified different experimentalists.” Traditional architecture leaders, like Krier, designed based 
on past models; “Late Modern” pioneers - Superstudio, Metabolist Movement, or Archigram, re-
jected Modernist box, and praised technocratic and pragmatic formal autonomy; “New Modern” – 
Coop-Himmelb(l)au, Tschumi, Woods, or Eisenman developed “anti-humanist” and “explosive” De-
constructivism; whereas Postmodernists, like Stirling, Graves, or Venturi, tended to engage in their 
art both public (by traditional elements) and professionals (by modern technologies and methods) 
(Jencks and Kropf 1997, 10). Following Lakatosian ‘research program’ with its main elements to this 
division into four groups, it might be inferred that they are four hard cores of four research programs, 
whilst different members are pioneers of individual positions (a ‘positive heuristic’) developing the 
program.  

Builders of “Late Modern,” for instance, Superstudio, Metabolists, and Archigram (Figure 15) refuted 
Modernist dogma in favor of technology as a tool of a new architecture. Superstudio itself, like other 
radical Florentine groups (Archizoom, UFO) articulated architecture as a confrontation, a critical art. 
The founder of Archizoom Associati Andrea Branzi (2005, 194) indicated that the radical movements 
strived to free themselves from any rules “defending a culture of knowledge, criticism and creativity,” 
and proclaiming “Architecture is me.” Their positive heuristic started with an exhibition “Superarchi-
tecture” (Modena, 1966), and finished with the exhibition “Italy: The New Domestic Landscape” (New 
York MoMA, 1972) (Brayer et al. 2005, 132). Japan Metabolists and English Archigram experimented 
with an alternative to the modern city - megastructure, defined by historian Reyner Banham as a 
large-scale structure able to convert the city into a single building (AA School of Architecture 1974). 
The 1960s Metabolist pioneers (Kiyonori Kikutake, Kisho Kurokawa, Fumio Maki, et al.) believed that 
“design and technology should denote human vitality” (Kurokawa 1997, 68). Metabolists first de-
signed “megalomaniac urban architectural projects” (Igarashi 2005, 336) for the 1960 World Design 
Conference as a presentation of the national post-war recovery. In “The Philosophy of Metabolism” 
Kurokawa (1997, 68) argued that cities, even destroyed, did not lose the soul: “cities as entities … are 
eternal” live organisms where a technology serving the humanity should be implemented under the 
principle of symbiosis - “replaceability and interchangeability” of spaces and elements. Metabolism 
positive heuristic achieved its culmination in the building boom for the 1964 Tokyo Olympics and 
Osaka Expo 70 demonstrating “futurology cult” (Igarashi 2005, 336) of megastructures. Named after 
the magazine Architectural Telegram “Archigram” - in contrast to Superstudio and Metabolists – re-
flected the desires of consumer society, popular culture, media, advertising, and computer (Brayer 
et al. 2005, 72). Archigram presented optimism of new technological opportunities and freedom of 
movement, as exposed ideal cities’ projects. Peter Cook’s and Dennis Crompton’s “Plug-in-City” – the 
first megastructure of a plugging architecture without buildings. The internal organization and fa-
cades constantly transformed. After a cycle of forty years, the city renewed, working as an eternal 
sustainable living structure. A nomadic megastructure by Ron Herron – “Walking City” – a robot or a 
smart building, roamed the world joining stations and parasitizing, sheltering society after a nuclear 
war. An “Instant City” (Figure 15) by Crompton and Herron - a floating city-advertising provoking 
interest and mass culture in boring cities. Archigram believed that consumption would be the main 
object, and, therefore, created urban structures where getting material comforts would be fast. 
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A hard core of “New Modern” – Deconstructivism (Figure 16), a sophisticated approach based, in 
general, on ideas of philosopher Jacques Derrida, that subverted traditional discipline methods, frac-
tionalized forms, and composed alternatives. Derrida avoided giving a clear definition of “deconstruc-
tion.” Appeared in Of Grammatology and described in “Letter to a Japanese Friend,” “deconstruc-
tion” - a translation into French Heidegger’s terms of Destruktion and Abbau (but not with a negative 
connotation) (Derrida 1988, 1) - referred to text and word interpretation. Deconstruction, according 
to Derrida (1988, 4), had nothing with analysis, critique, or method, it rather implied an event of the 
dismantling of a construction, disjointing it, without destroying or breaking the elements. In 1988 
New York MoMA organized the exhibition titled “Deconstructivist Architecture,” and, since this, the 
concept of deconstruction became evident in the architecture. The curator Mark Wigley (1988, 10) 
wrote: “The projects in this exhibition mark a different sensibility, one in which the dream of pure 
form has been disturbed. Form has become contaminated. The dream has become a kind of night-
mare.” Wigley (1988, 11) asserted that Deconstructivist architecture meant not a continuation and 
visualization of the philosophy of deconstruction theory, it rather started from “within architectural 
tradition and happen to exhibit deconstruction qualities.” Pushed by the Russian Constructivism, 
which proclaimed forms contrast to traditional, Deconstructivism borrowed Constructivist principles 
radically articulating geometry and replacing the structure. Working as “disruption, distortion” 
(Wigley 1988, 17), Deconstructivism produced aliens, frightening and irritating the sense of stability; 
its language consisted of neologisms; its action opened other realities.  

A development of Deconstructivism research program is managed by positive heuristic experimenta-
tion of Tschumi, Gehry, Eisenman, Libeskind, Prix, et al. Bernard Tschumi developed eventful space 
by the potential of disorder, disjunctions, disruptions, dissociation, distortion, superposition, and 
fragmentation in architectural design (Tschumi 1996). Events, programmed in the building, created 
a scenario of a spatial behavior: within the concept of architecture as a language, a combination of 
incongruous occurred producing new functions (new events): “pole-vaulting \ bicycling in laundro-
mat” (Tschumi 1990, 5:93). He presented at MoMA’s exhibition Parc de la Villette which demon-
strated an intersection and superimposition of points in a grid of ten-meter cubes, lines in a set of 
axes, and surfaces in archetypical geometric volumes that together formed a “domain of complex 
events – a domain of play” (Wigley 1988, 92)  Peter Eisenman collaborated with Derrida from the 
mid-1980s. When Derrida deconstructed the texts showing their internal inconsistency, Eisenman 
rejected architecture traditional function allocation, scale, and context: “I don’t do function” (cited 

53). Eisenman (1973, 320) articulates a conceptual architecture, “syntactic” con-
cerns - the space in-between forms, their relationship. In “A Reply to Jacques Derrida” the architect 
wrote that he tried “to overcome presence, … to break apart the strong bond between form and 
function” (2007, 4), to reveal the aura of architecture that might be seen in the demonstrated at 
MoMA’s exhibition House VI (Connecticut, 1975) (Figure 16). Coop-Himmelb(l)au’s early ideas and 
projects presented one of the most radical meanings of deconstructivism. Wolf D. Prix and Helmut 
Swiczinsky declared in their multiple provocative texts a possibility of architecture to change the life 
– “real and conceptual interventions in the existing situation – though the starting point must be 
sufficiently painful – visibly alter seemingly indispensable reality” (Coop Himmelb(l)au 2017b). Roof-
top Remodeling in Vienna (1986), a renovation of attic space, served as the best illustration of their 
deconstructivist motto: “We don’t want architecture to exclude everything that is disquieting. We 
want architecture to have more. Architecture that bleeds, that exhausts, that whirls and even breaks” 
(Coop Himmelb(l)au and Werner 1983, 5). Even in computer-aided design, Wolf Prix intentionally put 
mistakes in order to achieve irregular, unpredictable, and spontaneous form (What’s the Difference 
2011).  
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A contemporary “research program” of High-tech design (Figure 17), combined “high style” and 
“technology” (Ikonnikov 2002, 2:319) has started with the 60s “most rapid and deep-going techno-
logical revolution in history” (Toffler 1970, 186) and joined a constellation of pioneers like Rogers, 
Piano, Foster, Jahn, et al. Modern computer technologies upgrade the program endowing it with 
nonlinearity, digitality, and computer-aided design perfected by Parametricists, Nox, Diller Scofidio + 
Renfro (DS+R), Eisenman, designers Jeff Kipnis and Greg Lynn, UNStudio, et al. Jencks (2002, 207) 
argues that electronic architecture is based on the theory of the philosopher Gilles Deleuze and his 
work Le Pli (The Fold, Leibniz and Baroque) with a proposition of architecture as a flow, continuity, 
and topology. The paradigm of nonlinearity implies a parallel existence of multiple systems, consti-
tuted by laws of self-organization, and experiencing periods of stability and sudden transitions into 
different states. In contrast to the Newtonian paradigm maintained external influence on a system 
(gravitational pull, natural selection, etc.), the new paradigm insists on internal and unpredictable 
impulses (Dobritsyna 2004, 162). Dobritsyna (2004, 9) discusses nonlinear architecture as a turn to 
curvilinear, liquidity and fractal forms “co-authored with a computer and is designed for high-tech 
embodiment.” Schumacher (2008, 13), defining Parametrism as a “design research program,” de-
duces its hard core, or “negative heuristics,” - to avoid pure formalist aspects like “platonic/hermetic 
objects, … clear-cut zones,” “straight lines,” etc.; and “positive heuristics” – to plunge into spatial, 
digital aspects – to “hybridise, morph, deterritorialise, deform,” etc. Multiform experiments using the 
latest technologies present fractal facades, virtual reality spaces implanted in building. Embryologic 
House by Greg Lynn, Mobius house by UNStudio, Eurhythmics center by Enric Miralles, the Heinz-
Galinski School by Zvi Hecker, and Federation Square by LAB are just a little segment of amount ex-
perimental objects (Jencks 2002, 235) managing the digital paradigm. 

Way back to Hegel (1892, 1:444), heroes are fated to inevitable fatality due to their creation of a new 
world, destructive to the existing principles and laws, but, when an individuum is mortal, the manifest 
is deathless: “the principle itself will penetrate later, if in another form, and elevate itself into a form 
of the world-spirit.” Pioneer-effect acts as a revolutionary/evolutionary impulse on architecture.  
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Nihilist-Oppositionist-effect 

Die Freiheit ist immer die Freiheit des Andersdenkenden. 
− Rosa Luxemburg 
 
Only he is alive who rejects his convictions of yesterday.  
− Kazimir Malevich 
 
I write nihil on anything that has been done before. 
− Vladimir Mayakovsky 
 
Nihilist-Oppositionist-effect = reevaluation, rejection + criticism + autonomy + theory 

This effect is interrelated with experimentalist-, pioneer- effects, and defines an opposition and re-
jection as a feature of the manifesto of an experimentalist and pioneer. In other words, once more 
applying Lakatosian (1999) scientific methodology, rejection is a ‘negative heuristic’ of a ‘hard core’ 
of a research program. Landau (1981, 113) articulates Lakatosian ‘negative heuristic’ as the negative 
rules – an important rejection of counter positions, which highlights the program.  

Radical URs as artifacts embody iconoclasm, antagonism, opposition, and criticism presented in both 
theoretical and practical guises, define an author’s active position. Architect’s and architecture’s crit-
icism and self-criticism help to maintain the primary – social and cultural – purposes of architecture, 
architect Michael Sorkin (2014) writes. Tschumi (1996, 82) proposes a long existence of oppositions 
“reflected throughout the recent history of architecture.” When Henry van de Velde proclaimed or-
nament and Gesamtkunstwerk, a true nihilist Adolf Loos (1970, 20) fought against “the ornament 
disease” (1970, 24). The avant-garde art history is a confrontation and struggle of alternative artistic 
approaches: “order and disorder, structure and chaos, ornament and purity, rationality and sensual-
ity,” Tschumi (1990, 5:48) states. Art Nouveau décor excessiveness denies classicism symmetry; form 
and clarity of Modernism demonstrate rejection of organic aesthetics and its “sensuousness; … form-
less” (Tschumi 1996, 82); Postmodernism and Deconstructivism strive to work within a metaphor 
beyond pure form.  

Regarding avant-garde, Renato Poggioli (1968, 61) distinguishes “activism,” meaning “acting for the 
sake of acting,” and “antagonism” – “as acting a negative reaction.” Both forms are related to action. 
Poggioli refers Der Sturm, Russian Futurism, German expressionism to “activism,” and the Italian fu-
turists – to “antagonism.” Whereas activism aims at reform, and at a mere act, even “adventure” and 
“psychological dynamism,” antagonism implies an activity against something, against society and tra-
dition, Poggioli (1968, 28) indicates. The researcher (1968, 30) points to “hostility” that leads to “sec-
tarian spirit” in parallel with anarchism, whereas the latter induces an “individualistic revolt of the 
‘unique’ against society.” 

Opposition and criticism are guises of nihilism, skepticism, re-evaluation, and non-action. From a his-
torical perspective, an early interpretation of nihilism as a reassessment and refinement of values 
which appeared in the nineteenth century and could be found in texts of the revolutionary democrat 
Dmitry Pisarev - Russian nihilist, as Nikolai Berdyaev called him. Pisarev (1894, 4:500) introduced a 
principle of evaluating in aesthetics: “Any aesthetics, old or new, or the latest, is based definitely on 
the basic assumption that people need to amplify, purify, and improve the innate desire for beauty.” 
Appeared in the mid-to-late nineteenth century, revolutionary Russian nihilism declared radical re-
valuation of morality, ethics, and aesthetics; criticized social inequality, orthodox traditions, culture, 
political reforms, all national and human foundations. Nihilism, as a term, became associated with a 
cloud of meanings, mostly negative. Russian philosopher Semyon Frank (2000) defined nihilism as a 
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“denial or non-recognition of the absolute (objective) values.” Nihilism was interpreted as a negative 
state against life and, therefore, deemed to be unnatural. 

Friedrich W. Nietzsche, “the first perfect nihilist of Europe” (1968, 3), as he called himself, described 
“nihilism” as a stance when “the highest values devaluate themselves” (1968, 9). Nihilism expressed 
denial and criticism of everything traditional. Nihilism preceded the states of pessimism and deca-
dence, deriving from a loss of values and faith in morality, “meaninglessness” (1968, 9) of being, 
skepticism to Christianity, the death of God. Important for art, nihilism, following Nietzsche (1968, 
17), could be an indicator of power or weakness: “active” – “as a sign of increased power of the spirit” 
and “passive” – “as decline and recession of the power of the spirit.” In this way, the nihilism of artists, 
“the most spiritual human beings,” “representing happiness, beauty, goodness on earth” (2005, 58), 
played an active role demonstrating energy and potency to conceive art – “the great stimulus to life” 
(Nietzsche 2005, 204). 

Such a pessimistic and “childlike” (Nietzsche 1968, 419) nihilist of “active energy” (Nietzsche 1968, 
46) might be Adolf Loos, rejecting ornament, uselessness, excessiveness, décor that had no practical 
function both in theory, in Ornament and Crime, and his buildings (Vienna Goldman & Salatsch Build-
ing, Prague Villa Müller). “The evolution of culture is synonymous with the removal of ornament from 
utilitarian objects,” Loos (1970, 20) insisted. In Architecture and Nihilism, philosopher and politician 
Massimo Cacciari (1993, 199) states that Loos’ creation of “dwelling as an act of resistance” repre-
sents Nietzschean nihilism and the time featured by “overcoming” and “radical uprooting.” By eval-
uating “traditional symbolism” as worked out, architecture freed itself and became autonomous 
(Cacciari 1993, 204). 

Renato Poggioli (1968) analyzed nihilism as a phenomenon immanent to avant-gardism, presented 
by Surrealism and Dadaism. When in the previous paragraphs described activism and antagonism 
referred to action, its critical point – nihilism tended towards “attaining nonaction by acting, … de-
structive, not constructive labor” (1968, 61). Poggioli (1968, 64) asserted a psychological and social 
nature of nihilism accompanied by cynicism and skepticism, a “professional psychological defor-
mation” rather than being induced by external cultural issues. Modern artist’s nihilism occurred in 
“reaction and escape” – a reaction against mass culture and market pressing aesthetics by its vulgar 
laws; and escape far from it into a “new and paradoxical nirvana” (1968, 64), into freedom and au-
tonomy. 

Autonomy is a position of advocacy of the discipline, an important element contrast to opposition 
and nihilism, which are an explicit reaction to the external world. The autonomy of art means a pure 
art, art for its own sake, i.e., URs freed from compulsive utility, usefulness, or excessiveness, and 
focused on artistic internal issues. Autonomy in architecture, according to Anthony Vidler (2008b, 
17), is an “internal exploration and transformation of its own specific language.” Michael Hays (1998, 
ix) in the Oppositions Reader describes autonomy in architecture as a “self-organization into a body 
of formal elements and operations that separate it from any particular place and time.” Term “au-
tonomy” is often about the avant-garde. The autonomy of an architect or artist implies self-absorp-
tion, in terms of artistic activity, and self-alienation from real-life needs and pressure. Art critic Clem-
ent Greenberg (2005) states the “best artists are artists’ artists.” Poggioli (1968, 39) indicates that 
avant-garde artist is “by nature solitary and aristocratic; it loves the initiated and the ivory tower.” 
Concerning “art for its own sake,” Nietzsche (1968, 452) asserts its impossibility because all art has a 
great vital and optimistic life-affirming potency: “how could art be understood as purposeless, point-
less, l'art pour l'art?” – “Art and nothing but art! It is the great means of making life possible, the 
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great seduction to life, the great stimulant of life.” In the contemporary state of capitalism and com-
mercialization, such an idealistic and sublime understanding of art exists only in autonomous artistic 
discourse. Modern artist, according to Theodor Adorno (2002, 262), has to encounter an aporia: to 
integrate and sale the freedom or to defend the autonomy and to be “one harmless domain among 
others.”  

After WWII, commercialization has penetrated the architectural profession and directed its domain. 
In The Project of Autonomy, Pier Vittorio Aureli (2008) studies the autonomy of different guises, 
among which a modern “autonomous architecture,” liberated from and opposed to any external ex-
ploiting influence. A revolt and “refusal to reform the existing world” (2008, 12) elevated both in 
European and Atlantic architectural camps presented by the autonomy advocates Rowe, Eisenman, 
Rossi, and Tafuri. Modern Movement conceptual depletion motivated the appearance of critical dis-
course laid the basis for critical architectural theory in the 1970s. Rossi and Tafuri declared different 
understanding of autonomous architecture in front of capitalism and bourgeois culture, but both, not 
eliminating the time features, tried to analyze these processes and to propose a new alternative to 
capitalism: “autonomy was not the creation of politics and poetics ex nihilo but rather an audacious 
effort to appropriate the political realm to construct an alternative to capitalist domination” (Aureli 
2008, 14). Manfredo Tafuri saw the impossibility of architecture profession autonomy from exploiting 
and corroding its economy assumed architecture only as efficiency in industrial production. Tafuri 
stated “No ‘salvation’ is no longer to be found …: neither wandering restlessly in labyrinths of images 
so multivalent they end in muteness, nor enclosed in the stubborn silence of geometry content with 
its own perfection” (cited in Betsky 1990, 29). Tafuri diagnosed architecture autonomy as trouble in 
the capitalist era – it became pure building, without utopia, without ideological meaning (Hays 1998, 
xiii). Architectural autonomy defended by Rossi meant a theory of reconstruction of social, cultural, 
and political values independent from any technocratic power (Aureli 2008, 13), that his architecture 
demonstrated by a reduction to simple archetypes (Ikonnikov 2002, 2:257). 

Several institutions worked on architectural autonomy, marrying theory and philosophy, and building 
architectural criticism (Betsky 1990, 62): already mentioned Woods’ RIEA, the Institute for Architec-
ture and Urban Studies (IAUS), the Instituto Universitario di Architettura di Venezia (IUAV), and Ar-
chitectural Association (AA). In Italy, critical theory was displayed in Casabella continuita; the Ameri-
can Institute for Architecture and Urban Studies put out Oppositions magazine. Oppositions – “ex-
traordinary apparatus for the production of architecture theory” (Hays 1998, ix) was established in 
1973 by Eisenman, Frampton, and Gandelsonas. Gandelsonas’ theme embraced semiotics and ideol-
ogy of contemporary culture; Frampton developed critical theory, and Eisenman researched internal 
formal architectural categories. Later, the magazine combined various, also conflicting, international 
theories by Tafuri, Vidler, Foster, Rowe, Venturi, and other thinkers. Michael Hays in the Oppositions 
Reader stated that design, working within its “closed system” (Diana Agrest, cited in Hays 1998, ix), 
tends to conscious autonomization in conditions of market penetration, vulgarization, and ubiquitous 
media culture, as well as due to modernism utility and standardization principles. Architects maintain 
in their theories an architectural autonomy by discovering, reinventing, and re-coding discipline (Hays 
1998, xii). 

Criticism, rejection, active or passive nihilism, and maintaining an autonomy are an important “pro-
tective belt” for the architecture “hard core” and new generative hypotheses, using Lakatosian (1999) 
terms. By opposition, by building radical theoretical or physical URs, architects-experimentalists, pi-
oneers, thinkers violate incongruous system, and drive the discipline evolution, or, revolution.  
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Genius-effect 

Art is individual and elite. Nothing great or beautiful could be common property: pulchrum est 
paucorum hominun [beauty is for the few] 
− Nietzsche, Twilight of the Idols. Skirmishes of an untimely man 
 
 
Genius-effect = inborn talent, natural gift + liberal spirit + creativity + autonomy + imagination, 
ingenuity + intuition + inspiration, energy, intoxication + easy execution of idea + joy + will 

 

Pioneer, nihilist, and experimentalist author of a radical UR is featured by a capability, a talent to 
conceive imagined worlds. In the aesthetic theory from Classical German Philosophy to Postmoder-
nity genius is characterized by inspiration and will, energy and ability to work, ingenuity, and imagi-
nation. Below, peculiarities of 'genius' are defined within different times' philosophical concepts on 
'genius' illustrated by talented German and Russian architects: Karl Gotthard Langhans - Immanuel 
Kant; Friedrich Gilly and Karl F. Schinkel - Georg W. F. Hegel; Henry van de Velde - Friedrich Nietzsche; 
Pavel Suzor - Nikolai Berdyaev; and Hans Scharoun - Theodor Adorno. 

In the late eighteenth century, philosophy thought concerns with an idea of genius. At that time, any 
person expressing himself “unconventionally as nature” (Adorno 2002, 171) could be a genius. 
Thanks to Immanuel Kant, a genius received a sublime, privileged, and elitist meaning. Kant (2000, 
200) states in the Critique of the Power of Judgment that beautiful art, and, consequently, “magnifi-
cent buildings,” appear as a creation of genius and its liberal spirit – an innate aspect of art. “Beautiful 
art is art of genius,” Kant (2000, 186) deduces, “Genius is the talent (natural gift) that gives the rule 
to art. … talent, as an inborn productive faculty of the artist.” A genius forms art under an individual 
reason and objectiveness: “a beauty fixed by a concept of objective purposiveness” (2000, 117). Fea-
tured by personal reasons and imagination the creation of art occurs as a play, a pleasant activity for 
the artist. Genius intuitively, “does not know … how the ideas for it [art] come to him” (2000, 187), 
creates works of art following sensations, omitting any established rules. Imagination operates as 
liberal from experience restrictions: “nature … can be transformed by us into something entirely dif-
ferent, namely into that which steps beyond nature” (2000, 192). Genius’ autonomous will, a “volun-
tary end” (2000, 199), intuition – a “free lawfulness of imagination,” and spirit constitute the law for 
art – an individual artist’s model of beauty. Characterized by the revival of the antiquity beauty laws, 
according to the nineteenth century guide-book The German Cicerone, the Enlightenment Age, when 
Kant lived and worked, was the epoch of passing away Baroque and rising Neoclassicism (lasted 1770-
1800). 

As an architect of beautiful art, a representative of Kantian genius, an influential Prussian royal self-
taught architect Karl Gotthard Langhans might be (Ebe 1898, 265) - a pioneer of German Neoclassi-
cism. European, German architects of that time built using classical orders, constructive systems, and 
laws of proportions, like the ancients in Greece and Rome, described in the “History of the Art of 
Antiquity” (1708) by Johann J. Winckelmann (Ebe 1898, 252). Langhans designed Berlin URs: Mohren 
street covered arcade (Mohrenkolonnaden) (1787), Tea pavilion (1788) in Gharlottenburg park, and 
– one of the most important – Berlin Brandenburg Gate (1788). In 1909, author Walther Theodor 
Hinrichs (1909, 2) wrote a biography of the architect – “one of the most notable personalities …; He 
carries along all changes of taste, always strives for new revelations…. He stays eclectic until the end.” 
Langhans’ coeval Zimmermann (cited in Hinrichs 1909, 2) described him as “one of the newest, best 
architects, for clean, simple, great style of the old art, he spreads the sense of daintiness and rela-
tionship among builders, artists and craftsmen.” These words about the self-taught architect are due 
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to an “inborn sense of style” (Hinrichs 1909, 82) developed early Neoclassicism in Germany. Langhans 
won the trust of the Prussian King Frederick William II, became the royal architect and this could be 
an argument to refer Langhans as genius. 

The late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in Germany are called the Period of Genius which 
started by innovative and breaking the rules poetry of Weimar Classicism - Goethe and Schiller (Hegel 
1975b, 1:26). In Lectures on Fine Art, Hegel (1975b, 1:280) studies an artist as a “subjective productive 
activity” to cause a beautiful art and ideal as a realization of beautiful. Hegel (1975b, 1:157) defines 
ideal as a self-sufficient, self-contained, joyful and satisfied in itself artwork, all that might be called 
as an autonomy of work: “The ideal work of art confronts us like a blessed god. … This force of indi-
viduality, this triumph of concrete freedom concentrated in itself.” The philosopher emphasizes the 
artist’s spirit and creative imagination, a capability to capture the objective reality being incited by it. 
Hegel sees a work of art as a combination of a fancy, emotion, and a rational thinking. The philosopher 
concludes three characteristics of genius. The first, genius denotes a subjective “productive activity 
of imagination” (1975b, 1:283), an ability to configure an original, individual, work of art rationally, 
and with inspiration. A talent is a capacity to do something perfectly, a pure skill without inspiration. 
The second characteristic refers to the inborn nature of genius and talent presented in intuition, 
emotions, spontaneity, and naturalness. The third aspect of genius appears in the easy and natural 
execution of a work of art, without hard labor. Hegel (1975a, 2:630) defines the history of architec-
ture as an objectivation of the “Idea of beauty and art.” According to the philosopher, the building 
has a purpose (end) – a utilitarian parameter far from fine art, and a symbolic meaning represented 
in architectonics – different proportions of these features result in three forms of architecture: sym-
bolic, classical, and romantic. A symbolic or independent − a building for nation unification (Egyptian 
obelisk and temple); classical − a beautiful and useful Greek edifice presenting rational and imagina-
tive intentions; romantic − a Moorish, Gothic or German architecture served for the utilitarian pur-
poses (1975a, 2:633).  

The German Cicerone described its nineteenth century as a prime time of arts and science, illustrated 
by “Kosmos” of Alexander von Humboldt, works of Brothers Grimm, by inventions of the telephone, 
locomotive, the typewriter, and as a century of wars and revolutions led to “kein gemeinsamem 
Deutsches Vaterland mehr” [no common German Fatherland more] (Ebe 1898, 271). In this unstable 
time, architect Karl Friedrich Schinkel started in Berlin a “great construction activity … [in] Hellenistic 
Renaissance” (Ebe 1898, 273) style. Schinkel studied architecture directed by Berlin architect and 
close friend Friedrich Gilly, who early, at the age of twenty-eight years old, passed away, and whose 
uncompleted works Schinkel promised to finish (Neumeyer 1994, 10). Gilly designed architecture 
using simple forms: cubes, pyramids, and spheres (Toman, Borngässer, and Bednorz 2009, 243). Bi-
ographer Franz Kugler (1842, 15) stated that Schinkel reflected Gilly’s genius, the sense of beauty, 
will, and energy. In parallel with architecture practice, the architect taught at the Royal Academy of 
Arts in Berlin, became Professor, and later took the highest position of the Upper-Land Building Di-
rector (Ober-Landes-Baudirektor), defining this way the national architecture. Most of the buildings, 
created by Schinkel, refer to Romantic Classicism, as it is called today. The architect experimented 
with combining different new and past styles, and constructive forms (Toman, Borngässer, and Bed-
norz 2009, 243). Kugler (1842, 23) described Schinkel art as presenting “the inner spirit of ancient 
art, he develops entirely new and peculiar compositions with perfect freedom.” Among the most 
notable buildings, several should be named: the New Guardhouse (die Neue Wache), completed in 
1816, and represented an adaptation of Greek antiquity to the modern needs; the Konzerthaus Berlin 
at the Gendarmenmarkt (das Schauspielbaus auf dem Gendarmenmarkt) rebuilt after the old Theatre 
fire in 1821-1822 (Ebe 1898, 273), Gothic Alexander Nevsky chapel in the Alexandria Park of Peterhof; 
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and – the most famous UR – Berlin Altes Museum erected in 1823-30. Kugler (1842, 5) wrote that 
Schinkel did not have a beautiful appearance but had an attractive “spirit of Beauty lived in him, … 
powerful and evident.”  

In the late nineteenth century, Friedrich W. Nietzsche characterizes genius in terms of an emotional 
and personal nature, a predominance of a subject over reality. In the manuscript Wille zur Macht [The 
will to power], the philosopher defines genius – a creator of newness as self-contained, autonomous, 
self-sufficient: “The individual is something quite new which creates new things, something absolute” 
(1968, 403). Talented artists, “the most spiritual human beings” (2005, 58), conceive art, milestones 
of culture, with incredible power, strength, and energy. Nietzsche argues that an architect creates 
art by will, not merely by pure fancy, vision (Apollinian state), or emotion (Dionysian state): “Archi-
tects do not represent а Dionysian or an Apollinian state: for them it is the great act of will, the will 
that moves mountains, the intoxication of the great will that demands to be art” (2005, 197). Nie-
tzsche (1968, 428–29) deduces psychological states of an artist’s personality obsessed with an idea, 
acutely feeling (painful more than pleasure): 

1. intoxication: the feeling of enhanced power; the inner need to make of things a reflex of one's 
own fullness and perfection 
2. the extreme sharpness of certain senses … 
3. the compulsion to imitate: an extreme irritability through which a given example becomes con-
tagious … A kind of deafness and blindness towards the external world…  

To emphasize the genius’ autonomy, even antagonism towards reality, Nietzsche asserts that milieu 
just stimulates and fuels artistic creative energy. The philosopher (1968, 47) declares an individual 
dominance: “Against the doctrine of the influence of the milieu and external causes: the force within 
is infinitely superior; much that looks like external influence is merely its adaptation from within.” 
Being independent, genius can be defined only in terms of its own will and power. 

A clear illustration of Nietzsche's definition of genius, a multitalented Belgian Art Nouveau artist and 
architect Henry van de Velde might be.1 After Nietzsche's fatality, the philosopher’s sister Elisabeth 
Förster-Nietzsche ordered van de Velde the renovation of villa Silberblick for the archive and museum 
purposes. This occasion, of course, did nothing to refer the architect to genius-artist, to use terms of 
Nietzsche, in contrast to Henry van de Velde’s manifestoes. Grand Duke of Saxony-Weimar, Wilhelm 
Ernst, invited the architect to be the art adviser of the organization the German industrial union 
Werkbund and to establish the Academy of Applied Arts in Weimar. In 1903, Henry van de Velde 
proposed the main principles of functional aesthetics in the lecture’s publication Lay Sermons on 
Applied Art. The publication started with a Program, where the artist appealed “Think rationally, cul-
tivate artistic sensibility! Each one of us today can do this for himself; if only a large number of people 
do this a new social atmosphere will be brought about” (cited in Conrads 1970, 13). Henry van de 
Velde realized the manifesto in the Academy of Applied Arts - not a traditional school, rejected the 
imitation of the styles of the past, denied standardization, and claimed individual style and arts’ syn-
thesis (Gesamtkunstwerk). The artist always ardently defended a new art, relevant art: from Art Nou-
veau organic to logic and functional aesthetics. In Die Renaissance im Modernen Kunstgewerbe [The 
Renaissance in Modern Arts and Crafts], van de Velde proclaimed: “The juices of beauty are rising 
again. ... we were so silly, to expect and to believe that the emergence of a new religion must precede 
the new birth of art” (1901, 148). Each phrase of van de Velde sounded as an assertion of modern 
art as salvation. 

 
1 A conceptual link between Nietzsche and van de Velde is inspired by the doctoral thesis of Ole W. Fischer 
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Like previous philosophers but a bit more mystical understanding of an artist, the early twentieth-
century Russian religious philosopher Nikolai Berdyaev expounds. Berdyev, a nobleman by birth, 
worked in the Russian Empire until his expulsion from the Soviet Russian Republic in 1922 because of 
his critical position to the revolution and the Soviet regime. In the Meaning of the Creative Act, the 
philosopher highlights a primacy of liberal creativity originating from irrationality and enigma. Ber-
dyaev suggests an art of sacred origin cannot be utilitarian or rational. “Creativity is inseparable from 
freedom. Just a free creates,” the philosopher (2006b, 151) states. Artists are free “spiritual aristo-
crats” (2006a, 155), not aristocrats by blood but by talent. Berdyaev insists on the naturalness of 
social inequality and the artist’s privilege of being free from any equalization; an artist has an elitist, 
autonomous status: “By democratic path ‘sciences’ and ‘arts’ cannot be conceived, … prophets and 
apostles do not appear. Closing aristocratic sources of culture is drying of all sources” (2006a, 123). 
An artist as a representative of a special, noble class, not belonging to any social stratum, creates a 
“divine superfluity” (2007, 558) of art for the society, the oeuvre “blossomed” (2007, 564) for every-
one. 

A true “spiritual aristocrat” and cultural elite representative, Saint Petersburg architect Pavel Suzor 
authored more than eighty buildings, today tourist landmarks, in Saint Petersburg, for instance, fa-
mous Singer House (the House of a Book). This unique building, finished in 1904, represented early 
Art Nouveau in Petersburg, and innovative Suzor’s approach: the first building in the city with a metal 
structure, filled with masonry. The architect experimented with new constructive systems, decora-
tions, color polished granite as a finish material, urban and interior articulation of the building. Suzor 
(cited in Isachenko 2010, 112) asserted the importance of experimentation and implementation of 
new constructions and materials as motivated by the “spiritual and material needs of society.” 
Worked for rich clients, Suzor, supporting democratic views, designed also different public buildings 
– medical, cultural, and educational – free of charge, for people (Isachenko 2010, 115). In parallel 
with architectural practice, the architect actively participated in cultural propaganda – at the age of 
twenty years old, Suzor with other like-minded young professionals established the periodical 
“Zodchij,” organized exhibitions, and taught at the St. Petersburg Institute of Civil Engineers (Isa-
chenko 2010, 119). Inspiring declarations about the role of art as a social renewal and real deeds 
present Suzor as a talented leader of strong spiritual energy. 

Postmodernist Theodor Adorno in Aesthetic theory criticizes Kantian understanding of genius as 
purely subjective. Adorno (2002) insists on the dissociation of genius as a subject in favor of the genial 
value of a particular work of art. Art has a subjective origin but genius work presents a “historicophil-
osophical objectivity” (authenticity) conjunction with the “freedom of emancipated individual” 
(2002, 170). The genius artwork as a paradoxical “dialectical knot” combines individual freedom and 
dependence on time and place. Unconventionality and a parameter of validity mark out the object of 
art as genial: “The signature of the genial in art is that the new appears by virtue of its newness as if 
it had always been there” (2002, 171). Adorno describes genial artists as having an emotional illness: 
“Those who produce important artworks are not demigods but fallible, often neurotic and damaged, 
individuals” (2002, 171). This statement, probably, does not refer to Hans Scharoun who has designed 
Berlin Philharmonie, perhaps, an ideal illustration of the postmodernist genius work. Adorno (2002, 
44) defines the Philharmonie as beautiful because of its architectural – formal – expression follows 
the functional program: 

Great architecture gains its suprafunctional language when it works directly from its purposes, 
effectively announcing them mimetically as the work's content. … Scharoun's Philharmonic Hall 
in Berlin is beautiful because, in order to create the ideal spatial conditions for orchestral music, 
it assimilates itself to these conditions rather than borrowing from them.  
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Scharoun creates an alternative to modernist boxes - an expressionistic gold polygonal sculpture of 
the Philharmonie, described by him (cited in Ikonnikov 2002, 2:116) as “Music as the center was from 
the beginning a leading idea, shaped the concert hall of the new Philharmonie.” Scharoun built the 
Philharmonie in 1960-63, in the period of new development after WWII. Although Adorno (2002, 
315) characterizes German postwar architecture as “the need to construct buildings … more press-
ing” and “pitiful,” Scharoun’s Philharmonie as a genial work demonstrates both time challenge and 
artistic freedom, induced, eventually, an appearance of Postmodernism. 

 

Concluding, a radical UR is always a creature of an outstanding individual, talent, or genius. As a sum-
mary of criteria, diagnosed by philosophers and presented by architects since the eighteenth century 
until now, a genius is an inborn gift, sensual and liberal. Being an autonomous spiritual elite, he em-
bodies the power and energy to create something original and perfect. For genius, creation is a play, 
pleasant artistic activity — artist models a concept of beauty, a product of imagination. Probably, 
genius endows a UR (a genial work) with an influential power capable to change not only profession, 
style, architecture but also cities and society. When an activity of an architect renders a genius, is 
Genius-effect a result of an intentional experiment? Probably not because of a natural origin of talent. 
Genius-effect is an unintentional outcome of experimentation; a capability and intuition give an im-
pulse to experimentation.  
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Halo-\ Celebrity-effect 

Halo-\ Celebrity-effect = cosmopolitan + winner + seducer + charisma (star) + self-promoter + 
signature 

The fame of URs, a manifestation of socio-cultural influence entailing or intertwining with other in-
fluences, is often induced by an architect, “star” or “signature” in a contemporary state of popular 
architects-celebrities. In contrast to genius as an inborn capacity, celebrity-architects (that does not 
imply ungifted) act intentionally as public and media personalities to win prominence, a halo-effect, 
and, as a subsequence, commissions. 

The architect profession varies in time reflecting national, social, and cultural hierarchy – from gov-
erning status of a “prototypical architect” (Kostof 1977, 3) in ancient Egypt to a modern cosmopolitan 
star architect. The word “architect” originates from Greek ‘arkhitektōn’, where ‘arkhi-’ is ‘chief’, and 
‘tektōn’ − ‘builder’. Historian Spiro Kostof (1997, 3) writes that “through the centuries, only a fraction 
of the built environment has ever been affected by the architectural profession.” An architect as a 
profession appeared because of a need for advanced buildings’ erection. The first known architect 
Egyptian Imhotep, Greek Daedalus, as well as other architects of the past were well educated, had a 
“gift of invention,” but were not privileged, although differed from builders and artisans (Kostof 1977, 
3). In ancient times, architects gained attention that literary heritage illustrated, for instance, Egyp-
tian texts, Homerian poems, Plato, Pythagoras, Plutarch philosophy, and Thales of Miletus (Nikolayev 
1984, 15), Vitruvius writings, and other historical resources. When in the third century AD Rome an 
architect profession became a state service (a few worked as free) and got a mass character, caused 
by the city capital status, population rise, and an urgent need in utilitarian and monumental buildings 
(Nikolayev 1984, 89), in the sixteenth century AD Renaissance Italy a profession acquired individual-
ity, and an architect came of a noble family. Renaissance architects participated in closed competi-
tions that “led to rivalry and jealousy in a contest for money and fame” (Nikolayev 1984, 191).  

Architectural practice in its modern meaning took shape in the nineteenth century, with a tendency 
to narrow specialization (Ibelings 2014, 34). In the twentieth century, during the totalitarian regime, 
Soviet architects worked in state institutes; the individual practice was eliminated, but architecture 
had household names connected with progressive and important projects and buildings (Barkhin 
1979, 177). Since the 1960s, or 80s in some countries, an architect’s individuality celebrates relative 
freedom and opportunities of expression. But in all times, a building requires a solid investment, both 
in means of finance and labor; architects work for the powerful, the wealthy, church, business, and 
governmental bodies, for those who can afford a building. In the nineteenth century, Nietzsche 
(2005, 197) insisted that “architects have always been inspired by the most powerful people; archi-
tects have always been under the spell of power.” In the twenty-first century, Jencks (2005, 16–17) 
writes that “building art reflects its time, and the Modern Ages is, well, commercial.” And, although, 
“architects … are relatively powerless compared to politicians, developers, journalists, and business-
men,” Jencks (1997a, 21) indicates, “they do, however, … have some control of the architectural lan-
guage and the messages sent.”  

Architect-celebrity is featured by criteria like any celebrity: strong personality, image, style, theatrical 
character, and self-advertisement. Even in big teams, there is one “signature” architect. A signature, 
as well as a brand, plays a marketing role promoting “the unique person” – to create a “signature-
effect … metonym … of an originating author or artist, even though the making of any work of art 
involves an extended number of participants” (Frow, cited in McNeill 2009, 67). A signature, accord-
ing to researcher Donald McNeill (2009, 68), guarantees originality. McNeill (2009, 62) points out 
three characteristics of so-called “starchitect” – architect-celebrity: 
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First, they are identifiable individuals, with a name, a face and … some kind of authored book. 
…they have a … charisma that will draw a paying audience … to hear them …  
Second, they are often associated with striking shapes, surfaces, or concepts. … their buildings 
become famous, more so than the individual, at least to the broader public. … 
Third, … these individuals have a strong capacity for self-promotion. … They are, effectively, em-
bodiments of the adage that celebrities are made not born, they are social products of history 
rather geniuses whose intrinsic skills have surfaced through an evolutionary impulse.  

Globalization opens new possibilities for contemporary progressive and active architects who be-
come cosmopolitan international stars. Historically, traveling and international recognition feature 
talented and successful architects, who move in a flux of chances. In the seventeenth century, Louis 
XVI warmly asked Italian architect Bernini to come to France to work on the Louvre (Nikolayev 1984, 
240; McNeill 2009, 1). In the eighteenth century, Peter the Great invited European engineers, mas-
ters, businessmen, and architects to build St. Petersburg, for instance, Trezzini, Le Blond, Schädel, 
Schlüter, et al. (Nikolayev 1984, 275). Grand Duke of Saxony-Weimar Wilhelm Ernst employed Henry 
van de Velde, Austrian Art Nouveau representative, to establish in Weimar the Academy of Applied 
Arts, and develop the German industrial union Werkbund. In the 1940s, a redefinition of commercial 
architecture in the USA owed much to Gropius, Mies van der Rohe, and Breuer, compelled to leave 
Germany due to Bauhaus repression by Nazism (McNeill 2009, 1). Opened borders in the postwar 
time have enabled traveling, participation in competitions, and self-promotion.  

In Global Architect, McNeill (2009, 35) studies the “star system” of global architect-celebrity, ap-
peared after the 1950s, as a product of globalization and hypermobility; new global “elite architects” 
– charismatic designers or large firms focus on both global and domestic markets. Celebrity-architects 
build all over the world “signature” architecture. Regarding this global iconicity diffusion, architec-
tural historian Hans Ibelings (2014, 203) says that “the undoubted uniqueness of these architects and 
their projects is determined, paradoxically, by their omnipresence.” In the time of reproduction an 
artwork value is substituted by the artist’s name who multiplies one original work as typical, historian 
Rappaport (2009) considers. Leslie Sklair (2006, 31) distinguishes three groups of architects-celebri-
ties or when an “architect is iconic”: Gehry, Foster, Koolhaas, and recently deceased Hadid compose 
the first top group; the second group unifies thirty world-known architects (Chipperfield, Mayne, Pi-
ano, et al.), and the last third group is formed by “firms producing many locally successful typical 
icons,” Sklair (2017, 131–32) suggests, implying under “typical icons” imitations of unique icons. Firms 
without a brand of signature architect are not so famed. Creating a wow-architecture is a recipe to 
become an iconic architect: “architects who don’t compete for these jobs may consign themselves 
to the second rank, don’t themselves become the “iconic architects” who are on everybody’s lips, 
and short-lists,” Jencks (2006, 8) insists. A temporary status of an architect-celebrity, likewise a crea-
tion, is governed by fashion. 

A symbiosis of architects and market forces iconic design, and a struggle between architects that 
French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu (1983) defines as works of art as a material object produced by 
artists and as a meaning produced by publishers, critics, et al. who deliver and present to the public 
a symbolic value to be known and recognized. Works of art are symbolic when they are “socially 
instituted as works of art” (Bourdieu 1983, 318), dependent on different external conditions, powers, 
and agents (institutions, galleries, etc.). Bourdieu (1983, 321) characterizes the artistic field as “a field 
of struggle” where two principles of hierarchization encounter: the principle of economic and politic 
domination, and the autonomous artistic principle. “The restricted” and “mass” parts of the architec-
tural field unify different architects - creators of taste: one serves the masses, other “taste makers” 
compete for a worthy commission (Jones 2011, 15). Huxtable (1997, 113) indicates that “the big 
names – the ‘signature architects’” are used by builders “who find that architectural celebrities can 
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be sold as status symbols like any other designer item,” while other architects serve the commercial 
clients “offering market versions of make-believe or ameliorating, when permitted, the kind of 
schmaltzy bricolage favored by most builders and their buyers.” Creators of the “icons of a consumer 
culture” (Betsky 1997, 15) are saleable similarly - to hire a famous architect is a guaranty of a suc-
cessful building. Architects’ names and portraits are popularized on glossy magazine pages, granting 
world fame, critics’ positive response, and thus the client's profit. Contemporary architects – taste-
makers not only participate in the restricted design contests but pay for fame to be recognized and 
commissioned. It seems architects who do not contribute much to public relations do not participate 
in competitions, have not an active position in a professional circle and public scene will hardly man-
age to become global, famous, rich, and internationally commissioned stars. 

An architect works in competitions – open and closed – a traditional mechanism of self-promotion. 
Competition is a lottery of success, fame, or fail. Of course, even not won work but presented at the 
exhibition gains interest and promotes the studio (McNeill 2009, 45). If open contests engage differ-
ent professionals, young and experienced, the closed competitions are a battlefield of the “restricted 
subfield,” borrowing Bourdieu’s (1983) term, of starchitects, and usually end by a commission. Soci-
ologist Jones (2011, 33) calls such competitions as an “internal struggle within the architectural field 
of the restricted subfield on material and symbolic capital.” Rybczynski (2002) sees architectural com-
petitions, where stararchitects are short-listed, as a risk for localities and architecture, confined by a 
wow-architectonics obsession: “The charged atmosphere promotes flamboyance rather than careful 
thought, and favors the glib and obvious over the subtle and nuanced.” In “The Franchising of Archi-
tecture,” Rybczynski (2014) emphasizes a role of “locatects” who intuitively create for native cities. 

To win, to get fame and commission, an architect tries to seduce the client and public by talent, 
proposal, and charisma. A usual architect behavior – as a service labor – means subordination, and, 
often, conformity. This position is compelled, although, a rare audacious genius resists untoward 
conditions, expresses opposition, as paragraphs on nihilist and genius demonstrate. Soviet historian 
Nikolaev (1984, 190) gave a curious case of an architect resistance in the Enlightenment epoch when 
architect Rustici called his client – Florentian merchants guild – as a “herd of wild donkeys.” The 1st 
century BC Roman architect and theoretician Vitruvius (2006, 35) described an attempted seduction 
of the Ancient Greek kingdom of Macedon King Alexander the Great by Greek architect Dinocrates 
of Rhodes. Dinocrates designed a city built from Mount Athos in the form of a man body holding in 
one hand a city, and in the other – a big bowl for water. To attract the King, the handsome architect 
rubbed the body with oil, got on a lion skin, and came to the King court. Caught Alexander’s eye, 
Dinocrates presented his idea. Although due to practical considerations, the project was not ac-
cepted, Dinocrates surprised the King and was employed for the service. This eccentricity seems to 
be, to a greater or lesser extent, a professional idiosyncrasy, applicable to modern architectural stars. 
At the 1997 conference “Urban Passages,” Nouvel and Baudrillard (2002, 5) talk about singular archi-
tecture that “revolves around a world of seduction.” Nouvel (2002, 8) speaks about a “game” starting 
in the conversation with the developer, all that is not restricted and not “said” is a space of freedom, 
and play. In Mass. Identity. Architecture, Baudrillard (2003, 138) supposes a seduction of good archi-
tecture as an ability to “dual relationship… the object must get into the game, … and when it does, 
the one who stands in front of it starts getting involved and plays with it.”  

The best architects – talented and\or popular - are sparkling, and fading when fashion changes. An 
adverse of fame is losing artistic freedom, satisfying business, and the economy.  
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SSummary: Authorship Experiment 

A singular UR is an experimental entity. It influences intentionally to change certain environments 
that may entail unintentional effects as well. A UR – as an authorship experiment objectivation – 
changes an internal architectural environment; it affects both profession and discipline. By “trial and 
error, by switching from one hypothesis to another till one is found” (Gombrich 2000, 327), active 
experimentalists, restless and talented pathbreakers blaze a trail for new thinking and design, reject 
perceived as irrelevant systems and beliefs, proclaim, realize, defend, and rush new utopias, and ar-
chitecture evolution. In a search of commissions and fame, cosmopolitan and charismatic players 
seduce different agents and localities to order their URs, which in parallel affects a dependence of 
artistic freedom, an increase of competition, risk, and pressure on young professionals.  

Creating a singular UR, an author may induce an attachment of a range of labels to an architect pro-
fession, although in some cases (a natural gift - genius) involuntarily: 

experimentalist 

pioneer 

nihilist and oppositionist  

genius (talent) 

celebrity  

 

The following table summarizes the effects and conditions.  

 

Table 3. 1 Authorship Experiment Effects and Conditions 

 
  
 
  
 
  
Authorship   
experiment 

 
Experimentalist-effect  

trial & error + challenge + research + test of idea, 
theory, utopia + play + risk + intuition + heuristic + 
uncertainty, diffidence 

Pioneer-effect manifesto, research program + revolutionary + 
movement, style 

Nihilist-Oppositionist-
effect 

reevaluation, rejection + criticism + autonomy + 
theory 

 
 

Genius-effect  

inborn talent, natural gift + liberal spirit + creativity + 
autonomy + imagination, ingenuity + intuition + 
inspiration, energy, intoxication + easy execution of 
idea + joy + will 

Halo-\Celebrity-effect cosmopolitan + winner + seducer + charisma (star) + 
self-promoter + signature 

 

The analyzed in Appendix 3.1 German and Russian contemporary URs’ authors conduct experiments, 
write manifestoes, publish articles, participate in events, and promote their names. Foster, Tchoban, 
Egeraat, Koolhaas, Hadid, Libeskind, Chipperfield, et al. go beyond any borders to expand their ideas 
and brands. Russian A-B studio (2015) made futurology thought experiments. Barkow Leibinger 
(2014) designed a “Kinetic Wall.” Volkwin Marg (1989), a leader of gmp, develops a concept of inter-
active “Musitektur.” Regarding manifestoes, all named architects declare main principles. Allmann 
Sattler Wappner Architekten (2019) states “Quality is one of our core values. In our definition, quality 
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stands for commitment to design and precision.” Behnisch Architekten (2019) asserts that “the social 
dimension is fundamental to our design philosophy, … architecture is generated by the needs of peo-
ple, needs that may be spiritual as well as being material.” Moscow architect Asadov (2019) proclaims 
“We create unique architectural solutions, endowed with a bright idea and strength charging the 
surrounding space.” Most of the studied architects work as theoreticians and teachers. Jürgen Mayer 
wrote a monograph Could Should Would, Sergei Tchoban launched magazine “speech:”; Rem Kool-
haas is famous by texts (the latest Elements of Architecture). A label of celebrity is relevant to all 
mentioned architects, their names are subject of professional and public media.
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33.2. Architectonic Experiment 

It is an object of art, use, and mystery all at the same time. 
 Betsky, Icons, magnets of meaning 

 
Dissonance, the seal of everything modern.  

 Adorno, Aesthetic theory 
 

Nature … can be transformed by us into something entirely different, namely into that which 
steps beyond nature.  

 Kant, Critique of the Power of Judgment  
 

Architecture is three things in combination: art, utility, and mysticism. 
 Estonian architect Vilen Künnapu 

 

The UR’s architectonics - a “form and matter” (Davies 2011, 42) - can be of any style, size, construc-
tion, or material used, although an inductive study of multiple famous URs’ morphologies in Chapter 
1 has distinguished a solitaire autonomous structures (called ‘Solid’) as dominant in compare with 
forms adjacent to host constructions (Appendix 1.9). The one feature that explains the influence of a 
UR on architecture discipline is its experimental nature. UR’s architectonics, or “Architectonic exper-
iment,” – as an object of the authorship experiment and an embodiment of a certain manifesto, con-
cept, paradigm, or a “research program,” borrowing Lakatosian (1999) term, - generates influence 
on architecture due to intentional experimentation aimed at concrete outputs.  

Appendix 3.1 illustrates modern (1955-2015) German and Russian URs’ morphology. The pie chart of 
German URs’ demonstrates that “Urban Solid,” “Cluster” as the most used, i.e., ensembles, groups 
of houses, and giant extended urban structures, that marks an active and vast urban transformation 
and redefinition of cities. The pie chart of Russian URs also presents a building of big structures and 
landscape forms - “Cluster,” “Topographic,” “Urban Solid,” but “Solid” morphotype - in-fill buildings 
– is dominant. Developers, state, and state-private partnerships commission large-scale projects, and 
order monumentality and gigantism. Therefore, “Architectonic experiment” is hardly pure artistic ex-
perimentation of an architect who works in symbiosis with external agents. An internal architectonic 
experiment is partly external, i.e., used as a tool by external agents. 

 

The following subchapter “Architectonic Experiment” has a purpose to define effects on the archi-
tectural environment, produced by a radical UR: monumentality, monster-beauty appearance, sin-
gularity, attractor \ visual, symbol-icon, and invention \ innovation effects. 
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Monumentality-effect 

Monumentality-effect = expressive, impressive form + sculpture + gigantism + significance + na-
tional symbol, monument 

Singular influential URs are often monumental – influencing senses, expressive and impressive that 
can be achieved formally by a giant size, suppressing the surroundings, and strong meaning. Follow-
ing Plato’s understanding of a form as Eidos – idea, eternal, and his pupil Aristotle’s interpretation of 
a form as a dynamic matter (material), an architectural form is an objectification of the idea and 
function. In different times, monumentality, which refers to sculptural quality, features a form in-
tended to impress the beholder and express the power, status, or idea. 

Historically, monumentality distinguishes “the fixing of order” (Betsky 1997, 35) grandiose palaces, 
cathedrals, memorials, and monuments. Monumentality, according to Sigfried Giedion (1944, 552–
53), is originated “from the eternal need of the people to own symbols which reveal their inner life, 
their actions, and their social conceptions.” Monumentality – a characteristic of architectural signifi-
cance, tremendousness presented in the building grand dimensions and emphasized meaning, re-
lated to the epoch, individual architect’s approach, and symbol. Monumentality is inherent to singu-
lar edifices erected in honor of extraordinarily victorious or commemorative events, nobility power 
and wealth, and loftiness, - “only for the highest purpose” (Giedion 1944, 550) (Figure 18). A monu-
mental UR serves first and foremost as an expression of the epoch, a monument, and a national 
treasure for the next generations. 

 

Figure 18. Denkmal der Märzgefallenen, Weimar, Gropius, 
1921 

Source: SLUB / Deutsche Fotothek, Rabich, Waltraud, 
1974. Walter Gropius (1883-1969). Denkmal der Märzge-
fallenen. Beton, 1921 (1945 neu errichtet). Weimar, Neuer 
Friedhof. Available from: Deutsche Fotothek, 
http://www.deutschefoto-
thek.de/documents/obj/33127400 (accessed May 12, 
2020). Copyright - Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International 
(CC BY-SA 4.0). 

 

Figure 19. D-tower, Doetinchem, the Netherlands, NOX, 
1999-2004  

Source: Michielverbeek, 22 July 2012. Doetinchem, mod-
ern street art: de D-toren. Available from: Wikimedia Com-
mons, https://commons.wiki-
media.org/wiki/File:Doetinchem,_de_D-
toren_foto4_2012-07-22_15.09.jpg (accessed May 12, 
2020). Copyright - Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported (CC 
BY-SA 3.0). 

Grandiose monumentality features the architectural heritage – the Greek and Roman, Gothic, Re-
naissance, Baroque architecture, palaces, cathedrals, triumphant arches, and splendor monuments. 
The Renaissance architecture revealed and worked within the past monumentality, or, citing Lewis 
Mumford (1996, 404) – “the architects of the Renascence had turned to the dead for inspiration: as 
if the breath of life could come from the tomb.” Before gathered pace industrialization, the URs’ form 
also appeals to tradition and style like in St. Petersburg Alexandrinsky Theatre (1816-34) by Carlo 
Rossi (Ikonnikov 1986, 14), or the Konzerthaus Berlin (rebuilt after the fire old Theatre, 1821-22) by 
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Karl Friedrich Schinkel (Ebe 1898, 273). Based on succession and public taste, the monumental nine-
teenth-century Neoclassical URs express a harmonious ideal, elaborated proportions, and the classi-
cal canon that worked as a law regardless of the program for all buildings, varied only in size and 
decorations. In the late nineteenth century, the iron, glass, reinforced concrete (invented by gardener 
Joseph Monier in 1867) (Kavtaradze 2017, 399) URs, and “monstrous masses of red brick,” like 
Schinkel (cited in Kostof 1985, 576) has called factories, redefine the epoch. Rare transitional URs, 
for instance, Paris National Library of France Reading room (1862-68) by Henri Labrouste, adopted 
industrial methods to Neoclassical tradition (Ikonnikov 1986, 25). Unlike Labrouste, Peter Behrens 
emphasized the aesthetic value of constructive details locating them explicitly outside the building 
envelope. Nevertheless, Behrens’ AEG turbine factory (1909) in Berlin worked as a sculpture rather 
than a construction-defined architecture, decorative elements – corners and cornice had no struc-
tural function but created a monumentality and dramaturgy (Joedicke 1972, 63). The first true mon-
ument of the early twentieth century, as an expression of new challenges and possibilities, is the Eiffel 
Tower (1889), Giedion (1944, 551) states, “the only real monument of this period” when architecture 
“naked and rough, but … true.” 

In “The Need for a New Monumentality,” Giedion (1944, 550) concerned with “pseudo-monumen-
tality,” presented by Neoclassicism architecture, and taking shape in the Post-War time. In 1944, 
when the article was written, the historian found it critical to propose true monumentality expressing 
social, cultural, spiritual values embodied in public architecture. Theaters, museums, universities, 
temples, or concert halls must present monumentality not neglecting the real functional fulfillment, 
being fascinated with the “lifeless imitation” (Mumford 1996, 404), and not copying the past symbols: 
“architecture had to be cut off from the past, and … architects had to concentrate on functional 
problems and to grow up by them” (Giedion 1944, 556). The modernist architecture reflected this 
appeal. Modernism monumentality operates within a formula “form ever follows function” (Ikonni-
kov and Tsagarelli 1972, 44–45), associated with Chicago school and its representative Louis Sullivan 
who has written this phrase in a poem in 1896. A clear construction, dictated by standardization, 
industrial method of building, and new aesthetics when “Less is more” (Mies van der Rohe, cited in 
Ikonnikov 1986, 100) are attributes of the Modernist rationalism, labeled as functionalism in the 30s. 
Bauhaus Dessau Building (1926) by Walter Gropius, the Rusakov Workers’ Club (1929, formalism, 
constructivism) by Konstantin Melnikov, S. R. Crown Hall (1956) of the College of Architecture at the 
Illinois Institute of Technology in Chicago designed by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe are hallmarks of the 
Modernist rational monumentality where the whole structure follows the same formal idea and pre-
sent a spatial unity of interior and exterior. “The structure is the whole from top to bottom, to the 
last detail – with the same ideas,” Mies van der Rohe (cited in Frampton 1982, 161) formulates in 
1961.  

The postmodernist monumentality of the late 1960-70s expresses synthetic contextual and historical 
references, rejecting abstract lapidary Modernist approach based on function. “Where simplicity can-
not work, simpleness results. Blatant simplification means bland architecture. Less is a bore,” Robert 
Venturi (1977, 17) insists. Postmodernist monumentality is of multiple guises. In Transformations in 
Modern Architecture, American architect Arthur Drexler (1979, 10) defined three types of the leading 
approaches: sculptural forms (interpretations of Cubism and Expressionism), structural design (in-
tended to solve the technical problems), and regional or vernacular building (structural or sculptural 
forms adapted to the local traditions). Sculptural forms, which “body” is “tough,” “brutal,” “strong,” 
or organic imply concrete forms of Modernism, Brutalism, and Expressionism. Brutalism, for instance, 
demonstrates a combination of the “utilitarian aesthetic with sculptural inventions” to achieve “ag-
gressive effects of mass and weight” (Drexler 1979, 19). Brutalist Tricorn Wholesale Market (1962-
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65, Owen Luder), Kagawa Prefectural Gymnasium (1962-64, Tange), or London National Theatre 
(1967-76, Denys Lasdun & Partners) present large sculptural concrete monsters with grainy facades, 
and hypertrophied building elements. Expressionist, sculptural architecture is featured by a “pathet-
ical irrationality” (Joedicke 1972, 67), demonstrated by Bensberg City Hall (1962-69, Boehm), Berlin 
Philharmonic (1957-63, Scharoun), TWA Terminal (1957-62, Saarinen), Sydney Opera House (1956-
73, Utzon), or National Gymnasium for Olympias in Tokyo (1961-64, Tange). 

In today's nonlinearity, Aaron Betsky (1997, 35) states, monumental forms are smooth, marked by 
fluidity and “translucency that is both sensuous and light,” which NOX’s (Lars Spuybroek) interactive 
sculpture D-tower eloquently demonstrates (Figure 19). Jencks (2002, 2) supports Betsky by writing 
that architectural focus moves to the issues of cosmology, the theory of self-organization in general, 
and the use of CAD in particular. A new tool - an intelligent software, like Rhino, CATIA, Maya, etc., 
as well as new building materials, enable relative freedom in new forms’ articulation, effective solu-
tion search, and iteration of variants. Although supermodern architectural studios use new technol-
ogies to design, Gehry, Calatrava, Eisenman, Libeskind, Morphosis, Hadid (Rajagopal and Lynn 2013), 
and, probably, other experimentalists make rather paper models of their audacious monumental 
buildings than virtual, exploiting for digital models the knowledge of digital specialists: “Gehry himself 
prefers not even to see the screens of the computers” (Lawson 2006, 282). The computer must re-
spond to the hand, not otherwise, Libeskind (TED 2009) insists. 

Monumentality-effect implies a strong impression, and an expression presented in a great, persua-
sive form. 
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Monster-Beauty-effect 

Monster-Beauty-effect = radicality + modernity + refined form + raw form (otherness, hybrid)  

Mass and singular URs can be of any appearances, styles, sizes, as Appendix 3.1 demonstrates, and 
that Nouvel (2002, 67) points out - “In the case of singularity, the aesthetics of the object is not fun-
damental …. You may feel an object is ugly, uglier than ugly, monstrously ugly, and yet it can become 
in itself an entity that is absolutely essential.” Nevertheless, singular URs are famed for two radical 
and polar appearances: beautiful and monstrous, or ‘beauty’ and ‘monster’, both relatively rare idi-
osyncrasies, extraordinary, not average. In the following writing, beauty and monster architectonics 
differ by an approach and elaboration of a form, and its perception by the public. A beautiful UR 
means a harmonious, pleasant form, perfect, static, traditional, i.e., a refined and accepted, final ex-
perimental version, no matter how huge. A monstrous UR implies a hybrid, uncommon, dynamic, raw 
experimental version. Both types correspond to the previously mentioned revolutionary and evolu-
tionary URs. Beauty and monster are two forms, two ages of one art. 

The “beauty, which is conceived of as unique and absolute” (Poggioli 1968, 81) – implies traditional 
or refined forms or those that affect the pleasure of the most recipients. Beauty (old French “bealte,” 
lat. “bellum”) is one of the central themes in philosophical aesthetics, equally with goodness, truth, 
justice (Sartwell 2013, 2). Before the eighteenth century, beauty was associated with an object – it is 
objective. Plato assigned a beauty to a Form. In “Timaeus,” Demiurge – the God, the greatest “archi-
tect of all things” (Plato, cited in Jencks 1997b, 6), created the universe filled with the solids. Plato 
distinguished Five solids – ideal forms. Aristotle and Plato, representatives of the Classical Concept, 
defined beauty as an order, clear harmonious proportions, symmetry, golden ratio. The Parthenon 
represented this concept of beauty. 

A beautiful architecture, or classical, is originated in the Antiquity, and described by the Roman ar-
chitect and theoretician Vitruvius. Vitruvian (2005, 11) treatise The Ten Books on Architecture (De 
architectura libri decem) based on Aristotle's philosophy, Greek architectonics, and the principle “fir-
mitas, utilitas, venustas” (stability, functionality, beauty), and became canonical for the ongoing 
epochs. Vitruvius (2006, 21) characterized architecture as a unity of several elements: “Architecture 
consists of Order, which in Greek is called taxis, and arrangement, which the Greeks name diathesis, 
and of Proportion and Symmetry and Decor and Distribution which in the Greeks is called oecono-
mia.” In the Middle Ages, Vitruvian work was not lost, even Charlemagne had an idea of cultural 
renovation following Vitruvian principles.  

In the eighteenth-nineteenth centuries, beauty acquired an understanding of being rather a subjec-
tive aspect of pleasure, when “pleasure … [-] not the effect but the origin of beauty” (Sartwell 2017). 
Kant (2000, 185) understood the beautiful art as an object of taste, and as based on the subject’s 
disinterested aesthetical judgment: “beautiful which pleases in the mere judging (neither in sensation 
nor through a concept).” In the Critique of Judgment (1790) Kant (2000, 184) defined the beautiful 
art as autonomous but with a socio-cultural, intellectual value: “Beautiful art … is a kind of represen-
tation that is purposive in itself and, though without an end, nevertheless promotes the cultivation 
of the mental powers for sociable communication.”  

In the Lectures on Fine Art (1835), Hegel (1975a, 2:630) introduced the “Idea of beauty and art,” and 
called beauty in art as an Idea of the beautiful – an Ideal, which originates from the Spirit (man’s 
mind); beauty as a sensual representation of an Idea. Art as itself derived from the absolute Idea, and 
aims to a sensual representation of the absolute: “art is the Idea, while its form is the configuration 
of sensuous material,” Hegel (1975b, 1:70) points out. The value of art, the beauty of art, rested in 
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the unity of the Idea, and the external form (shape). Hegel (1975a, 2:633) identified three forms of 
architecture: symbolic, classical and romantic, where a symbolic or independent meant a building for 
national unification; romantic − a Moorish, Gothic or German architecture served for the utilitarian 
purposes; and classical − a beautiful and useful Greek edifice presenting rational and imaginative 
intentions.  

In the Renaissance, subjective and objective beauty coincide. The Vitruvian treatise inspired archi-
tects to study the order system, a relation between a building and human, and ergonomic propor-
tioning that Leonardo da Vinci’s “Vitruvian Man” (1492), and Leon Battista Alberti’s treatise On the 
Art of Building (1485) (De re aedificatoria libri decem) illustrated. In The Principles of Art History (1915) 
Swiss art historian Heinrich Wölfflin (2009, 10) described the main feature of Italian Renaissance art 
and architecture as a search of beauty in perfection and ideal proportions. In the nineteenth century, 
according to Ikonnikov (1986, 14), Vitruvian tenets became implemented in the rational Neoclassi-
cism regulated by ideal proportions and harmonious order systems. The twentieth-century totalitar-
ian regime exploited pleasant for the most and grandiose image of the classical architecture to rep-
resent the wealth and stability of the state.  

Appeared in the late nineteenth-early twentieth century, a time of radical changes, an urban mon-
ster, as an antipode to beautiful, is an unbalanced, raw structure, strange, frightening due to the 
otherness. Ancient philosopher Plotinus (cited in Sartwell 2017) writes about beautiful and ugly: “All 
shapelessness whose kind admits of pattern and form, as long as it remains outside of Reason and 
Idea, is ugly from that very isolation from the Divine-Thought.” Ancient ugliness implies the absence 
of the order and the idea. Adorno (2002, 46) defines the ugly as being “not formed hic et nunc, of 
the incompletely formed, the raw.” Generally speaking, monsters and chimeras – religious and myth-
ical creatures known from the ancient times: different demons, satyrs, centaurs, sphinxes, harpies, 
griffins, et al., and contemporary biotechnological sacrifices like sheep-goats or cow-dogs, - are fan-
tastic hybrids, which are “comprehensible, but at the same time unreal” (Druehl 2004, 138). Modern 
German artist and art historian Sven Druehl (2004, 139) suggests that hybrids appear in transitional 
times and entail fears and hopes, when chimeras illustrate “the psychological twists of society, espe-
cially at a time of change and transition.” According to Betsky (1990, 16), there are “two architectural 
models in the twentieth century” - a traditional form of classical architecture, and experimenting with 
technology “monster”:  

one that controls, contains, and conceals processes of modernization with false images of 
order, validated by the past …, and one that plunges headlong into the project of the modern, 
seeking to construct and become ‘the monster’.  

Since industrialization, beauty, and ugliness (monster) of buildings are confused, interpreted differ-
ently; they are subjective attitudes to traditional and new uncommon forms. For avant-gardists, pro-
gressive forms are beautiful, whereas for conservative-minded – ugly. In the nineteenth century, Eng-
lish art critic John Ruskin (2011, 100) characterized in The Seven Lamps of Architecture beauty in 
architecture as an imitation of the natural motifs: “all beautiful lines are adaptations of those which 
are commonest in the external creation; … man cannot advance in the invention of beauty, without 
directly imitating natural form.” The age of machines engendered monsters of the first conservatories 
and exhibition halls of glass and iron, for instance, the Crystal Palace (1850-51) designed by Paxton 
for the London International Exhibition – one of the first new time frightening beasts - the audience 
called it as a “Crystal Humbug,” “Glass Monster,” “the most monstrous building ever imagined” (Pevs-
ner 1991, 133), “a new style of architecture” (Thomas Harris, 1862, cited in Pevsner 1991, 133). The 
same names Gustave Eiffel’s steel tower-entrance for the World Exhibition in Paris in 1889 acquired. 
In the early twentieth century, Bruno Taut asserted the dependence of beauty on usefulness, on the 
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utility of forms (Ikonnikov 1986, 31). In 1914, Sant’Elia and Marinetti proclaimed “The new beauty of 
concrete and iron” and denied “astounding outburst of idiocies and impotence known as ‘neo-clas-
sicism’” (1970, 34).  

The Postmodernist architectural hybrids are an intentional juxtaposition of unrelated elements of 
different materials and functions, like a store, office, and apartment building in Rome by architects 
Vincenzo, Fausto & Lucio Passarelli (Drexler 1979, 100). For an artist, these monsters are beautiful. 
Painter Hundertwasser (1970, 160) condemns Modernists for the “irresponsible mania for destruc-
tion,” for rejection of Art Nouveau beauty, and building, instead, “rectilinear monster constructions,” 
which Le Corbusier proposed for Paris, and “vacuous buildings,” which should be demolished because 
“in one generation they have become outmoded and morally unendurable.” In Praise of Architecture 
(1957), Italian architect Gio Ponti describes beautiful architecture as a clear, humane, imaginative, 
clean crystal, - a static and not progressive art of architecture would remain eternally in contrast to 
progressive dynamic engineering disappearing due to its temporal usefulness; beauty originates from 
intuition (Ikonnikov and Tsagarelli 1972, 441). In 1962, Hans Hollein (1970, 182) criticizes Modernist 
architecture as “not a matter of beauty,” and declares that beauty in architecture has nothing with 
formal issues but rather with new opportunities to be autonomous from technologies, “absolute”: 

If we desire beauty at all, it is not so much beauty of form, of proportion … at this point in time 
when an immensely advanced science and perfected technology offer us all possible means, we 
build what and how we will, we make an architecture that is not determined by technology but 
utilizes technology, a pure, absolute architecture.  

Using contemporary digital technologies, urban monsters become bigger and expansive which is dan-
gerous because of raw, early experimental versions. A monster has a connotation of violence and 
destruction. Jean Baudrillard (2002, 21) states that singular architecture is an alien invaded the site: 
“architecture as monster, those objects that have been catapulted into the city, from someplace 
else.” Gigantism, according to Baudrillard (2010), creates more void than space. Monster UR neglects 
the context, maintains the autonomy. Rem Koolhaas (cited in Paperny 2011, 7) indicates: “Bigness is 
no longer part of any urban tissue. It exists; at most, it coexists. Its subtext is fuck context.” A recent 
“friendly alien” - Modern Art Museum (2001-03), built in the old part of Austria Graz by Colin Fournier 
and Peter Cook, illustrates this statement. “Urban monsters” like Beaubourg, La Villette, La Défense, 
and many other “extraterrestrial objects,” do not adapt to the city, on the contrary – create individual 
space of influence and the site of an “empty ecstasy,” Baudrillard (2003, 53) criticizes. In “Architektur: 
Wahrheit oder Radikalitat?” Baudrillard (2010, 400) calls the architecture programmed by artificial 
intelligence as a chimera - a computer product that has lost its scenography, legend, enigma, mystery, 
and as a result, uniqueness. Baudrillard (2010, 399) concerns on the future of the automatic archi-
tecture, “display architecture,” like “the experimental miracle” (Baudrillard 2010, 400) of the Bilbao 
Guggenheim Museum. The computer-led UR wastes its adventure and originality and has a danger 
of multiple copies, clones, that might transform these monsters to the refined beauty. 

The ugly, or the monster, is the first phase for the subsequent beauty. Nietzsche argued that “all good 
things were once dreadful things” (cited in Adorno 2002, 47). Adorno (2002, 47) suggests that the 
beauty formalizes from the ugly: “Beauty is not the platonically pure beginning but rather something 
that originated in the renunciation of what was once feared.” The monster and the beauty akin to 
each other, like two ages of one art, which the revolutionary and evolutionary URs demonstrate. 
Whether of Greek architecture, or of Modernism, a beauty is a complete, elaborated form, like a 
crystal, borrowing Gio Ponti association. “The affinity of all beauty with death has its nexus in the idea 
of pure form that art imposes on the diversity of the living and that is extinguished in it,” Adorno 
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(2002, 52) writes. Beauty is the finish, it contains the death because there is no way for the further 
development and evolution, for which a revolution and monsters are required.  

 

Monster-Beauty effect is an expression of a radicality. Rappaport (2009) defines architectural/artistic 
monsters as unique gaudy structures featured by gigantism and individuality. Baudrillard and Nouvel 
(2002, 21), as well, see in urban monsters a uniqueness: “it’s a monster, and in that sense a kind of 
singularity.” 
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Singularity-effect 

Singularity-effect = originality + authenticity + individuality + affect quality, aura 

 

The uniqueness of the origin and purpose of a UR predetermines its singularity. Researchers describe 
the uniqueness of a building as an architect’s individuality, location, and appearance. 

A singular UR is original and authentic. German idealists bind originality with a genius capable to 
articulate the idea in a form of adequate circumstances and need. Kant (1914, 203) deduces “genius 
is the exemplary originality of the natural gifts”; later, Hegel (1975b, 1:294) writes, “originality … by 
the subjective activity of the artist, gives it external form both in the essence and conception of a 
definite species of art and … to the general nature of the Ideal [i.e., the Beauty of Art].” After three 
ages passed, in time of technological reproducibility, the originality is understood as an “objective 
name of each work” (Adorno 2002, 172), even of imitations and copies, and of innovations adapting 
the existed elements in a new way. Adorno (2002, 172) characterizes the originality as derived from 
the individual, from the field of subjective freedom, conditioned by fantasy – a “capacity to bring 
forth something determinately artistic out of nothing.” The originality is not evident and not im-
portant in artworks before the genius age, because the power of “collective consciousness” (Adorno 
2002, 172) suppresses, dissolves, and absorbs individuality. According to art critic Rosalind Krauss 
(1985, 9), the originality of art is in the author's uniqueness: “the condition of his own [artist] singu-
larity will guarantee the originality of what he makes.” Only created individually artifact can singular 
(one) and unique (particular), Eisenman (2007, 24) points out. In “Dying architecture and art,” archi-
tectural historian Alexander Rappaport (2009) also defines the uniqueness of a building in the archi-
tect’s individuality, but also as the Zeitgeist bearer.  

The originality lies in the basis of authenticity. The authenticity of an art object, of a singular UR, can 
be defined as comprising the object’s origin, a “historical testimony” (2008, 22), transmitted by the 
“physical duration,” an artwork existence, according to German cultural critic Walter Benjamin. Au-
thenticity bases on tradition. Benjamin (2008, 24) maintains that uniqueness, the singularity of art-
work is “its aura,” an impressiveness and influence. Eisenman (2007) introduces a relation between 
singularity and emotional response to the object – an ‘affect’ that is opposite to effect, which has a 
cause and function. In the times of mechanical reproduction (from the beginning of the fifteenth 
century), architecture serves as a shelter against natural forces and works “not only actually but met-
aphorically a symbol of a mechanical paradigm” (Eisenman 2007, 22), – it is ‘affective’ and, thus, 
singular. In the eighteenth century, since the French Revolution, affective has been replaced by ef-
fective because the new order demands new public buildings to house institutions and to fulfill col-
lective needs. The collective and public, Eisenman (2007, 22) suggests, induce repetition and stand-
ardization that eliminate any singularity. Nouvel (2002, 66) identifies the singularity of architecture 
as a “hyperspecificity” “contrary to all the typological, ideological, and dogmatic,” and as an opposite 
to repetition, generality, and multiplicity.  

Singularity and its antitheses multiplicity and repetition have mechanical, social, and media origins. 
Until the industrialization, architecture, even being an element of series, is individually elaborated, 
and bound with the location. In The Work of Art in the Age of Its Technological Reproducibility (1935), 
Benjamin (2008) demonstrates a radical change in art, aesthetics, and art reception with the devel-
opment of technologies enabling to reproduce artworks that marks the end of traditional and au-
thentic. The reproduced artwork loses an authenticity, “its unique existence in a particular place,” 
and the embeddedness into the particular historical time, Benjamin (2008, 21) argues. Since indus-
trialization, cloning of buildings, both conceptually and physically, is standard practice. In the 1960-
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80s standardization transformed Russian and many European cities into homogeneous space built by 
mass typical structures, and by clones of “unique” URs. For instance, a wide cornice with a big console 
became widespread for buildings of different kinds. The reproduction led to aesthetic homogeneity 
and uniformity. 

Regarding the social or professional origin of singularity, URs as artifacts are experimental objects 
illustrating a “heuristic power,” borrowing Lakatosian (1999) term, of an architect’s ‘research pro-
gram’. These artifacts are elements of “an artifactual programme” corroborating “a conceptual pro-
gramme,” according to Stanford Anderson (1984, 149). An application of an architectural paradigm, 
or manifest, to different tasks and places, stimulates an appearance of unique “auxiliary hypotheses” 
(Lakatos 1999, 48) – new artifacts, aimed to manage and develop the program. For instance, the 
Guggenheim Museum (1997) in Bilbao is a famous singularity, which form is a modification of other 
Frank Gehry’s buildings, for instance, the Walt Disney Concert Hall (1988) in Los Angeles, or Weisman 
Art Museum (1993) in Minneapolis. When innovation or an interesting principle occurs, it is quickly 
accessed by the other architects (in effect, representing the same conceptual program) to implement 
in projects. A successful concept is reproduced, turning the former singularity into repetition, inven-
tion into stereotype (Barkhin 1979, 181), conducting this way a concept approbation, and strength-
ening the program. “Replicating the work many times over, it substitutes a mass existence for a 
unique existence” (Benjamin 2008, 22) that is, probably, a verification of the program theory. This 
works when adoption and succession take place, otherwise “the unique architectural object loses its 
effect through inflationary repetition and sinks into meaningless” (Hubeli 2002, 35).  

Mass media, generating multiple images in today's Supermodernity, to use terms of Augé (1995), 
dissolves singularity. Supermodernity, comprising excessiveness of space, events, and individual ref-
erences, reproduces a fusion of messages, photos, commentaries, likes, etc. displaying the world 
“homogeneous in its diversity” (Augé 1995, 32). “Representational functions” become “obsolete” 
when mass media penetrates architecture, Hubeli (2002, 36) insists, - architecture represents the 
market power, short-term fashion, and serves for their effects. Hubeli (2002, 36) states that today 
“uniqueness can even be industrialized,” like in Vitra campus experiment where the owner-manufac-
turer Fehlbaum has collected singular buildings by star-architects. External parties and media exploit 
and weaken URs’ singularity, demystifying it for instant effects. 

 

A singular object influences deeply and emotionally like poetry, which “literally absorbs you” and acts 
as “an event,” Baudrillard (2002, 67) writes, - “an object should be something that can’t simply be 
interpreted, sociologically, politically, spatially, even aesthetically.” Singularity-effect implies original, 
authentic, and individual qualities of an affecting object, motivating a conceptual reproduction. 
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Attractor \ Visual-effect 

Attractor \ Visual-effect = distance + contrast + strangeness + distinctiveness + figural shape + 
impressive visual stimulus + good articulated simplicity + pregnancy 

As Landmark-effect has demonstrated, a UR can be a powerful magnet, an attractor due to a special 
appearance. A UR’s form is analyzed below as capable to produce a visual effect and touch the feel-
ings. It is an issue of psychology and visual perception dependent on subjective and cultural prefer-
ences, the object’s visuality, and its relationship with the surroundings. 

An attractive form influences for a short time when the environment and the object are new for the 
perceiver, who gradually adapts, and the object becomes habitual (Shteinbah and Elensky 2004, 7). 
A building is used “tactilely” and perceived “optically” where both receptions base on a habit, “which 
spontaneously takes the form of casual noticing, rather than attentive observation,” Benjamin (2008, 
40) indicates. Customary forms are easily accepted in contrast to unordinary: “The conventional is 
uncritically enjoyed, while the truly new is criticized with aversion” (2008, 36). An ordinary UR be-
comes from the first look habitual because nothing uncommon intrigues. A landmark UR as an attrac-
tor acts as a never-finished event like in a psychologic Zeigarnik effect – an unconscious wish to return 
to the unfinished activity. An attractor UR invites to repeat a contemplation, to attend the sightsee-
ing, to renew the seen image.  

The cause of this effect lies in a visual perception based on a relation object-background, aesthetic 
and physical characteristics of a UR, its color, shape, texture, proportions, compositional and nuance-
contrast position in the surroundings. Psychologists define perception as “a psychological process in 
extension depending upon the total stimulus distribution” (Koffka 1935, 110). Art historians charac-
terize the perception as a combination of the “sense, knowledge, and inference” (Gombrich 2000, 
15). The eye retina is a surface, on which different stimuli influence or impress with different inten-
sity. The impressiveness of the object is “the power with which sensory impressions attract our at-
tention” (G.E. Müller, cited in Koffka 1935, 113). Gestalt theory explains the ability of an object to 
work as an impressive visual stimulus.  

Gestalt theory founders Max Wertheimer, Kurt Koffka, and Wolfgang Köhler define the predominant 
wholeness - Gestalt - as a form, shape, pattern, configuration, or a structure comprised of elements. 
In Principles of Gestalt Psychology (1935), German psychology professor Koffka (1935, 13) describes 
the Gestalt psychology as an “integrative” – the experimental science that studies the quantity, order, 
and meaning as different aspects of a whole. Gestalt psychology introduces several important for 
architecture visual perception concepts like the Law of Prägnanz, the Problem of Shape, the Law of 
Unit Formation and Segregation, the Figure-ground, and the Laws of Organization (Wertheimer, cited 
in Willis 1938, 71).  

The First Law of Unit Formation and Segregation means the relationship between the object (unit) 
and the surroundings: “the equality of stimulation produces forces of cohesion, inequality of stimu-
lation forces of segregation, provided that the inequality entails an abrupt change” (Koffka 1935, 
126). Similar forms create homogeneous urban areas in contrast to heterogeneous and diverse, com-
posed of different visuality. This law relates to the Law of Prägnanz (pregnancy, thoroughness), which 
implies maximum-minimum and simplicity principles. Minimum simplicity leads to uniformity, and 
maximum - to a good articulation. Many psychological experiments conducted by scientists have 
shown that the perception of ordinary or predictable objects needs less energy in contrast to complex 
or imaginative forms. “If greater articulation implies that more energy is consumed in the process,” 
Koffka (1935, 173) indicates, “then these greater forces must have liberated more energy, just as an 
electromotor doing work against forces using up more energy than an idling motor.”  
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Hence, the perception of a landmark UR, featured by a “good continuation and good shape …, and 
both … in a true sense ‘understandable’” (Koffka 1935, 174), may imbue the beholder with energy. A 
principle of a contrast between the Figure-ground - two variously stimulating areas – is used by ar-
chitects. Architect Francis Ching (2007, 7–8) mentions that “our perception of shape depends on the 
degree of visual contrast that exists along the contour separating a figure from its ground or between 
a form and its field.” The figure differs from the ground by size, dynamics, the density of energy, 
simplicity, symmetry, and color: “The ground serves as a framework in which the figure is suspended 
and thereby determines the figure,” Koffka (1935, 184) states. 

Art theorist, psychologist Rudolf Arnheim applies Gestalt psychology to architecture. In The Dynamics 
of Architectural Form, Arnheim (1977, 11) formulates that “the perceptual relation … between the 
viewer and the target” is presented as the shortest and straight connection line (principle of simplic-
ity) – the mind simplifies the perceptible picture to understand it. Arnheim (1977, 17) studies the 
principle of the figure-ground as spatial relations, where each architectural object constitutes its spa-
tial framework, often opposing the environment orientation and other objects’ frameworks that may 
lead to a destruction of the visual unity and cause “a decrescendo effect.” The interrelations between 
different spatial structures may be subordinated or chaotic, demonstrating how the objects and in-
between emptiness work. An emptiness and distance are necessary for visual observation. A solitary 
object in the emptiness or the homogeneous environment becomes powerful if its internal potential 
is strong enough to influence. An oversized emptiness between the objects breaks the unity of the 
picture, and the relation between the forms. Otherwise, when an interval between objects changes, 
the bound with it contrast shifts as well, and the shapes tend to fuse or resist when the distance is 
critical. Arnheim (1977, 19) shows that space is a perceivable physical quality of “remoteness and 
connectedness” meaning mutual objects’ “attraction and repulsion.” The visual stimuli of stylistic 
forms are perceived equally intuitively and variously by different individuals. All architectural qualities 
influence the beholder, Arnheim (1977, 7) argues, with the difference in the meaning of the objects 
that “range from the most superficial attractions to the deepest human significance.”  

A visuality of URs – how it is represented and perceived - a mode of vision – depends on a historical 
period and an artist’s temperament. Each time presents a peculiar and changing visuality: “the con-
tent of the world does not crystallize for the beholder into an unchanging form” (Wölfflin 1950, 226). 
In The Principles of Art History (1915) art historian Heinrich Wölfflin (1950) studies artworks of clas-
sical and post-classical art, for instance, Renaissance and Baroque, classifying the main art principles 
similar for drawing, painting, sculpture, and architecture as characterizing the particular epoch. The 
development of artistic representation is analyzed in five pairs of opposing each other concepts or 
“forms of representation or forms of beholding” (1950, 16): the development from the linear to the 
painterly, from plane to the recession, from closed to open form, from multiplicity to unity, and from 
the absolute to the relative clarity of the subject. The change from the classical to post-classical forms 
of vision, defined by the pairs of parameters, likewise occurs within one movement or style: Early and 
High Renaissance, Early and High Gothic.  

Linear and painterly are two modes of vision or eye – two concepts that both are “capable of giving 
a perfect picture of visible things” (1950, 18). The linear, based on outline and lines, is illustrated by 
the classical architecture, “the thing in itself” that is stable, permanent, strict, enduring, complete; 
whereas a painterly eye works with masses and patches, and presents the post-classic architecture, 
“the thing in its relations,” as dynamics, movement, incompleteness, and change, Wölfflin (1950, 27) 
writes. Painterly architecture is perceived as a picture: “the separate form in itself can be felt, but the 
picture which is born of the sequence of receding forms can only be seen” (1950, 63–64). Linear 
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architecture is less oriented to the audience and elaborates on the frontal facade, whereas the paint-
erly attracts by its pictorial features, and conceals unpresentable sides. A transformation from linear 
to painterly demonstrates the change: “purely tangible into purely visual values” (1950, 65).  

The other four pairs of visual characteristics show other oppositions. The classical art tends to work 
with planes, makes a closed and certain tectonic form of relatively independent volumes arranged in 
perfect proportions, and is clear and easy to be understood; post-classical art – with a spatial per-
spective recession, an open developing and complex a-tectonic unity form, always leaving the be-
holder with the feeling of an enigma, of an unfinished message: “In the former case, the vital nerve 
in every effect is the inevitability of the organization, absolute immutability,” Wölfflin (1950, 149) 
explains, “in the latter, art plays with the semblance of the lawless.” One form of representation and 
beholding of URs transforms into the other mode of vision as time passes.  

Twenty years after Wölfflin, in Fluctuations of Forms of Art (1937), Russian sociologist Pitirim Sorokin 
(1937) distinguishes Visual (Sensate) – emotional, functional, theatrically aesthetical architectural 
forms, Ideational – modest, symbolic architecture, and a Mixed form. Ideational, Sensate, and Mixed 
mean dominating culture mentalities that are presented in individuals, social groups, in culture, So-
rokin (1937, 1:76) defines. Most of the Ideational architecture refers to ecclesiastical and magic fields, 
and the external aspect of this architecture is ascetic, stable, and simple, in contrast to the internal, 
interior, wealth. The ideational architecture is common, “built for eternity, tactile, clear” (1937, 
1:508). The buildings of the sensate nature attract by an external dynamism, decoration, “show,” 
richness, gigantism, and exuberating forms. The history of architecture, styles, and movements, illus-
trates short and long-term fluctuations of Visualism, Ideationalism, or their interrelation, for instance, 
fluctuations shown by ancient Ideational Doric, mixed Ionic, and Sensate Corinthian orders. The his-
tory goes from one form of mentality, or a UR’s form, to the other by experimentation: “history does 
not stick to any universal uniformity and prefers a theme with many variations. So much for the 
rhythm of Ideationality and Visuality in architecture,” Sorokin (1937, 1:529) concludes. 

Modern URs, for instance, spectacular and iconic URs, refer to Visualism rather than symbolism. 
Nouvel (2002, 8–9) describes the design as playing with “virtual space” “because space and architec-
ture are things we become conscious of through our eyes … We can play with anything the eye can 
integrate through sight, and we can fool the eye.” The architectonic aspects can be lost in the time 
of hyperreality – the simulated reality when visuality dissolves or mutates into virtual visibility, or, like 
Baudrillard (2002, 16) writes, “visibility of the system, where everything must be immediately visible 
and immediately interpretable.” 

The visuality evolves, changes, and varies in different times and nations. “What seems living to-day is 
not quite completely living to-morrow,” Wölfflin (1950, 230) considers. Some URs pose an extrava-
gant appearance, others attract by the spiritual content, but both visual and ideational come under 
the man's notice. Applying Gestalt theory, an attractor UR like “a tower on the hill” (Arnheim 1977, 
215) acts as a closed figure – a central element of a particular environment, and is perceived as a 
scene together with the background, that Koffka (1935, 175) indicates: “the shapes which we see at 
any moment are not adequately described by allotting a local value to each of their space elements, 
but only as consistent wholes.”  

The environment is a wholeness, Gestalt, that cannot be understood by studying separately the frag-
ments composing it. For instance, the Soviet Palace of Culture, the monument in front of it, and rows 
of blue spruces mean the Stalinist architecture Gestalt; and a striking building at the waterscape and 
piazza – the iconicity Gestalt. The reception of an architectural object goes from the first look and 
emotional response to judgment and habituation, or, in other words, “we receive a visual impression, 
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we react by docketing it, filing it, grouping it” (Gombrich 2000, 297). There is no law, what pleases 
the audience, and what irritates. “It is not true that man can only take delight in the absolutely clear,” 
Wölfflin (1950, 221) points out, - “he at once desires to get away from the clear to what can never 
be exhausted by visual perception.” It does not matter what tone the recipient’s reaction has; the 
main task is to catch the eye. 
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Symbol-Icon-effect 

Symbol-Icon-effect = representation + metaphor + conventional symbol + understandable mean-
ing + association (illusion) + intuitively recognized image + enigma + understatement 

 

This effect echoes Communication \ Symbol \ Wow-effect of socio-cultural influence of a UR. A sin-
gular UR transmits messages via coded in a form “discrete (semiotic) and continual (semantic) com-
ponents” (Nalimov 2000, 16) – symbols, signs, and icons. This text analyzes an initiated, designed 
symbolism. 

First, it is important to distinguish terms. In Learning from Las Vegas, Venturi and Scott Brown (2007, 
2:53) find out two forms of structures of the commercial Las Vegas Strip: an “ugly and ordinary” sign 
of the “decorated shed,” and a “heroic and original” symbol - “duck” - a “kind of building-becoming-
sculpture.” The dominating “decorated shed” is a conventional box-like “shelter,” richly decorated 
with signs; that is a container of the program, a budget choice, or a popular brand container attracting 
by explicit signs and posters. The sculptural and symbolic “duck” represents the function by architec-
tonics (2007, 2:53). Symbol and sign differ by a message transmitted by a shape: in case of a symbol, 
a shape represents a meaning, in case of a sign – a shape and its meaning coincide.  

Gombrich (2000, xxxi) characterizes a sign as a recognizable image, a perfect and conventional picto-
gram. Arnheim (1977, 207) describes signs as flat, “conventional indicators or images.” Symbols are 
intuitively recognized meaningful expressions, Spengler (1926, 163) determines, - “sensible signs, fi-
nal, indivisible and, above all, unsought impressions of definite meaning.” A symbol appeals to an 
ideal, a metaphor, to a concealed comparison – an allegory (Kravchenko 2003, 791). Baudrillard 
(2003, 141) uses alternative terms – “a signal sign” (sign) and a “true sign” (symbol) – advertising uses 
signal signs aimed at temporal attention, and art – true signs working as “extraordinary event.” An 
icon combines both a sign and a symbol; it means an evocative signifier in a form of a flat shape or 
image, an easy perceptible picture, or a plain silhouette: “explicit sign and implicit symbol” (Jencks, 
cited in Rybczynski 2010, 132). In Icons, magnets of meaning, Betsky (1997, 23) discusses the origin 
of the “icon” as a religious image formed by tradition, and as transformed today into a recognizable 
symbol of the consumer society: an icon is “an object of art, use, and mystery all at the same time.” 

Symbolism in architecture occurs when a UR transmits a message and metaphor recognized by soci-
ety. In the Middle Ages, Mumford (1934, 18) considers, “spatial relations tended to be organized as 
symbols and values,” and the church spire “pointed toward heaven and dominated all the lesser 
buildings, as the church dominated their hopes and fears.” According to Lefebvre (cited in Betsky 
1997, 41), architecture is a “representational art” – everything around is representations that “or-
ganize the artificial world we have built up around ourselves.” The built structures to various extents 
symbolize something – a thing, power, time, style, an understanding of the universe (Dobritsyna 
2004, 161). “In the architecture of the living, stone serves a worldly purpose,” Spengler (1926, 195) 
argues, - “but in the architecture of the cult it is a symbol.” The architecture expresses the information 
coded in it, the society collective memory, embodies and produces socio-cultural values, Ikonnikov 
(1986, 5) states. “Great architecture carries many messages, about society and individuals, about our 
values and our dreams,” Rybczynski (2002) writes. Hegel points out that a primary concern of archi-
tecture - a “symbolic form of art” (1975a, 2:632) - is to recognize its objective and “to build into what 
has no inner life of its own a meaning and form” (1975a, 2:631). “The central criterion is the force of 
expression, through the tension of which artworks become eloquent with wordless gesture,” Adorno 
(2002, 262) supports. In different times architectural symbolism appears more or less intentionally 
articulated. 
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A designer creates direct and indirect expressions, and a beholder (an ordinary person or specialist) 
recognizes and interprets metaphors when understands, because, citing Apollonius (cited in Gom-
brich 2000, 182), “no one could understand the painted horse or bull unless he knew what such 
creatures are like.” Charles Jencks (1985, 10) distinguishes among multiple codes two constituting 
the “double coding” of the Postmodern architecture: one code is professional, “based on the training 
and ideology of Modern architects,” and one – local, addressed to architectural audience and users 
(2002, 27). “Architectural symbolism,” Arnheim (1977, 207) defines, - “begins to come into play when 
a building’s design uses shapes that carry a conventional meaning.” Successful architecture, the his-
torian (1977, 208) argues, does not limit itself with common, understandable by everyone, forms, 
but also articulates “spontaneous expression.” The perception is subjective like in the Rorschach test 
or Gestalt “duck-rabbit” illusion: “what we read into … shapes depends on our capacity to recognize 
in them things or images we find stored in our minds,” art historian Ernst Gombrich (2000, 182–83) 
explains. Gombrich (2000, 220) indicates that an illusion appears when the form is not straightly self-
explained. 

The Postmodernist iconic trend, evolved in the 1990s, intentionally expose a “popularity, originality, 
or symbolic value” (Thiel-Siling and Bachmann 2005, 27). Iconic in architecture has a long history: 
from the pyramids as “the first architectural icons … places of veneration,” from the Colossus of 
Rhodes, the nineteenth-century well-known cathedrals and city halls, or the first Modernism icons of 
austerity (Jencks 2005, 22), representing the economic system and industrialization (Betsky 1997, 
37). Jencks (2005, 185) highlights the features of the Postmodern icon: “the reduction to a striking 
image, a prime site, and a riot of visual connotations.” According to Rybczynski (2010, 132), “striking 
buildings designed by architectural stars” are associated with emblematic “showcase,” and “signa-
ture.” Jencks (2005, 23) defines: 

On the one hand to become iconic a building must provide a new and considered image, be high 
in figural shape or gestalt, and stand out from the city.  
On the other hand, to become powerful it must be reminiscent in some ways of unlikely but im-
portant metaphors and be a symbol fit to be worshipped. 

Early iconic buildings are rather iconoclastic rejecting established beliefs and customs. In The Iconic 
Building, Jencks (2005, 7) discusses with architects the beginning of the “Iconic landmark building, 
which challenges the traditional architectural monument.” The starting point may be any of five fa-
mous buildings (Figure 20): Le Corbusier’s Ronchamp, Utzon’s Sydney Opera House, Philip Johnson’s 
AT&T, Saarinen’s TWA Terminal in New York’s Kennedy Airport, and Gehry’s Guggenheim Museum 
in Bilbao. Each of these edifices can be a beacon of a new course of architecture, revolutionary and 
symbolic for their time. Le Corbusier’s chapel of Notre Dame du Haut is admitted as the first Post-
modernism iconic building. “After Ronchamp modern architecture was never quite the same,” 
Rybczynski (2002) points out, - the Modernism postulates have been broken and a new monumen-
tality - conceived. Jencks (2005, 8) deduces that the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, opened in 1997, 
has given the start to the contemporary movement of the iconic architecture: groundbreaking archi-
tecture that is worth seeing: “The new global landmark can be a jumped-up museum that proclaims 
itself … as a new cathedral of the age.” Rybczynski (2002) states: “Frank O. Gehry's Bilbao Guggen-
heim is … iconoclastic.” The Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao's image has become a reproduced icon. 
Building a striking UR, created by architect-celebrity, pushes a trend implemented in many cities in 
order to achieve so-called ‘Bilbao Effect’ (see Chapter 1). 
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Figure 20. The first Postmodern Iconic Buildings 

1. Guggenheim Bilbao Museoa, 1997, Frank O. Gehry. Source: Sergio S.C, 20 
December 2015. El Museo Guggenheim Bilbao. Available from: Wikimedia 
Commons, https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archivo:Museo_Guggen-
heim_Bilbao,_Bilbao._(23811575351).jpg (accessed August 04, 2019). 
Copyright – Attribution-ShareAlike 2.0 Generic (CC BY-SA 2.0). 

2. AT&T Building, Sony Building New York, 1984, Philip Johnson. 
Source: David Shankbone, 19 February 2007. Sony Building New York. 
Available from: Wikimedia Commons, https://upload.wikimedia.org/wik-
ipedia/commons/d/d5/Sony_Building_by_David_Shankbone_crop.jpg (ac-
cessed March 04, 2014). Copyright – Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported 
(CC BY-SA 3.0) 

3. TWA Terminal, New York City’s John F. Kennedy International Airport 
(JFK), 1962, Eero Saarinen.  
Source: Wally Gobetz, 16 October 2011. NYC: JFK Airport - TWA Flight 
Center. Available from: Flickr, https://www.flickr.com/photos/wal-
lyg/6287799944 (accessed August 04, 2019). Copyright – Attribution-Non-
Commercial-NoDerivs 2.0 Generic (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0). 

4. Sydney Opera House, 1959, Jørn Utzon.  
Source: Roybb95, 27 March 2005. Sydney Opera House Sails. Available 
from: Wikimedia Commons, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Syd-
ney_Opera_House_Sails.jpg (accessed August 04, 2019). Copyright – At-
tribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported (CC BY-SA 3.0) 

5. Chapelle Notre-Dame du Haut, Ronchamp, 1950’, Le Corbusier. Source: 
Wojtek Gurak, 9 May 2017. Chapel of Notre Dame du Haut. Available 
from: Flickr, https://www.flickr.com/photos/wojtekgurak/34506186906 
(accessed August 04, 2019). Copyright – Attribution-NonCommercial 2.0 
Generic (CC BY-NC 2.0). 
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An extravagant, bizarre image of the iconic architecture is “a primary reason” why these buildings are 
“so powerful and amazing” (2005, 22), Jencks indicates, they provoke a “strange combination of ad-
miration and disgust, delight and paranoia” (2005, 195). “A sense of wonder wells up out of the 
weirdness of the object,” Betsky (1997, 27) adds. It is called alternatively as an “enigmatic signifier” 
(Jencks 2002, 26), a mystical “sphinx” (Betsky 1997, 40) that resembles associations, and is directly 
exploited in commercial purposes. For instance, according to Betsky (1990, 30), modern architecture 
works as “an extension of advertising.” Baudrillard (2003, 141) finds this advertisement role of archi-
tecture as a flat signal sign aimed to catch instant attention like any other advertising: “architecture 
builds itself on an advertising model and, for this reason …, attracts attention.” 

The iconic trend is condemned for a visual effect, a superficial meaning, a populist “wow factor” 
(Rybczynski 2002), a short-term fashion, intended to commercial success more than to sophisticated 
architectural achievements, and a violation of the existing environment (Paperny 2011). The iconic 
building stands apart, being, according to Jencks (2005, 196), “the most visible shift in … the ‘new 
paradigm’ in architecture, but … not necessarily the most profound.” For example, the Las Vegas 
Luxor Hotel (1993) exploits an image of a pyramid and Sphinx of famous Egyptian Giza (Betsky 1997, 
14). Someone thinks that an “intentional and consciously applied symbolism is always superficial” 
(Lorenzer, cited in Arnheim 1977, 207). 
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Figure 21. “Khrushchevka” redesign 

Source: Oksana Tupolevskaya, 6 January 2017. Former “Khrush-
chevka.” Available from: https://go2road.blog-
spot.com/2017/01/blog-post-batumi.html (accessed June 06, 
2019). 

 

Figure 22. Apartment houses, Kreuzberg-Tower, IBA ’87, John 
Hejduk 

Source: Gunnar Klack, 19 March 2015. Wohnnanlage mit Kreuz-
berg-Tower, Zustand März 2015. Available from: Wikimedia Com-
mons, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Kreuzberg-Tower-
IBA-Berlin-John-Hejduk-Besselstr-03-2015.jpg (accessed June 06, 
2019). Copyright - Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International (CC BY-
SA 4.0). 

 

Mimetic, imitating something architecture reduces its abstract articulations to the known and recog-
nized signs, it keeps a little place for imagination for a beholder, who needs, metaphorically speaking, 
“an empty or ill-defined area onto which he can project the expected image” (Gombrich 2000, 208). 
Indirect expression of dynamic architectural forms, presented in a “straightness or flexibility, expan-
sion or contraction, openness or closedness” (1977, 253), evokes a “spontaneous symbolism,” Arn-
heim (1977, 210) writes. Direct and indirect images - two contrast Postmodernist approaches, to use 
Jencks’ (2012b, 11) terms - “the mass culture genre” PoMo and an artistic movement PM – as low 
and high culture, can be illustrated by a weird anthropomorphism design of the reconstructed Soviet 
residential building in Batumi, and lyric, also a pareidolia image associated with a human Kreuzberg 
Berlin houses by American architect and poet John Hejduk for the IBA Berlin 1987 (Figure 21 - Figure 
22). In both direct and indirect cases, it should be true - “the message from the visible world must be 
coded by the artist” (Gombrich 2000, 181). 

 

Summing up, symbolic and iconic URs aim to represent an internal architectural expression, external 
power, status, time, and to generate, in parallel, urban and economic benefits due to an attractive, 
wonderful, and recognizable image, and understandable metaphor. 
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Invention-Innovation-effect 

Invention-Innovation-effect = crisis + experimentation & accident + evolutionary innovation + rev-
olutionary invention + spontaneity + insight  

A radical singular UR may refer to inventions or innovations - to revolutionary or evolutionary arti-
facts, building an iterative process of experimentation within a certain architectural ‘research pro-
gram’, borrowing Lakatosian (1999) term. Schumacher (2008, 11) distinguishes “cumulative” and 
“revolutionary” types of design research meaning a development within a dominant style, and a 
groundbreaking new alternative, which is similar to Kuhnian (1970, 52) “anomaly” - “radical new the-
ories,” or Banham’s (cited in Anderson 1965, 72) “qualitative change.” The architectonic experiment 
generates, thus, invention & innovation effects, described in the following writing. 

“The world as we see it is a construct, slowly built up by every one of us in years of experimentation,” 
spiritual idealist philosopher George Berkeley (cited in Gombrich 2000, 297) writes. If the experiment 
refers to empirical search, trial and error way, an activity of investigation and discovery, its result – a 
supporting the theory, surprising, or frustrating effect – appears, in a positive case, as a discovery, 
invention, or innovation. American researcher of the information society Alfred L. Norman (2007, 4–
5) characterizes discovery, invention, and innovation as the main topics in the shift from industrial to 
informational society: discovery of knowledge on the natural phenomena, an invention – “a new 
manmade device or process” meeting the test on originality, and innovation as “a better way of doing 
things” or “the creation or implementation of a new alternative which achieves higher performance 
as measured by the respective criterion.” An invention is a new object, whilst an innovation – an 
adaptation of the invention, or an improvement of the object. French scholar Sandrine Fernez-Walch 
(2017, 4:2–3) defines an invention as “the result of an abstract reasoning” that “becomes an innova-
tion only if it is turned into a concrete solution that creates an economic and societal value.” The 
scheme starts with a discovery, meaning an observation and clarification of something existing, and 
follows by the invention, which is implemented in practice by different innovations. Business and 
technology studies introduce different types of innovation that force the system out of “circular flow 
of equilibrium”: incremental innovation, an upgrade, and radical or disruptive innovation, which en-
tirely replaces the system, Fernez-Walch (2017, 4:8) teaches.  

Regarding architecture, similar thoughts are uttered. Hans Ibelings (2014, 91) characterizes an inven-
tion as a primary idea of a new process or product. An invention is an isolated, finished form, whereas 
innovation has a dynamic connotation, rarely inducing succession or imitation, Ibelings (2014, 92) 
argues. Innovation is an act on the invention, changing and perfecting its raw originality, matching, 
and adapting it to the use. According to historian Spiro Kostof (1985, 192), the architectural history 
is not rich in inventions: “pure invention is rare in architecture, and originality more commonly man-
ifests itself in the purposeful adjustment of traditional forms.” For instance, a building type implies 
an architectural form that is “invented for a specific purpose” – such as, for example, the Classical 
temple or skyscraper (1985, 35). The invention is not a final form, and not finished as Ibelings sug-
gests, but it can be changed and improved: “the full form comes about through long experimentation 
and continues beyond that to be refined, modified, or even purposely perverted,” Kostof (1985, 35) 
indicates. Lewis Mumford (2004, 215) considers that aesthetic inventions, as multiple and prevailing 
in each culture, represent great energy and stimulate even the technics. Each building is an aesthetic 
invention - a combination of color, form, material, and spatial order, expressing a connection be-
tween a human and the universe. Tower, spire, pyramid, arch, dome – audacious inventions not for 
utilitarian purposes or “to satisfy physical needs or the desire for material wealth” but rather for “a 
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deeper search for meaning,” Mumford (2004, 215) explain. Thus, an invention is an objectivation of 
an idea or theory, and an innovation – its adaptation to the reality.  

Inventions follow the discoveries, and innovations – the inventions, according to Mumford (1934, 
60): the age of invention is the age of man. The invention of the machine - “a product of human 
ingenuity and effort” (1934, 6) – a complex of skills and products defined by the industry – has a long 
preliminary period of the change of mind, needs, and wishes, all that enabled industrial revolution to 
occur (1934, 4) - an “accelerating and unprecedented technological change” (Mokyr, cited in Castells 
2010, 1:34). Relying on the division of the industrial civilization into paleotechnic and neotechnic 
phases, introduced by Sir Patrick Geddes, Mumford (1934, 108) adds a preparation period – eotech-
nic phase - “the dawn age of modern technics.” In this period - since 1000 till 1750, all inventions 
have been created, and experimentally adapted by curious geniuses like Leonardo da Vinci (an ingen-
ious flight device), or Michael Thonet (the bent-wood furniture). The seventeenth-century experi-
mental science has become a climax of the eotechnic phase, when all sciences receive an option to 
test theoretical insights. The whole civilization is defined by subjective, “often irrational” choices, 
Mumford (1934, 4) insists.  

The paleotechnic age of “supposedly sudden and inexplicable outburst of inventions,” Mumford 
(1934, 151) argues, derived from individual discoveries and inventions, which, accumulated for a long 
time, have resulted in a trend of mass inventions. Mumford (1934, 212) considers that the state of a 
stable modern development is built by a collective in contrast to the geniuses of the early age: “the 
superb animal audacity of Cellini, … or the scarcely less daring work of Michelangelo, … was replaced 
by a patient co-operative experimentalism: a whole society was now prepared to do what had here-
tofore been the burden of solitary individuals.” The neotechnic phase creates final versions of the 
former times raw findings. The industrial civilization, the Machine-Age, and its neotechnic phase are 
exchanged now by the Information-Age, technology information revolution, and new individualism. 
Castells (2010, 1:21) writes that the Information Age macro-inventions induce micro-inventions in all 
spheres, and cause “revolutions” – “a sudden, unexpected surge of technological applications” (2010, 
1:34). The information technology constitutes a new technological paradigm (2010, 1:28), where 
computing, optoelectronics, telecommunication, and broadcasting, using “common digital language” 
create a “major technological breakthroughs” (2010, 1:29). Inventions are the marks of development 
(Mumford 2004, 1).  

An invention is not an imitation but an articulation of new forms by intensive experimenting through 
“countless trials and errors” and “making and matching,” Gombrich (2000, 29) suggests. To use 
Kuhnian (1970) terms, an invention or discovery is an anomaly in a paradigm; Mumford (1934) char-
acterizes an invention as causal insights and accidents during experimenting, and Castells describes 
macro- and micro-inventions as a cause of the existence shift. Discoveries, innovations, and inven-
tions refer to revolutions and evolution, cultural development, and change.  

Returning to the findings of “Time-Place Experiment,” “Shift-effect,” the cultural development is 
composed of a revolutionary “explosion” and evolutionary “graduality,” borrowing Lotman’s (2000, 
17) terms. A revolutionary invention is sudden, whilst an evolutionary innovation – gradual, but both 
are interrelated stimulating an emergence of each other. Revolutionary and evolutionary types coex-
ist in one historical space changing it by less or more powerful fluctuations and radicalities. A key 
invention as a subversive event - “the new principle,” an intoxicated for the current culture fruit, in 
Hegelian (2001, 95) words, has a connotation of a ‘revolution’ – a radical change; it has a “predacious 
character” (Ibelings 2014, 100). This new principle, great achievements, spiritual creations appear in 
the phase of transition or crisis, Jaspers (1978b, 2:148) argues. Likewise, in a concept of “punctuated 
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equilibrium” (Eldredge and Gould 1972, 84), a revolutionary invention acts as a milestone, a turn to 
an alternative way of thinking, as a fuel for the evolution. A period of a routine repetition follows 
great discoveries or inventions working as start and finish of the precise era. The invention is an 
anomaly in a normal, stable, active phase of experimenting of art, science, or civilization, being in a 
gradual development by innovations.  

An invention and innovation have an occasional and human origin: an individual, even working in “the 
milieu of innovation,” creates or unintentionally finds the newness (Castells 2010, 1:419). “Produced 
inadvertently by a game played under one set of rules,” “radical new theories” are invented by sci-
entists inducing the scientific revolution, Kuhn (1970, 52) states. Mumford (1934, 60) indicates that 
“experimental sampling, … happy accidents, … true causal insight” transform the environment. Spon-
taneity is the law of nature, human beings, culture development evolving due to random events, 
philosopher and physicist Nalimov (2000, 183) asserts. Like the science is a play with risk and is de-
pendent on a fortune chance (Prigogine and Stengers 1986, 45), an architectural art, as a dynamic 
open system, experiments with possibilities and dangers. 

As demonstrated in “Authorship Experiment,” an arbitrariness and heuristics are instruments of de-
sign of a newness. According to architect Pallasmaa (2013, 81), an accident is a basis of a risky, non-
traditional, experimental object. The aesthetic invention is a result of intensive work, Pallasmaa 
(2013, 123) maintains, inspiration and insight, as an invention origin, refer only to “true geniuses,” 
also due to time-consuming thoughts and efforts. In Art and Illusion, Gombrich (2000, 314) describes 
creation as long experimentation, where a “discovery of appearances,” a finding, precedes the mak-
ing. An invention is a voluntary and fortunate change or a break in the everyday design method or 
“schemata” (Gombrich 2000, 293). The art progress (Adorno 2002, 265), and aesthetic inventions are 
set up by an occasionality and intentionality. 

The experimentation is aimed to yield inventions, “by trial and error, by switching from one hypoth-
esis to another till one is found …,” Gombrich (2000, 327) considers. Lakatosian (1999) ‘research pro-
gram’, applications of his concept to architecture - “design research program” by Schumacher (2008), 
and “conceptual” - “artifactual” states of a program by Anderson (1984) – are based on inventions 
composing program ‘hard core’, and innovations – ‘auxiliary hypotheses’ or artifacts maintaining and 
developing the program.  

An invention can be conceptualized as a critical point, or a bifurcation point as a physicist may call it. 
Near bifurcation points, the system fluctuations are more active, and even a weak fluctuation can 
direct the evolution, Prigogine and Stengers (1986, 56) write about unstable systems. An occasional 
idea may lead to a new system, a new program, which is defined by a “tossing a coin” (Prigogine and 
Stengers 1986, 236). 

Regarding the twentieth century URs, a discovery of opportunities of the industrial methods of pro-
duction has stimulated pioneering inventions of the technocratic utopia of the machine century 
(Ikonnikov 2001b, 1:210) by, for instance, Constructivism and Bauhaus, that has motivated multiple 
innovations presented in Modernist large-scale housing (Pehnt 2002, 290) from the prefabricated 
elements. The radical innovation, final, that has entirely replaced the system, could be the Pruitt-Igoe 
Housing, exchanged conceptually by the Postmodern stylistic fluctuations of the “playboy-architec-
ture” (Giedion 1959, xxxii), by inventions of a new ‘research program’.  
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SSummary: Architectonic Experiment 

A singular UR as an artifact of a certain “Authorship Experiment” – a certain ‘research program’ - 
influences architecture, city, society, i.e., it merges internal and external experiments. A UR produces 
the Monumentality-effect when it represents an important national meaning, and when the power 
exploits its significance, mounting a created symbolism. This effect interrelates with the Singularity-
effect implying originality, authenticity, and particularity of an artifact appeared in concrete time-
place coordinates and under an individual idea. A monumental UR refers to the external Landmark-
Center-Attractor-effect, and to the internal Attractor\Visual-effect that defines an object as express-
ing visual qualities of a figure contrasting with an average background. The Symbol-Icon-effect is an 
influence of symbolism, architectural communication by codes – signs, symbols, icons, which differ 
by a relation between an architectural form and meaning expressing it directly or indirectly. The Mon-
ster-Beauty and the Invention-Innovation effects are also interrelated, because ‘monster’ architec-
tonics, otherness, often refer to revolutionary inventions, whereas beautiful, traditional and widely 
accepted forms – to evolutionary innovations that are adaptations and reproductions of earlier raw 
inventions. 

Thus, a singular radical UR as the “Architectonic Experiment” generates the effects: 

monumentality 

monster-beauty 

singularity 

attractor\visual 

symbol-icon 

invention-innovation 

The following table summarizes the effects and conditions. 

 

For example, two modern German and Russian URs - Elbphilharmonie and Gazprom tower (Appendix 
2.1; Appendix 2.2) present the Monumentality-effect due to sculptural, expressive, and giant forms 
working as a cultural monument (Elbphilharmonie case), erected on the site of the former Hamburg 
landmark, and as a capitalism monument (Gazprom tower). The Monster-Beauty-effect is easy to 
capture; both forms are hybrids, experimental, and nontraditional, although not radical inventions 
but rather innovations, a succession rather than a revolution. There are many adaptive reconstruc-
tions (like St. Petersburg New Stage of Alexandrinsky Theatre), and a lot of skyscrapers even higher 
(like Burj Khalifa or, also RMJM’s, Evolution Tower). Both URs are well elaborated, based on the latest 
achievements, adapting the invention of the Modernism glass envelopes and Postmodern formal 
freedom. The Singularity-effect is evident: both projects are designed individually for ‘affect’ rather 
than a utilitarian effect. Gazprom Tower and Elbphilharmonie attract the eyes being other, a contrast 
to the surroundings, imaginative and informative (pregnancy premise), and not banal – the mirror 
surfaces change the appearance of the buildings, dissolving in one moment, and appearing sparkling. 
Both edifices are symbolic – evolve multiple associations, from vibrant waterscape, and rocket, to 
site renewal, cultural uplift, a commercial triumph that reflect direct and indirect symbolism, and 
enigma coded in the explicit sign and implicit symbol. 
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Table 3. 2 Architectonic Experiment Effects and Conditions 

Architectonic 
experiment 

 

Monumentality-effect 

expressive, impressive form + sculpture + 
gigantism + significance + national symbol, 
monument 

Monster-Beauty-effect radicality + modernity + refined form + raw 
form (otherness, hybrid) 

Singularity-effect originality + authenticity + individuality + 
affect quality, aura 

Attractor\Visual-effect 

distance + contrast + strangeness + 
distinctiveness + figural shape + impressive 
visual stimulus + good articulated 
simplicity + pregnancy 

 

Symbol-Icon-effect 

representation + metaphor + conventional 
symbol + understandable meaning + 
association (illusion) + intuitively 
recognized image + enigma + 
understatement 

Invention-Innovation-effect crisis + experimentation & accident + 
evolutionary innovation + revolutionary 
invention + spontaneity + insight 
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Chapter 3 Conclusion 

A singular, radical UR is activated and influences architectural, aesthetic, conceptual environments 
when it is an experiment by nature, i.e., it is created intentionally as an experimental artifact by a 
special, open-minded, and audacious author aimed at a certain result. The chapter studies the influ-
ences of a UR on the architecture profession, and architecture discipline. 

“Authorship Experiment” demonstrates an intentional “gesture of experimentation,” borrowing 
Adorno’s (2002, 24) words, an aspiration to newness, radicality, play, to an activity, intended to open 
up new horizons. Geniuses playfully conceive URs, relying on inspiration, insight, and intuition. Auda-
cious experimentalists and pioneers by “trial and error, by switching from one hypothesis to another 
till one is found” (Gombrich 2000, 327), based on arbitrariness and heuristics, develop a manifesto 
and promote artifacts as the only right choice, only way imaginable. Nihilists and Oppositionists reject 
the condemned as untrue belief systems, express their “negative heuristic” (Landau 1981, 113; Laka-
tos 1999, 48) distinguishing a valuable art from irrelevant. In a search of commissions, cosmopolitan 
and charismatic players, or starchitects, seduce localities and agents to order their extravagant URs 
as profitable and awesome, that in parallel generates the Halo-effect for a designer. Creating a sin-
gular UR, an author stimulates an attachment of labels to the profession rather intentionally than 
inadvertently. 

“Architectonic Experiment” means an artifact of a UR influencing architecture: its development and 
evolution, a role in a city and society. A singular UR acts as an element of a particular paradigm, style, 
or a “design research program,” as Schumacher (2008) calls it. A revolutionary invention builds the 
program ‘hard core’, borrowing Lakatosian (1999) terms. An evolutionary innovation – a beautiful, 
agreeable adaptation of a radical, raw, and, often, frightening, monstrous invention – maintains an 
‘auxiliary hypothesis’ of protecting the program ‘belt’. As a revolutionary invention and evolutionary 
innovation, UR influences the discipline change. Furthermore, a singular UR serves as a visual attrac-
tor by being a contrast to the surroundings, as a monument representing deep and temporal mean-
ings and symbols, and as an original and authentic singularity enriching the environment with an 
enigmatic aura. 

Interrelated “Authorship Experiment” and “Architectonic Experiment” refer partly to internal (pure 
professional) experiment, partly to external, being dependent on history, authorities, agents. The 
creation of a singular UR has the power to influence the author and discipline, to change concepts, 
aesthetics, profession. It is important to design with a responsibility, to be aware of probable radical 
outputs: a dependency on external agents, like the economy and politics, a loss of autonomy, an 
influence on cities’ image and inhabitants. 

 

Architectural environment transformation is a result of a reaction between the environment (E) and 
an activated by an internal experiment urban object (UR), aimed at certain effects:  

[E + UR x Internal Experiment → Effect] 

 

A table below summarizes the effects and their premises that highlight an experiment in the nature 
of a singular UR. 
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Table 3. 3 UR as an Internal Experiment 

IInternal Parameter =    Premise\Condition  

Authorship experiment  
 
(1) Experimentalist 
(2) Pioneer 
(3) Nihilist-Oppositionist  
(4) Genius 
(5) Halo-\Celebrity  

(1) challenge + research + test of idea, theory, utopia + play + 
risk + intuition + heuristic + uncertainty, diffidence 

(2) manifesto, research program + revolutionary + 
movement, style  

(3) reevaluation, rejection + criticism + autonomy + theory  

(4) inborn talent, natural gift + liberal spirit + creativity + 
autonomy + imagination, ingenuity + intuition + inspiration, 
energy, intoxication + easy execution of idea + joy + will 

(5) cosmopolitan + winner + seducer + charisma (star) + self-
promoter + signature 

Architectonic experiment 
 
(1) Monumentality  
(2) Monster-Beauty 
(3) Singularity  
(4) Attractor\Visual  
(5) Symbol-Icon  
(6) Invention-Innovation  

(1) expressive, impressive form + sculpture + gigantism + 
significance + national symbol, monument  

(2) radicality + modernity + refined form + raw form 
(otherness, hybrid) 

(3) originality + authenticity + individuality + affect quality, 
aura 

(4) distance + contrast + strangeness + distinctiveness + 
figural shape + impressive visual stimulus + good articulated 
simplicity + pregnancy 

(5) representation + metaphor + conventional symbol + 
understandable meaning + association (illusion) + intuitively 
recognized image + enigma + understatement  

(6) crisis + experimentation & accident + evolutionary 
innovation + revolutionary invention + spontaneity + insight 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 

Case Studies 

 
Es gibt nichts Gutes, außer man tut es. 
 
— Erich Kästner 
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CChapter 4. Synthetic Experiments: German and Russian “Urban Reagents”  

Geddes (1915, 314) emphasizes the supremacy of observations over theoretical study, - “an escape 
from libraries and lecture rooms, a return to direct observation is needed.” Previous chapters de-
scribe separately influences of a UR, activated by an internal and external experiment. The following 
empirical chapter illustrates a “synthetic experiment” of eight URs in Germany and Russia.  

A radical UR is an active urban object, an influential artifact, created by a pioneer or talented designer, 
and working as an instrument of high purposes (not merely utilitarian) for the city, society, culture, 
and\or market. A “synthetic experiment” means a radical UR as  

an experiment by nature (internal parameter) and  
by use (external parameter)  

The chapter demonstrates the captured effects via eight public active urban objects - German and 
Russian URs: 

1 Samara Central Railway Station 
2 Berlin Hauptbahnhof-Berlin Central Station \ Lehrter Bahnhof 
3 Elbphilharmonie Hamburg (Elphi) 
4 The New Stage of Alexandrinsky Theatre 
5 Olympiastadion (Munich)  
6 BMW Welt 
7 St. Petersburg Krestovsky Stadium (Zenith Arena) 
8 Gazprom Tower 

The graphic part of eight buildings is on the attached CD (Appendix on CD). Conceptually, one graphic 
sheet means a layer of the complex UR’s structure. Pages combine observations and analytical 
graphics: 

Historical origin 
Authorship 
Architectonics 
Urban role, catalyzing influence on urban development 
Socio-cultural function (discourse, identity) 
Economic use 

4.1. Selected German and Russian URs 

Objects are featured by fame and influential capability to change different environments: urban, so-
cio-cultural, economic, historical, aesthetic, and architectural. As assumed, a UR influence is a result 
of an experiment in certain environments. Both intentional and unintended effects can be generated. 
For instance, an infrastructural experiment, like a railway station, can affect the culture. 

The studied active urban objects differ by  
historic and urban environments 
agents that order the objects of a certain program 
the objects’ authorship and appearances 

Objects’ similarity consists in an experiment that resides in 
crisis time, transitional historical period 
order for a special purpose – to work as an instrument in a certain strategy aimed at 
desired results 
avant-garde and iconic qualities regarding both author and artifact  
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For the case studies eight buildings in Russia and Germany are selected: 

In Germany: 

1 Elbphilharmonie Hamburg (Elphi), am Kaiserkai, designed in 2014 by Herzog and de 
Meuron 

2 Berlin Hauptbahnhof, Europaplatz 1, designed in 2006 by gmp von Gerkan, Marg and 
Partners Architects 

3 Olympiastadion in München, Spiridon-Louis-Ring 27, designed in 1968 by Frei Otto & 
Günter Behnisch 

4 BMW Welt in Munich, an Olympiapark 1, designed in 2003 by Coop Himmelb(l)au 

In Russia: 

5 Samara Central railway Station, Oktyabrskaya (Privokzal’naya) Square, designed in 
2001 by Yury Khramov 

6 The New Stage of Alexandrinsky Theatre in St. Petersburg, The Fontanka Embank-
ment, 49A, designed in 2013 by Z&K (Zemtsov, Kondiayn & Partners) 

7 Lakhta Center - Gazprom Tower in St. Petersburg, Primorsky avenue, designed in 
2011 by RMJM Architects 

8 Krestovsky Stadium – Zenith Arena in St. Petersburg, Krestovsky Island, designed in 
2011 by Kisho Kurokawa 

The following table (Table 4.1) provides information on the selected URs.  

Initially, URs are ordered with certain programs which are used in the following text to classify differ-
ent synthetic experiments: 

Infrastructural synthetic experiment:  
Samara Central Railway station 
Berlin Hauptbahnhof - Berlin Central Station 

Cultural synthetic experiment: 
Elbphilharmonie Hamburg (Elphi) 
Olympiastadion (Munich) 
St. Petersburg Krestovsky Stadium (Zenith Arena) 
The New Stage of Alexandrinsky Theatre  

Commercial synthetic experiment: 
BMW Welt 
Gazprom Tower 

Two German and two Russian URs are in one urban area: 

Olympiastadion in Munich and BMW Welt 
Krestovsky Stadium and Lakhta Center (Gazprom Tower) 

The case studies are described using empirical data (mapping, photo survey, interviews) and theoret-
ical resources (mass media and academic scholar publications).  

The graphic data for each building is on a CD illustrating internal (internal experiment) and external 
parameters (use as a tool for external experiments): Historical period representation; impressive ar-
chitectonics (“Monster,” “otherness”); Genius-architect; Discourse: evocative and provocative space; 
Urban context and development; Local identity; Local identity, beautification and a source of in-
come).  
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Table 4. 1 Selected for case studies URs in Germany and Russia 

Name 
Functional 

criteria 
Urban 
criteria 

Location 
Year of building Architect Image 

Samara Central 
Railway Station 

In
fr

as
tr

uc
tu

ra
l 

In-fill 

Samara 
Oktyabrskaya 

(Privokzal’naya) 
Square 

Demolished -1876 
New 1995-2001 

Yuri V. 
Khramov 

Sama-
ragorprojekt 

 

Berlin 
Hauptbahnhof 

Berlin 
Europaplatz 1 

2006 

Gmp Archi-
tekten von 

Gerkan, Marg 
and Partners  

The New Stage  
of Alexandrinsky 

Theatre 

Cu
ltu

ra
l 

St. Petersburg 
Fontanka Embank-

ment 49A 
2013 

Z&K -
Zemtsov, 

Kondiayn & 
Partners 

 

Elbphilharmonie 
Hamburg (Elphi) 

Si
te

 (R
e-

)D
ev

el
op

m
en

t 

Hamburg 
Am Kaiserkai 

2014 

Herzog & de 
Meuron 

 

Olympiastadion 
(Munich) 

Munich 
Spiridon-Louis-

Ring 27 
1968 

Frei Otto & 
Günter 

Behnisch 
 

Zenith \ Saint-
Petersburg Arena 
(former SM Kirov 

Stadium) 

St. Petersburg 
Krestovsky Island 

1932-50 
2007-16 

Kisho 
Kurokawa 
A. Nikolsky 

(Soviet part) 
 

BMW Welt 

Co
m

m
er

ci
al

 

Munich, 
Am Olympiapark 1 

2003 

Coop Him-
melb(l)au 
(Wolf Prix) 

 

Lakhta Center \ 
Gazprom Tower 

St. Petersburg 
Lakhtinsky avenue 

2 \ Primorsky 
avenue; 2011-19 

RMJM 
Architects 

(Tony Kettle) 
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44.2. Infrastructural Synthetic Experiment 

Samara Central Railway Station 

See CD - Plates 1.1-1.10 

Samara Central Railway Station was designed by the architect of “Samaragorproekt” Yury Vasiljevich 
Khramov in 1997-99. A new building has substituted the nineteenth-century railway station qualified 
as not meeting modern requirements for traffic flows, trains, and passengers. A unique interview 
with Yury Khramov (21 October 1934 - 16 October 2018), which was conducted by Yury Vasiljevich’s 
son and architect Dmitry Khramov and daughter-in-law and architect Maria Khramova, is given in full 
size at the end of this item.   

Plate Historical period representation (Pl. 1.1) shows a historic development of the Railway Station 
location. Images demonstrate the first Samara Railway Station authored by an architect-engineer Ni-
colas de Rochefort in 1876. On the Railroad Station square (Komsomol’skaya) a building of the Ad-
ministration of Kuibyshevskaya Railway, designed in 1925-27 by a famous Samara architect P.A. 
Shcherbachov, works as a dominant element. Both buildings presented the nineteenth – early twen-
tieth-century popular Art Nouveau style or “modernized classic” style (Stadnikov and Fedorov 2006, 
82). In the Soviet time, the renovated and purified from Imperial symbols Station worked in a normal 
regime. In 1995-96, Rochefort’s building was demolished to erect a modern and high technological 
transport hub. A new building represents the Post-Soviet era in Samara, and serves as an indicator 
and an “inductor” of the epoch and mentality change in the “openness and restricting” (Meuser 2006, 
23) of Perestroika. 

Plate Impressive architectonics (Pl. 1.2) shows the project drawings and model of the new Railway 
Station - a blue shining glass spaceship or “a kind of kinematic ‘piston’ model,” like Khramov (2015) 
calls it. A radical ensemble (the dome height with a spire is 101 meters) dominates over the former 
central element – the iconic Art-Nouveau Administration of Kuibyshevskaya Railway on a historically 
mosaic Komsomolskaya square. The realized I construction phase and the planned II compose a build-
ing of a great industrial machine – an image of dynamics and a working piston system. Modernist 
shape (absence of any decorations) and Postmodernist symbolism are combined in an experimental 
audacious project, aimed to satisfy the requirements of the new highspeed era – the needs of the 
increased flow of trains and passengers. A complex spatial structure with wide free zones and con-
course makes passengers stay comfortable and pleasant. The building hardly refers to Augé’s (1995, 
112) transit “non-places” because Samara Railway Station is individual and expressive rather than 
abstract and faceless. The building works as an orientation node and attraction easily seen from dif-
ferent streets’ perspectives. Inaugurated in 2001, every level of the Samara Central Railway Station 
building is open for the public. Samara inhabitants and tourists have received a new era belvedere. 

Plate Genius-architect (Pl. 1.3) is devoted to the unique personality of Yury Vasiljevich Khramov 
(21.10.1934 – 16.10.2018), a talented architect of “Samaragorproekt” (former “Kuybyshev-
gorproyekt”). Being a true Modernist, Khramov asserted a formal purity of architecture, rejected use-
less decoration, insisted on a radical reinterpretation of the environment in favor of new time re-
quirements and technological innovations. A “Self-made man” and “intellectual of the sixties” 
(Samoylova 2014) Yury Khramov in his youth was interested in aeromodelling but became a student 
of Moscow architecture institute (Marhi). After studying, he moved to Samara, where authored rad-
ical and iconic reconstructions and buildings like Samara Philharmonic Hall (instead of the old circus 
“Olymp”), the House of Culture “Zvezda,” – unique and fortunate examples of individual buildings in 
the Soviet mass and prefabricated building industry domination, and the Central Railway Station, the 
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Monument of a Glory. Tatiana Khramova (cited in Ignashov 2014, 2), grand-daughter says “I am proud 
that he was never afraid to experiment, was not afraid in telling the truth, taking on hard duties.” 
Svetlana Shatskikh, a chief project engineer indicated: “he worked non-standard. … the station was a 
real architectural experiment for Russia ...”; Violetta Khramova, the wife, states “My husband is 100% 
fanatic of architecture! Work was always the main thing for him” (cited in Ignashov 2014, 3). 

Plate Discourse (Pl. 1.4) illustrates an active interest and discussion in both professional and mass 
media. The demolition of the former Rochefort’s station, explained by a poor and outmoded con-
structive capability and difficulties to serve the increased passengers’ flow, has provoked the first 
debate. This claim was heated by bold architectonics of the station, and nourished by the instable 
time after 1991, close to the date of the dissolution of the USSR. Evgratov (2000, 16) maintained that 
an old building was in critical condition and became exchanged by “European image-like constructive 
and, simultaneously, romantic Russian railway temple.” Sergei Leibgrad (2000, 18), Samara poet and 
essayist, wrote “the new railway station is an exact reflection of our epoch-making consciousness, 
our strange ideas, and unpredictable possibilities.”  

Plate Local identity (Pl. 1.9) demonstrates that the new Railway Station dome and domes of the Ad-
ministration of Kuibyshevskaya Railway by Shcherbachov, are similar in geometry, and, although it is 
not mentioned in the interview, support an artistic image of the square even being radical and over-
whelming.  

The modern Railway Station works as a “multifunctional venue” and a “redevelopment of the central 
Komsomolsky Square” (Fischer, Uffelen, and Bayandin 2007, 934). Plate Urban context and develop-
ment (Pl. 1.5) shows the urban transformation of the Railway Station location since the mid-nine-
teenth century: from the rural area with single wood buildings, church, and cemeteries, to intensively 
used city district. In 1876, the first Railway Station was erected and existed for 120 years (demolished 
in 1996). In the early twentieth century, sport and administrative buildings appeared as the Kuiby-
shevskaya Railways’ property.  

After the dissolution of the USSR, the plots near the Railroad Station are developed by private inves-
tors - new big constructions occurred (Pl. 1.6), among which the new Railway Station is a flagship. 
The Komsomolskaya Square presents a historical amalgam of the architecture of the 1920s, Soviet 
60s-80s, and the Post- Soviet 90s. After the Railway Station building (the I construction phase), great 
and avant-garde shopping and entertainment center “Gudok” in a glass-steel architecture (authored 
by German ESP designers) has taken shape.  

Plate Mapping the surroundings (Pl. 1.7) and Plate Urban context and development (Pl. 1.8) demon-
strate a landmark position of the new Railway Station and its domination over a diverse cityscape of 
Samara. 

Commercial data of the Kuibyshevskaya Railway is not studied. Plate Local identity, beautification and 
a source of income (Pl. 1.10) shows that an image of the new Railway Station is presented on souve-
nirs and print items like calendars, magnets, postcards, and street billboards as a city symbol. Shop-
ping is diffused in small stores on the first floor and planned to be grouped in the building of the II 
construction phase. 

The building represents a modern and progressive city. In the interview, Khramov mentions different 
tourist spaces demonstrating the Railway Station as Samara city brand.  
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IInterview 1 Yu.V. Khramov about the Railway Station project 

I am grateful to Samara State Technical University (the former Samara State University of Architecture 
and Civil Engineering) Professors and architects Dmitry Khramov and Maria Khramova who have 
kindly interviewed Dmitry’s father – Yury Vasiljevich Khramov when he was already in the hospital 
and passed away in a short time. 

Q 1. What design tasks were assigned by the clients on the initial project phase? 

The tasks for the designers were assigned under the current situation: 

The existing railway station did not meet the requirements of modern stations’ pas-
senger capacity and traffic; 
The railway station constructions fell into decay, into a critical condition. 

Therefore, a special-order competition was launched on the railroad station building. 

Q 2. Had the customer formulated a specific requirement for the form, the artistic image of the 
station? - No. 

Q 3. How was the design process carried out – in sequent phases or an urgent manner, parallel 
with the building? 

The design process was carried urgently. It was decided to build the railway station in-situ, not waiting 
for the final project of the complex. Building expertise was conducted step by step, as far as a certain 
part of the project (discipline) was finished and approved by the Ministry of Railways (MPS) based on 
preliminary reviews of specialists of the Mosgiprotrans Institute. 

Q 4. Who was the direct client - Joint Stock Company “Russian Railways” or the city administra-
tion?  

The customer of the project was the Samara Railway Department of the Ministry of Railways. 

Q 5. Could You please define Your artistic preferences? What is Your creative manifesto? 

I graduated from the Moscow Architectural Institute in 1960. It was a time when the preference was 
given to the architecture of modernism. My motto: the form should correspond to the internal con-
tent (functional – ed. Reshetnikova) without any unnecessary details and decorations. 

Q 6. Do You like to make sketchers, go to plein-airs, or to paint? - No. 
Q 7. Could the Railway Station building be called as an embodiment of your creative manifesto? - 

Yes, completely. 
Q 8. What project purposes were posed for the Railway Station design? 

1) To increase the railway station floor space in comparison with building standards. At 
the project start moment, the passenger traffic was reduced, and the railway traffic – 
not intensive. It was 1995, Perestroika. That period particularity of design of railway 
stations’ complexes consisted of considering a prospective development and intensity 
growth of the transport and passenger flows for 15 years. Knowing the disastrous data 
of 1995, I took the data laid down in the city master plan in the years with maximum 
passenger traffic. 

2) The station square has a higher ground level than it is required for the railway station 
buildings because the station is located on the city fringe. The city stretches along the 
Volga river for many kilometers. To get to the railway station on time, a man must 
leave far in advance in the current transport situation and need to be provided with a 
place in the waiting hall. 

3) To exclude leaving and coming passengers’ crossing. 
4) To create maximum comfortable conditions for all passengers, including people with 

disabilities. 
5) To close bring passengers as close as possible to the boarding zones, using the con-

course area above all tracks. 
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6) To create the most comfortable conditions for the waiting and relaxation of transit 
passengers, using the premises on the upper floors of the building, including the 
atrium space. 

Q 9. How this building image was created? How would you describe the artistic concept of Your 
unique building? It is interesting - Your definitions, emotions, and remembrances. 

The construction of the railway station square was carried out for decades by different styles’ archi-
tecture, and, as a result, the square did not demonstrate a harmonious urban development. The 
dominating element of the square was the building of the Office of [Kuybyshev] Railways in the Art 
Nouveau. In the design idea of the new complex, the railway station building was planned to become 
a central dominating element. Its high form had to be seen from Leo Tolstoy str. and Agibalova str. 
Terraced design of building elements following the spiral had to make a sense of dynamics, move-
ment, expression. The idea of motion is coded in different layers of perception – both in spatial (the 
dynamics of the shape constructing based on vertical and horizontal movement flows (spiral of the 
tower)), and in symbolical, yet not evident due to the unbuilt second construction phase, which cen-
ter would be another “tower” - the “piston” gone inside - in response to the existing tower - essen-
tially - the image of a kind of kinematic “piston” model, referring to the image of the industrial era 
mechanism. 

Q 10. Are you satisfied with the result?  

I would be pleased with the result as soon as the whole building complex would be completed, in-
cluding the IInd construction phase, yet only the Ist had been built - the half. 

Q 11. The society acute responds on the avant-garde architecture. Had your project meet a public 
criticism, criticism of the client and the professionals? If so, what was criticized, and how do 
you personally feel about it? 

I accept objective, professional criticism, try to listen to it for my future work. The client had pre-
sented the Railway Station project of the Ist construction phase at the international festival 
“Zodchestvo” in Moscow and won the first prize and the Gold Diploma for the best building of the 
year. Therefore, I suggest that the professional circle has favored my work. 

Q 12. Do You see the Building as a city brand, its symbol? 

When I have been working on the project, I had no purpose to endow the building with the city sym-
bol features. But now, I see TV screenshots with the views of the railway station. Its image is on 
postcards, sweets boxes, calendars, advertising leaflets. In Egypt, in Sharm El Sheikh airport, in Italy, 
in Rimini airport on the advertising billboards dedicated to Samara, the image of the Railway Station 
is demonstrated. Based on this, I deduce that Samara Railroad Station has become the city brand. 

Q 13. Do you consider that Railway Station has influenced the further development of the city? If 
so, in what way? 

Now a new big construction is carried out near the Railroad Station – a large department store 
“Gudok” [Eng. hooter]. In the future, it is planned to open a new metro station on the Railway station 
square that will connect the Railway station with all city parts. 

Q 14. Are there any further design and building plans? If so, in what stylistic and functional fea-
tures will be the new construction phase? 

The whole Railway Station complex design is completed, and only the Ist construction phase is built. 
In the IInd construction phase, a cash hall is planned, which is temporally located in the concourse 
space making inconvenience for the passengers; administration and service rooms, conference room, 
restaurant, many retail spaces, spaces for recreation and entertainment, children’s and game rooms 
are provided. The IIIrd construction phase project is planned as 9-story parking. 
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Berlin Hauptbahnhof (Central Station) \ Lehrter Bahnhof 

See CD - Plates 2.1-2.11 

Berlin Hauptbahnhof - Berlin Central Station \ Lehrter Bahnhof was designed by German starchitects 
- Gmp Architekten von Gerkan, Marg & Partner in 1993-2006. This UR illustrates a statement regard-
ing modern German architectures that “bear the indelible imprint of the cultural and artistic environ-
ment in which they live and work” (Ursula Zeller, cited in Schwarz 2002, 8).  

Plate Historical period representation (Pl. 2.1) shows the nineteenth century Kaiser’s era Neoclassical 
railway station – designed by Alfred Lent, Bertold Scholz, and Gottlieb Henri Lapierre as an inner-city 
viaduct (Brensing 2006, 52) which existed until 1951. During the Nationalsozialismus, in the 1940s, 
Adolf Hitler and architect Albert Speer planned the area near the Station - the Spreebogen area - to 
become a central site (close to the Reichstag) of “a glorious city, Germania, … ‘the capital of the 
world’” (Jencks 1997a, 18). The location was seriously damaged during WWII. The old railway station 
(Lehrter Bahnhof) central part was demolished in 1958, the remained part – in 2002. 

The building referred to the border territory between GDR and FRG. After the fall of the Berlin Wall 
(November 1989), in 1993, a competition on Berlin Mitte reconstruction and connection Berlin to 
Germany’s rail network as “Pilzkonzept” was launched presupposing a cross of east-west and north-
south directions (“Lehrter Bahnhof/Hauptbahnhof Quarter Urban Planning Competition” 2019). New 
Berlin Hauptbahnhof representing the Unification of Germany (der Deutschen Einheit) has been 
opened on the 26th May 2006, by the 2006 Football World Championship - FIFA World Cup 9 June - 
9 July 2006. The Station architecture follows a strategy of J. P. Kleihues’ “critical reconstruction,” and 
Stimmann’s town planning model (Barkhofen 2000, 11–13). The new building plays the role of “Ber-
lin`s most important symbol for the capital, a ‘physical incarnation of reunification’” (Hans van Dijk, 
cited in Barkhofen 2000, 19). 

“The station hall forms a welcoming gateway in the direction of Moabit and to the government dis-
trict to the south,” architect Meinhard von Gerkan (1997, 138) says, “The station building ... combines 
the function of forming an urban link between government and town districts” The Deutsche Bahn 
(German Railways) indicates that the Berlin Central Station is the place of the future connecting peo-
ple and mobility: “Orte der Zukunft,” “Wir verbinden Menschen und Mobilität”(“Bahnhöfe verbinden 
Menschen und Mobilität” 2019). The urban site is under further development increasing functional 
and architectural diversity. 

Plate Impressive architectonics (Pl. 2.2) demonstrates a competition proposal, sketches, and models, 
and photographs of the realized buildings. The object serves as a giant urban spatial artifact involving 
in its structure the surrounding environment. The shape combines two 46-meters high lapidary par-
allel blocks, bridges crossing the station volume, and “a classic glazed platform vault” with solar mod-
ules (Brensing 2006, 53). “Even glass seems to transcend its planar form and suggest three-dimen-
sionality through the grid-like divisions of the fenestration,” researcher Nokomura (1997, 7) charac-
terizes architects’ work, - “... in their hands, steelwork also acquires а textural aspect that goes be-
yond the linear form of the material.” Light and intriguing vistas feature the spatial structure of glass 
planes, steel frames, and concrete bridges. On the official website architects gmp Architekten (2019) 
describe the project:  

The key design principle of Berlin’s Central Station is the clear emphasis of the existing course of 
the railway tracks in the urban environment. Large, lightweight glass roofs as well as two inter-
secting office buildings translate this principle with architectural means. 
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Plate Genius-architects (Pl. 2.3) defines Hamburg-based architects of gmp as public figures, where 
between Meinhard von Gerkan and Volkwin Marg, the former has a leading position and is called as 
a “star-architect” in media resources. Meinhard von Gerkan has founded gmp office with Volkwin 
Marg more than fifty years ago and has been commissioned in different cities and countries, always 
trying to make a contextual contribution into the environment, to create an artifact sensitive to the 
historical and local features: maintain a dialog as a design approach. Architects have formulated a 
coherent design philosophy (“Our Philosophy” 2017):  

Simplicity: Search for the clearest solution for your design. Strive for the best simplicity.  
Variety and uniformity: Create uniformity within variety. Create variety within uniformity.  
Distinctiveness: Develop an identity of the design from the specific conditions of location and 
task.  
Structural order: Render a structural order to the design. Organize functions as clear buildings 
forms. 

Meinhard von Gerkan is active in promoting the office and its credo. In the interview, held by the 
journalist Gero von Boehm, Gerkan (“Gero von Boehm fragt Meinhard von Gerkan” 2015) argues that 
architecture is not a free art, it originates from four parameters – “a social duty,” “order, functional, 
life-necessary,” “business function,” and “an urban organism” “generating our present.” Gerkan’s 
“career is the German economic miracle par excellence - after a difficult start-up, success, and suc-
cess, competitions winning, prizes were received. The company grew and grew, got branches,” Gero 
von Boehm deems (“Gero von Boehm fragt Meinhard von Gerkan” 2015). “We see architecture as 
an art of social application, that emerges from the interplay of self-determined factors and factors 
determined by outside influences,” Meinhard von Gerkan (1983, 17) indicates that gmp follows today 
their principles declared in the start of the practice, - “One could call this a dialectical approach: 
thinking in terms of opposition … There is a conflict of objectives in every building project.”  

Plate Discourse (Pl. 2.4) shows the Central Station as a conflict object, subject of debates between 
the architects and the client German Railways. One of the scandals - architects struggled with the 
client who rejected to fulfill the initial design due to financial difficulties – the glazed vault was built 
shorter for one hundred meters (from 430 to 321 m) – the longest train part would be not covered 
by the roof. Nevertheless, - “the new Berlin Central Station is a heroic achievement” (Brensing 2006, 
59). The building is evaluated as a national symbol, the most beautiful, “one of the most important, 
best and most controversial buildings in Germany,” south German newspaper writes 
(sueddeutsche.de 2010). 

Plate Local identity (Pl. 2.10) illustrates the Berlin Central Station’s cultural, commercial, and political 
meaning: local unity and global integration. It works as the national symbol, cross point of renewed, 
and new connections. On the Berlin Central Station opening ceremony, the Chancellor (die Bun-
deskanzlerin) Angela Merkel (Merkel and Mehdorn 2006) called the building as a representation of 
the new phase of the country:  

The new transparent central station stands for a modern, open-minded and cosmopolitan coun-
try. … When international guests come, they are at a new ensemble, which we have here in the 
inner city, [the guests] are incredibly impressed saying again and again that there is hardly a Eu-
ropean city where, in such a grandiose area, the Reichstag, the Chancellor’s office, the railway 
station, [and] the Tiergarten are in one ensemble, and, maybe, we do not even imagine what can 
be happened [at this location] after several decades, when that terrible Wall has passed through 
everything. 

The CEO of Deutsche Bahn AG Hartmut Mehdorn (Merkel and Mehdorn 2006) indicates that the 
Central Station plays a public magnet role.  
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Plate Urban context and development (Pl. 2.5) demonstrates the photo script of the location of the 
Central Station as a place of a big and radical redevelopment – almost all buildings are erected after 
1990, several historical heritage buildings are preserved. Attended in 2013-16, the place looked like 
a total construction and redefinition of urban and political context: close is Bundeskanzleramt, build-
ings of The German Bundestag, Reichstag (Pl. 2.6). Since the 1990s, due to the European Union aspi-
ration to make railway markets more liberal and competitive, national – state-monopolized – railway 
stations have been transformed into “(quasi-)private, profit-oriented businesses,” thus, inducing at-
tractiveness and interest in railway station area redevelopment as “a potential revenue-generating 
activity” (Novy and Peters 2013, 242).  

The area around the Berlin Central Station is in a further development process. In 1994, the Senate 
Department for Building and Housing and the Deutsche Bahn launched a restricted urban competi-
tion and selected two winners – Dudler and Ungers. Max Dudler proposed the building to the north 
of the Invalidenstraße. Oswald. M. Ungers designed the site around the Central Station by flanking a 
free forecourt by “seven housing blocks, following the traditional Berlin block structure” (“Lehrter 
Bahnhof/Hauptbahnhof Quarter Urban Planning Competition” 2019). Other urban competitions are 
held to reconstruct into mixed-use sites the west area owned by Vivico Real Estate (in 2005), and the 
Humbolthafen.  

Two plates on Location of The Berlin Central Station: evolution of the place - Moabit, Berlin-Mitte (Pl. 
2.7; Pl. 2.8) show how the territory and land use transforms from the eighteenth century to the recent 
times: from military plots and greenery (1750) to industrial in the 1980s, and intensive mixed-use in 
the 2000s, when new roads, U- and S-Bahn, residential, commercial, public zones are created. Plate 
Urban context and development. The Berlin central station-site (re-)development (Pl. 2.9) illustrates 
the district redevelopment plans – to the north and south from the Invalidenstraße, down from the 
Spreebogen:  

1999\2000: the German Bundestag: the redesigned Reichstag building  
1992-2007: the Capital City of Berlin-redevelopment and building Mitte-Berlin 
1998: Kulturforum project (Potsdamer Platz) 
2012-2014: Trade fairs, congress and event arena “CityCube Berlin” (CODE UNIQUE Archi-
tekten BDA) 
2016: the new government quarter “Hauptstadt Berlin - Parlaments- und Regierungsviertel” 
after 2017: new U-Bahn and tram stations near the Berlin Hbf, designed by Gruber + Popp 
Architekten BDA; The Europacity Project (till circa 2025) - “Masterplan Berlin Heidestraße” 

Although Deutsche Bahn AG formally refers to the state, it has been privatized since 1994 and is 
profit-oriented, where property development is one of the key activities – “stations appearance and 
character became increasingly commercialized” (Novy and Peters 2013, 242). Berlin Central Station 
is not only a transport hub, a great urban gesture, political and socio-cultural artifact, but also an 
intentionally organized shopping center with many brand stores: commercial area 75,000 sqm from 
the total 164,000 sqm (Gerkan 1997, 137–42). Plate Local identity & a source of income (Pl. 2.11) 
shows how a building is integrated into a commodification and city branding – from children's games 
and images on clothes to a significant public meeting point for festivals and protests. According to 
the economic studies, the Station impacts on property prices (increasing) of commercial and residen-
tial property due to the raised attractiveness, accessibility, and employment opportunities (Ahlfeldt 
2007, 21). 

Thus, both infrastructural experiments have not only influenced transportation possibilities, but also 
architecture in general, city image and development, have socio-cultural effects on national identity, 
and economic – on an increase of income, also in terms of further constructions and investment.  
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44.3. Cultural Synthetic Experiment 

Elbphilharmonie Hamburg (Elphi) 

See CD - Plates 3.1-3.10 

Elbphilharmonie Hamburg, nicknamed as Elphi, was designed in 2007-16 by Herzog & de Meuron 
(H&deM). Plate Historical period representation (Pl. 3.1) shows a historical and urban transformation 
of the close to the city center Speicherstadt warehouse district on the River Elbe – “an Unprece-
dented Experiment” (Geipel 2008, 15) - a great inner-city development HafenCity with a concept 
“Metropolis Hamburg – A growing City” (HafenCity Hamburg GmbH 2006, 5). Historical change of the 
area in the twentieth century means an intentionally elaborated strategy of competition for global 
interests: “nowadays a city’s cultural appeal is a vital indicator of its significance” (Bahnsen 2011a, 8). 

WWII damaged the trade and maritime commerce center of the Sandtorhafen Hamburg - an old 
working harbor with an iconic nineteenth-century Cocoa warehouse Kaiserspeicher with a Zeitball 
(ball clock). The tower with the Zeitball was demolished in 1963. In the place of the detonated Kai-
serspeicher for cocoa, tobacco, and tea, a new warehouse, erected in the mid-60s, was called Kai-
speicher A, designed by Hamburg architect Werner Kallmorgen. The warehouse blocks A, B, C, J, K, 
M with the eastern part Block O were burned or demolished.  

Recently finished Elbphilharmonie represents globalization and a strategy of iconic-led urban regen-
eration from industry to mixed-use: “Hamburg goes global” (Dawson, cited in Grubbauer 2013, 198). 
It is also a national symbol invested not only by the client, Freie und Hansestadt Hamburg, repre-
sented by ReGe Hamburg Project-Realisierungsgesellschaft mbH but also by the citizens and business 
agents (Bahnsen 2011a, 8). Initiated by Alexander Gérard (Muratov 2013, 144), Elbphilharmonie is 
an element of a long-term megaproject – 25 years (planned to be finished by 2025) – great brownfield 
development project - reconstruction into the inner urban mixed-use (residential, cultural, office 
spaces) on the 157-hectare site in the Northern Harbour, HafenCity (Grubbauer 2013, 191–92). The 
HafenCity aims at becoming “Metropolitan but also maritime,” at entrepreneurial Hamburg’s “global 
look,” although by “the reinterpretation of the genius loci and the area’s authentic port character” 
(Grubbauer 2013, 198). 

Plate Impressive architectonics (Pl. 3.2) demonstrates early sketches of the Elbphilharmonie, models, 
a poster, and experimental details, presented in the information pavilion near the building, and fac-
tual photographs. A building is composed of two forms – refurbished red-brick warehouse of the 60s 
- Kaispeicher A (W. Kallmorgen), and pulsating expressionist glass envelope-crown with an undulating 
roof; in-between two forms a free space enables spectacular views. “Experimenteller Nutzungsmix” 
(Adam 2008, 54) features the Elbphilharmonie: not only a concert hall - the Grand Hall (Hans 
Scharoun’s type – Weinberg), with about 2150 seats, but also a luxury residential, and cultural com-
plex, a city landmark, and “a place for everyone” (“Elbphilharmonie Hamburg” 2010, 2) – “an attrac-
tive mix of urban uses” (Herzog & de Meuron 2016).  

Similar in plan with the old warehouse, the Philharmonic is a vibrant sculpture built from the con-
nected unique curved open and isolated 1100 glass elements and about 2200 panels (Bahnsen 2011c, 
14) – “Glassy bubbles” (“Gläserne Seifenblasen”) (Haberle 2010, 32–33) reflecting the context and 
contrasting with flat red-brick surfaces. Not only an architectural shape is experimental, but also the 
acoustics of the Grand Hall has required special knowledge, an experimental model, and a talent of 
the world’s best acoustic designer Yasuhisa Toyota (Bahnsen 2011c, 16). Herzog & de Meuron (2016) 
define the “project of the 21st century that would have been inconceivable before”: “The philhar-
monic building typology has undergone architectural reformulation that is exceptionally radical in its 
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unprecedented emphasis on the proximity between artist and audience – almost like a football sta-
dium.” 

Plate Genius-architects (Pl. 3.3) shows portraits of the prizes-awarded partnership of Jacque Herzog 
(b. 19.04.1950) and Pierre de Meuron (b. 8.09.1950), who both lead a famous for numerous out-
standing buildings architectural office, founded in 1978 in Basel. “Childhood friends since the mid-
fifties” (Jimenez 2001), both architects studied in the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) in 
Zurich, where received professor positions in 1999, and were awarded the Pritzker Architecture Prize 
in 2001, RIBA Royal Gold Medal in 2007, the Japan Praemium Imperiale in 2007, the Mies Crown Hall 
Americas Prize (MCHAP) in 2014, and many other (“HERZOG & DE MEURON: Profile” 2016). The Pritz-
ker Architecture Prize jury declare (“Jury Citation: Jacques Herzog and Pierre de Meuron” 2001): 
“These two architects, Jacques Herzog and Pierre de Meuron, with their intensity and passion for 
using the enduring palette of brick, stone, glass, and steel to express new solutions in new forms.”  

Spanish Pritzker Prize winner Rafael Moneo (2004, 368) writes that Herzog and de Meuron have be-
come internationally famous due to their great quantity of realized works in contrast to those, who 
have become famous for theory (Venturi, Eisenman, Rossi) or provocative manifesto (Koolhaas). Her-
zog & de Meuron have received “widespread recognition of a bona fide professional practice, with 
all its attendant subjection to the conventional rules of the game” (Moneo 2004, 368). Sophisticated 
and conscious design with a bold artistic approach - Jacque Herzog presented art exhibitions in Basel 
(Wang 1998, 189), was rewarded by the public, professional, and clients` interest. Such buildings as 
London Tate Modern (2000, the former Bankside Power Station), Hamburg Elbphilharmonie (2016, 
crowned the former warehouse), Laban Dance Centre (2003, received the Stirling Prize), the Vit-
raHaus (2006, in Weil am Rhein), and other various scale projects have made the group’s name fa-
mous.  

H&deM - the representatives of Minimalism, so-called “Swiss box” (Ibelings 2014, 206) - do not make 
similar proposals, they experiment and formulate new forms of “conceptual architecture,” combining 
design and analytical research methods for generation of ideas. Jacques Herzog says “I do not even 
know what architecture is. You have to work that out again and again” (cited in Franck et al. 2006, 
56–57). There are no more traditions, according to Jacque Herzog (Zaera and Herzog 1993): “Some-
thing like tradition doesn’t exist anymore. This is not only true in architecture but in most areas of 
our culture. … We don’t mourn this lack of tradition because it opens up new, previously non-existent 
possibilities in architecture.”  

Elbphilharmonie is an epicenter of the heated debates on the HafenCity: local identity, costs, and 
social polarization. The government sees the Elbphilharmonie as “a change for the cultural future” of 
Germany (Christian Wulff, cited in Bahnsen et al. 2011, 3). New buildings “shape the future image of 
Hamburg” (Grubbauer 2013, 201). Plate Discourse (Pl. 3.4) shows an acute interest in the building 
playing an important socio-cultural role. Historically, Hamburg is presented by the eighteenth and 
nineteenth-century white bourgeois Neoclassical villas, and red-brick residential and municipal build-
ings of the 1908-33 building program owed much to the city’s building director Fritz Schumacher, 
who managed the use of local material and the 1920s Northern German Brick Expressionism. In the 
90s, architects started to experiment with brick and other materials, making “un-hamburg-like mish-
mash” (Hadi Teherani, cited in Grubbauer 2013, 199), for instance, “un-Hanseatic” open spaces de-
signed like piers by EMBT (Benedetta Tagliabue). Heterogeneous single buildings “overstate the indi-
vidual architectural statement as opposed to the unity of the whole ensemble,” and present “an al-
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leged genius locus” of “a local ‘Hanseatic’ building tradition characterized by sobriety and understate-
ment attributes, which are usually explained by Hamburg’s past as a trading port and sovereign city-
state” (Grubbauer 2013, 198). The new architecture is criticized for breaking the unity of the district. 

Risks are inevitable in experimental projects. “The Elbphilharmonie project as a whole is unprece-
dented in the building history of Hamburg,” political correspondent Uwe Bahnsen (2011b, 75–77) 
points out, “Architectural, technical, organizational and financial challenges are involved, in approxi-
mately equal parts. Such an undertaking led us into unknown territory. This necessarily involves risks 
and singularities that can only be tackled with a lot of experience.” Elbphilharmonie is a subject of 
political debates due to the increased costs from 77 to 470 million-euro (up to 800 million-euro) 
(Belousova 2013), and long term construction. Costs’ escalations are due to “enhancement of the 
architectural draft” (Bahnsen 2011b, 76), requested by the Senate (roof, new concert hall, acoustics, 
etc.).  

A city marketing of the HafenCity is aimed to make a livable and innovative space, but that induces a 
“socially exclusive area,” privatized (it might be only right “economically viable solution”), and a dis-
traction from other requiring investment city zones (Grubbauer 2013, 197). A visual image of the 
Elbphilharmonie reflects the local harbor features that a Plate Local identity (Pl. 3.10) demonstrates. 
Aesthetically harmonious image – visually local and traditional - of the spectacular Elbphilharmonie 
crowning the old warehouse is a redefinition of the place identity, perceived by foreigners and tour-
ists as true Hamburg. Historically, not kings but “the wealthy inhabitants of the Hanseatic city created 
their own cultural spaces,” Chairman of the Freundeskreis Elbphilharmonie Nikolaus W. Schües 
(2011, 5) supports the criticized edifice. 

Plate Urban context and development (Pl. 3.5) illustrates a location change from the nineteenth cen-
tury until date: from the brownfield of the former port into a cultural, commercial, prestige, and a 
representative area close to the heart of the city. The first ideas of urban regeneration appear in the 
80s, when in all port cities “modern container traffic had led to a situation in which the historically 
developed port infrastructure was no longer usable in an optimal manner” (HafenCity Hamburg 
GmbH 2006, 88), but only in 1997 the First Mayor of the Free and Hanseatic City of Hamburg, Henning 
Voscherau, after the land acquisition, proclaimed publicly the intention. When the Parliament has 
assigned the decision, the property package “Harbour and City,” was given to GHS Hamburg Port 
Area Development Corporation, renamed in 2004 in HafenCity Hamburg GmbH, responsible for the 
territory marketing and development (Grubbauer 2013, 192).  

Following the aims to foster sectoral transformation, competitiveness, and to attract investment 
(Grubbauer 2013, 195), in 1999 an international competition was launched and won by the German-
Dutch team “hamburgplan” headed by Kees Christiaanse (ASTOC), who has designed a masterplan 
for the area. The masterplan combining twelve parcels with mixed-use functions has been formulated 
via a range of workshops (Christiaanse and Meppl 2008, 20), and emphasized two cultural institutions 
– Elbphilharmonie concert hall (Herzog & de Meuron), and the Science Center (OMA). Individual de-
velopers of parcels had to follow the time-frame and design restrictions: historical buildings’ height 
limit, 6-7 levels, not contrasting, but being elements of the ensemble (HafenCity Hamburg GmbH 
2006, 56). During 2002-09, two quarters have been finished: Sandtorkai and Dalmannkai. The site 
design presupposed a medium-height building with singular spectacular forms.  

Plate Urban context and development. Elbphilharmonie: Mapping the surroundings (Pl. 3.6) shows 
the whole district under construction. The land use is completely redefined, also historical heritage 
architecture (in red) is refurbished and adapted for the new usage. Plate Urban context and develop-
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ment (Pl. 3.8) demonstrates the HafenCity development: preservation and refurbishment of the nine-
teenth century HafenCity12-Hamburg-Altstadt48 - Speicherstadt, and new mixed-use development 
to the south watersides – Sandtorkai, Kaiserkai, Dalmannkai, Huebenerkai, Strandkai, Chicagokai.  

Walking to the Elbphilharmonie (Pl. 3.7) gives an impression of the Hanseatic harbor architecture as 
nordic, austere, and logical, where the Philharmonic seems (for the foreigner) to be a natural contin-
uation and acme of the whole scenography of vistas, like if the sea waves of the harbor rise to the 
tenth wave between the surrounding buildings. With a total height of 110 m, the Elbphilharmonie 
works as “a landmark visible from afar, lending an entirely new vertical accent to the horizontal layout 
that characterizes the city of Hamburg” (Herzog & de Meuron 2016). 

Senator of Economy, Transport, and Innovation Frank Horch (cited in Bahnsen 2011c, 24) defines 
Hamburg as a center of music, where more than a thousand companies work in the music industry, 
and due to the new concert hall, “the creative economy is booming.” Hamburg researchers speak 
about tourists’ quantity increase (Bahnsen 2011a, 8). In the project description, Herzog & de Meuron 
(2016) indicate a new tourist destination role of the Elbphilharmonie:  

The Kaispeicher A has now been transformed into a vibrant, international centre for music lovers, 
a magnet for both tourists and the business world. The Elbphilharmonie will become a landmark 
of the city of Hamburg and a beacon for all of Germany.  

Elbphilharmonie is evaluated as an “important investment in the future” of Hamburg: “Not only will 
tourism get a boost from the Elbphilharmonie, the city also stands to benefit in the competition for 
companies, skilled labor and young professionals looking for a place” (Schmidt-Trenz 2011, 54). In 
the open-access brochure about the HafenCity project, it is mentioned that a service space for over 
45,000 jobs will be provided (Bruns-Berentelg and Jeske 2014, 95). 

Plate Local identity, streetart, and a source of income (Pl. 3.9) presents the use of the Elbphilharmonie 
for tourist souvenirs and cultural and social purposes. For instance, sports events - Haspa Marathon 
Hamburg - use the image of the Philharmonic for medals. The Philharmonic is embodying music that 
comes to the streets in street art. 
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The New Stage of Alexandrinsky Theatre 

See CD - Plates 4.1-4.10 

Theatrical-cultural, multimedia complex in St. Petersburg “The New (Small) Stage of Alexandrinsky 
Theatre” was designed by prominent St. Petersburg architects Zemtsov, Kondiayn & Partners (Z&K) 
in 2006-13 under the order to open an experimental platform for new artistic methods, medium, and 
technologies.  

Plate Historical period representation (Pl. 4.1) shows a historical change of the location. The Fontanka 
Embankment, 49A, took shape in the second half of the eighteenth - early nineteenth century, where 
before 2006 a former red-brick warehouse for the scenery served the needs of the closely located 
Alexandrinsky Theatre. The first State Russian Theatre was established by the order of the Empress 
Elizaveta Petrovna in 1756. The New Stage of Alexandrinsky Theatre is a successor and an innovative 
extension of Carlo di Giovanni Rossi’s edifice – the Alexandrinsky Theatre on the Ostrovsky Square, 
constructed in 1828-32 as a dominant element of the classical architectural ensemble during the 
reign of Nicholas I (Pavlovich) Romanov. The theater was named in honor of Alexandra Feodorovna 
– the consort of the emperor. It became a national heritage, brought a great contribution to culture, 
theater, and architectural arts. Carlo Rossi’s architectural ensemble is a perfect illustration of the 
Empire Style (Kostylev and Perestoronina 2002, 85) (or Late Classicism) with its pure clear forms, 
accurate details (pillars, moldings, niches, balconies, etc.) – representing absolutism and imperial 
power. The red-brick warehouse for the scenery, as well as the Imperial Theatre’s courtyard houses 
and a hall for the ballet troupe rehearsals, are designed by a civil engineer Alexander Romanovich 
Geschwend in 1890-91 (Baranovsky 1893, 80–81).  

In the 2000s, the Alexandrinsky Theatre required new spaces. The theater’s art director Valery Fokin 
(cited in Tsiopa 2019) insisted that St. Petersburg, and Russia as a whole, is in a need of a theatrical-
cultural center because the culture is in a deficit in the modern state of things, “an appearance of 
this unprecedented in Russia center is important.” In 2006, Z&K designed the first project of the Ale-
ksandrinka-2, when the Alexandrinsky Theatre administration has found a private investor – a devel-
oper Setl City (Popovskaya in Shiriayev 2017, 9) planning to build not only the theater but also a 
residential house with parking. In 2009, the direction has succeeded federal financing, and the lead-
ing architect N. I. Popovskaya has designed another project (Bembel` 2013, 33). To maximize the use 
of highly valuable land in the city center, the main volume of the theater is in the reconstructed 
building of the existing theater workshops. Following the request of the Committee on State Control, 
Use and Protection of Historical and Cultural Landmarks (“KGIOP”), the building is three-storied, in-
stead of the planned six. Two new spaces housing a media center are built on free territories. The 
theatre - cultural complex - consists of three buildings joined by two levels of the general lobby. The 
new volume of the theater foyer is off the ground that enables a free pedestrian transit between the 
Ostrovsky Square and the Fontanka embankment. The new building started to work as a theater of 
the next generation (Shiriayev 2017, 7). 

Plate Impressive architectonics (Pl. 4.2) demonstrates project 3D visualizations – a careful infill into 
the historic urban fabric, an extension\addition, built on the plot of the former theatrical warehouse, 
which refurbished facades are now an interior part. Zemtsov, Kondiayn, and Partners (2017) define 
the architectural idea:  

the architectural concept is based on dramatic contrast between a massive solidity of brick walls 
with counterforces of the nineteenth century preserved building and a lightness of modern glass 
surfaces and metal structures. 
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The integration of a new complex structure into the historical urban fabric is a challenge, and requires 
a completely new approach, states Yury Zemtsov (cited in Shiriayev 2017, 8). The old 2-stored build-
ing (1890-91, A. Geschwend) for the ballet imperial theater troop costumes is partly (inward part) 
demounted – two renovated walls are a historical implant, serving as a tribute to the past and a 
design element. The theater direction has supported placement of the stage and the audience space 
in the old building, and architects combined old and new, ‘melting’ them by “glass reflection intensi-
fied by the space around, impressively refracting the heaven blue, and the contours of neighboring 
roofs” (Bembel` 2013, 34). Some old building’s elements are demonstrated through the floor glass 
panels to emphasize an effect, - “let people see where the old building is, and where - the modern 
extension,” Yury Zemtsov (cited in asninfo.ru 2010) says.  

Many functions are allocated within the new building: a black box theater space - the main stage and 
the audience space (350 places), theater media center, rehearsal rooms, theater school, an internet-
theater, a television studio, - spaces to experiment using technological innovations. A feature of the 
new theater - a possibility of a quick transformation of the stage and audience space by a system of 
lower stage machinery (lifting tables and platforms, turntables fixed\movable, trap lifts, backdrop 
storages, stage floors, stage platforms, mobile lifting platforms, retractable and telescopic sittings, 
and other equipment). The stage floor configuration can be changed both before and during the 
performance. The room can be transformed into an arena or a classical amphitheater space for fash-
ion shows. Building materials distinguish zones: glass foyer with an asymmetric red brick wall, white 
polished, and mirror surfaces of the second floor with the book store and café. The first floor is open 
for pedestrians and serves as a covered alley between the old Alexandrinsky Theatre location – the 
Ostrovsky Square, and the New – the Fontanka Embankment where a glass stair with a polished metal 
frame marquee marks one of the entrances. 

Plate Genius-architects (Pl. 4.3) presents architects – the well-known St. Petersburg architectural bu-
reau Zemtsov, Kondiayn & Partners (Z&K). The chief architect of the project The New Stage of Alex-
andrinsky Theatre is N.I. Popovskaya who worked in cooperation with Yu. I. Zemtsov, M. O. Kondiayn, 
M. I. Masal’skaya, with the participation of A. A. Mironov, E. Yu. Tarasova. Z&K is an active collective, 
participating in all St. Petersburg important urban and architectural competitions, and not attempting 
to make any proposals in the international scene, or even in other regions. Architects follow the con-
textualist approach, combining modern architecture and historical urban fragments, making a special 
design for each place. Architects have been awarded by different prizes; they lecture and take part 
in professional discussions (Kapitel’ 2014). The architectural bureau – local celebrity - was twice 
awarded the National Architecture Prize - the “Crystal Daedalus” (2001; 2013). 

Plate Discourse (Pl. 4.4) illustrates an unproblematic and non-commercial experimental The New 
Stage of Alexandrinsky Theatre, which is highly appreciated by the local cultural community, and the 
citizens. Of course, the residents of the adjacent buildings felt uncomfortable during the construction, 
have lost “a green oasis,” and the yard became transit but their apartments have received free of 
change modern windows, and improvements (Tsiopa 2019). The building does not damage the his-
torical cityscape. “It is difficult to build in the city center,” Yury Zemtsov (cited in Tsigankova 2013) 
admits. The old building could be demolished but was preserved that presented a careful approach 
to the historical heritage (although not protected by the law as cultural heritage) and, in parallel, 
guaranteed and softened up a reaction of radical St. Petersburg activists against new construction in 
the historical fabric. Plates Local identity (see Pl. 4.9, Pl. 4.10) demonstrate a harmonious composition 
of the old and modern buildings. The New Stage - a representation of the continuity of times (as-
ninfo.ru 2010) - is a place for young talents, space “for experiment” (Tsigankova 2013). 
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There are no problems with the escalated costs or a building process prolongation. The President of 
Russia V. Putin visited the building in 2013 and marked that the construction has not overshot the 
budget. The project has received many awards: the best-built project of the year – 2013 Grand Prix 
– Annual St. Petersburg architectural competition “Architecton”; the National Architecture Prize - the 
“Crystal Daedalus” (2013); Golden Diploma in “Glass in Architecture – 2015”; Silver Diploma in 
“Arkhitekton – 2011” - nomination “Project”; Bronze Diploma in “Zodchestvo – 2011” - nomination 
“Project”; Prize of the Government of the Russian Federation in the field of culture – 2017. 

Plate Urban context and development (Pl. 4.5) shows the urban location changes from the early eight-
eenth-century swampland, the nineteenth-century Rossi’ ensemble, early twentieth-century combi-
nation of brick and wood structures, the 1980s plan with the protected buildings by the Government 
Landmark Inspection Office (GIOP), and modern in-fill buildings. Plate Urban context and develop-
ment. The New Stage of Alexandrinsky Theatre location: building progress - further development (see 
Pl. 4.6) demonstrates buildings’ appearance since the eighteenth century, mainly, in the nineteenth 
century, since that the historical facades have been preserved.  

Plate Urban context and development. Mapping the surroundings (Pl. 4.7) shows that to the right and 
the left from the New Stage’s court of honor are tenement buildings in Classicism - Lytkin Houses, 
and Korolev House. The site is bounded by the yard firewalls of dwelling houses, which facial wings 
overlook the waterfront. Here, the new building of the Office of the October Railway, the Administra-
tion Building of Russian State Pushkin Academy Drama Theatre (The Alexandrinsky Theatre), and dor-
mitories of the Vaganova Academy of Russian Ballet are located. The new building is integrated into 
the regular development of the embankment.  

Plate Urban context and development, and local identity (Pl. 4.8) is a photo script of walking down 
the Fontanka Embankment to the object – the New Stage does not radically cross the cityscape but 
attracts by newness and different to surrounding buildings architectonics – it invites to enter the 
square that appears unexpected and surprising. The atmosphere here is calm and cozy – even cats 
feel themselves at home. The former unused yard is transformed into a cultural space: “transfor-
mation of the ill, dysfunctional yard area into a comfortable, cultural public space gives a vivid exam-
ple of a positive inclusion of new architecture in the historic environment, and shows that the recon-
struction of yards with a competent problem formulation may be one of the possible ways for the 
city center updating, avoiding breaking its conventional image”; “the existing urban structure dictates 
the solutions, and the limitations stimulate a creative thought” (Bembel` 2013, 36). 

This building is unique due to its high quality and low budget. The New Stage of Alexandrinsky Theatre 
was built in three years (Tsigankova 2013), and used less budget that has been planned: “Well done: 
here you had planned 1 billion 800 million rubles, and you spent less,” President Putin (cited in Ni-
kol’sky 2013) said.  

The New Stage of Alexandrinsky Theatre creates new workplaces, and two studying programs in St. 
Petersburg Russian State Institute of Performing Arts and ITMO University (Tsigankova 2013). Thanks 
to the federal investment, there are no commercial interests, no luxury apartments, no magnets or 
souvenirs with the image of the Theatre serving only its primary purposes – to contribute to the 
development of culture. 
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Olympiastadion (Munich) 

See CD - Plates 5.1-5.11 

Olympiastadion in Munich was designed in 1968-72 by Frei Otto and Günter Behnisch.  

Plate Historical period representation (Pl. 5.1) shows the Munich Olympiapark location as an epoch 
change - the Oberwiesenfeld, a former military site. In the early twentieth century, during the Ger-
man Empire (Deutsches Reich) in 1871-1918, this area was used as a landing zone for balloons and 
airships, later – by 1939 – for military parades & drills. On the 3rd of May 1931, the airport Flugplatz 
Oberwiesenfeld “Airport 1. Order” was opened, where, on the 30 of September 1938, an aircraft with 
the Munich Agreement representatives had landed. In the 50s-60s, the US RadioFreeEurope\Radio 
Liberty and the US army occupied this territory and buildings. 

Everything has changed in 1967 when an architectural competition was launched on the building a 
venue for the XX. Olympiad - the 1972 Summer Olympics. The postwar inner-city rubble and bones 
formed a hilly landscape (Shuttberg) of the Olympiapark, which location of the Oberwiesenfeld was 
“largely a matter of luck” – an agreement between three owners – the federal government, the Ba-
varian state, and the municipality of Munich (Large 2012, 72–73). The competition had several pur-
poses beyond a new sports location: “to reflect the self-perception of the young democracy of West 
Germany and to distance itself from Nazi Germany and its Olympic Games in 1936” (Arne Schultz-
Gambard and Werner Hasenstab 2016). The territory had no barriers and represented the park as 
“democratic green”: “cheerful colors and pictograms for orientation reflect the zeitgeist and became 
trend-setting as they are still relevant today” (Arne Schultz-Gambard and Werner Hasenstab 2016). 
The Olympic Stadium of Munich (1972), as well as the German Pavilion for the Universal Exposition 
in Montreal (1967), embodied the high-tech era (Otto and Songel 2010, 88). 

Plate Impressive architectonics (Pl. 5.2) illustrates the concept of the urban competition, photographs 
of the Olympic Stadium Roofs’ models, sketches of tensile structures. A group of young architects - 
Günter Behnisch, Fritz Auer, Carlo Weber, Erhard Tränkner, and Winfried Büxel - won the competi-
tion. The group has hired experts Frei Otto and Jörg Schlaich to realize the futuristic tent roof struc-
ture. Landscape architect Günther Grzimek joined to make a landscape planning. A team of graphic 
designer Otl Aicher developed the visual design. The tentlike stadium for music and sport featured 
the Olympic roofs, designed in collaboration with Behnisch & Partner. Each roof had its tensile struc-
ture and special form of membrane curvature made by net wire ropes, translucent acrylic sheeting, 
tubular steel masts using structure: Roof for Olympic Stadium, Roof for Olympic Athletic Arena, and 
Swimming Arena - creating one environmental entity (Otto and Glaeser 1972, 112). “Impressive large-
scale roofs” of Munich Olympics 1972 as a collective result was rewarded by the Pritzker Prize for 
“lightness and strength, … a building challenge that many said could not be achieved” (“Jury Citation: 
Frei Otto” 2015). Roofs are symbolizing lightness, democracy, and changes in the world, like the city 
Munich website indicates (Landeshauptstadt München and Stadtwerke München GmbH 2017). 

Plate Genius-architect (Pl. 5.3) shows portraits and statements of a “visionary German architect” (“Bi-
ography: Frei Otto” 2017), fascinated with glider plans, - Frei Otto (31.05.1925 - 9.03.2015). Compul-
sory military employed Otto, imprisoned after WWII, worked as a camp architect. Otto studied archi-
tecture in the Technical University of Berlin, where, in 1954, he has defended his doctoral dissertation 
“Das Hangende Dach, Gestalt und Struktur” (The Suspended Roof, Form and Structure). The architect 
followed the design principles that opposed the Third Reich architecture: “His architecture would 
always be a reaction to the heavy, columned buildings constructed for a supposed eternity under the 
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Third Reich in Germany. Otto’s work, in contrast, was lightweight, open to nature, democratic, low-
cost, and sometimes even temporary” (“Biography: Frei Otto” 2017).  

The architect (2010, 53) - an active theoretician and experimentalist – was concerned with methods 
of inventing forms that are, even in the age of the computer, refer to “a mental job,” a necessity to 
make decisions instead of taking one from multiple of generated by computer variants or from “the 
existing repertoire” forms: “there is an infinite amount of possible inventions that we must carry out.” 
Frei Otto used lightweight structures due to ecological and economic issues, form-finding models 
with structural analysis calculations – testing and experimenting - making shapes. Otto taught in the 
USA, Stuttgart, Berlin, wrote several books: Tensile Structures: Design, Structure, and Calculation of 
Buildings of Cables, Nets, and Membranes (1961), Biology and Building (1972), and even founded a 
small private institute (1958) for lightweight structures design and test - the Institute for Develop-
ment of Lightweight Construction. Otto was chosen by the German government “to demonstrate the 
nation’s post-World War II industrial and engineering expertise and innovative technologies” in the 
German pavilion at Expo 67, created in collaboration with Rolf Gutbrod and Fritz Leonhardt (“Biog-
raphy: Frei Otto” 2017). In 1968, Munich Olympia Baugesellschaft commissioned Frei Otto, Günter 
Behnisch, and Fritz Leonhardt to elaborate construction models for the roof of the main sports sta-
dium.  

Inventor Frei (2010, 49–50) used modern technologies, “combination of calculations using a com-
puter and construction of models,” to shape the ideas. He defined the Olympic Stadium as bigger but 
similar to his other work - the German Pavilion for the Universal Exposition in Montreal (1967), and 
the Athletic Arena as more complicated, required computer calculations: “You can build models to 
generate the form and later verify the stresses in the models and reality. In the case of Munich, we 
measured the real stresses in each cable; it is probably the first building where we know what hap-
pens inside.”  

Otto is famous for the German Pavilion for the Universal Exposition in Montreal (1967) and the Olym-
pic Stadium of Munich (1972), other his works and theoretical thoughts are not widely known, - “He 
appears as a character buried in those two moments of the past,” Juan María Songel (2010, 88) states. 
Nevertheless, Otto personality is mentioned on television Deutschlandspiegel in 1985, below is the 
translated narrative from the cinema newsreels (“Deutschlandspiegel 366” 1985):  

Frei Otto, the pioneer of lightweight construction, an eccentric thinker and outsider of German 
architecture. ... His Olympiadach in Munich is seen every day by the world during the Games 1972. 
On the idea of spanning large surfaces with light metal, Frei Otto came as a young glider pilot. In 
light-weight construction, he recognized a construction principle of nature….  
Together with his team of architects, engineers, and biologists, he searches a new synthesis of 
forms of a meaningful coexistence between plant, man, and animal.  

Frei Otto designed complex spatial constructions, tensile and pneumatic, made from different build-
ing materials, - fabric, metal, wood, bamboo. In 2018, Center for Art and Media Karlsruhe (ZKM) 
opened an exhibition with the title “Frei Otto: Thinking by Modeling,” where designers FAR frohn&ro-
jas, inspired by his works, demonstrated a similar spatial structure. “Frei Otto’s innovative potential 
is based on the dramatic inter-disciplinary nature of his thinking that straddles architecture, technol-
ogy, science, and society,” designers FAR frohn&rojas (cited in Testado 2017) say. Awarded by many 
prizes, Frei Otto became also the Pritzker Prize laureate in 2015 “Frei Otto, born almost 90 years ago 
in Germany, has spent his long career researching, experimenting, and developing a most sensitive 
architecture that has influenced countless others throughout the world,” the jury announced, “He 
has embraced a definition of architect to include researcher, inventor, form-finder, engineer, builder, 
teacher, collaborator, environmentalist, humanist, and creator of memorable buildings and spaces” 
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(“Jury Citation: Frei Otto” 2015). Otto is characterized as a creator of “imaginative, fresh, unprece-
dented spaces and constructions” and knowledge that mean Otto’s “deep influence: not in forms to 
be copied, but through the paths that have been opened by his research and discoveries” (“Jury Ci-
tation: Frei Otto” 2015). 

Otto participated in discussions between Modernism and Postmodernism. Taking a position of the 
latter, which “linked to the imaginary and the current green movement,” Otto (2010, 26) rejects Le 
Corbusier’s “very calculated” approach, “the roots of Wassili and Hans Luckhardt, Hans Poelzig, and 
Erich Mendelsohn went beyond the limits of the classical modern movement; this has interested me 
a lot,” he writes. 

The Olympiapark with its structures are worldwide famous and represent a new democratic phase of 
postwar Germany. Plate Discourse (Pl. 5.4) demonstrates not declining interest to the Olympic tensile 
roofs, although a mood has changed. If in the 70s it is a surprise and shock, like the USSR report 
notifies, today it is a concern about the canonized object requiring renovation. In 1970, on television 
UFA-Wochenschau, the Olympia roofs are a topic: how a “translucent and durable” building material 
is chosen between plastic, polyester, and glass, tested in “the largest in the world and the heaviest” 
tensile structure roof, and how “50,000 Zuschschauer” will lift the heads, surprised by “the giant tent 
spanned 3 sports arenas,” which “bold design” the “financial experts” found controversial due to the 
costs of the aesthetics of “80 million marks” (Jürgens, Rau, and Rühe 1970).  

In 1972, the program UFA-Wochenschau shows Munich as “Bavarian beer and Art Metropole to the 
World Sports Center,” as housing the “XX. Olympic Games without pomp and pathos,” and hosting 
80,000 visitors “under the largest roof,” when the Federal President Heinemann opened Games: “I 
declare the Olympic Games of Munich in 1972 to celebrate the 20th Olympiad of modern open” 
(Brandes and Luppa 1972). Munich city official website defined the Olympic Park, designed under the 
motto “Besitzergreifung des Rasens” (possession of the lawn), as representing the context of the 
societal upheaval of the 60s and 70s: “A park becomes a place of social freedom” (Landeshauptstadt 
München and Stadtwerke München GmbH 2017). This is presented on Plate Local identity (Pl. 5.10 \ 
6.10). 

Plate Urban context and development (Pl. 5.5 \ 6.5) demonstrates the location of Oberwiesenfeld, 
Milbertshofen, and an urban change of Munich. In the nineteenth century, it was a place for military 
purposes and parades, in the early twentieth century - the airport Oberwiesenfeld, airfield, the 50s 
“miesen Feld” (lousy field), and in 1960-2000 - a big development with new constructions.  

Construction of the Olympiapark, designed under the motto “Olympische Spiele im Grünen,” was a 
challenge. In the 60s, Oberwiesenfeld presented a great dump of the postwar rubble (Schuttberg). In 
the king time, this area referred to the Bayern king army, later – the first airport territory, and after 
WWII – hills of Munich buildings’ debris, which were aesthetically shaped by the landscape designers 
for the Olympic Games. New trees, lakes, and rivers have formed the park, and the former Schuttberg 
became the Olympiaberg. According to the Munich website, the “Second-hand” landscape of the 
Olympiapark designed by Professor Günther Grzimek (Rainer, cited in Landeshauptstadt München 
and Stadtwerke München GmbH 2017) plays a role of a turning point in landscape architecture and 
garden art in Munich. 

The next Plate Urban context and development. Mapping the surroundings (Pl. 5.6 \ 6.6) provides 
information on the structures and parcels, landmarks, and ordinary buildings. Photographs of the 
area are shown on Plate Urban context and development. Photoscript of The Olympiapark & BMW 
Welt (Pl. 5.7 \ 6.7, and Pl. 5.8 \ 6.8), which define the place as a monumental urban ensemble with 
many modern landmarks. 
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Tent roofs (Zeltdach-Konstruktion) of the Olympic Stadion, Arena, and Swimming pool are integrated 
into the park landscape structure, opened for everyone, representing democracy. Grzimek tried to 
make a place with a city spirit, a place from which the city could be seen, and which could be used by 
common purposes: “Gas boiler or the crossing-free facilities of the Mittlerer Ring, the TV tower, fac-
tory buildings ..., but also almost tangible near the ... City with the towers of the Frauenkirche - and 
if the weather enables it, the Alpine chain - create the identity of the place: you know where you are” 
(keller landschaftsarchitekten partnerschaft et al. 2008, 11). The Head of the Department of Urban 
Planning Professor Dr. Elisabeth Merk (cited in Arne Schultz-Gambard and Werner Hasenstab 2016) 
emphasized the urban and socio-cultural significance of the Olympic Games in Munich of 1972; the 
Games, Merk states, have influenced the development of the city in terms of infrastructure and iden-
tity, where “a unique ensemble” Olympiapark played a definitive role: “the city had the possibility to 
represent the young Federal Republic of Germany and its modern understanding of democracy.” 

Plate Urban context and development. The Olympic Stadium & BMW Welt location: building progress 
- further development (Pl. 5.9 \ 6.9) shows that the building in the place of the Olympiapark remains 
in general without new buildings. Rare new constructions are the BMW Welt, “Olympia-Attentat” - a 
monument to commemorate the victims of the terrorists of 5.09.1972, “Kleine Olympiahalle” inte-
grated into the building of the 70s (Auer+ Weber), and a big new prestigious residential quarter – 
“Ackermannbogen: Neues Wohnen in Schwabing.” 

In 1971, on television UFA-Wochenschau the Olympiapark with the Olympic village was a topic of 
discussions on the profits from renting of high-quality apartments that will be rent or sold after the 
Games’ finish, that below translated narration describes (Brandes, Rau, and Seib 1971): 

… Germany’s boldest new settlement currently near completion: the Olympic village on the Mu-
nich upper meadow field. Students test new residential feeling, available only to the athletes and 
later high-income tenants for 10 marks per square meter. Model homes have satisfied also Olym-
pic denigrators taste: two-thirds of the 3000 objects are already rented or sold. The planner pro-
vided each of the 10,000 athletes with 14 square meters of living place. 

And discussions on the escalated costs (Brandes, Rau, and Seib 1971): 

The Olympic Tower has long been the symbol of a gigantic Kostenesplosion: the world’s most 
attractive sporting festival will cost not - as early planned - 500 million marks, but at least two 
billion. The most prominent booster: the point-based slope roof-mounted on the ground and 
then put up above the Stadium and Swimming pool. Its price climbed from 37 to 137 million 
marks. 

Today, an image of the Olympiastadion and Olympiapark is a city brand that Plate Local identity & a 
source of income (Pl. 5.11 \ 6.11) shows - postmarks, souvenirs, postcards. Regarding a tourist flow 
in Munich, Sklair (2010, 145) writes that “the Olympic Stadium is the second most popular tourist 
attraction in the city.”   
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St. Petersburg Krestovsky Stadium (Zenith Arena)  

See CD - Plates 7.1-7.12 

St. Petersburg Krestovsky Stadium (Zenith Arena)” was designed by Kisho Kurokawa architects & as-
sociates in 2006-17. The group has finished the project already after the leader Kurokawa passing 
away. 

Plate Historical period representation (Pl. 7.1) shows historical changes of the Krestovsky Stadium 
(Zenith Arena) location – from the S. M. Kirov Stadium on the Krestovsky Island building in the 30s till 
the new Zenith Arena construction in the 2000s. A road, appeared on the eighteenth-century maps, 
ended at the point of Krestovsky island (fin. Ristisaari), opened to the Gulf of Finland, and, on the 
mid-nineteenth century maps, at a higher ground level circular enclosure (Pl. 7.5 \ 8.5).  

In the 30s, Leningrad became a great construction site, led by Sergei Mironovich Kirov (Isachenko 
2010, 254) - an iconic figure of the Soviet Union and Leningrad of the 1920s-30s, a close associate of 
Stalin (“Kirov’s Biography” 2017). In 1932, during the first pyatiletka, when architecture explicitly 
served ideology, Central Park of Culture and Rest on Elagin, Kamenny, and Krestovsky Islands planned 
to be a part of the socialist reconstruction of Leningrad, at the initiative of Kirov. Krestovsky Island 
played a role of an active recreation center (sports and mass festivities), where construction of an 
innovative stadium named after S. M. Kirov – as an element of the park ensemble - was started in 
1933 and finished only on July 30, 1950, because of WWII. Sculptor Veniamin Pinchuk and architect 
Lazar’ Markovich Hidekel created a monument to S. M. Kirov in front of the main entrance to the 
stadium in 1950.  

By the 1980 Summer Olympics, the stadium was reconstructed: the stairs became granite, and the 
seats – covered by Siberian larch, lamp towers were mounted. If in the 20s Soviet social impulses 
stimulate an appearance of new architectural forms in contrast to the West industrial and techno-
logical innovations (Kurbatov 2000, 8), after the USSR dissolution - economic development and mo-
tives induce changes. Since 2006, the Stadium, named after S. M. Kirov, has lost a status of the federal 
historical and cultural heritage to be replaced by a new landmark, invested by Gazprom. Chairman of 
the Government of the Russian Federation M. Fradkov (2006) has signed up the Decree of the Gov-
ernment of the Russian Federation of February 22, 2006, No. 240-r, which changed the status of the 
stadium from the federal to regional heritage. An international competition on the new stadium for 
60,000 visitors was launched, and won by Kisho Kurokawa’s ‘spaceship’ stadium, opened in 2017 by 
the 2017 FIFA Confederations Cup. In 2018, the stadium worked as a venue for the 2018 FIFA World 
Cup. The Stadium, as well as other modern St. Petersburg iconic projects, represents a new Post-
Soviet, capitalist phase. 

Plate Impressive architectonics (Pl. 7.2) shows the S. M. Kirov Stadium project of the 1930s, and com-
petition drawings and models of the new Zenith Arena – both demonstrating innovations – the for-
mer in social, functional, urban, and architectonic aspects, the latter – in technological. In 1933, con-
struction of the stadium named after S. M. Kirov for 100,000 spectators (reduced during the building 
to 72,000) started and finished in the 50s. Leningrad architects Nikolsky A. S. (leader), Kashin-Linde 
K.I., Krestin M. V., Miturich N. A., Pyatunin B. I., later – Bogoslovsky V. A., Stepanov N. N., et al de-
signed a new stadium type, an innovative bowl-shaped stadium-hill of 16 m. height above the sea 
level. The Stadium was built from the local excavated ground, reducing material costs, clearing part 
of the bay, and strengthening the island shore (Povelihina 2000, 55). Special attention was paid to 
the viewers’ evacuation (in 10-12 minutes), free access from the upper terraces, division into sectors, 
and the use of the cantilevered balconies and ramps – that composed a spatial unity with the site. 
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Although architects have reduced the number of seats, the stadium was the largest in the Soviet 
Union. Nikolsky A. S. proposed constructivist ideas and tried to oppose the Neoclassical embellish-
ment of the stadium (Povelihina 2000, 58). Some researchers consider that the stadium presents a 
contextualist approach – a birth of Postmodernism fostering traditions and events rather than pure 
forms (Kozlov 2015, 184). Two front entrance pavilions with colonnades contained sportsmen locker 
rooms, medical rooms, and a hotel. These buildings are refurbished and used as functional and com-
positional elements in the new St. Petersburg Football Stadium working as a prestigious “Landmark 
Stadium characterized by its symbolic masts suspending its gigantic flat roof” (Kisho Kurokawa, Ar-
chitect and Associates 2017), designed by Kisho Kurokawa Architect and Associates.  

In the 60s-70s, Kurokawa (1997, 70) – a representative of the megastructure approach, and one of 
the founders of the Metabolists group who criticized Modernism - ”necessary to reject the mystifica-
tion implanted in such ideas as abstract universal space,” and manifested “forms and styles” as gen-
erated “in consequence of historical, temporal, spatial, material, geographical, social, and sometimes 
purely personal conditions.” Kurokawa is a brilliant graphic artist, fascinated with sketching that Plate 
7.2 demonstrates by sketches of St. Petersburg Football Stadium. “When I see a sketch by an Italian 
Futurist Architect or a sketch by Louis Kahn, who is my favorite architect,” Kurokawa states, “I feel 
strong impressions expressed there for the World of Image. The reason I get these strong impressions 
are because there are messages … Even if the theme is about architecture, architects’ sketches have 
the same quality with the World of Image as paintings have” (“Kisho Kurokawa: Sketches” 2001). The 
architect made a lot of drawings – “Some of them I sketched on my business cards, and some I 
sketched on napkins on the airplane. Some sketches were to become actual work, others were only 
constructed in the World of Image” (“Kisho Kurokawa: Sketches” 2001). 

On the official website of Kurokawa Architect the stadium in St. Petersburg is described as eco-archi-
tecture equipped with high technology elements like “movable field system,” “the retractable roof 
with hot air-inflated membrane structure,” and “the use of solar energy” (Kisho Kurokawa, Architect 
and Associates 2017). The new stadium is defined as an embodiment of the Metabolist credo and 
local cultural space (Kisho Kurokawa architect & associates 2015):  

Kurokawa’s basic concept of design that ‘beautiful architecture suited to the beautiful streets of 
St. Petersburg’ … The stadium equipped a movable membrane structure roof and movable steps 
using the Japanese most advanced technology. … the St. Petersburg Stadium aims for ‘the sym-
biosis of the history of St. Petersburg and the future’, and it has realized Kurokawa’s concept of 
‘Symbiosis’. 

Plate Genius-architect (Pl. 7.3) shows portraits of two different architects, which contributed to the 
Stadium their talents – A. S. Nikolsky and Kisho Kurokawa. Leningrad constructivist-architect A. Ni-
kolsky (1.04.1884 – 16.07.1953) – the leader of the group who worked on the stadium named after 
S. M. Kirov – “a protagonist of new ideas” (Povelihina 2000, 43). Professor Nikolsky designed the 
avant-garde stadium before the 30s Neoclassicism and criticism of Constructivism. Nikolsky rejected 
Stalinist “architectural masquerade” (Povelihina 2000, 58). In 1941, Nikolsky was put aside from the 
project of the Stadium, but continued working on it, and was reanimated in 1946 (Kozlov 2010, 64). 
A post-war construction of the Stadium was “a national building: 200 thousand hours the Leningrad 
youth worked on it” (Kozlov 2010, 67). In 1951, Nikolsky and his group received the Stalin Prize for 
the S. M. Kirov Stadium on Krestovsky Island. 

Coming from the architect’s family, and highly interested in art and urban space, famous Japanese 
architect Kisho (original name Noriaki) Kurokawa (8.04.1934 – 12.10.2007) received a bachelor’s de-
gree at Kyoto University, and, later, under the supervision of Kenzo Tange, has graduated with mas-
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ter’s and doctoral degrees from the University of Tokyo. Kurokawa authored many texts: Urban De-
sign, Homo Movens, Thesis on Architecture I and II, The Era of Nomad, Philosophy of Symbiosis, 
Hanasuki, Poems of Architecture, Kisho Kurokawa Note, Revolution of City, and Philosophy of Symbi-
osis, awarded the Japan Grand Prix of Literature. Kurokawa was not just a successful architect and 
writer but also a popular TV-show moderator, and an active political party representative, who par-
ticipated in Tokyo Governor’s Election in 2007.  

Jencks (cited in Blackler 2007) describes Kurokawa as “the third most famous man in Japan (after the 
emperor and the prime minister),” a skinny workaholic working “18 hours in every 24,” – “He had the 
metabolism of human steel.” Jencks (cited in Blackler 2007) indicates that Kurokawa is an influential 
person, whose Metabolism movement became supported by the government and time needed “to 
promote the construction industry abroad”: “Without Kisho’s capsule building, Pompidou and Lloyd’s 
are unthinkable.” 

“The first Japanese architectural superstar” (Jencks, cited in Blackler 2007) Kurokawa maintained with 
other likeminded peers1 Metabolism and Symbiosis philosophy during the lifetime, trying to embody 
the core principles in design projects, and to represent the country post-war recovery, development, 
and national values: “the reason why we use the biological word metabolism is that we believe design 
and technology should denote human vitality” (Kurokawa 1997, 68). Metabolists believed that the 
beauty of the city was a cooperative result, created by citizens organizing their lives: changeable, full 
of symbols, and natural beauty: “The architect’s job is not to propose ideal models for society, but to 
devise spatial equipment that the citizens themselves can operate,” Kurokawa (1997, 69) indicates. 
Changeability, technology, connection to nature, a combination of contrasting new and historical el-
ements are presented in the original project of Zenith Arena featured by a retractable roof and roll-
out field that responds to the weather conditions and users’ needs. Nicknamed by journalists as “Pe-
tersburg Samurai” (Likhanova 2007), Kurokawa points out that the project refers to “a sustainable 
and environment-friendly eco-architecture” (Kisho Kurokawa, Architect and Associates 2017). 

When in 2003 Zenith football club decided that the stadium requires reconstruction to meet a Euro-
pean level, and the city - world-known architects, builders - new projects, and investors – profits, - 
an international competition was launched provoking a polemic on the Soviet heritage protection. 
Kurokawa tried to integrate old stadium elements but after his passing in 2007, the project realization 
came to contractors, who have changed some initial ideas, and the final stadium became a very con-
troversial result (Kozlov 2010, 73). “The work of architect Nikolsky ‘a masterpiece of architecture of 
the Soviet era’ - I suggested at least in the part of the project to preserve the elements of the old 
architectural solution, for example, columns that give such a beautiful appearance,” Kisho Kurokawa 
(cited in Likhanova 2007) stated, “But I have been told that it makes the project more expensive, and 
therefore it is unacceptable. From the previous building, it has been possible to save only the 
mounded hill and ways to the stadium, made earlier.” 

Plate Discourse (Pl. 7.4) demonstrates acute debates on the new stadium realization addressed to 
the government (Former Governor of Saint Petersburg Valentina Matviyenko), Gazprom, builders. 
Criticism on the new stadium differs according to the subject and critics: blame on the escalated 
expenses, corruption and protracted deadlines, costs on not urgent needs (renovation of obsolete 
residential houses, schools, kindergartens, etc.) but on a new landmark; doubts on originality and 
innovative city symbol; a strong regret on final building quality, poor infrastructure, and transport. 
Architect Mikhail Kondiayn argues that big-capacity football stadiums and business skyscrapers in the 

 
1 Kiyonori Kikutake, Fumihiko Maki, Masato Otaka, and Kiyoshi Awazu. 
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historic center are a great urban planning error (Kapitel’ 2014). Foreign media resources find as well 
the Stadium as problematic (StadiumDB.com 2018): “chaos lasted over 6 years and resulted in mas-
sive delays and cost inflation.” 

Plate Local identity (Pl. 7.11 \ 8.11) illustrates that the monument to S. M. Kirov and Nikolsky’s pavil-
ions are preserved, presenting a historical assemblage.  

Plate Urban context and development (Pl. 7.5 \ 8.5) shows the urban transformation of the Krestovsky 
Stadium and Lakhta location since the eighteenth century. Before 1917, the Krestovsky island was an 
area of forests and hunting. In the Soviet time, in the 30s, the Krestovsky island became a site of the 
Primorsky Park ensemble – a “hydro park” – a work for the whole life of Leningrad constructivist 
Nikolsky (Povelihina 2000, 55). The park planning combined regular and English gardens.  

Plate Urban context and development. Lakhta Center & the Krestovsky Stadium location: building pro-
gress - further development (Pl. 7.6 \ 8.6) demonstrates a building in different times at the Krestovsky 
island and close main-land: the sports facilities, new residential, business, entertainment, and com-
mercial centers, two new metro stations, new road (The Western High-Speed Diameter - WHSD), 
pedestrian bridges, and parks (Saint Petersburg’s 300th Anniversary Park). These constructions refer 
to the 2000s when the city is managed by Vladimir Yakovlev (1996-2003), Valentina Matviyenko 
(2003-11), and Georgy Poltavchenko (2014-till date). On the main-land residential houses are erected 
in the 1980s-90s - administration by Anatoly Sobchak (1991-6).  

Plate Urban context and development. Mapping the surroundings (Pl. 7.7 \ 8.7) gives detailed infor-
mation on the main objects on the map. The stadium site development is stimulated by Gazprom and 
St. Petersburg government. Plates Urban context and development, and local identity in 2015-2017 
(Pl. 7.8 \ 8.8, Pl. 7.9 \ 8.9, Pl. 7.10 \ 8.10) illustrate different city views and how quickly places are 
redefined: former ruins become prestigious renovated locations. 

Plate Local identity and a source of income (Pl. 7.12 \ 8.12) presents the Stadium as a site of enter-
tainment and meeting for tourists and citizens. The Stadium is aimed to become a venue for the 2017 
FIFA Confederations Cup, the 2018 FIFA World Cup, and, in a year, - for the UEFA EURO 2020 It is a 
political and economic event opening a variety of investment and development possibilities: “Ready 
to kick off your UEFA EURO 2020 adventure in Saint Petersburg? Whether you’re a ticket holder or 
just want to be part of the football madness in the city – let’s start planning! Matches at Saint Peters-
burg Stadium …” (UEFA.com 2019). Kurokawa architects characterize the Stadium as “the enjoyable 
place for sports, tourism, entertainment, and other recreational activities throughout the year” (Ki-
sho Kurokawa, Architect and Associates 2017). 

The Stadium image appears on city billboards together with famous historical St. Petersburg land-
marks, like the nineteenth-century Kazan Cathedral, that enables us to infer that the new Stadium is 
used as a modern brand of the city. Kurokawa, who has also an economic education, insists that even 
one architect can change an economic situation in the city by instruments of so-called ‘creative eco-
nomics’ – architecture, history, culture, etc., more important and influential than business and com-
mercial agents like Toyota, Honda, or Gazprom, - a clue is a creative approach (cited in Likhanova 
2007). 

 

Cultural synthetic experiments, both in Germany and Russia, demonstrate influence on culture, as 
intended, and, in parallel, on urban, economic, architectural environments, where cultural URs work 
as triggers for development.  
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44.4. Commercial Synthetic Experiment 

BMW Welt 

Real and conceptual interventions in the existing situation – though the starting point must be 
sufficiently painful – visibly alter seemingly indispensable reality.  

 Coop Himmelb(l)au, The House with the Flying Roof 

See CD - Plates 6.1-6.11 

Coop Himmelb(l)au designed BMW Welt in Munich in 2001-07. The BMW Welt is located at the Olym-
piapark, and hence, Plate Historical period representation of the Olympiapark (Pl. 5.1) coincides with 
the cognominal Plate of the BMW Welt (Pl. 6.1) with a focus on the BMW Welt site. 

In the early twentieth century, the Oberwiesenfeld, a former military site, was a location of the pio-
neering aircraft design and construction company Otto-Werke GmbH. The state-supported Bayer-
ischen Flugzeugwerke AG (BFW) exchanged Otto-Werke, and, after cooperation with Karl Rapp, Rapp 
Motowerke, - the Bayerischen Motoren Werke GmbH (BMW) producing engines for aircraft, cars, 
trucks, motorcycles, boats. A plant of the Bayerische Motoren-Werke AG has relocated to Ler-
chenauer Straße in the 20s. During WWII, BMW worked on the National Socialism providing the Ger-
man Luftwaffe with aircraft engines. In 1945-57, the US-Army occupied the territory, plant facilities 
were confiscated. The former airport was demolished on 14.08.1968.  

The 1960s was the counter-culture time, when the Beatles launched The White Album with a song 
“Revolution 9,” when the Vietnam War theme reached a fever pitch (Lavin and Schmidbauer 2010, 
5). In 1968-72, BMW company commissioned a building of the BMW Museum and BMW Headquar-
ters: BMW-Vierzylinder (BMW Tower \ BMW Hochhaus), designed by Karl Schwanzer in a form of 
four cylinders in a car engine, and the museum representing a cylinder head. Ready by the Olympic 
Games of 1972, the buildings became the protected heritage in 1999. In 2001-07, on the site of the 
former Parkhaus West and the Park-and-Ride areas, a new event museum, exhibition, and automo-
bile delivery center, BMW Welt created by Coop Himmelb(l)au, appeared. “We think of our architec-
ture,” Wolf Prix (2017) states, - “as part of the 21st century; as an art which reflects and gives a mirror 
image of the variety and vivacity, tension and complexity of our cities.”  

Plate Impressive architectonics (Pl. 6.2) shows project sketches, experimental form-finding, models, 
3D renderings, project drawings, and the realized building’s photographs. BMW Welt shape does not 
relate to any physical automobile elements (like the four-cylinders edifice by Schwanzer) but ex-
presses a complex spatial sculpture of movement and dynamics, a frozen high-speed flow. Coop Him-
melb(l)au is famous for an experimental and visionary approach, for using all possible methods and 
instruments to shape an idea, where much relies on a lucky occasion. “Architecture can never be 
scientifically founded,” Michael Mönninger writes regarding Coop Himmelb(l)au that is ”still crazy 
after all these years” (cited in Feireiss et al. 2012).  

All possible and the most progressive toolkit is implemented in the design: fast draft sketches, mod-
els, sound, tactile media, generating energy methods (Photovoltaics, systems), computer (AutoCAD, 
Rhinoceros), shipbuilding industry: “as you know, Le Corbusier said you have to build buildings like 
ships. Coop-Himmelb(l)au keeps what Corbusier promised,” Wolf Prix (cited in Deutsche Bau-
Zeitschrift, Kreykenbohm, and Prix 2013) indicates and characterizes a design process as based on 
intuition, and using a computer and Parametric design programs only to evaluate the models: “we 
start with working models, then transfer those designs to the computer and generate 3D models that 
we then review on a model. The models are made by hand and coincidence always plays a role - as 
in evolution. The red dot on the butterfly wing is also not planned.” 
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In 2007, Wolf D. Prix (Coop Himmelb(l)au 2017a) described BMW Welt project as inspired by clouds, 
a “hybrid building” as an objectified wind - “‘Would now the wind but had a body’” that fuses multiple 
elements into one form of “a mixture of urban elements” – “Not an exhibition hall, not an information 
and communication centre, not a museum, but instead all these things, along a passage organized 
under one roof and horizontally and vertically layered.” Between five main elements comprising the 
whole form - Hall, Premiere, Forum, Tower (gastronomy), and Double Cone (an event space for a 
public assembly), the latter acts as a center of the composition, and links with the existing two BMW 
buildings of the ensemble. Designed as “the metaphor of a wind and cloud field,” BMW Welt is de-
fined by critics as continuously providing “the apex of spatial fluidity …, and at the same time, a land-
mark-like orienting force”: “Coop consolidated the space from a passive vacuum to dynamic volume 
with compressive forces, currents, and eddies and designed an undulating roofscape that no longer 
follows from the ground plan in any way whatsoever” (Mönninger, cited in Feireiss et al. 2012). 

Plate Genius-architects (Pl. 6.3) presents images of radical and visionary architects-founders of Coop 
Himmelb(l)au: Wolf D. Prix, Helmut Swiczinsky (left the group in 2000), and Rainer Michael Holzer 
(left - in 1971). 1968 - a time of the counter-culture, experimental art, and music, when Coop Him-
melb(l)au was founded in Vienna (Lavin and Schmidbauer 2010, 5). “Coop Himmelblau is not а color 
but an idea - the idea of having architecture with fantasy, as buoyant and variable as clouds” (Coop 
Himmelb(l)au and Werner 1983, 5). Prix (Coop Himmelb(l)au 2017a) describes their early practice as 
radical: 

From the very start we’ve wanted to build cloud architectures and cities that change like banks 
of clouds. Because I feel that the sentence from Herman Melville’s Moby Dick: ‘Would now the 
wind but had a body,’ is the best description of architecture. It was back in 1968, when we wanted 
to change architecture right away, and radically. … Radical architecture is only radical today when 
it is also built… that is the difference between now and then. 

Peter Cook (cited in Werner 1988, 10) characterized the collective as heroes of the twentieth century: 
“Prix and Swiczinsky were audacious and full of fun and full of ideas. … They have followed the path 
of certain heroes of the twentieth century … all of whom turn a series of obsessions into a perfect 
working method.” In one of many lections and presentations, Prix declares: “The future of architec-
ture is: no gravity, no columns, buildings hanging in the sky” (What’s the Difference #1 2011). Coop 
Himmelb(l)au’s manifestos, combined in Get off of My Cloud, are famous in the professional circle 
(Prix 2005, 112–13):  

Architecture must blaze! 

Architecture is not surface, it’s content. 

Closed societies with their rules and regulations prohibit free personal development. Our ego 
society replaces emotions in architecture with programs, rules and regulations. 

Everybody is right. But nothing is correct. 

Architecture is heavy. Weight costs time and money. Time and money are Politics. 

Radical architecture is not only radical thinking, but it’s also radical building getting through with 
all the ideas, even when you are losing money. 

We don’t want architecture to exclude everything that is disquieting. We want architecture to 
have more. Architecture that bleeds, that exhausts that whirls and even breaks. 

Freedom of ... fantasy and imagination. … Openness - in architecture … Openness means an open 
mind, open eyes, open heart. Awareness. … Open Architecture is not accommodating. If this mo-
ment is free from pressure, cliché, ideology, and formalism, then architecture is free. Then the 
material constraints crumble. Causality is overturned. Architecture is now. 
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Started in the 60s as radical thinkers, Coop-Himmelb(l)au contributed to the architecture of Decon-
structivism. In 1988, German architectural historian and author Frank Werner (1988, 9) wrote about 
“Neue Wilde” (new wild) Coop Himmelb(l)au as avant-gardists powerful in “expression, rigorousness, 
and professionalism,” stimulating imitations of “Viennese crank’s approach” – fashionable at that 
time “antithetical notions like ‘Deconstruction’ or ‘Decomposition.’” 

Today, awards to Coop Himmelb(l)au and new buildings present the same extravagant approach. In 
2008, Wolf D. Prix receives Jencks Award: Visions Built 2008 (Deutsche BauZeitschrift 2018b), in 2018 
- Austrian Medal for Science and Art (Deutsche BauZeitschrift 2018a). “His architectural structures 
always go beyond the boiling point,” German design curator Kristin Feireiss (2012) writes in 2012 
about Wolf Prix, “The passionate intellectual and cross thinker has remained true to his credo ‘archi-
tecture must blaze.’ And it leaves no one cold: that applies to the BMW Welt in Munich with its crys-
talline-like double cone.” 
Regarding urban and socio-cultural qualities, using BMW Welt, Prix tried to renew the place, to con-
tribute to Munich - one of “cities that fly like breathe” (Coop Himmelb(l)au and Werner 1983, 5). Prix 
calls BMW Welt as a hybrid building, implanted into the city as an “identification point” of “the force 
or energy” of the city; the building that is open for everyone and works not “just a trademark of the 
company” but “added value for the city, re-interpreting the concept of public space” (Coop Him-
melb(l)au 2017a). 

Plate Discourse (Pl. 6.4) shows positive responses to architecture, urban and economic values. The 
public media characterizes BMW Welt – an expression of an “ability to promote an aura of techno-
logical sophistication” as formal experimentation, “the most blatant as corporate self-promotion and 
the most exhilarating as architecture” (Ouroussoff 2008). 

BMW Welt is a commercial project, aimed at capital accumulation, but it also endows space with new 
events, landmark features, and embodies a new progressive and democratic phase of the national 
identity: “one of the central ideas in the plan was to merge the pre-existing buildings, the BMW high-
rise, and museum, with a further element to create a spatial and conceptual unity that would provide 
an identity” (Feiress and Kwinter 2007, 28). After the Modernist Olympiapark and village, BMW Welt 
adds “a neo-futuristic” Postmodernist dominant to the BMW ensemble of Modernist BMW Head-
quarters and BMW museum (1968-72, arch. Karl Schwanzer). BMW Welt “dynamic elements like 
movement, the thrill of speed, progression, the leaving of traces” (Werner 1988, 10) renew city or-
ganism with fresh energy. A harmonious panorama of different times’ icons is illustrated on Plate 
Local identity (Pl. 5.10 \ 6.10).  

Plate Local identity & a source of income (Pl. 5.11 \ 6.11) shows new cars, and corporate BMW sou-
venirs with the BMW Welt image in the BMW store, attracting different public – those who can afford 
to buy a new generation BMW auto, and those who come only to gaze and pass free time in a fash-
ionable space. Munich Department of Economy sees BMW Welt “not only as a strong magnet” but 
also as “an interesting figurehead of the Munich economy,” BMW is “a powerful player” in Munich 
because it provides with automobiles the whole world, Department member Wolfgang Nickl (DIE 
WELT 2012) states. BMW company emphasizes an urban and socio-cultural awareness of the new 
construction. BMW representative Pöschl defines the BMW Welt as a new meeting place for custom-
ers, tourists, collectors, and visitors of congresses (Zerbel 2007). Ernst Baumann, a member of the 
Board of BMW AG, says (cited in Feiress and Kwinter 2007, 6):  

We wanted to create a building that acts as a messenger: for the BMW brand, for our corporate 
culture and, not least, for the city of Munich. BMW Welt stands as a beacon for the BMW brand. 
The building radiates dynamism and innovative power, the values BMW brand stands for. 
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Gazprom Tower (Lakhta Center) 

See CD - Plates 8.1-8.12 

Gazprom Tower or Lakhta Center was designed by RMJM Architects (leader Tony Kettle), in 2012-18. 
The complex is expanding by new adjacent buildings, infrastructures, and urban design. Plate Histor-
ical period representation (Pl. 8.1) shows a historical change of the current location of Gazprom Group 
Headquarters – Gazprom Tower or Lakhta Center. Gazprom is a powerful and rich transnational com-
pany, - “a global energy company focused on geological exploration, production, transportation, stor-
age, processing and sales of gas, gas condensate and oil, sales of gas as a vehicle fuel, as well as 
generation and marketing of heat and electric power” (“About Gazprom” 2003).  

After a fire in the premium office center, where the Gazprom St. Petersburg branch was located, a 
need for a new and premium-class location appeared (Vasil’eva and Kaz’mina 2015). Gazprom always 
occupies the most expensive spaces to demonstrate a high status. For St. Petersburg, a housing of 
the Gazprom Headquarters - an influential international agent - is a chance to receive investment, 
and to increase the budget by receiving a solid business tax. A powerful transnational company Gaz-
prom has commissioned several key, world-known and as well transnational companies to realize the 
project of the Okhta\Lakhta Center: British RMJM, Kettle Collective, South Korean Samsung C&T, 
transportation and General Building in Engineering firm AECOM, Turkish Renaissance Construction, 
Moscow Gorproekt, Arabtec Construction, German Bauer Group, Italian Exclusiva Design, et al.  

At this place - Lakhta-Olgino precinct, in the early twentieth century, a rescue station, Primorskaya 
railway, railway bridge, and other wooden seaside structures serving the port were situated. Histori-
cally, since 1845, the seaside territory from Lakhta to Lisy Nos referred to an aristocratic family 
Stenbock-Fermor (“History - Intracity Municipality of St. Petersburg of the Municipality Lakhta-Ol-
gino” 2012). The youngest family member – Aleksandr Stenbock-Fermor fell in love with a demi-
monde Olga Nozhikova, and has blown off his capital. His mother compelled Aleksandr to leave Pe-
tersburg for participation in the Russo-Japanese war (1904-05). But a separation only fueled the feel-
ings of young people. Under the police control, Olga ran away, changed her appearance and passport, 
and reached Manchuria to meet the beloved. They married, and Olga became an owner of Lakhta or, 
since then, Lakhta-Olgino. Due to the noble relatives’ indignation, the couple immigrated to Paris, 
and have sold a part of Lakhta-Olgino estate for summer residents’ building to discharge the debts. 
In the early twentieth century, Olgino settlement for summer houses – in the form of a popular gar-
den-city - was laid. In 1911, a railway station Olgino has been opened. By the October Revolution, the 
couple has lost their estate, and, after a while, divorced. This historical digression shows that a place, 
where the Gazprom building is erected - the fringe of Lakhta-Olgino, open to the Finland Gulf and 
near to Saint Petersburg’s 300th Anniversary Park, had the other function. 

The waterside plot – bought by Gazprom from developer LSR Group – became a construction site of 
the commercial skyscraper and a multifunctional center. Before the current place, the Gazprom sky-
scraper was planned to be erected at the left riverside of the Okhta river, on the historical place of 
the Nyenschantz – the former Swedish fortress at the confluence of the Neva River and Okhta River. 
“There are politics with every high-rise project… The object will dominate the city skyline. We are 
contextual,” the Tower’s architect Tony Kettle says, – “we … feel understanding the place as the start-
ing point of every project” (Gazprom Tower: The Politics of High Rise 2009). Due to the public oppo-
sition against the historic panorama violation, the project has been relocated but the Tower now is 
seen even better from the city center. 
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Plate Impressive architectonics (Pl. 8.2) shows project drawings, experimental models, and screen-
shots from a lecture “Gazprom Tower: The Politics of High Rise,” conducted by RMJM founder Tony 
Kettle in 2009 as a reaction to a rigorous public protest. An original idea – a five-pointed star in the 
plan that is extruded and twisted into a spiral – based on the Nyenschantz historical contour - “origi-
nal pentagon-shaped Swedish fortress” (Birch 2008) at the confluence of the Neva River and Okhta 
River (the first plot of the Tower). RMJM (2016) has studied different types of skyscrapers in theory 
to avoid negative effects:  

… skyscraper … keep getting bigger. These soaring steel structures dominate skylines and cities, 
changing the way we see and engage with them. They can be the pulse of financial districts, pro-
vide vital residential space, spark growth in emerging cities just as they can obscure views, pre-
vent a city growing organically, or simply lay dormant as permanent reminders they were built 
without a clear purpose. … skyscrapers will continue to be erected as cities swell and space on 
the ground becomes even more precious. 

Kettle describes the architects’ approach: “We rejected the superblock, we rejected the selection of 
towers coming together in one another, we went to a singular object”; it should be an “organic” 
shape: “We extrude the 5 blocks – circle core removed for artistic reasons. Twisted and took together 
to one point” – an environmental strategy (Gazprom Tower: The Politics of High Rise 2009). Architects 
experimented with the form by making models using a 3D printer (Kettle Collective 2015).  

RMJM (2017) defines their high-rise tower on the new plot as “an architectural centerpiece to the 
Central Business District” and as a successor of the local imagery, canals, and historical buildings: 
“The Lakhta Center occupies a unique position on St. Petersburg’s landscape, both for it’s striking 
‘barbed’ design and sleek curved facade.” Inspired by richness, water effects, Pavel Filonov’s paint-
ings, RMJM aspired to design not the tallest but rather one of the most beautiful buildings (Gazprom 
Tower: The Politics of High Rise 2009). A facade represents a structure of Filonov’s drawings: “a grid 
made of triangular shapes allowed us to pick up changes in the direction of the wall. These panels 
slot together with a slight rebate between the two, so they pick up the differences as the plane warps 
and twists, giving the building this gentle, sinuous shape” (Birch 2008). A skin of a glazing system has 
been tested in scale 1 to 1: “the effect of the water, the water is flowing across the skin being crys-
tallized, gets reflections from different surfaces, and bends around the curves” (Gazprom Tower: The 
Politics of High Rise 2009). According to RMJM (2017), the building design is featured by the largest 
ever used “‘intelligent’ glass facade that provides both natural ventilation and thermal insulation and 
specially designed micro-climate air conditioning.” 

RMJM used two types of foundations – “pile foundations and a barrette piling system, which is a 
series of friction-bearing concrete fin walls,” that has an impact, Tony Kettle argues, on the building 
regulations for high-rises in Russia: “They are starting to rewrite the regulations in Moscow for tall 
buildings at the same time that we are designing our building” (cited in Birch 2008). The tower has 
86 aboveground and 3 underground floors, “making it one of the tallest in Russia upon completion.” 
The spire is heading the Tower. Gazprom is proud of the Tower’s height – 462 meters – “the highest 
skyscraper in Russia and Europe” (“Lakhta Center” 2019). 

Plate One of the world’s largest architectural firms | Genius-architect (Pl. 8.3) shows RMJM - British 
architecture and design company working since the 50s, and new founded Kettle Collective profiles. 
Due to financial conflicts, the managing director Tony Kettle and the leading architect of the 
Okhta\Lakhta Center (construction phase I) has left the firm, established Kettle Collective in 2012 
with other partners Colin Bone, David Tripney, and continued working on the Gazprom project (the 
construction phase II). The architects formulate a design philosophy as a support of collective ideas, 
an emphasis on the environmental features and sustainability (Kettle Collective 2017):  
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buildings should … be designed to minimize the use of the world’s precious resources as part of 
social and moral responsibility, as well as saving our clients’ money … We are involved in research 
and development into the latest methods of integrating renewable energy … and continually 
monitor new technologies to assess their efficiency and cost effectiveness 

RMJM has many offices around the world, Kettle Collective – for now only one in Edinburgh. The 
company participates in charity activities. Design principal Tony Kettle is characterized as a confident 
and talented architect, a leader, supporting a Scottish Charity ‘It’s Good to Give’ for ill with cancer 
children: “Tony is a multi-award winning international architect probably best known for designing 
the Falkirk Wheel in Scotland and the Lakhta Centre, the new headquarters for global energy giant 
Gazprom, Europe’s tallest tower at 462 m in St. Petersburg Russia” (Kettle Collective 2017). Kettle 
Collective (2017) designed Moscow Evolution Tower, awarded the second prize in the Emporis Sky-
scraper Award 2015, the world's most renowned architecture prize for skyscrapers.  

Plate Discourse (Pl. 8.4) shows messages and debates from local and international media resources, 
an acute reaction to the Okhta Center due to spoiling UNESCO protected historical cityscape, and to 
the Lakhta Center - as a monument of capitalism. Kettle collective tried to defend the Okhta Tower 
speaking at the Chicago Conference in 2009 about St. Petersburg TV tower, chimneys, residential 
high-rises as violating historical St. Petersburg vistas, but the public power has forced the government 
to influence the Tower’s location change. Kettle Collective (2015) highlighted local features, embod-
ied in the Tower design:  

The inspiration for the tower design comes from the concept of energy in water – the site is 
located on the River Neva, with the form of the building deriving its shape from the changing 
nature of water, ever changing light and reflections. The five-sided tower twists as it rises to del-
icately touch the sky.  

Nevertheless, the local community rejected the construction by petitions and public protests, and 
even the chief architect of St. Petersburg Vladimir A. Grigorjev considered that it would be better not 
to erect the Tower, although the construction did not violate any laws. The opposition declared (Gaz-
prom Tower: The Politics of High Rise 2009):  

We come, we writers, painters, sculptors, architects, lovers of the beauty of the city which until 
now is intact, to protest with all our strength and all our indignation, in the name of art and history 
under threat, against the erection in the very heart of our capital, of the useless and monstrous 
tower, which people feeling, so often an arbiter of a good sense and justice, has already chris-
tened the Tower of Babel. 

On the Okhta plot, historians started archaeology and found artifacts to prevent the Tower construc-
tion. Public opinion plays a significant role in St. Petersburg and has many times stopped new con-
structions (Vasil’eva and Kaz’mina 2015). Even Kisho Kurokawa, Norman Foster, and Rafael Viñoly 
suggested that building a skyscraper higher than 100 meters near the historical center was a fatal 
error, and declined to participate in the design proposals’ judgment (Likhanova 2007). Architectural 
theoreticians, as well, criticized the Okhta Tower - a “monster” due to gigantism, and “a monumental 
example of creative rudeness, which, due to the irrevocable veracity of architecture, in its way ex-
presses the spirit of our time,” Rappaport (2009) stated. As a result, a new territory at the Lakhta-
Olgino became a plot of the Tower.  

Plate Local identity (Pl. 7.11 \ 8.11) shows images from different city parts with the Gazprom Tower 
– a new landmark and a monument of the transnational corporation. Gazprom tries to demonstrate 
its social position making improvements in the city. The Gazprom Tower and complex comprise the 
medical center, science and research center, entertainment and market zones, sports complex, and 
offices.  
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RMJM and Kettle Collective emphasized the role of the site, local environment as a key in the design 
approach. The skyscraper is believed to renew the territory and endow it with new values (Kettle 
Collective 2015) - “Tony Kettle and his team have created an iconic building and masterplan that will 
revitalize an area of former industrial land 12 km from the city centre on the coast of the Gulf of 
Finland.” Although the area was not a brownfield and industrial, it was undeveloped and used for 
‘wild’ tourism and recreation. Now, the territory is planned to become a public space with a range of 
entertainment and public facilities, walking, seaside, and tourist infrastructure. 

Gazprom Tower is a product of multiple transnational agents, a true transnational icon – a node of 
globalization. Gazprom spokeswoman (cited in Withers 2014) says that RMJM’s original design is re-
tained now, and Gorproekt oversees the project. Samsung is employed to manage construction and 
aboveground design. Aecom controls construction, and administer technical supervision.  

On the upper level, there are a restaurant and a sightseeing platform: “tourist attraction in the top, 
restaurant, public facilities,” Tony Kettle describes (Gazprom Tower: The Politics of High Rise 2009). 
After the opening, the Gazprom Tower and complex will provide new jobs in new offices, medical, 
sport, and entertainment centers. Plate Local identity, and a source of income (Pl. 7.12 \ 8.12) shows 
how Gazprom promotes a brand, engaging young designers, making animations, like a popular one 
“Pin code 2.0” “Smeshariki” series – “Wow, Lakhta!”; and graphic novels about the Tower. 

 

Although economy agents ordering radical URs maintain economic purposes and, mainly, are self-
oriented, the studied commercial synthetic experiments indicate that the intended effects of gaining 
benefits are accompanied by unintended – effects on society, culture, cities, politics, etc. These pow-
erful URs are capable to transform the identity radically, to redefine the values, and start new chap-
ters in cities’ history.  
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SSummary: Synthetic Experiments 

Eight active urban objects (URs) are studied, which have transformed environments: 
Infrastructural 

Berlin Hauptbahnhof 
Samara Central Railway Station 

Cultural  
Elbphilharmonie Hamburg 
New Stage of Alexandrinsky Theatre in St. Petersburg 
Krestovsky Stadium in St. Petersburg 
Munich Olympiastadion 

Commercial  
BMW Welt in Munich 
Gazprom Tower in St. Petersburg 

These URs refer to synthetic experiments, i.e., mean an experiment by nature (internal parameter) 
and by use (external parameter). External agents – from an infrastructure sector, culture, business, 
and commerce order URs to act in their designed experiments or strategies to get certain results. 
Architecture responds to the task by conducting an internal experiment, aimed not only to satisfy the 
client but also to express an idea and manifesto, enrich the discipline, and promote the professional 
status. A superposition of internal and external experiments results in a synthetic experiment and its 
strong impact, capable to change various environments. 

The analyzed German and Russian Infrastructural, Cultural, and Commercial Synthetic Experiments 
have different programs, appearances, historical backgrounds, and authors. Similarity resides in a 
power to influence, both intended and unintended, which these radical URs produce. The studied 
synthetic experiments change architectural, socio-cultural, economic, urban, political, etc. environ-
ments. 

The following Table 4.2 shows a presence of the effects of the studied URs, and what influence can 
be inferred:  

Trait Present 
Trait Absent 
Needs an additional study 

The New Stage of Alexandrinsky Theatre in St. Petersburg has shown that it produces the least, in 
comparison with the others, economic influence, which might be a result of insufficient economic 
data. This UR does not work as an urban catalyst that can be explained by a location in a historical 
area protected by strict urban laws. 

Munich Olympiastadion, St. Petersburg Krestovsky Stadium, and Gazprom Tower require a deeper 
analysis regarding socio-cultural influence. An influence of RMJM and Tony Kettle on the profession 
needs an additional study and interviews. 

The least studied effect is “Virus\Diffusion effect” meaning a conceptual and spatial diffusion: an 
origin of a formal idea of a certain building, successors, or imitators both in local and global contexts. 
The information might be discovered by a study of design briefs, by conversations, interviews, or 
writings of architects and clients (external agents). 
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Table 4. 2 Influence of the synthetic experiments: Germany and Russia case studies 

Parameter 
type 

Parameter 
Experiment 

Effect 

Synthetic Experiment 

Influence Samara Central 
Railway station 

Hauptbahnhof 
Berlin \ Lehrter 

Bahnhof 

Elbphilharmonie 
Hamburg (Elphi) 

The New 
Stage of 

Alexandrinsky 
Theatre 

Olympiastadion 
(Munich) 

St. Petersburg 
Krestovsky 

Stadium  
(Zenith Arena) 

BMW Welt Gazprom 
Tower 

External 

Time-Place 
Experiment 

Zeitgeist         
Space-Time, 

political 
Shift         

Epoch-making         

Sociocultural 
Experiment 

Reflection of society         

Socio-cultural 
Communication \ Symbol \ Wow         

Evocation \ Identity         

Provocation \ Discourse \ Pro et contra         

Urban 
Experiment 

Landmark-Attractor         

Urban 
Urban Catalyst-Flagship Regeneration         

Kind and Evil Genius loci         

Virus \ Diffusion         

Economic 
Experiment 

Commodity-Spectacle         

Economic City emblem-Brand         

Pilgrimage         

Internal 

Authorship 
Experiment 

Experimentalist         

Conceptual, 
professional 

Pioneer         

Genius         

Nihilist-Oppositionist         

Halo-\Celebrity         

Architectonic 
Experiment 

Monumentality         

Conceptual, 
aesthetic 

Monster-Beauty         

Singularity         

Attractor\Visual         

Symbol-Icon         

Invention-Innovation         

 

Legend 

 

Trait Present 

Trait Absent 

 Needs an additional study 
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44.5. Urban Information Design 

This subchapter describes information design methods, which are used in the thesis to present a 
complex variety of data. Although CAD has played a significant role in data visualization, it is not de-
cisive. The created graphics refers to graphic design rather than computer science. The whole graphic 
part is inspired by Atlas zu Alex. v. Humboldt's Kosmos (1851) - a publication with color plates by 
German scientist Alexander von Humboldt, where the author presented neither more nor less than 
the universe. 

There are two blocks of graphic information:  

papers A4, A3, and A2 in a Folder – illustrations for Chapter 1, 2, 3 

CD – Chapter 4 

 

The following tools are used to produce the graphics: 

publishing and typesetting software 

raster graphics editors 

computer-aided design and drafting software 

Microsoft Excel for calculations, pie charts, diagrams, tables 

freehand drawings and sketches 

camera (many used pictures are self-created) 

 

Chapters 1-3 (graphics in a Folder): in addition to the simple composition of relevant images, a big 
data of German and Russian famous buildings (see Factual data) is analyzed using Microsoft Excel 
with a subsequent improvement in a make-up program. Conceptual images are created with the help 
of CAD and freehand drawings. 

 

Chapter 4 (CD): graphics on CD is very important for the chapter understanding because each text 
part on the buildings refers to a certain graphic sheet. Graphic sheets present: 

photographs: some are ordered from archives (“Central State Archive of Film and Photo Doc-
uments of St. Petersburg”; Hamburg Fotoarchiv), and from photography departments of 
newspapers and magazines (Kommersant.ru, Fontanka.ru, et. al),  

photoscripts: a field study  

maps, also, the created maps, which are describing building progress and further develop-
ment of the location 

the captured fragments of articles defining a reception of the building by the public and pro-
fessionals 

 

Two final images summarize the main finding of the thesis, and are designed using CAD, freehand 
drawings, and a make-up program: 

Appendix 5.1 Activated “Urban Reagent” Model and Effects – presents a decomposed model 
of an “Urban Reagent” that comprises internal (node) and external (outer orbits) experiments 
with certain generated effects 

Appendix 5.2 “Urban Reagent” Influence – shows what influences a UR generates – an influ-
ence (effects) as a result a certain experiment/parameter
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Conclusion 
 
 
 
 

Even one building can make a difference to a city.  
 
— Jørn Utzon 
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CChapter 5. Conclusion 

The dissertation aims to explore a multilayer transformation of the environment, to unpack possibil-
ities, influences, and features of single urban objects, especially singular ones, as powerful elements 
for urban regeneration. “Newness … implies change,” Bonta (1979, 43) considers. Newness is terra 
incognita, whose discovery is impossible without trial and error and without experimentation in 
which active urban objects play a distinctive role.  

Synopsis 

The transformation of the environment is a complex process where urban objects can potentially 
operate as change agents. If we conceptualize the city as a mixture of components, an urban active 
object can be called “UUrban Reagent” (UR). A UR can work as an element of in-fill urban development, 
act as a node and landmark, to use Lynch’s (2005) terms, or as a flagship of large-scale “urban meg-
aproject,” as Cerro Santamaría (2013b) calls the phenomenon. A UR is capable to make shifts: they 
develop cities, redefine localities and socio-cultural values, stimulate economic recovery, serve as an 
emblem of megaevents, and render the evolution of architecture. A radical UR as a “trigger” (Tschumi 
1996, 6) influences many environments (urban, socio-cultural, economic, aesthetic), and is, as a rule, 
famous that is also an embodiment of influence. 

Chapter 1 analysis of three famous URs - the Sydney Opera House (opened in 1973), Centre Pompi-
dou (1977), and Guggenheim Bilbao Museoa (1997) has demonstrated the effects of these buildings 
on manifold environments – from historic and socio-cultural to architectural. All three URs are or-
dered, designed, and constructed in crisis, or special, experimental, time – a transition from industrial 
to the post-industrial era. Sydney experienced “the greatest boom” – growth in 1968-77 as a result 
of mineral exports and, thus, a change of economy (Daly 2007, 44), a rise of international tourism, 
and a need for foreign cultural professionals to strengthen the local cultural development. Paris 
strived to achieve an international status of cultural capital by the initiated in the 1960s in the time 
of “Gaullism” (White 2006, 45) big reconstructions of the city center and ill-zones (the Marais, the 
Plateau Beaubourg), followed by the 80s president’s Mitterrand “Grands Travaux” - “Grand Projects” 
(Ibelings 2014, 198). In the 90s Bilbao tried to convert an unfavorable position of being on the pe-
riphery of cultural, political, and economic innovations, to solve problems of a high crime rate, de-
cline, unemployment, and, emphasized business and flagship projects to establish global visibility as 
“a quintessential economic strategy”  (Cerro Santamaría 2013c, 29). The change, which three URs – 
architectural avant-garde objects - have induced in their cities, is a result of experimentation con-
ducted by change agents aimed to get unprecedented effects – new city image and self-esteem, na-
tional symbol, economic and cultural regeneration. Three named URs are not entirely successful, 
criticized for gentrification, cultural imperialism, high expenses, changed local identity, aggressive 
appearance, long-delayed construction, etc. 

The planned urban transformation demonstrates a heuristic, creative, experimental strategy with 
certain programmed purposes and, also, with unpredictable results. Experimentation is defined here 
as a planned activity, a test of new ideas and methods to achieve the intentional effects, and change 
the current state of things, that is the trial & error approach. Experimentation works as the activation 
energy fostering reactions with a UR, or as a coefficient added to the formula of an urban transfor-
mation. 
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Basic principles of chemical reactions are applied for a theoretical model of urban transformation. 
Like activation energy for a reagent in chemical reactions can be gained by the changed conditions 
of a reaction, catalysts, and concentration of the reagent, the activation energy for the effectiveness 
of a UR can come from experimentation initiated by  

instable historical conditions, crisis, ruins  

the interested parties-catalysts  

concentrated with ideas, an experimental artwork of a UR 

History as permanent experimentation and catalyzing the reaction stakeholders (the market, culture, 
city, …) - as rule the elite - use a UR as an instrument for experiments for certain effects, e.g., a new 
city status, the definition and re-definition of identities, monumentalization and re-monumentaliza-
tion of memories, often arbitrary and created, stimulation of capital circulation, cultural and spatial 
(virus-) diffusion, urban growth and tourism boosting, and so on – the results of incentivizing ability 
of URs, studied in Chapter 2. 

Historians indicate that great achievements appear in the crisis phase, in transitional periods when 
one culture dies and new appears, i.e., on the epoch threshold. For instance, fires in London in 1666 

, in St. Petersburg in 1736-37, in Moscow in 1812 during the Napoleonic invasion 
(Glazychev 2002, 602), catastrophes, wars, or new regime – unpredictable “traumatic events” work-
ing as opportunities to change (Vale 2010, 21) stimulated redevelopment (Glazychev 2008, 37). Ac-
cording to Soja (1989, 174), the “accelerated restructuring” starts with a crisis, depression, and social 
upheaval. A UR serves as a mirror of time and mentality change, like the thirteenth century Gothic 
Königsberg cathedral, ordered by the Teutonic Order, is today a cultural, tourist, and religious center 
combining protestant and orthodox religions, symbolizing national reconciliation. A UR can be a rev-
olutionary or evolutionary turning point, “explosion” or “graduality” (Lotman 2000, 17) representing 
significant historical events – breaks and gradualities, the power change, and message to the future. 
Singular URs do not stop to influence when the epoch changes (Giedion 1984, 35). 

A UR is a product and engine of experimentation of the ideology, decision-makers, and the nation. 
The nineteenth-century Neoclassicism City Beautiful movement (Hall 2014, 203), a “cult of monu-
ments” (Barry Bergdoll, cited in Rybczynski 2010, 132), or a boom of “historical and postcard land-
marks” (Rowe and Koetter 2018, 141), expanded in European, American capitals and even in colonial 
cities, express economic and political powers’ advertising strategies. If Modernist large-scale trans-
formations are invested mainly by a public sector (Ponzini 2013, 109), and URs serve the state and 
regime, the Postmodernist urban changes are entrepreneurial, and these URs are experiential com-
ponents of “image-marketing strategy” (Grubbauer 2013, 186–87).  

The “capitalist hegemony” is represented in iconic architecture, urban megaprojects, and even in 
“entire cities,” Sklair (2017, 128) argues. Since the de-industrialization, the devaluated industrial ru-
ins, outmoded ports, and brownfields are believed to be convenient milieu for investment. Urban 
megaprojects, involving iconic component as “the fixed aspects of organized spectacles” (Harvey 
1989, 91), and CBD with “corporate monuments” (Harvey 1989, 71) of skyscrapers present capitalist 
powers implementing a UR as an instrument for control and capital generation.  Modern govern-
ments, private agents, transnational capitalist elite corporations, and private-state partnerships use 
spectacular URs for advertising, business (Schittich 2017, 5), and expansion.  

Business-led regeneration with Canary Wharf skyscrapers of the London Docklands, “Federation” 
complex in Moscow, French La Défense, culture-led urban regeneration with English Newcastle-
Gateshead (Miles 2005, 916), commercial Covent Garden, the West Edmonton Mall (Harvey 1989, 
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91), mixed-use Hamburg HafenCity, etc. - flagship developments of the different programs have be-
come “an entrepreneurial solution” (Smyth 1994, 1). “A new, radical business elite effectively took 
over the city, leading a pro-growth coalition,” Peter Hall (2014, 420) describes, “skilfully marshaled 
public support and combined federal and private funds to promote large-scale commercial redevel-
opment.” Both mass and out of the ‘ordinary’ (singular, iconic, spectacular) - “routine” and “high” 
(Ikonnikov 2002, 2:9) URs act as a “manipulator of the physical environment” (Lynch 2005, 7) – 
change urban, social, cultural, economic milieu.  

A UR is a compromise between client and architect (Glazychev 2008, 312). When experimentation is 
concentrated in the UR, when an urban object is experimental by its architecture, idea, shape, then 
not only radical external influences are produced but also an influence on architectural profession 
and discipline. Pallasmaa (2013, 81) distinguishes two styles of creative work – one refers to risk, and 
bases on an accident, whilst the second has certainty in its origin, and nothing unpredictable. Risky 
experimental examples are abundant – Aalto’s library in Vyborg, Holl’s Kiasma in Helsinki, Gehry’s 
Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, or recently opened OMA’s Department store Galleria in Gwanggyo 
(Korea). Artistic experimentation “differs radically from the classical, traditional, and academic” 
(Poggioli 1968, 136), impulses creative evolution, defense, and development of a certain ‘design re-
search program’ (Schumacher 2008). 

A creation of URs influences professional development. Audacious architects-experimentalists and 
pioneers, partly bricoleurs, partly scientists (Rowe and Koetter 2018, 115), by “trial and error, by 
switching from one hypothesis to another till one is found” (Gombrich 2000, 327), based on arbitrar-
iness and heuristics, develop a manifesto, promote artifacts as the only right choice, and gain expe-
rience. Nihilists and Oppositionists reject the condemned as untrue belief systems, express their 
“negative heuristic” (Landau 1981, 113; Lakatos 1999, 48) identifying a valuable art from irrelevant. 
In a search of commissions, cosmopolitan and charismatic players, or starchitects, seduce localities 
and agents to order their extravagant URs as profitable and awesome that in parallel generates a 
halo-effect for a designer.  

A UR impacts the discipline change. As a revolutionary invention, it builds the design research pro-
gram ‘hard core’, borrowing Lakatosian (1999) terms. As an evolutionary innovation – a beautiful, 
agreeable adaptation of a radical, raw, and, often, frightening, monstrous invention, it maintains an 
‘auxiliary hypothesis’ of protecting the program ‘belt’. When an invention is adapted to reality, it 
stimulates innovations, which spatial diffusion and contagious spread occur due to innovators, in-
vaders, cosmopolitans, or change agents promoting, adapting inventions, and implementing innova-
tions (Rogers 1983, 247–50). Furthermore, a radical UR serves as a visual attractor, focal point by 
being a contrast to the surroundings, as a monument representing deep and temporal meanings and 
symbols, and as an original and authentic singularity enriching the environment with an enigmatic 
aura, Chapter 3 defines. 

Both external (a use of a UR as a tool) and internal (an experimental nature of a UR) experiments 
activate a UR to react with the milieu, generate effects, and trigger the transformation. If internal 
and external experiments overlap, making a synthetic one, a UR alters different environments in par-
allel – from transformation the history and society to architecture.  

Chapter 4 studies eight modern German and Russian buildings as synthetic experiments: Infrastruc-
tural (Berlin Hauptbahnhof, Samara Central Railway Station), Cultural (Elbphilharmonie Hamburg, 
New Stage of Alexandrinsky Theatre, Krestovsky Stadium in St. Petersburg, Munich Olympiastadion), 
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and Commercial (BMW Welt in Munich, Gazprom Tower in St. Petersburg). A superposition of inter-
nal and external experiments of these case studies demonstrates a strong impact and a change in 
various environments. 

Thus, three models of the transformation of environments by a UR are distinguished: 

External Experiment: the history and change-makers using a UR as a tool for experiments 

Internal Experiment: a UR as an architectural experimentation 

Synthetic Experiment: a superposition of internal and external experiments 

Urban transformation (UT) (transformation of urban, architectural, socio-cultural, economic, histori-
cal environments) is a result of a reaction between the environment (E) and an activated by an ex-
periment urban object (UR) aimed at certain effects : 

[[URBAN TRANSFORMATION = ENVIRONMENT EFFECT] 

Summing up, the transformation of the environment is a labyrinthine and controversial process, de-
pendent on different decision-makers, urban elements, arbitrariness, and occasions. A crane in the 
cityscape is a signal of taking shape trigger – a UR. A building, whatever the value, is a central active 
element reacting with the environment and transforming it. A UR possibility to influence is based on 
the power of an experiment, a planned, intentional activity with risky and unpredictable outputs.  

Once built or intervened in the city, an “Urban Reagent” represents, redefines, reproduces, catalyzes, 
destroys, infects, enriches, diversifies, diffuses, inspires, provokes, evokes, makes famous … - trans-
forms multiple environments. It is important to be aware of the possibilities of one single active ob-
ject to influence the change of culture, society, economy, cities, aesthetics. It is important to design 
and accept URs with this knowledge to avoid negative effects. 

List of Effects 

The effects of URs are outputs of certain experiments – internal and external – express the transfor-
mation of environments. 

A UR can be implosive or explosive. The effects of the realized URs can be as intended, accompanied 
by random, or be null effects that all are outputs of experimentation. For instance, an infrastructural 
experiment of Berlin Central Station has affected culture, history, and society, symbolizing “physical 
incarnation of reunification” (Hans van Dijk, cited in Barkhofen 2000, 19), whereas a cultural experi-
ment of an iconic Lucerne Culture and Congress Centre failed with the ‘Bilbao effect’ stays empty 
because of unaffordable costs (Hubeli 2002, 35).  

Risks are inseparable from experimentation and a UR as its objectivation. One variable or element 
change in the model may lead to unpredictable results that are “counterintuitive,” Prigogine and 
Stengers (1986, 266) write. The slams’ elimination and new buildings’ erection do not mean a positive 
reconstruction because all other aspects – employment, social, economic values – should be also 
considered. Architecture, like history, is an open system and is fundamentally unpredictable (Prigo-
gine and Stengers 1986, 271).  

Different effects can resonate with each other, e.g., City emblem – Reflection of society, Monster – 
Invention – Virus, Beauty – Innovation – Virus, Celebrity – Commodity-Spectacle. 

A UR can provoke not only a blast wave, radically changing the milieu, but also an answering wave. 
URs catalyzing new areas result in downtown decline; alien shape in the historic center - public pro-
tests, which, for instance, induced in St. Petersburg a relocation of the Gazprom Tower from Okhta 
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to Lakhta. The attractive regenerated spaces are associated with gentrification, and, consequently, 
an appearance of new URs. Economy- and business-led urban regeneration fuels a circulation of the 
process.  

One effect induces another, like a chain reaction. 

External Experiment and its Effects: 

Time-Place Experiment (history):  

Zeitgeist-effect (modernity, the nation, and the power image) 
Shift-effect (stable progress and evolution, crisis and revolution, initiated by a creative 
minority and accomplished by the whole nation) 

Epoch-making-effect (the latest achievements, a message to tomorrow) 

Socio-cultural Experiment 

Reflection of society-effect (“culture mentalities” (Sorokin 1937, 1:76)) 

Communication \ Symbol \ Wow-effect (transmitting functions and meanings) 
Evocation \ Identity-effect (individual and collective identity and memory) 
Provocation \ Discourse \ Pro et contra-effect (public, professional interest, fame, 
protest, canonization) 

 Urban Experiment 

Landmark-Center-Attractor-effect (urban beacon, focal point, public accumulation) 
Urban catalyst \ Flagship regeneration-effect (trigger, gentrification) 

Kind and Evil Geniuses loci-effect (place concretization, placemaking, character) 
Virus \ Diffusion-effect (intervention, a capability to diffuse spatially invading) 

Economic Experiment 

Commodity-Spectacle-effect (a marketing tool, symbolic capital, advertising) 

City emblem \ Brand-effect (‘surplus value’) 
Pilgrimage-effect (tourist magnet) 

 

Internal Experiment and its Effects: 

Authorship Experiment 

Experimentalist-effect  
Pioneer-effect (manifesto) 
Genius-effect (intuition, inspiration) 

Nihilist-Oppositionist-effect  
Halo-\Celebrity-effect 

Architectonic Experiment 

Monumentality-effect 

Monster-Beauty-effect (raw-refined) 
Singularity-effect 
Attractor \ Visual-effect (contrast, Gestalt) 

Symbol-Icon-effect 
Invention - Innovation-effect 
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FFinal Images 

Two final images summarize the findings of the dissertation – different revealed influences or possi-
bilities of a singular active urban object: Appendix 5.1 and Appendix 5. 2. 

Appendix 5.1 - a conceptual image1 of a UR’s model and effects shows an abstract sphere wherein 
the node is an artifact (internal experiment) that is surrounded by urban, socio-cultural, and eco-
nomic orbits of stakeholders using an object as a tool of certain experiments to gain effects (external 
experiment). An artifact in the node, like Copernicus’ sun in the center of our universe, energizes and 
enables the external experiments. The “Time-place” parameter is shown as an axis, following Jaspers' 
(1978a, 1:29) idea of an axis of history. The conceptual model summarizes all unpacked effects and 
conditions. 

Appendix 5.2 “Urban Reagent” Influence summarizes the found effects and conditions into different 
influences: Historical, Political, Urban, Economic, Socio-cultural, architectural Professional, Aesthetic, 
Conceptual. The effects are results of certain experiments but when a UR is realized different influ-
ences merge and intertwine. 

Research Implications 

The unpacked in the thesis influences of “Urban Reagent” might be useful for  

practicing \ making experiments architects, developers, and investors to be aware of the man-
ifold effects that the building causes  

students to stimulate awareness and responsibility of design 

Areas of potential further research 

Further elaboration of the distinguished three models of the transformation of environments: 
External Experiment, Internal Experiment, and Synthetic Experiment. Empirical data gathering 

Study of culture change and its social and spatial cause: corroboration of the concept of an 
“urban virus” (UV): a search of copies, twins in object’s localities, the definition of origins  

Study of potential and influence of urban transformation by ordinary, mass, typical URs 

Comparative analysis of urban regeneration by implanting new objects and by applying an 
adaptive-reuse model 

Exploration of the interaction between different influential urban active objects

 
1 Inspired by “Planetensystem der Sonne”, p.141 in Humboldt, Alex. v. 1851. Atlas Zu Alex. v. Humboldt’s Kos-
mos 
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Universität Weimar 
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2015 »ALLES AUF ANFANG« FOTOINIT e.V. HΛNT - Magazin für Fotografie, Jena  

2011 Finalist “The 16 International Exhibition of Architecture and Design ARCH 
MOSCOW 2011” - “NEW NAMES” 
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2009 XVIII International review competition of the best research projects on 
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2008 XVII International review competition of the best research projects on 
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Konferenzen 

April 17-19, 2019 “Bauhaus and the art school of the avant-garde epoch.” The International 
scientific Conference, Moscow State Stroganov Academy (MGHPA) 
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"GINHUK / Bauhaus. Research and discovery." Peter and Paul Fortress, National 
Museum of History of St. Petersburg 

December 7-8, 
2017 

7th international doctoral conference: Architecture and Urbanism: 
Contemporary Research. Czech Technical University Prague (CTU) 

July 9-11, 2014 Autonomy Reconsidered: Ethics in Architecture, Urbanism and Landscape 
Architecture. TU Delft 

May 24-26, 2012 International Conference on the knowledge basis for researching contemporary 
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April 5-7, 2011 64th International scientific and technical conference “Urgent problems of 
modern construction.” SpbGASU 
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